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R C. Jain IAS (Retd.)
Chairman

Commission on Review of
Administrative Laws
Dated : September 30, 1998

Dear Shri Prabhat Kumar,
I have great pleasure in forwarding herewith the Report (in two Volumes) of the
Commission on Review of Administrative Laws.
2.

The short time available to the Commission, the constraints under which it
functioned and to which a reference in detail has been made in the Report and the
formidable nature of the task assigned to it hardly need to be emphasised here.
3.

In the absence of an universally accepted definition of the term 'Administrative
Laws", the Commission has considered nearly all those Central laws which were
considered by various Ministries/Departments for purposes of review, repeal and
amendments,
as well as those which were mentioned by the user groups and were
.
also relevant to our terms of reference, particularly, (b) and (c).
4.

There is a perception among many people that despite a fairly extensive State
intervention and a regulatory regime in our country there is no real deterrence and
effective enforcement for the benefit of society in.general and the average citizen in
particular. Be that as it may, it can hardly be disputed that multiplicity and complexity of
laws, odes, regulations and procedures and lack of adequate information about these,
is one of the major reasons for their misuse by officers and staff, particularly at the
cutting-edge level, resulting in delays, harassment and corruption on a massive scale.
The cost of all these consequences to the society and to the country's growth is
enormous. Thus any further delay in bringing about adequate reforms in such a
regulatory regime can be at our own peril. The Commission has been able to recommend
in its Report repeal of over 1300 Central laws out of a total of approximately 2500 such
laws.
5.
Equally important, if not more, is the urgent need to bring about a radical change
in the mindset of administration at almost all levels. Officers are not accessible to
people for whom they exist. Grievance redressal mechanism exists only on paper.
Complaints are either not received or are not acted upon. Reply to the complaints is an

exception rather than the rule, particularly in the public sector banks, organisations
providing public utilities, e.g. electricity, water, street lighting, sanitation, sewerage,
telephones etc. Intervention of an MP/MLA/MLC or publication of the complaint in an
important newspaper, or payment of speed money do help. The helplessness of an
average citizen is to be objectively assessed to be believed. A system of 'open house'
to be held on fixed dates, announced in advance, periodically at district, tahsil and
block levels might meet, to a considerable extent, the requirement of motivating the
functionaries at the cutting-edge level towards their duty to the public, and in the direction
of taking concrete steps for trying to ensure a responsive administration. If, however,
motivation and orientation do not bring about the desired improvement in the mindsets,
there is no better alternative than to strictly enforce individual accountability for delays
and harassment within specified time frames without any compunction.
6.

One more aspect needs to be highlighted. It is often said that as economic
reforms proceed towards more liberalisation and globalisabon, ensuing competition
would take care of the problems of deficiency in products and services. Such a
perception obviously has its limitations in the conditions of our country. Lower middle
class- ✓hat to say of poor people, cannot afford to change their consumer durables,
such as televisions, refrigerators, washing machines, air-conditioner; generating sets,
two and flour wheelers, etc. on coming to know that better products have since come in
the market, or that there are manufacturers or suppliers who provide better after-sales
service. For majority of people theseare virtually lifetime purchases. Thus it is imperative
that manufacturers and business in their own long-term interests adopt standards and
practices which are eth:cal, and that if they do not do it, they are organisationally made
to set up, at their own cost, voluntary disputes settlement mechanisms. Professional
associations and bodies should not work only in the interest of their members, but also
discharge their duties towards the society in general and the aggrieved persons in
particular
Before concluding, I must place on record my personal gratitude towards my
colleagues in the Commission. Mb H. P. Shourie, whom I call a young man of 87 years,
has greatly helped the Commission with his insight into the problems of consumers
and his personal experience in the area of public interest litigation. Mr. S. Ramaiah has
made highly valuable contribution to the task of cleansing the statute book. Dr. P.S.A.
Sundaram our Member Convenor. is a man of academic pursuits with strong commitment
to administrative reforms. He has been a driving force for the Commission to be able to
do what it has done in this short period.
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I would also like to place on record my personal appreciation of the excellent

support provided to the Commission by the Secretariat of the Dept of Administrative
Reforms & Public Grievances led by Shri Nikhilesh Jha, Director and all his colleague&
With warm regards,
Yours Sincerely,
SW=
(P.C. Jain)
Shri Prabhat Kumar,
Cabinet Secretary,
Govt. of India,
New Delhi.

Report of the Commission on Review of
Administrative Laws

INTRODUCTION
A Commission an Review of Administrative Laws was set up with the approval
of the Prime Minister on SP May, 1998, vide Office Memorandum No. K-11022/19/98-P
issued by the Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances. Following
is the composition of the Commission
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

2.

Shri P.C. Jain, Retired Secretary to the Government
Chairman
of India
Member
Shri H.D. Shourie, Director, Common Cause
Member
Shri S. Ramaiah, Retired Legislative Secretary,
Government of India
Dr. R S.A. Sundaram, Additional Secretary
(AR&T), Department of Administrative Reforms
Member-Convenor
& Public Grievances

The terms of reference of the Commission were as follows:a) To undertake an overview of steps taken by different Ministries/Departments
for the review of administrative laws, regulations and procedures administered
by them, and the follow-up steps thereafter, for repeal and amendment.
b) To identify, in consultation with Ministries/Departments and client groups,
proposals for amendments to existing laws, regulations and procedures,
where these are in the nature of law common to mare than one department,
or where they have a bearing on the effective working of more than one
Ministry/Department and State Governments, or where a collectivity of laws
impact an the performance of an economic or social sector, or where they
have a bearing on industry and trade.
c) To examine, in the case of selected areas like environment, industry, trade
and commerce, housing and real estate, specific changes in existing rules
and procedures so as to make them objective, transparent and predictable.
d) To make, on the basis of this exercise, recommendations far repeal/amendments of laws, regulations and procedures, legislative process, etc.
1

--9Subsequently, the Government asked the Commission also to look into the report
3.
of the Inter-Ministerial Committee on Cyber Laws.
The Commission was initially required by the Government to submit its report
4.
within a period of three months. Subsequently, the period was extended by the
Government till the end of September 1998. Copies of the Office Memorandum
constituting the Commission as well as the subsequent Office Memorandum extending
its tenure are enclosed as Annexure-1.
The Commission held all its meetings in the Committee Room of the Department
5.
of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances. It had 43 meetings over the period
starting from third week of May 1998 till the end of September 1998. The Commission
interacted with the Secretaries and other senior officials of a large number of Ministries/
Departments and Central agencies, the representatives of Chambers of Commerce
and Industry, such as Confederation of Indian Industry, ASSOCHAM, FICCI and PHD
Chamber of Commerce and Industry. The Commission also interacted with
representatives of consumer and user groups, the Pensioners' Association in addition
to joint interactive discussions with the Ministries/Departments and user groups. The
Commission was also provided with reports on regulatory reform prepared by individual
Ministries/Departments, the Chambers of Commerce and Industry and consumer
representatives. The Commission called on Union Minister of State for Personnel Shri
K.M.R. Janarathanan to ascertain Government's views on the terms of reference. The
Commission also called on Justice B.P. Jeevan Reddy, Chairman, Law Commission
for discussion on specific issues. As desired by the Cabinet Secretariat, the Commission
forwarded an interim report on Cyber Laws after discussions with Secretary Department
of Electronics and officials of National Informatics Centre.
The Commission is deeply appreciative of the excellent secretarial support
6.
provided by the Department of Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances including
Director — Shri Nikhilesh Jha and other officials in the Department. Apart from the
arrangements for conducting all the meetings of the Commission, the Secretariat was
tireless in securing for the Commission virtually all the desired information and reports
from different sources. The Commission also records its appreciation on the help
provided by the Consultant, Shri Gautam Elanerjee, Supreme Court Advocate.

2

The Statement of the Problem
The task entrusted to the Commission is obviously huge. As will be evident
7.
from the Terms of Reference, it comprises: overview of administrative laws and the
regulations, rules and procedures under them: to formulate proposals for amendment
where required; to determine specific changes required in rules and procedures in
relation to certain important economic and social areas; and to identify the laws,
regulations, rules and procedures which need to be repealed. The task required a
much longer time and far greater preparatory work than what was available to the
Commission.
The other problem confronted by the Commission related to the term
8.
"Administrative Law' itself. Either on the basis of Supreme Court judgements or
discussions with the Law Commission, the Commission was not able to locate an
acceptable definition of this term. In the books written by some Indian authors an the
subject of administrative law, the term has been largely defined in terms of what is
known as subordinate legislation comprising rules, regulations, statutory orders and
administrative instructions, flowing from the Ministry/Department/Central agency on
the strength of the authority conferred by a statute on the executive. This is the broad
sense in which the Parliamentary Committees on Subordinate Legislation review the
various rules and regulations framed under different Central Acts. The famous work of
Lord Hewed on ''New Despotism", referring to the uncontrolled and despotic nature of
the exercise of delegated power of the executive in U.K, also gives the same connotation
to administrative law
One way to resolve the problem was to interpret administrative law as distinct
9.
from constitutional law, in the sense of the laws and regulations administered by different
Central Ministries/Departments by virtue of legislative authority, but subject to judicial
review. It would also include the complex of bodies responsible for dispute resolution,
ranging from civil courts, tribunals, quasi-judicial authorities, to officials exercising
judicial powers, etc. From this interpretation, the Commission would not be confined
merely to looking at subordinate legislation, but would also be required to look at
related main legislations wherever it is necessary. In the context of containing
proliferation of the problems of the people, which have inevitable relation to the
administration of laws and procedures, the Commission considers it appropriate to
focus attention on those regulations and procedures which affect people the most, and
where alterations and amendments are required in the interest, especially, of industry,
trade commerce, environment, housing, real estate and consumer protection.

3

10.
While following this approach, the Commission was seriously constrained by
the fact that it did not have access to a complete set of subordinate legislation in the
form of rules, regulations and administrative instructions, issued under different Central
Acts, by individual Ministries and Departments. It appears that the Legislative
Department itself did not have such a complete compilation of rules, regulations and
proceduresissued by the Ministries. The problem is compounded by the fact that, in
terms of certain laws like the Essential Commodities Act, as many as 13 Ministries
have issued over 150 orders. The Expert Groups and Task Forces set up by most
Ministries and Departments have chosen to concentrate on amendments to laws, and
not on the rules and regulations. Another handicap was that the Central Ministries did
not have full information about the rules and regulations issued by State Governments
by virtue of the authority vested in them by Central laws such as Prevention of Food
Adulteration Act, Drugs and Cosmetics Act, labour legislations, etc. The Commission
was further struck by the fact that, excepting a few Ministries, the Ministries and
Departments did not project the inter-related nature of legal and regulatory reform,
and the extent to which the laws administered by other Departments impacted on their
own efforts to improve the regulatory conditions in their sectors. This isolated approach
was strengthened by the fad that different aspects of operation of particular sectors
like industry and trade were fragmented among Departments in the same Ministry or
among different Ministries. The Central agencies of direct and indirect taxation were
mare guided by revenue realisation, and did not always see eye to eye with the
promotional Departments in charge of industry and trade. The Commission was
concerned to find that there has been little effort to converge laws and regulations
administered by different Departments, including the Legislative Department: in order
to address the problems of industry and users in a focussed manner. The effort made
in this regard, as a part of National Housing Policy, could be undertaken by other
Ministries acting in concert.
11.
In various important spheres in the Concurrent List, such as labour welfare,
land acquisition, levy of stamp duty, registration of instruments, etc., State Governments
have enacted their own legislation, and have provided their own procedures for
enforcement. Thus, a strategy for tackling the procedural aspects of constraints faced
by industry, trade and consumer groups can emerge only after examining procedures
and related laws at the state level. The State Governments, on the other hand, have
been representing to the Central Government about the effect on industry and trade of
Central laws and procedures in the field of environmental protection and forest, the
Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act, Boilers Act, general laws like Transfer of
Property Act, and sectoral laws in the areas of Power, Telecommunications, Railways
and Surface Transport. The entire question of Centre-State interface in the

4
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administration of laws and regulations is beyond the scope of this report. It has also
not been comprehensively addressed either by the Law Commissions or the Task
Farces. The Commission feels that this important exercise may be taken up immediately
by the Inter-State Council with the help of an Expel Group comprising Central and
State officials and legal experts. Meanwhile, State Governments may take up the task
of integrating their laws on the same subject applicable to different regions of a State,
such as Vidarbha and other regions in Maharashtra, Acts in old Berar area, PreReorganisation Acts in different parts of Kerala etc. As noted later, the State
Governments also may consider incorporating sunset provisions in their operative laws,
wherever possible.
12. In the case of the Central Government Committees, the Commission noted that
the Fifteenth Law Commission has been asked by the Government, inter-alia, to look
at the review/repeal
of obsolete laws, to consider in a wider perspective suggestions
.
_
given by Expert Groups in various Ministries/Departments, and to consider references
made to the Law Commission by Ministries in respect of legislation having a bearing
on the working of more than one Ministry/Department. It is understood that a number
of Ministries have forwarded specific suggestions to the Law Commission on these
issues, and that the Commission has sent an interim report to the Government. Given
the limited inputs received by the Commission on the issue of interrelated legal reform,
and the problems faced by State Governments, this report has naturally addressed the
issues on the basis of available material.
13. Another issue which is of paramount importance in a democratic country with a
large number of people below the poverty line, and over 70% of the population living in
rural areas, is the entire complex of laws, regulations and procedures which affect the
quality of life of poor people and disadvantaged sections of the population, their access
to basic services like education, healthcare and nutrition, and their inability to take
advantage of the opportunities and benefits provided under various schemes
administered by the Central and State Governments, financial institutions, etc. More
than the question of securing access to basic services is often the basic question of
survival and economic activity itself for sections of the population like the tribals, poor
women in many remote villages or even cities, the tardy implementation of land reform
and tenancy legislation, difficulty of women in the inheritance of properties, violence
and oppression of majority groups, insensitive attitude of administration, etc. The
problem has been highlighted in a number of studies made by officials and voluntary
groups in different States. Specific proposals in respect of shelter for the poor, security
of tenure for slum dwellers, rehabilitation of hawkers and pavement dwellers, assistance
5
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to tribal women to form associations, etc. have been mooted. However, a widespread
effort to amend the laws, regulations and procedures to focus specifically on their
disabilities, or to reform procedures and inherent political factors to ensure the flow of
assured benefits to the poor, or to sensitise banks and financial institutions for making
prompt loans to the poor are yet to be initiated on a larger scale at the Central and
State level. Again, forwent of specific submissions on thesubject by individual Ministries
and Departments, the Commission has not been able to address the issue, but would
like to suggest a separate deeper study by the Government as soon as possible. The
Law Commission could also consider this issue as it falls within its present terms of
reference.
APPROACH
14.
Against this background, the Commission approached the overall question of
legal and regulatory reform from the point of view of
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The repeal of old and dysfunctional legislation.
Unification and harmonisation of statutes and regulations.
Procedural law and dispute resolution_
Subordinate legislation and procedures of Government agencies.
Proposals for necessary new legislation in the present context of economic
and social reform, and compliance with international Conventions.
f) The inter-face of State legislation.
15.
It has been noted by the Commission that it is only in the last few years that the
importance of legal and regulatory changes for the success of macro economic policies
and people-friendly administration have been universally recognised by Central and
State Governments. What is important is that there is a consensus amongst the political
leadership as reflected in the Statement issued after the Conference of Chief Ministers
held in May 1997. The progress so far on statutory reform has been on three fronts.
Firstly, there are changes found necessary because of multilateral agreements such
as the Conventions of World Trade Organisation and bio-diversity. These include
proposed amendments in the Patents Act, 1970 and Copyright Act, 1957. Secondly,
there are changes connected with deregulation and the reduction of State involvement
in the number of sectors such as recent legislation in the power and highways sector,
proposed amendments in the areas of telecommunications, insurance and banking.
Thirdly, there are legislative changes which are part of economic reform as well as
responses to the problems of abuse of the existing system such as the proposed repeal
of the FERA and Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation Act) 1976 an introduction of
Money-Laundering Bill, 1998, an introduction of Amendments to Income Tax Act, etc.
The related set of amendments flow from the perception of a need for review of a
structure of penalties and prosecution such as Essential Commodities Act, 1955 and
FERA. While some amending Acts have been passed quickly by Parliament, number
- of important Bills are still pending before either of the two Houses such as the Sick
Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Amendment Bill, the Urban Land (Ceiling
and Regulation)

Amendment Bill, the Delhi Rent Control Amendment Bill, the Essential Commodities
Amendment Bill, the Code of Civil Procedure. Amendment Bill, the Companies •
Amendment Bill, Insurance Regulatory Authority Bill, the Conservation of Bio-diversity
Bill, and a number of Bills related to the organisational structure for coffee, aquaculture, narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, National Cooperative Development
Corporation, Multi-State Cooperative Societies, etc. There are some Acts which have
been passed but not notified such as the Hire-Purchase Act and the Delhi Rent Control
Act. The time available to Parliament to take up and conclude legislative business
quickly will be a critical factor in promoting reform of legislation in the country.
RECOMMENDATIONS ON TERMS OF REFERENCE
We shall now oudine the specific observations and recommendations on various
16.
terms of reference:
16.1 THE OVERVIEW OF STEPS TAKEN BY DIFFERENT MINISTRIES/
DEPARTMENTS
With the help of the Secretariat, the Commission has been able to obtain
from 45 Ministries/Departments, the present status of review of laws and orders
administered by them. A statement containing present status and the observations of
the Commission in respect of the suggestions made by Task Forces/Expert Committees
appointed by Ministries/Departments is placed at Statement 1 (Vol.11). It has not been
possible within the given time, nor found necessary, to comment on specific legal
provisions for amendments in all the Central laws numbering 1079 (the exact number
of Central laws at present is not clear although the Legislative Department mentioned
that the entire set of laws has been placed on the internet). Some referred to the
number as 2,000 inclusive of Regulations. The position is elaborated in Para 16.4..
The Commission does not consider it necessary, given the limited managerial time
with the Government and the pressing business before Parliament, to take up
simultaneous amendment to all the Central laws. It would be more useful to focus
attention on about 109 important laws, from the point of view of decision-making and
impact on users, that would require significant changes. Given the focus of the Prime
Minister in suggesting repeal/amendment of administrative laws and regulations during
his address to the Confederation of Indian Industry, the perspective of industry, trade
and the consumers in respect of laws affecting their transactions between themselves
and the Government, as well as at the global level, ought to dictate the selection of the
priority list for enactment. While many of these Acts are included in the review of the
status of action taken by the Ministries in the Statement 1 (Vol II), many have been
added by the Commission. The list of these important Acts is enclosed separately in
Appendix-E and also they are highlighted in the status of action.
7

-I s16.1.1
As mentioned earlier; the specific details of proposed amendments to
legislations are given by very few Ministries/Departments in the course of their reply to
the Secretariat. The reports of the Expert Committees/Task Forces are also available
only in the case of a few like the Department of Consumer Affairs, Ministry of Mines
and the Department of Agriculture and Cooperation. It is possible that number of
Ministries have not given the details of amendments since they are reflected in the
Cabinet Note under submission, but it would have been useful if at least the nature of
amendments had been indicated by these Ministries. The Commission noted that
action has been initiated/taken already by concerned Ministries/Departments to amend/
replace the following legislations :
i.
Air Corporations Act, 1953.
Agricultural Produce Cass Act, 1940.
„driii.
The Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export Development
Authority Act, 1983.
iv.
Advocates Act, 1961.
Arms Act, 1959.
Bankers' Books Evidence Act, 1691 (Bill drafted)
vii.
Bureau of Indian Standards Act, 1986.
viii.
Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (Bill drafted).
.
Central Excises and Salt Act, 1944.
Central Sales Tax Act, 1956.
Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (Bill introduced).
,,xf."
Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973 (Bill being drafted).
xii.
xiii. y. Companies Act 1956 (for repeal and replacement).
r ya!
Coffee Act, 1942.
Contract Labour(Abolition and Regulation) Act, 1970.
Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation) Act, 1986.
xvi.
xvii. Consumer Protection Act, 1986.
xviii. Customs Act, 1962.
xhxhh , Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940.
Destructive Insects and Pests (DIP) Act, 1914.
—
)<xi.
Dentists Act, 1948.
Designs Act, 1911.
>odii. Electricity (Supply) Act, 1948 (Bill passed).
xxiv. Environment (Protection) Act, 1986.
xxv.y.--Essential Commodities Act, 1955 (Bill introduced).
Evidence Act, 1872.
xxvii. Emblems and Names (Prevention of Improper Use) Act, 1950.
8
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xy.ufrI<Hiplosives Act, 1884.
xxix.

FERA Act, 1973 (for repeal and replacement).

xxx.

Forward Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1952.

)ood. Foreign Trade (Development and Regulation) Act, 1992.
)ocxii. Hire Purchase Act, 1972 (Act not yet notified).
ncome tax Act, 1961 (some amendments already passed).
Iv.Indian Penal Code:
.,_xac< Indian Stamp Act, 1899
vi. Indian Telegraph Act, 1885.
kkx)tie Industries (D and R) Act 1951.
Prisons Act, 1894.
x. Indian Boilers Act 1923.
xl.

Indian Medical Council Act, 1956.

xli.

Industrial Disputes Act, 1947.

xlii.

Insecticides Act, 1968.
Land Acquisition Act, 1894.

xliv.

Multi State Cooperative Societies Act, 1984.

xlv.

Marine Products Export Development Authority Act, 1972.

xlvi.

Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971.

xlvii.

Mines and Minerals (Regulation and Development) Act, 1957.

xlviii.

Merchant Shipping Act, 1958.

xlix.

Multi-modal Transportation of Goods Act, 1993.

I.

National Cooperative Development Corporation Act, 1962:
Notaries Act, 1952.

--tfr

Official Secrets Act, 1923.

liii.

Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954.

Irv.

Patents Act, 1970.

Iv.

Produce Cess Act, 1966.
Payment of Bonus Act, 1965.
Payment of Wages Act, 1936.

...Ave. Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934.
ix.

Rubber Act, 1947.

x.

Standards of Weights and Measures Act, 1976.

xi.

Standards of Weights and Measures (Enforcement) Act, 1985.

xii.

Spices Board Act, 1986.

xiii.

Tea Act, 1953.

xiv.

Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958.
Trade Unions Act, 1926.
9

16.1.2
A number of Ministries have moved proposals to introduce new laws to
meet the WTO obligations such as the appointment of an Expert Committee to consider
amendments to Patent Law and Copyright Law, and to fill the missing gaps in legislation
such as trade secrets. In order to reduce the controls on industry and trade and to
minimise the curbs on movement of essential commodities, a number of orders and
rules have been repealed, or taken up for simplification by Departments like Agriculture
and Cooperation, Sugar and Edible Oil, and the Ministry of Mines. Many Central
agencies have continued to pursue action to amend and simplify procedures, issue
consolidated instructions, open websites on the Internet, reduce forms and returns,
integrate processing of matters involving inter-departmental consultation, etc. The
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion has been successfully operating an
inter-Ministerial mechanism for the sanction of industrial licences and approvals for
foreign investment.
16.1.3.
While the Commission was encouraged by the fact that many Ministries/
Departments are contemplating amendments to legislation and orders, it was not clear
as to how long it would take for them actually to bring the amending legislatioh, rules
and orders before Parliament or carry out the repeal/amendment of regulations, rules
and orders. The latter process ought to be less time consuming since it does not
require approval of Parliament. It was, however, mentioned that even this process
takes considerable time for concurrence by the Law Ministry, subsequent translation
and notification. In some cases, the Commission had the benefit of only views of the
Expert Group, but it is not clear as to whether the Department has taken a decision on
the report of the Expert Group and what if any and the proposed amendments. The
Departments like Food and Civil Supplies which deal with State Governments had
proposed initial consultations with State Governments for the review of rules and
regulations relating to food grains policy/ procedures but it was not indicated when this
consideration would be completed.
16.1.4.
Some specific points relating to other areas may be noted to supplement
the Commission's observations in the overview statement. There is firstly the question
of the continued justification of regulation and supervision under the IDR Act over
licensed industries, when they are liable to control by other Central agencies under
sectoral laws. Secondly, there is the oft-repeated exercise of legislation and re-legislation
with every change in the incumbency of the Secretary and Minister in charge of a
Department, Thirdly, legislation in cedain areas like labour seems to call for early
tripartite discussions to evolve a consensus, while in other areas like Civil Aviation or
Environment, a national policy has to emerge first. Fourthly, there is the criticality of
nodal responsibility by one designated agency in areas like Essential Commodities
Act, Drugs manufacture and pricing, food adulteration and standards, etc., to whom
other Central agencies would pay adequate regard for harmonising their own orders.
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A number of Ministries have moved energetically to introduce new laws
16.1.5
to meet the needs of economic reform, or to remove disabilities faced by sections of
the population. These proposals include Money Laundering Bill, FEMA Bill, Electricity
Conservation Bill and Electricity Regulatory Authority Bill (passed by Parliament). A
number of orders and rules have been repealed or taken up for repeal. Considerable
action has been taken to amend and simplify procedures, issue consolidated instructions,
reduce forms and returns, integrate inter-departmental consultation on approvals, etc.
Some Acts have become obsolete due to the pace of development. The
16.1.6
Copyright Act, inter-alia, had to be amended in 1994 to define the special rights of the
author of the work to authorship or to claim damages. The Electricity (Supply) Act,
1948 was amended only recently to define transmission services independently, and
to bring the Act in line with power sector reform. The Patents Act, 1970 requires
urgent amendment to bring it in line with WTO obligations. A number of laws need
changes to enable electronic data and fund transfer, digital rights , computer crime
and electronic commerce, simply because these developments have overtaken the
scheme of the Acts. The emergence of multi-storeyed construction and apartment
ownership and commercial condominiums has been blocked by the concept of title
tied to land ownership rather than alienable occupancy rights, and this has led to
independent laws to provide for apartment ownership. Definitions have to be changed
in many Acts such as for Aircraft, Electricity Supply, Telegraph or even the connotation
of document, New ferns of instruments in the financial sector and capital market, and
of conveyance and mortgage, and innovative ways of evading registration of documentsi,
have necessitated amendments in relevant legislations. The tortuous process of
foreclosure of mortgage and huge delays suffered by financial institutions have led to
alternate laws for debt recovery. The entire process of Alternate Disputes Resolution
is more a commentary on the failure of the legal system to use the Civil Procedure
Code for speedy disposal of civil cases.
Even if statutory reform is taken up, it will be of little utility in the expeditious
16.1.7
and proper disposal of cases without the reform of procedural laws, and operative
general laws like Transfer of property Act,1882, Contract Act, 1872, Limitation Act,
1963 as well as Land Acquisition Act, 1894 and the Environment (Protection) Act,
1986, which affect the functioning of different sectors. Then, there are demands for
liberalisation of older laws like EC Act containing excessive provisions for penalties
and minimum punishment, and, on the other hand, steps to enable the enforcement
agencies to have greater probability of prosecution and conviction in theface of devious
methods employed by evaders of law. There are complications introduced by parallel
State laws in Concurrent List on related fields or rules under Central Acts, either by
way of powers to appropriate Government to make rules or byway of delegated powers
under Central Act.
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16.1.8

The recommendations on repeal of certain laws and amendments to
identified Acts follow from these considerations. These are described separately in
Para 16.4.
161.9.

Among the Terms of Reference the issue of determination of repeal and
amendments in the laws is obviously of primary importance, and the Commission has
considered it necessary to highlight it at this stage before putting forth our
recommendations. There are now nearly 2500 Central laws in force. While our focus
in this study has been on the Central laws, it is worthwhile keeping in view the fact that
there is not even a rough estimate available about the number of laws operating as
State laws. In one State alone the number is stated to be of the order of 1100. There
might, thus, be 25000 to 30000 laws of States. Such proliferation of the laws and
ineffective enforcement of large numbers of these Laws inevitably lead to various
problems of functioning of Government and the administration of justice. These contain,
among them, laws enacted a century ago or numerous decades ago. They are antique
and have long outlived their utility and are now anachronisms. Particulars of analysis
of these outdated Central laws appear in Para 16.4.
16.1.10.
Another matter of major importance connected with the repeal at obsolete
and outdated laws is the amendment of those laws which are old but have a bearing
on certain religious customs and practices and rights which cannot be disregarded.
These laws are contained in Appendix D.
The Commission feels that all such laws should be urgently examined by
constituted groups of experts who should have the competence and expertise to redraft them to bang them to be in accord with the present day requirements. These
should, thus, be given the new garb, retaining the basic rights and privileges embodied
in the old statutes.
16.1.11

Connected with the requirements of thus giving new garb to such antique
laws which in essence have to be retained, the Commission is of the definite view that
each of the various Pre-Constitution statutes which have to be retained on the Statute
Book, should be reviewed in order to bring their provisions in accord with the present
day requirements. The overview has referred to the need for amendments in the case
of many Acts. Presently, most of such Statutes are loaded with amendments which
from time to lime have been necessitated. Indian Penal Code, as an instance, was
enacted as long ago as 1660; it continues to be in force as such, having been amended
quite a few times. Civil Procedure Code, which prescribes the entire gamut of procedures
determining the administration of justice in the civil courts, and was enacted in 1908,
' has had about 100 amendments. The amendments inevitably make the
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phraseology of relevant clauses complex, making them open to various interpretations
by legal experts and ccmplicafing the processes of justice. Indian Electricity Act, Indian
Posts Act and Indian Telegraph Act were enacted many decades ago which, in the
context of far reaching changes that have c me about in these fields, give the feeling
of these enactments being anachronistic. The Commission hopes that all such laws
will be included in the list of those which require to be re-drafted by Groups of Experts.
Thereafter, relevant rules, regulations and procedures can be recast. In this context,
the Commission refers particularly to a practice now adopted in the U.S.A. which
comprises of incorporation of "sunset provision" in the Statute which would automatically
make the Statute inoperative after the date prescribed for the purpose in the Statute
This would of course primarily apply to laws of a temporary nature or dealing with
dynamic situation such as that in infra-structure. This would inevitably persuade the
concerned authorities to take necessary steps to re-enact the provisions of such Statute
with suitable and requisite modifications which would bring the Statute up-to-date.

16.2 HARMONY AND INTEGRATION
We need to look at laws harmoniously from the point of view of groups like
16.2.1
domestic and foreign investors, trade, industry, consumer protection, builders, exporters
importers, etc. This is as much an issue of unification and harmonisation of laws, as of
assessing the impact of individual provisions of different Ads with reference to the
objectives of specific sectoral policies and the need matrix of the stakeholders.
Unfortunately, this has not been addressed by most Ministries in the course of review
of laws and regulations, barring the Ministry of Urban Affairs and Employment. The
lack of harmonious approach has a number of facets such as not looking at Statutes
enacted at different points of time in the same subject area or having impact on other
sectors, such as Labour Laws stretching from 1855 to 1991, and informal sector, or the
Statutes from 1660 to 1971 covering currency and coins; varying definitions in the
Statutes such as definitions of child, workmen, employee, wages, factory and industry
in Labour Laws, and the varying concepts of compensation in laws providing for
acquisition of land and property at Central and State level; proliferation of orders under
one Act by different Ministries, sometimes with differing definitions, as in the case of
EC Act in Central Government or the rules under Labour Laws by States, or the
Prevention of Food -Adulteration Rules in States, or the individual practices of State
PollutioniControl Boards; or the laws an the subjects in the Concurrent List by Central
and State Governments and transactions on different States being subject to different
treatment. On a different footing, there are contrasting perspectives of the Government,
industry and the consumer/users on the implementation of laws, rules and procedures
such as the City Master Plan, or EC Act, Pollution Control, Banking Regulations and
Building Regulations, Capital Market Regulation, Consumer Protection, Land Acquisition,
Industrial Disputes, Contract LabourAbolition, Sick Industries, Registration of Societies
and Control of Voluntary Agencies, nature of penalties and prosecution, dispute
resolution, etc.
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This is aggravated by dffering approaches among different Central
Ministries on impbrtant issues like EXIM policy and concessions to trade, environmental
preservation; patents, land acquisition, drect and indirect taxation, consumer protection,
enforcement of standards and quality, removal of regulation and barriers to entry and
movement, transparency and release of information, administered pricing, privatisation,
role of public sector, approach to NGOs and citizen participation. The revenue agencies
like CBOT and CBEC look askance at concessions and look with suspicion on motives
of trade and assessees, while Directorate General of Foreign Trade and the Department
of Industrial Policy and Promotion are promotional agencies that try forever to counter
biases of regulatory agencies. The Ministry of Environment and Forests has posed
problems for all development Ministries and the States, as well as the industry. But,
the efforts of the Ministry and public interest litigation petitions before Supreme Court
seek to uphold environment quality, forests and rehabilitation over timely approval.
The effect of Master Plan standards on the cost of shelter for the poor is often not
seen, and has led to slums and unregulated development. Old laws create their own
mindset in officials. As Keynes put it, the biggest problem before society is not original
sin but uncorrected obsolescence.
162.2
As noted earlier, the Commission did not have the time or opportunity to
interact with State officials on the reform of Slate laws and regulations. However, the
user organisafions brought to the notice of the Commission, the criticality and urgency
of amending State laws and procedures in the areas at industry, trade, environment,
real estate, urban development, labour, consumer protection, levy and collection of
various State and local taxes, and approvals for starting different activities. This was
mentioned prominently as seen from report relating to foreign investors and financial
institutions in the course of their interactions with Indian delegations which visited
different countries. As the State Governments account for majority of transactions
involving interface of the public and the delivery of basioservices, and the administration
of various schemes for rural population, the State and local laws have a significant
bearing on the quality of life of the population as a whole. Apart from the large body of
Central laws, there are an an average 700 to BOO laws in each State besides rules,
regulations and procedures framed under them. Karnataka is in fact in favour of a
separate law on administrative procedures. The State Government have enacted laws
in respect of subjects in the State List and Concurrent List. More importantly, many
Central laws such as those relating to urban land ceiling, prevention of toad adulteration,
and the entire labour sector, are implemented through State agencies. Prosecution for
the violations and offences under these Acts are initiated often by competent authorities
in the State. Majority of inspections of factories and industrial units are carried cut by
State and local officials. It is these inspections which have attracted the criticism of
inspectorraj The functional Departments of the State Governments prescribe a large
number of orms and returns, and often act as outposts for Central Government Ministries
like Industry. The judicial administration through the civil courts, and many tribunals
set up under Central and State Acts are dependent on the State Governments for
funds, infrastructure and staff. This explains the variation in the level of enforcement
of Central laws such as Consumer Protection Act, 1986, labour legislation, Prevention
of Food Adulteration Act, 1954, Essential Commodities Act, 1555, etc.
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In addition to this, the functioning of the economic and social sectors is
162.3
affected by State laws like Rent Control Act, parallel laws for acquisition of land and property, land revenue and land reform laws, legislation governing different utilities in
the field of health, industry, housing, transport, etc., lawsfor town planning, municipality,
building bye-laws and regulations State and local taxation of land and property, etc.
The burden, of levies on housing and real estate and the recurring costs of industries
are enforced by the level of incidence of State and municipal taxes, and the systems
for registration of documents. A study by National Institute of Public Finance and
Policy showed how the administration of the Registration Act, 1908 and Stamp Act,
1899 in different States distort the operations of capital market and the establishment
of companies, because of the differing procedures and duties.
16.3. CHANGES IN RULES AND PROCEDURES
The Commission has been asked to examine in the case of selected
16.3.1
areas like environment, industry, trade and commerce, housing and real estate, specific
changes in existing rules and procedures so as to make them objective, transparent
and predictable. The Commission was provided by the Secretariat with a paper on the
subject of Regulatory Reform for Responsive Administration in India, which was written
by the Member-Convener. Copy of the paper is enclosed at Annexure-2. The paper
brings out the context of regulatory reform in the light of people-friendly and responsive
administration. It has also provided the historic background of reform measures in the
past including the exercise undertaken by different Central Government Departments
at the instance of the Finance Ministry in 1995.
The Commission received considerable inputs from the Chambers of
16.32
Commerce and user organisations on various regulatory and procedural aspects
covering the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, Company Law, foreign
investment, environment, excise, direct taxation, banking, investor protection, labour,
power, working of the judicial system, urban development and housing authorities, and
health authorities. Suggestions were also received from Consumer Coordination Council
and the Consumer Education and Research Council', Ahmedabad as well as some
members of the public. The Pensioners' Association presented problems relating to
treatment and reimbursement of expenses in the CGHS. The Chambers of Commerce
drew attention to the excessive penalties provided in different Statutes and the scope
for arbitrary prosecution and award of punishment under different laws. The Small
Scale Industries represented specific difficulties faced at the State level. The
Commission had the opportunity to interact with Secretaries and senior officials of
different Ministries/Departments and Central agencies. It was able to obtain oral and
written responses to various suggestions received by the Commission as well as specific
queries made by the Commission except in a few cases. The list of persons and
organisations with whom the Commission interacted, is at List 1 Valli.
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16.3,3

In order to facilitate the analysis of the issues, the views of the concerned
Ministry/Department, the observations of the Commission, and the subject areas have
been grouped in a number of statements relating to power, industry, foreign investment,
foreign trade, company laws, environment, Central excise and customs, income tax,
labour, banking, housing and real estate, consumer protection, and health. Separate
notes received from railways, surface transport and telecommunications departments
are also annexed (Notes 1,2 & 3 — Valli) These statements contain suggestions for
specific changes in existing rules and procedures so as to make them objective and
more user friendly. As mentioned earlier, the problem is not only that of laws and
regulations, but also of the existing administrative procedures and practices, requirement
of approvals from multiple agencies, centralisation of authority in the Central or State
Government, lack of delegation and decentralisation, conflicting instructions to different
Departments dealing with industry and trade, lack of transparency, inter-manoeuvre of
location and time limits, inarrmssibility of authorised officials, problem of accessing
necessary forms and returns, and above all the unhelpful and apathetic attitude of
officials at different levels. It is encouraging to note recent instructions by Central and
State Governments about the widespread and easy access of public to information
about regulations and procedures, circulars of different Departments, and details of
decisions on land acquisition, award of tenders, issue of licences, eta This has been
facilitated by the thrust for computerisation and the use of internet, and the access of
the public to information provided on the website as well as information counters opened
by different Departments. It is hoped that the enactment of the Freedom of Information
Act will confer enforceable Right to Information for the citizens.
16.3.4 Evaluation
Despite this long narration of the activities reported by Central and State
agencies, the submissions made by CII, FICCI, ASSOCHAM and different user groups,
a number of evaluations at the field level as well as responses received in seminars
attended by Indian and international delegates reveal the persistence of dissatisfaction
with existing procedures, red tape, delays and harassment, the complexity of
administrative laws in India, attitude of officials, etc. There is also continuing concern
about a huge volume of pending cases in the High Courts and subordinate courts, and
delay in the disposal of cases in various tribunals. While it is difficult to narrate fully
evaluations which have been done by the Chambers of Commerce and different experts,
the following is a broad idea of the perception of the clients of Government.
o A citizen was required to incur three types of costs for the use of public service
namely. the official fees and charges, the speed money at different stages, and
finally the cost of unproductive investments the citizens incur in order to compensate
for the inefficiency and unreliability of the service provided such as water tank,
water pump, bore well, voltage stabiliser, generating set, etc.
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o The responsiveness of agencies varied widely across villages, cities and States in
terms of staff helpfulness, time taken to attend to the problem, time taken to solve
the problem, number of visits required to be made to the agency and the number of
problems actually solved.
o Lack of customer orientation, inadequate provision of information, non-transparent
procedures and practices, inefficient management systems, multiple windows for
approvals and permits, lack of accountability for outputs and services, and failure
to evaluate performance in terms of user satisfaction.
o Problems of delays, harassment and corruption after starting the business or
manufacture 'n the form of multiple inspections by inspectors from different
Departments, difficulty in securing services from different utilities, demand for
extortion payments by inspectors and staff, and generally a lack of responsive
attitude. Here again, the position varied across different States.
16.3.5 Highlighting Sectoral Issues
The Commission particularly wishes to highlight the following issues'
' a) Amendments to Company Law including cumbersome proceduresforwinding
up companies, and protection of investors.
b) The draft Bill to amend Sick Industrial Companies (Special Provisions) Act,
1985 to address the deficiencies pointed out by Expert Committees, industry
and financial institutions.
c) To ensure a balance among all laws relating to trade and consumers like the
Essential Commodities Ad, 1955, Standards of Weights and Measures
Act, 1976, Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954, and the Bureau of Indian Standards Act, 1986.
d) The deficiencies in the working of the Consumer Protection Act, and the
need for comprehensive steps for informing, enabling and protecting
consumers of various services provided by public and private agencies,
whether paid for or not.
e) Reduction of cases filed by Government agencies, especially at the appellate
level.
f) The procedures for dispute resolution in civil courts, tribunals and alternate
mechanisms.
g) Problems of foreign investors.
h) Inspector Raj.
i) Labour Laws.
j) Import and Export Procedures.
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16.3.6 Penal Provisions
The amendment proposed in the Civil Procedure Code Amendment Bill
16.36(1)
in so far as they relate to expeditious disposal of cases can be extended to the cases
before tdbunals, etc. This can be facilitated by the use of computer software for
monitoring cases and sharing information on decisions similar to that adopted in the
Supreme Court. Another way to reduce frivolous appeals on minor technical details is
to provide powers with superior officers for the rectification of obvious deficiencies in
the order
The Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry laid
163.6(2)
emphasis on the need to distinguish economic offences from criminal offences for
purposes of trial and punishment. It may not be easy to make such a distinction across
the boards, but the Government could consider provisions of commercial legislation
where such a distinction could rightfully be made and then adopt corrective legal
measures. The penal and punitive provisions under some major Acts could be reviewed
for necessary amendments in order to distinguish economic offences from criminal
offences. This is the approach adopted in the FEMA Bill.
This leads tothegeneral suggestions from different quarters about reforms
1E36(3)
in the judicial system where the enormous delays in the disposal of cases affect all
sections of citizens and business for which The Commission has made a reference
later.
16.3.7 Housing and Urban Development
A major regulatory constraint confronting both the real estate industry
16.3.7(1)
and the ordinary citizens is the complex of laws, regulations and procedures at the
Central and State level which cover the housing sector also. These have been listed in
the revised National Housing Policy placed before Parliament in 1990, and analysed
with considerable force by different research institutions, Chambers of Commerce,
real estate industry, etc. As in the case of a number of economic sectors, the laws and
regulations affecting housing activities are implemented by a number of Departments
and agencies at the Central, State and local level, all of whom may not have the same
objectives, but the net result had been a freeze on land and housing supply, steady
increase in the growth of slums and unauthorised colonies, and placing decent housing
beyond the reach of bulk of the population. Government has introduced in the 1998
Budget Session a Bill to repeal the Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act, 1976
while the proposal to amend the Delhi Rent Control Act, 1995 is also pending
consideration in Parliament. The laws include
Relating to land such as the Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act, 1976, the
(1)
Land Acquisition Act, 1894, Land Revenue and Tenancy Laws.
Laws relating to rental housing and rent control.
(2)
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(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Town and Country Planning legislations and building bye-laws, and development
authorities, slum improvement boards, laws regulating industrial planning and
environmental planning.
Laws concerning transfer of house property and taxation of conveyance of
properties.
Fiscal laws.
Regulation of apartment ownership and activities of promoters and builders as
well as laws regulating cooperafives (this has been effected in a number of
States already).
Laws relating to housing agencies and municipal corporations.

16.3.7(2)
This legal structure for housing is overlaid with procedures specified at
the State and local levels for securing approvals to land development and housing
activity, repairs and re-constructions of property, securing various services, development
of new township, etc. and often permissions are required to be obtained from a large
number of Central, State and local agencies before construction can be started. The
amended bye-laws in a number of States eliminate the need for permissions in the
case of construction as per standard plan for small plots or low income development,
and for authorising architects to issue permission subject to broad controls. However,
no significant break through has been made on a perceptible scale in any urban area
in checking unauthorised construction and use conversion or unregulated development.
The regularisation of this development is dictated by political decisions, but imposes
huge costs on the budget and pressure on scarce urban infra-structure. The
legitimisation of deliberate violation of law by illegal developers penalises law-abiding
individuals.
16.3.7(3)

Land Acquisition, Urban Regulations and Conveyance

On the land acquisition law, the approach to acquisition of land in urban
areas has to be a mix of compulsory'acquisition within a more flexible legal framework,
and efforts to induce voluntary use/surrender of land by land owners for different
purposes required for orderly urban development and services. The Commission
commends various proposals drafted by the Department of Rural Development for
amending the Land Acquisition Act, 1894 as mentioned in the Statement 2, Vol.11. At
the same time, the Commission emphasised the need to fundamentally alter the present
cycle of land acquisition in order to delink the process of vesting possession of land to
Government officials' from the process of determining compensation. This has been
universally recommended by a number of bodies including the National Commission
for Urbanisation, 1988, and is envisaged also in the draft law prepared by the Department
of Urban Development. This practice is also followed in countries like Singapore and
has led to rapid acquisition of land without affecting right of land owners to secure
adequate compensation at the level of administration and through appeals to tribunals.
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The Commission would further recommend that the acquiring Departments
should clearly identify the purpose for which land is required, propose for acquisition
only as much land as is really required, and complete all preparatory actions for
commencing the project as soon as possession is given. Wide publicity should be
givenfor the purpose of acquisition including public hearing in the case of large projects
as envisaged in the draft Bill for Freedom of Information. In order to prevent the
tendency for unnecessary acquisition of land, the Commission recommends that in
case the acquired land is not utilised for public purpose in demonstrable terms within
five years of taking possession, the land should be reverted to the original land owner
on terms to be prescribed by Government.
16.3.7(4)
The other aspect of land assembly is to emulate the practice followed in
Maharashtra to secure land for road widening, essential public services and
preservations by granting transferable development rights, permission to develop the
land by the owner subject to construction of the reservedfacility, negotiated land sharing,
alternate methods of payment of compensation, etc. The Commission understands
that these measures have been recommended to all the State Governments by the
Department of Urban Development. This will help reduce the burden on the
administration far compulsory land acquisition, promote speedy availability of land for
public purposes, encourage negotiated compensation, and result in greater involvement
of land owners in the development process. Along with this, land acquisition should
be accompanied by measures for rehabilitation of the displaced families, grant of
alternate plots etc. as attempted in a number of Cities like New Bombay.
16.3.7(5)
The Commission is aware of the efforts being made by Central and State
Governments to simplify and streamline planning standards and building regulations,
which are demonstrated by development authorities, Town Planning Departments and
municipalities. However, both the common man , business and builders continue to
suffer from cumbersome complex standards and norms, multiple authorities for approval,
lack of coordination, lack of transparency, failure to update regulations, lack of delegation,
etc. which has led to the complaints about corruption, delays and harassment. We
recommend that the innovative efforts of city authorities for single window systems,
planning standards, automatic approval for construction by slum dwellers and poor
families, approvals to architects, delegation and decentralisation, simplified systems
for repairs, reduction and simplification of documents, computerisation, updating rules
and regulations, dialogue with users, etc. should be widely adopted. It should be
recognised that past policies of monopolistic land acquisition and development and
unrealistic standards have infect led to the growth of unauthorised colonies and slums.
The liberalisation of land policy and the entry of private sector should reduce the
incentive for unregulatory development. At the same time, it should be ensured that
the regularisation of unauthorised settlements is only on the basis of payment of costcovering payments for services since such subsidies are at the expense of revenue
collectedfor other productive purposes, and will invite similar unauthorised development
in future.
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Along with the question of policies and procedures for promoting housing
16.37(6)
activity, the Commission would like to lay emphasis on the constraints and levies of
duties for the holding and conveyance of land and property in urban and rural areas.
These issues have been substantially addressed in a report prepared by the National
Institute of Public Finance and Policy for the Ministry of Finance in 1995. It is necessary,
in the interest of both the housing industry and financial institutions, to consider the
complete revamping of the structure of the ancient Transfer of Property Act, 1882, in
order to amend the concept of categorisation of mortgages in line with recent practices
of housing and financial institutions, in particular English mortgage and equitable
mortgage, lay down uniform mortgage documents, introduce speedy and predictable
systems of foreclosure of mortgagesfor default, and give legal shape to rights of owners
in multi-storeyed cooperative societies or apartments. Amendments to the Indian
Registration Act, 1908 and the Indian Stamp Act, 1699 should be considered together
by the Legislative Department on the basis of proposals being formulated by the
Department of Revenue in consultation with State Governments. This is because of
the fact that the payment of stamp duty is integrally linked with registration of documents,
especially those involving transfer of land and property. The Commission supports the
suggestion for de-linking registration process from the payment of stamp duty as in
advanced countries, and to liberate the registration process from the requirement of
submitting various no objection certificates under Income Tax Act, 1961, Urban Land
(Ceiling & Regulation) Act, 1976 Land Reforms legislation, etc. The high rates of
stamp duty and the cumbersome procedures of registration are mainly responsible for
the avoidance of registration of sale deeds, and the recourse to evasive methods like
the power of attorney and the Will for the transfer of possession of properties in a
number of Cities. It is estimated that the power of attorney transactions lead to the loss
of huge amounts of revenue for Central, State and local Governments, generate black
money, and compel even law-abiding citizens to violate the law. The solution to the
problem has been well-stated in the report of the Committee of State Finance Ministers
on Stamp Act. While implementing this report, Government should take immediate
steps in consultation with the States to rationalise stamp duties on various instruments,
reduce the level of duty to less than 10% of the value of conveyance, introduce alternate
systems for payment of stamp duty by financial institutions and the capital market,
simplify and speed-up procedures for registration, and computerise the entire process
as has been done in Andhra Pradesh. Over a period, the system of power of attorney
for transfer of possession should be discouraged by equating it with conveyance for
the levy of stamp duty, and by reducing the rates of duty. These measures will also
take care of the problems posed by banks and financial institutions in concluding
transactions, especially for major infrastructure projects.
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16.3.7(7)

Another important area of reform is the assessment of rateable value of
land and property in different municipal areas. Due to successive Supreme Court
judgements,the fixation of rateable value has been linked to the concept of standard
rent under Rent Control laws. This has led to stagnation of municipal revenues, unequal
burden of property tax on similar propertiesconstructed or transferred at different times,
abuse of discretionary powers vested in the officials, and lack of relationship of property
tax to the level of services in a locality. The Commission has noted the reform of the
existing systems in Andhra Pradesh and Patna, and an alternate proposal for the
assessment of rateable value made to State Governments by the Department of Urban
Development in the course of the communication sent recently In the interest of buoyant
revenues of municipalities, equitable assessment of rateable value on similar properties
in a City, and fixation of property tax based on rational and transparent parameters, the
Commission would urgethe Department of Urban Development toframe a model chapter
on property law for inclusion in all the State municipal laws as well as the Cantonment
Boards Act. The passage of this legislation can be leveraged through conditions
attached to distributions by the Eleventh Finance Commission as well as grants under
Central Schemes. Along with this, the State Governments should also reform other
aspects of property tax administration such as the structure of property tax, separation
of user charges from consolidated tax, exemptions, liability of Central Government
properties for taxation, database on properties, computerised systems of assessment
and collection, improving the skills of personnel etc. Ultimately, it would be useful to
develop common systems of valuation for property tax, stamp duty, income tax, wealth
tax, etc. as envisaged by the Department of Revenue, and as already adopted in a
number of countries. This will also provide acceptable systems of valuation for land
acquisition also.
16.3.8 Company Law
16.3.8(1)
The Commission found that considerable problems were faced by the
industry, and even foreign investors, on account of the complex provisions of company
law, the registration process, elaborate forme returns and registers, inconvenience to
companies in making various operational changes, payment of fees, issue and buyback of shares, merger, winding up of companies, payment of dividends, etc. This was
aggravated by the bureaucratic ways of the offices of Registrar of Companies, manual
systems, delays in settling disputes through Company Law Board, etc. The industry
has welcomed the introduction of the comprehensive Bill for revision of the Act in
Parliament, based on the report of the Working Group and consultation with industry
and other groups. However, the. Bill has not been taken up for enactment and only a
few urgent amendments are processed. The Commission would urge that the
Government refer the Bill to a Select Committee for taking note of all suggested
improvements from Government agencies, industry, and consumer groups, and then
enact the Bill in the next six months. This is a much needed legal measure. The rules
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-3vin force may then be revised and consolidated. Along with this, the proposed steps by
the Department of Company Affairs to computerise operations, inter-link various offices, '
increased staff, professionalise the management, minimise forms and returns, and
reduce paperwork for companies should be completed in three months with adequate
support from Finance Ministry. The Company Law Board needs to be streamlined in
terms of procedures and infrastructure to handle the new responsibilities.
While finalising the draft Bill, the Government may take note of the views
16.38(2)
of the Commission in Statement-3, Vol.11 such as greatly improved winding up
procedures, as suggested earlier, buy-back of shares, investor protection, setting up
separate fund out of unpaid dividends, etc.
While revising the legal structure for companies, the Government should
16.3.8(3)
simultaneously resolve the confusion surrounding the role of SEBI and RBI as regards
thejurisdiction over companies, in matters like issue of shares, acceptance of deposits,
capital market operations, etc. It appears that the amendment proposed in 1993 to
define their respective jurisdictions in relation to the Department of Company Affairs
and Company Law Board is still not clear. It is proposed to bring listed companies
under SEBI, unlisted companies under the Department of Company Affairs, and the
non-banking finance companies under the Reserve Bank of India. However, the
Company Law Board is still the tribunal for dealing with violations, but it has no powers
to enforce its decisions. In this process, the investor is tossed from one authority to
another to get redress and recover his losses. Since the Finance Ministry already
deals with SEBI and Reserve Bank of India, it might be useful for a harmonious policy
to place the Department of Company Affairs in the form of a Division in the Department
of Economic Affairs.
On the subject of winding up of companies, the deficiencies in the present
16.3.8(4)
procedures for sick and non-sick companies have been well-described in the report of
the Goswami Committee on Sick Companies set up by the Department of Banking,
The Commission has given its observations on this subject in the statement relating to
Company Law in Vol. II While the Government pursues the possibility of setting up an
alternate legislation for winding up of companies and bankruptcy similar to U.K., it
could consider amendments to the Company Law and the suggestions made by the
Goswami Committee to minimise the procedures involved in appointing the liquidator,
take over of assets and books of the company, effecting the sale of assets, and distribute
the proceedings of sale to various creditors. Instead of burdening the Company Law
Board with winding up of companies, it would be better to rely on fast track tribunals
proposed by the Goswami Committee. At the same time, it is necessary to explore the
reasons for growing volume of non-performing assets and bad debts of banks and
financial institutions, and investigate the reasons for providing new loans to incipient
sick companies
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16.3.9Sick Industrial Companies
16.3.9(1)

The Commission noted that the Department of Banking had introduced
in 1997, a Bill for comprehensive amendment of Sick Industrial Companies (Special
Provisions) Act 1985, but this Bill lapsed with the dissolutioh of Parliament. This Bill
was based on the recommendations of the Goswami Committee report and hoped to
address the deficiencies in the existing Act. It aims at changes in the definition of
sickness of companies, the overall procedure to be adopted by BIFR, the increased
powers of BIFR for enforcing the scheme, takeover and sale of assets, etc. It is,
however, found by the Commission that, despite many improvements made in the
1985 Act, the Draft Bill does not fully address the deficiencies pointed out by Expert
Committees, industry and financial institutions.
16.3,9(2)

The Draft Bill may not shorten the time for finalising the scheme for
rehabilitation or winding up the sick company, because it prescribes a number of
sequential procedures. It is possible to combine sections 15 to 17 and enable BIER to
finalise a mandatory scheme baseg on concurrent consultation of the company, creditors
and employees' representatives. The provisions relating to bar of jurisdiction of all
civil courts have to be clarified to retain the writ jurisdiction of High Courts and the
Supreme Court.
16.19(3)
Section 22 should be retained in the present form to freeze existing
litigation. With the changes proposed by us in the Statement-6, Valli, Government
should take expeditious action to introduce a new Bill.
16.3.10 Investor Protection and Non-Banking Finance Companies
16.3.10(1) On the subject of investor protectioh the Commission is concerned both
about the large volume of small investors who are exploited and defrauded by shady
companies and promoters, as well as the depositors who are unable to claim refund
from non-banking finance companies (NBFCs) and other companies who accept
deposits. it is recognised that existing mechanisms devised by SEBI for appeals against
brokers and prombters by small investors are inadequate, and the Company Law Board
is not able to provide relief and compensation in time for the investor. It is not within
the scope of this report to discuss the reasons for the speculation and rigging of shares
by a few operators in the capital market and the failure of SEBI to check such practices
which lead to huge losses for unsuspecting investors. However, the Commission would
emphasise the urgency of Government and SEBI acting together to improve disclosure
requirements for companies issuing prospectus and shares, discipline violators of SEBI
directives, and arrange for speedy compensation to the investors by adjudicating bodies.
It is also possible to consider starting an insurance scheme for investors similar to the
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one in the banks through contributions from various companies listed for trading. It is
also possible to consider enacting a provision in the Company Law similar to the
recommendation made by the Working Group for setting-up an investor protection
fund by utilising the unpaid dividends which accrue to the Government after seven
years. This fund could be administered by an independent body which will have the
objective of administering an insurance scheme, providing partial or full compensation
to investors similar to deposit insurance scheme, disseminate information to investors
and depositors about companies and institutions offering different products, and also
providing legal advice.
16.3.10(2) The Commission noted with great concern that the regulatory framework
in regard to the NBFCs came into existence only very recently, i.e. in January 1997
through an Ordinance issued by the Government, but the actual implementation of this
mechanism by the Reserve Bank of India started after one year. However, judging
from the representations received by the Commission, and asseenfrom frequent reports
in the newspapers, even present regulatory machinery devised by the Reserve Bank
of India cannot be said to be either adequate or effective. The Commission was
concerned to note that huge sums of money of the public, many of them belonging to
the middle and lower income groups, which were deposited with defaulting NBFCs
before and after the date of the above Ordinance, have been jeopardised with no sign
of a reasonable solution to the problem or actual repayment to the investors. The
ineffective role of the Reserve Bank of India and Company Law Board in this connection
has come under severe criticism. It was the Commission's view that Government
cannot shirk its overall responsibility in the matter of protection of depositors in the
NBFCs.
16.3.10(3) The Commission was informed by officials of Reserve Bank of India that
number of steps have been taken after the enactment of the Reserve Bank of India
(Amendment) Act 1997. These include :
a) The introduction of the statutory registration scheme, according to which all NBFCs
existing as on V January 1997 and the new NBFCs, were required to submit
application for certificate of registration by EP July 1997. Certificates of registration
were issued to about 6,000 companies out of 37,500 applicants.
I)) The introduction of a new regulatory framework in January 1997 to ensure healthy
growth of NBFCs and to provide greater protection to the depositors_ This covers
the categorisation of NBFCs, the definition of public deposits, and the requirement
of capital adequacy for borrowing, eligibility requirement of net owned fund of more
than Rs. 25.00 lakhs, and linking the raising of deposits to the level of credit rating.
Two-dimensional norms have been prescribed for NBFCs, along with percentage
of liquid assets—and-greater-degree of-disclosure.
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c) Constitution of study group to identify difficulties and inadequacies in the existing
system and to propose further amendments.
d) Mass publicity campaign for educating the public on the regulatory system and the
risks involved in placing deposits with unregistered NBECs.
The Commission was informed that Reserve Bank of India has appointed a Working
Group for considering the extension of deposit protection scheme for the NBFC
depositors, but it is envisaged that the scheme would be considered only for registered
and rated NBFCs. It was clarified that the nidhi companies which are notified under
Section 620(A) of the Companies Act are administered by the Department of Company
Affairs, and hence they are exempted from the provisions of the NBFC directions.
Similarly. NBFCs like insurance and housing finance companies which are regulated
by other statutory bodies are also exempted from RBI regulations.
16.3.10(4) Under the amended Act, the RBI has acquired power to impose penalties
directly on the NBFCsfor non-compliance of the provisions piths Act, and to file winding
up petitions against them. The RBI can require the NBFCs to create reservefund and
compulsorily transfer at least 20% of their profits to this fund. They can also give
directions to the companies and the auditors on matters relating to balance sheet. If
any NBFC fails to repay deposits, the affected depositor can file a complaint with the
concerned regional branch of CLB or with the consumer disputes forum. If the company
fails to honour the order of the CLB, the Reserve Bank of India can launch prosecution
against the erring company. !twee stated that the Bank has appointed nodal officers at
its regional offices for instituting prosecution, although it was admitted that the present
administrative machinery of Reserve Bank of India would be highly inadequate to launch
large number of prosecutions, especially against unregistered NBFCs.
16.3.10(5) The Commission was encouraged to know that the Government has
recognised the severity of the problems faced by organisations and individuals who
had deposited their savings with the NBFCs, and the need for increased regulation as
well as transparency in the operation of NBFCs. The Comrnission recognises that
these companies have some inherent advantages as they have greater reach and
flexibility in attfacting resources, provide better returns, and offer retail services to small
and middle level borrowers and road transport operators. However, because of the
inherent greater risk involved in NBFC operations, the depositors are exposed to larger
risks. The objective of a regulatory framework should be to promote the growth of a
healthy NBFC sector while at the same time providing greater confidence and
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security to the depositors by enabling them to take well informed decisions on investment,
and by providing them avenues for quick and inexpensive justice for securing repayment •
from defaulting companies. The Commission was informed that the Government has
constituted a Task Force to go into the adequacy of the present legislative framework,
to devise improvements in procedures relating to customer complaints, and involvement
of the State Governments in the regulation of NBFCs. The Commission was also
informed that a Conference was convened on 141b September, 1998 by the Finance
Minister for discussions with Chief Ministers and Finance Ministers of the State
Governments on this issue. This Conference has resulted in the expression of strong
support by the State Governments to the effective implementation of the regulatory
- system introduced recently by the Reserve Bank of India, and for initiating swift action
against unregistered NBFCs accepting deposits in violation of the provisions of the
Reserve Bank of India Act. In particular, there was an agreement for enacting legislation
in all the States similar to Tamil Nadu Protection of interests of Depositors (in Financial
Establishments) Act, 1997 to take action against unincorporated bodies which have
defaulted in repayment of deposits. It has been decided that the Reserve Bank of
India and State Governments will make joint efforts to prosecute unregistered NBFCs
and warn the depositors against investing their savings in such companies. It is also
proposed that Reserve Bank of India may authorise officials of State Governments to
launch prosecutions against NBFCs for failure to implement the decisions of the CLB.
16.3.10(6) The Commission urges that the Government should clearly vest
responsibility in the Reserve Bank of India for strictly and effectively enforcing the
regulatory mechanism, and give wide publicity to various measures which are proposed
to be undertaken by the Central and State Governments for registration and regulation
of NBFCs, protection of depositors, action against erring companies, and easily
accessible avenues for grievance redressal. The mechanism should concentrate not
only at prosecuting the offenders but also in arranging for the early repayment of deposits.
The immediate introduction of the proposed insurance scheme would be helpful in this
regard. Along with the regulation of NBFCs, the Central and State Governments
should also install and enforce regulatory system for the NBFCs and unincorporated
bodies not covered by the Reserve Bank of India regulations, but which are accepting
deposits from the public. It would be useful if the Expert Group and the Special
Secretary(Banking) also evaluate the Tamil Nadu legislation so as to devise a more
improved model legislation for States. It is hoped that the Government would take
urgent action on the recommendations of this Expert Group.
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16 3:10(7) Problems of Foreign Investors
The Commission noted the sustained efforts made by Government since
1991, and in recent months, to increase the inflow of foreign investment in different
sectors, especially infrastructure. The Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion,
Department of Economic Affairs and Reserve Bank of India acquainted the Commission
with steps to opening most of the sectors of industry, trade and services to NRI and
foreign investors and institutions, automatic entry according to specified norms for
equity holding, approvals within 90 days, single point registration, liberal repatriation of
dividends and profits, counselling and guidance services etc Despite these measures,
the general perception of foreign institutions and investors is one of red tape, bureaucratic
hurdles, inconsistent and unpredictable standards, cumbersome documentation,
problems of purchase and renting of property, multi-tier approvals, delays in clearance,
field level hassles, etc. This is reflected in the low proportion of actual inflows to the
approved levels of foreign investment. Thus, despite a policy regime comparable to
other Asian countries, the benefits are not commensurate with efforts on account of
general problems common to foreign and domestic investors and entrepreneurs, and
problems unique to the leading sectors like telecom, power, petroleum, etc. This was
emphasised by the officials from Industry and Finance Ministries. No doubt, actual
inflows are related to perceptions of stability of policy environment and global
developments. They are also governed by sectoral policy issues like fuel linkage,
counter guarantees, etc. But they are equally influenced by the perceived lack of
consistency in policy norms, non-transparency of guidelines and selection procedures,
State level delays in approvals, confusion over the role of regulatory authorities in
Power, Telecom and other sectors, apprehensions over the delays in dispute resolution
and contract enforcement, etc. These apprehensions and impressions need to be
detailed and reduced to actionable issues at the level of different authorities, and
harmoniously resolved by inter-Ministerial groups. A comparative study of conception
to commencement in successful Asian countries and India will facilitate this exercise.
163.11 Industry
16.3.11(1) The PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry and other Chambers have
conducted a number of studies in a number of States about the factors affecting the
growth of industry and trade, and the problems of small industry in particular. These
surveys and other inter-actions with officials at different levels reveal :
The plethora of rules, regulafions and procedures and their administration by a
huge and unmanageable bureaucracy, which results inalienationa/the entrepreneur
and promotes corruption.
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The multiplicity of Departments at the State level and the local agencies which an
entrepreneur has to deal with in order to set up and continue operations, and his •
consequent willingness to make payment to middlemen for even legal tasks.
The failure of the concept of single window service to the entrepreneur in the form
of District Industries Centre (DIC), since the officers of the DEC are not provided
with adequate information or powers over other Departments for achieving the
objective of single window service which alone can reduce delays and cost overruns.
The lack of a mechanism for dissemination of information of any kind to the officials
of State Governments in different directorates and local agencies affecting industrial
and urban development, including notifications of a policy and procedural nature,
and the very low level of computerisation and computer skills at the operational
IeveL
The problems created by water-tight compartmentalisation of activities in a number
of Departments in the State Governments, especially in the present context of
proliferating portfolios of Ministers, and which works against the need for coordination
between different Departments to avoid conflicting signals from differentfield officials.
Excessively long periods taken for obtaining loan from banks and state financial
institutions, especially for small scale units, which results from conservative
procedures, eligibility and collateral criteria, type of security, requirements of approval
from Government agencies such as electricity board or pollution control board, and
the lack of coordination between financial institutions and directorates of industries.
Problems with urban agencies, land revenue authorities and development authorities
in securing land for industrial and other projects, proposals for land use conversion,
securing connections for water supply and electricity, problems of compliance with
pollution control requirements, problems in securing licences, etc for rice mills, for
establishments requiring municipal and health licences, etc.
Continuing exercise for legal and procedural reform to remove redundant
16.3.11(2)
rules and regulations, for the revision and consolidation of forms, reduction/elimination
of inspection requirements, minimise sequential processing of files, genuine single
window services at State and local levels, etc. has been attempted by a number of
States, and to disseminate successful examples in the whole country; the industry
associations should pro-actively interact with the Government for revision of rules,
regulations and forms and overcome the vested interest of bureaucracy in continuing
the existing systems.
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16.3.11(3) Inspector Raj
In the course of this report, the Commission has made a number of references
to representations from industry and trade about the harassment and alleged corrupt
practices of inspectors and enforcement agencies at different levels and different
Departments, which has been described both by Government functionaries as well as
industry as the inspector raj. This takes the form of :
a) Large number of forms and returns prescribed under different Central and State
laws for compulsory submission by industry and trade in the course of manufacturing
operations, at the time of exports and imports, or under different revenue laws.
b) The approach to different regulatory and development agencies for securing licenses
and permits, or for periodic renewal, or for additions to existing licences, or for
change of location of business, or compliance with various provisions of company
law
c) Periodic inspections by employees of different Departments and Central and State
Governments, in the course of the enforcement of various provisions of law, rules,
regulations and procedures, and complying with various requests made by the
inspectors during their visit to the establishment.
d) Taking follow up action by way of compliance with various inspection reports, or
defending before the court of law or any authority the charges brought against the
establishment on account of penalties and violations pointed out by the inspectors.
16.3.11(4) As pointed out in field services in a number of cities, the licence raj may
have been diluted because of recent industrial policies, but inspectorrajis still thriving.
The Users' Associations pointed out that on an average at least two to three inspectors
of various regulatory agencies like Excise, Electricity, Sales Tax, Labour etc. visit the
enterprises every month. The frequency of inspections varies across States, depending
on the number of laws and inspections enforced by the State Governments, and the
extent of reforms introduced recently to reduce such inspections. It is reported that
unofficial payments are made to the inspectors on a monthly basis as a result of both
collusion and extortion, and further that the size of payments has in fact increased in
the last two years. It appears that while the State Governments and Central agencies
have been active and aggressive in promoting new investment and the establishment
of enterprises, similar attention has not been devoted to the problems of these
enterprises after they start operations, or when they conduct transactions with different
regulatory agencies. The persistence of the phenomenon of inspector raj calls for
urgent review of the rationale for inspections and documentation under different Central
and State Departments, the laws and practices governing inspections, and the need
for the adoption of more efficient and transparent surveillance and audit mechanisms.
The Commission noted the efforts made by a number of States to rationalise,
• consolidate, simplify and reduceforms and returns, to introduce single forms with multiple
columns for different agencies, and reduce the requirements for the submission
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of documentation. Some States have started the practice of giving licences and permits
for long periods and for giving renewals for a similar period, subject to stringent action
for violation of licence conditions. Some States follow the practice of different inspectors
under the same Department or related Departments like Labour and Environment
combining the inspection forms and returns in order to share common set of information,
and arranging for inspectors of one Department to record observations for other
Departments also. The Chambers of Commerce have welcomed such initiatives, and
have requested that this may be extended to other States and Central agencies. They
have offered to take up the inspection of enterprises themselves and to cooperate with
the authorities in streamlining the present systems. At the same time, they have also
pleaded for simple and easily understood sets of procedures and instructions
implemented by Excise and Customs, Sales Tax, etc., which are uniformly interpreted
by all the field staff, without any scope for displeasure. The Commission supports
fuorr,
these suggestions and requests the Central Ministries in charge of Indust Labour,
rY
Environment, Power and other Departments to interact with State Governments
widespread adoption of various goad practices. Along with these measuresfor reduction
of the inspector raj and red tape, it is equally important to look into the genuine problems
faced by inspectors and field staff as regards overload of work, transport, working
conditions, career improvement, political pressure, etc. in order that these problems
are discussed periodically by the top management with staff representativesfor prompt
resolution.
16.3.12 Essential Commodities Act, 1955.
16.3.12(1) This is of considerable significance for the orderly conduct of wholesale
trade, to ensure fair practices and protect the interests of consumers. However, the
traders have been representing against the draconian provisions of the Essential
Commodities (Special Provisions) Act, 1981, about the penal provisions of the principal
Act, the scope for misuse of power by field functionaries, provisions for seizure of
entire stock, problems of licensing and stock limits. It was encouraging to note that,
based on the report of the Expert Committee, the Government decided not to extend
the Essential Commodities (Special Provisions) Act, 1981, and to issue an Ordinance
in April 1998 to amend the Act. Subsequently, a Bill was introduced in the Budget
Session 1998 to amend the Essential Commodities Act, 1955, in order to implement
most of the suggestions of the Expert Committee, and this was welcomed by the trade
associations.
16.3.12(2) The Commission considers that some improvements are needed in the
amending Bill as noted in the Statement-7, Vol.11_ These include a provision to enable
Government to review the list of essential commodities periodically and reduce the
number gradually, to raise the period of imprisonment for grave offences to more than
two years, and to enable the removal of confusion on account of varying specifications
in the orders issued by different Ministries under the Essential Commodities Act.
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16.3.12(3) More importantly, there is an urgent need to harmonise the various control
orders issued by different Ministries from the point of view of specifications for essential
commodities, and further to harmonise the standards for the same foodstuff (such as
use of artificial sweetener in pan masala) under Prevention of Food Adulteration Act,
1954 and Essential Commodities orders. Government should back the on-going efforts
of the Department of Consumer Affairs to persuade the 13 Ministries (mentioned in
Annexure 10, Statement-7) to reduce the list of essential commodities, review repeal/
consolidate the 129 orders, promote long term licensing, simplify provisions for licensing
and stock limits, remove restrictions on movement wherever not found necessary, and
reduce the scope for arbitrary exercise of powers by field staff
16.3.12(4) Ultimately, in the case of laws relating to trade and consumers like the
Essential Commodities Act, 1955, Standards of Weights and Measures Act, 1976,
Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954, and the Bureau of Indian Standards Act,
1976, the interests of trade and consumers have to be balanced. In this process, the
problems of the distributive trade and commercial long distance transport should be
resolved amicably in order to avoid frequent disruption of movement of goods at great
cost and trouble to the economy and the public.
16.3.13 Health Sector
16.3.13(1) The Commission considered the health sedorprimarily from the viewpoint
of the legislation to prevent and punish food adulteration, the manufacture and sale of
drugs, regulation of private nursing homes, the disposal of hospital wastes, problems
of CGHS pensioners, etc We have not had occasion to look at issues relating to
treatment n public hospitals, control of epidemic diseases, frequent disruption in the
working of public hospitals, regulation of unauthorised and unqualified practitioners,
etc. important as they are for the general public.
16.3.13(2) Our views on proposed amendments to the Prevention of Food
Adulteration Act, 1954, Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940, and the regulation of private
nursing homes are available in the Statement-8 Vold!. The Commission agrees with
many observations of Justice Venkatramlah Task Force (set up by the Confederation
of Indian Industry) on the rationalisation of Prevention of Food Adulteration Act,
especially the reorganization and strengthening of the present administrative set up in
the Centre for laying down standards, and proposing periodic improvements and legal
amendments for better administration of the Act The time taken to revise or fix
standards, through various Committees and then the Governmental hierarchy, is too
long, and is not also aligned with the BIS standards due to lack of communication
between concerned organisations. The standards are also required to be aligned with
international standards over a period as the basis for defining adulteration in India is
different from many countries. The Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954, and
the rules and orders made by Centre and State are so riddled with technicalities, and
the staff so insufficient, that they are powerless to prevent or move against adulteration,
or when a crisis like mustard oil dropsy erupts. For example, the definition of adulteration
mentions insects
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but not worms or micro-organisms, and so the person selling mirchi powder with worms
is acquitted. Delays in Central Food Laboratory reports lead to acquittal. The approach
has to be one of action to amend the Act and the Rules after consideration of the
recommendations of Confederation of Indian Industry Task Force, restructuring the
Central Committee for Food Standards and streamlining its procedures, strengthening
its staff support, and revamping field machinery.
16.3.13(3) The Commission favours a unified administrative set up in the Central
Government for implementing the Drug Policy covering manufacture, quality control
and pr cing, instead fi the present division between the Ministry of Health and Family
Welfa e, and the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers. We have referred earlier to the
inadequate enforcement of the Drug Policy and exploitation of consumers. The
author ties do not appear to be in a position to ensure that drugs and formulations,
banned from time to time under section 26(A) of the Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940,
through various Central Gazette Notifications, do not surface in the market, or enforce
a mechanism to recall such drugs quickly. The report of Expert Committee set up by
the Supreme Court in May 1998 on this issue needs to be processed urgently for early
action by Central and State Governments. It is possible in this context to pursue the
Ministry's idea of permitting authorised citizen's groups to inspect retail drug dealers.
This is, however, no substitute for strengthening the enforcement staff in the States,
rationalising the cadre and career prospects for inspectors, improving inspection
procedures without harassment, etc. One aspect of reform would be to bring the overthe-counter drugs in India on par with the practice in developed countries. This would
reduce the need for getting doctor's prescription for drugs and also the workload on
retailers to keep registers.
16.3.13(4) As regards nursing homes, the Commission noted that only a few States
have legislation regulating them, but the enforcement of standards is inadequate. It is
necessary to proceed on the basis of a model legislation for statutory control in all the
States. It would be desirable to start with accreditation of nursing homes and private
clinics by medical associations.
16.3.13(5) This brings us to the problem of controlling the practice of quacks and
unauthorised practitioners. This practice flourishes in part because of the poor and
insensitive functioning of Primary Health Centres and public hospitals, and the nonavailability of health care in remote villages and even parts of cities. The indiscriminate
disposal of hazardous hospital waste poses huge health problems for rag-pickers and
for environmental health. The Central Pollution Control Board had notified guidelines
under the directions of the Supreme Court. These need to be enforced by the Central
and State authorities.
16.3.13(6) Thefrequent disruption of hospital services and emergency care by striking
workers has brought to fore the need to amend the Contract Labour (Regulation and
Abolition) Act, 1970 to exempt emergency services in hospitalsfrom the purview of the
Act, and permit contracting of sweeping, cleaning, security, and emergency services in
hospitals as proposed by the Health Mlinistry The pro-active effort by Government
would be the implementation of a Patient's Charter with full commitment at all levels.
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163.13(7) The Health Ministry operates a large network of dispensaries and health
care for serving and retired employees. The Ministry referred to a number of employeefriendly initiatives for improving services, including the computerised processing of
claims, permitting treatment in accredited private hospitals, decentralisation of powers
to doctors in charge of dispensaries, and arrangements for visits by specialists. The
pensioners' representatives pointed out a number of disabilities unique tothe pensioners
in contrast to serving employees. They referred to the inadequacy of dispensaries,
lack of information on procedures for reimbursement of claims and treatment, nonaccess to treatment in State hospitals, lack of specialist's presence in dispensaries,
difficulty in securing medicines, etc. The Commission hopes that the shortfall in
dispensarieswould be redressed soon, and that the problems pointed out by pensioners
are attended to as soon as possible on the basis of regular dialogue and attention to
issues like prompt reimbursement of claims, direct payment to accredited hospitals for
treatment including in emergencies, quality of medicines supplied, treatment in State
hospitals, etc. Unless there are special reasons for a different approach, the objective
should be to treat the pensioners on par with the serving employees in the matter of
medical care and treatment in the CGHS. The programme for opening of new
dispensaries should be prepared in advance and adequately publicised. In this
connection, requirement of facilities in areas where these do not exist should be given
priority.
163.14 Environment
16.3.14(1) The Ministry of Environment and Forests is considering consolidation of
Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974 Air (PCP) Act, 19B1 and the
Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 but no definite exercise has been initiated for this
purpose. Indian Forest Act is more than 70 years old, but amendments to the Act are
yet to be formulated. More important would appear to be the rules, regulations and
procedures, and the notifications issued under the Act relating to approvals to be
obtained by the industries from Central and State authorities under Forest (Conservation)
Act and the three environment laws before and during operations. The Commission
noted that the Ministry was taking action to delegate powers to State agencies, and to
reduce the delays and problems involved in compliance with the regulations and
procedures. It also noted the countervailing pressures on the Ministry on account of
the demand of environmental groups for protecting environment, and of the Supreme
Court decisions for strict enforcement of regulations relating to coastal zones, forest
preservation, air and water pollution, etc. Often the grant of approval for location of
projects on forest areas requires the acquisition of alternate land for forests and the
rehabilitation of affected families. This process leads to delays of over two years due
to shortage of funds, difficulty in land acquisition, agitation of local groups and court
orders. The issue of environment clearance for the 29 notified activities involved the
preparation of environment impact assessment report, public hearings, and
recommendation by the Appraisal Committee. Apart from the expense over engaging
Consultants, this results in delays, which varies according to the time taken by individual
Pollution Control Boards to forward reports to Central Government.
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The Commission appreciates the concern of the Ministry of Environment
16.3.14(2)
and Forests for protecting the quality of environment and preventing the pollution of air
and water, especially as this had significant implications on the health and well-being
of the population in urban and rural areas. At the same time, the Central and State
Departments concerned with approvals for infrastructure projects and industrial activity,
as well as industry and trade, express serious concern about delays and cost escalation
in respect of these projects because of the existing procedures of getting clearance
under different environment and forest legislation and rules. Consistent with the
enforcement of existing legislalionto protect environment and maintain theforest areas,
it is possible to streamline and simplify existing procedures such as :
a) A common consent under the three legislations for air, water and environment
protection, along with a supplementary consent for hazardous activities.
b) Grant of approvals on the basis of uniform guidelines agreed between the Central
and State Pollution Control Boards, and the avoidance of the imposition of
supplementary conditions by the State Boards.
c) Agreements on renewal of consents unto three years, to be given on a decentralised
basis.
Depending on further dialogue with Chambers of Industry and Commerce, consider
d)
the grant of environmental clearance on the basis of recommendations made by
the State Pollution Control Board, subject to clearances under other laws and
regulations being obtained simultaneously.
e) Finalise the exercise for prescribing a consolidated form for approval, of whit!' the
first part could be filled up by the applicant with all relevant information contained in
a floppy; the second part to consist of the comments of concerned authorities,
which would be directly obtained by the Ministry of Environment and Forests with
the help of State Boards; the third part will consist of submission of the information
to one of the six Environment Appraisal CommitteeS headed by a non-official expert,
which would submit the matter for decision by the Minister. This decision will be
incorporated in Part III, and made available for the information of the applicant and
all concerned agencies. This would also be disseminated through the Internet as
done by the Ministry of Industry.
Finalise
and publicise the zonal atlas in order to guide the industry about the areas
f)
where different types of industries would be located and environmental clearance
would be given automatically and also information on hot-spots which may generally
be avoided unless alternate location is impossible or unless the industry could
convince the authorities that the activity will not add to the pollution load.
g) Reduce the cost of submission of environment impact assessment report, which
will be facilitated also by the use of the revised form to avoid the duplicafion of
information submittedfor ETA and forgetting clearancesfrom State Pollution Control
Boards.
Realistic
formulation of pollution and emission standards, and a beginning to be
h)
made of economic instruments for promoting voluntary compliance of industry with
these standards, on the lines of developed countries.
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i) To document and disseminate good practices tor environmental clearance in different
States. For instance, the Punjab Government classifies the industries falling in red
category (highly polluted) and a green category. The entrepreneur who wishes to
set up industry falling in green category will apply in prescribed proforma to the
Director of Industries. He will get clearance in seven days if the unit is not in the
negative list of the State Electricity Board and the Pollution Control Board. For
projects located in the red/hazardous category, the entrepreneur will submit the
application by registered post for clearance with the Pollution Control Board with a
copy to the Udyog Sahayak. On receipt of application complete in all respects, if
the Board does not take a decision in 30 days, it would be deemed that a clearance
has been given. The application would also be entered in the computer system of
the Pollution Board which will be linked to the computer system of Udyog Sahayak,
and the deemed or actual clearance would be communicated through this system
to the Director of Industries. An important point to note here is the clearances
under other legislations relating to internal environment of the industry such as
Boilers Act and Factories Act are processed at the same time. Similar instances of
automatic consent for non-polluting industries are available in other States.
163.14(3) The Commission would urge the Ministry of Environment and Forests to
proceed expeditiously with various important moves for liberalisation and simplification
undertaken by them, and the steps for consolidating different laws and regulations. At
the same time, the Commission would recommend effective action on the part of Central
and State Pollution Control agencies and local authorities for action against those
responsible for improper and dangerous disposal of hospital and hazardous wastes,
indiscriminate discharge of harmful effluents into water by tannedes and other polluting
industries and the indiscriminate burning of material harmful to the population.
18.3.15 Labour Laws
163.15(1) Out of the large number of labour laws administered by the Central
Government, the Commission has confined its observations to the important provisions
of the Industrial Disputes Act, 1947, Payment of Bonus Act, 1965, Factories Act, 1948,
Employees Provident Fund Act, 1952, Employees State Insurance Act, 1948, Trade
Unions Act, 1926 and the Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970. It was
noted that the Mitre Committee set up by the Ministry of Labour in October 1997 has
made a number of concrete suggestions for amendments to the Industrial Disputes
Act, 1947. The Commission endorses the recommendations made by this Committee,
and also agrees that the title of the Act should be amended as the Employment Relations
Act, in order to shift the focus from disputes to measures for harmonious relations.
Some of the important issues to be decided urgently in the context of amendments to
this Act would be the concept of lock-outs and strikes. the definition of industry and
workman, the establishment of grievance redressal machinery, and prior approval by
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Government for lay-off, retrenchment and closure. It is necessary to move forward on
the basis of negotiating councils as collective bargaining agents and discourage
avoidable multiplicity of trade unions. At the Government level, it would be useful to
set up independent and autonomous Industrial Relations Commission in order to relieve
the executive from the work load for conciliation and arbitration of labour disputes. The
legal norms for the notice for strikes and lock-outs, exemption of essential services,
requirement of majority resolution of unions, etc. should be agreed to quickly with
employers and labourfor enactment. Effort should beto reduce the reference of disputes
to labour courts and tribunals, given the huge pendency of cases and inadequate
infrastructure, and to promote arbitration and conciliation. It is also possible to lay
down norms for the registration of trade unions and their recognition on the lines
suggested by the Commission in the Statement No.10, Vol.- II, and reduce the
proportion of external office bearers in unions.
16.3.15(2) There is considerable demand from both public and private establishments
and Central Government Departments for amending the existing provisions of the
Contract Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act, 1970. The Commission was informed
that the matter has been considered in detail by the Committee of Secretaries and the
Labour Ministry has been requested to draft proposals for amendments to the Act in a
short time and take up formulation of a separate legislation as part of the overall exercise
for reforming labour laws. The Commission would urge the Labour Ministry to bring
forward these amendments as soon as possible in order to reduce or relax the present
legal regime for engagement of contract labour in all the non-core peripheral activities
of various Departments and establishments. The engagement of contract labour even
in routine services like sweeping, cleaning, security in Government Departments and
public sector organisations have been banned by a notification issued by the Labour
Ministry, and public sector undertakings are obliged to engage departmental labour for
tasks that are not part of their main functions. Because of the Supreme Courtjudgement
in the Air India case, the Central agencies are required to absorb the contract labour
after termination of the contract at considerable expense. Given the rate at which
some activities will become obsolete because of changes in technologies, or where
activities are of a seasonal and temporary nature, there is even greater need for
permitting the engagement of contract labour. It should, of course, be ensured by the
principal employer that the contractor complies with the requirements of payment of
minimum wage, assuring proper working conditions, etc.
16.3.15(3) These observations on different specific laws and sectors should be read
with the observations of the Commission on various individual laws and sectors in the
statements in Vol. II.
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16.116 Direct and Indirect Taxation
16.3.16(1) While the Commission obtained detailed responses from the officials of
CBDT and CBEC, it became apparent after interaction with the user groups that it was
necessary to look into the entire framework of Central, State and local taxation, the
levy of taxes and duties andthe procedures governing them, in order to make a definite
impact on the problems faced by different sectors and industry. It was found by the
Commission that various Departments in charge of specific sectors have definite
expectations from the CBDT and CBEC for providing specific relief and concessions,
relaxation of procedures and improving the machinery for resolving disputes. The
banking sector made a number of suggestions for reducing the burden of taxation and
for amending the existing system of direct taxation. This was contained in the
presentations from the Indian BanksAssociation. The revised National Housing Policy
contains a number of suggestions for fiscal concessions to promote housing and urban
infrastructure, to raise the level of concessions to individuals, and to promote
manufacture of low cost building materials. We have referred to the representations
made by the Ministry of Commerce as regards excise and customs concessions and
procedures relating to exports and imports. There were many sector specific fiscal
concessions such as information technology, power, telecommunications, etc. It is
important to note that the cases referred to the Commission were as much in the
nature of reduction and relief in respect of direct and indirect taxation, as in the form of
improvement and simplification of procedures, consistency of definitions across different
laws, reduction of delays and complexities in the settlement of disputes, and reducing
scope for harassment and corruption by field functionaries. The Commission notes
with satisfaction that the Government has moved purposefully forward in the area of
providing positive fiscal concessions relating to exports and imports, housing and real
estate, information technology, production of low cost building materials and for the
encouragement of various forms of industrial activity. Recent budget has led to positive
changes in the rules and procedures governing settlement of disputes in the area of
income tax, excise and customs, reduction of tiers for appeal, simplification of forms
and returns, substitution of bank guarantees by legal undertakings and the kar vivant
samadhan procedure for the settlement of taxes and duties under dispute. It is hoped
that the inspector raj in the area of Central taxation will be considerably eliminated
through these procedural changes and legal amendments.
16.3.16(2) The Commission was informed that CBDT has already implemented a
number of suggestions submitted by the Working Group set up for comprehensive
revision of Income tax Act. It is hoped that the remaining recommendations of the
Working Group will be processed early. The Commission was assured by the CBEC
that revised comprehensive legislation for Excise as well as Customs would also be
finalised for introduction at the time of the next Budget. Meanwhile. the Commission
would urge that the Department of Revenue consider the report submitted by the
Working Group under the Chairmanship of Shri Chakraborty on amendments to excise
rules and regulations, and introduce the amended rules, regulations, procedures and
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handbooks as soon as possible. Similar exercise should be undertaken for customs
also. It is equally important that improved procedures and regulations are widely
communicated not only to industry and the public, but also to all the employees in
these Departments, since inadequate understanding of the rules and regulations and
the scope for interpretation at field levels often lead to delays and harassment. It is
also important to ensure the long term consistency and predictability of the rules and
regulations since frequent changes in the taxation regime affects the long term
calculations of industry as well as exports and imports. This is equally true in respect
of foreign investors where willingness to enter into long term projects like Power,
Telecommunications, etc., would depend upon long term expectations abotit the tax
regime.
16.3.17 Consumer Protection
16.3.17(1) Consumer Protection Act, 1986, is a very important legislation, enacted
for protecting the interests of consumers. It has been in force since 1986 and has
proved to be very useful. District Forums in the shape of consumer °courts" have been
established in all the Districts, State Commissions are operating at the State levels,
and there is National Commission at the apex level. Almost about eleven lakh cases
have till now been filed before these consumer 'courts", and over seven lakh cases are
stated to have been disposed of There are, however, certain aspects of functioning of
these consumer "courts" which have been a matter of concern. It was expected that
there would be expeditious decisions in these "courts". This, unfortunately is not
happening. The Department of Consumer Affairs has claimed before the Commission
that a number of cases have in fact been disposed of within the period of 90 days
prescribed in the Rules framed under the Act. This does not appear to be in accord
with thefacts. Tendency has developed in these consumer "courts" to operate practically
on the lines of civil courts, resorting to frequent adjournments, with the result that often
the cases take a long time, in some cases two to three years, to be completed. It is
important that the concerned Central Department, through the State Governments,
should take concrete steps to ensure that the objectives of this Act are satisfactorily
fulfilled.
16.3.17(2) The Commission has been informed that the consumer movement has
till now spread mainly in urban areas, and people in the rural areas have not yet become
adequately conscious of the benefits of this important legislation. Under the provisions
of this Act, the National Commission at apex level has been given administrative
control over the State Commissions in matters relating to disposal of cases, and has
also been given the responsibility of generally overseeing the functioning of State
Commissions and District Forums for ensuring their proper operation; the State
Commissions have been given administrative control over the District Forums. The
State Governments exercise the powers of appointing Presidents and Members of the
State Commissions and District Forums, whereas the Central Government
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appoints the President and Members of the National Commission. It is unfortunate
thatquite often enormous delay occurs in filling the vacancies caused in the positions
of Presidents and Members, particularly of District Forums, with the result that cases
languish. At certain gr apes the Presidents of District Forums are operating
on part time
basis,which hampers the disposal of cases; it needs to be ensured that Presidents are
appointed on whole time basis. The Commission notes that there have also been
complaints that the Members of District Forums and State Commissions are not being
paidappropriate honorarium, with theresult thattheir regular attendance in these "courts"
is handicapped. There are instances where the qualifications and background of the
Members selected for the purpose are not adequate. Infrastructural requirements of
these consumer °courts" , including the provision of proper accommodation, staff,
equipment and funds, are also not being appropriately attended to by the State
Governments. Funds allocated for the purpose by the Central Government to the
State Governments are not being fully and expeditiously utilised.
16.3 17(3) The Commission considers it desirable and necessary that the National
Commission should decide to function also from a couple of benches at selected
places in the country, to enable cases and appeals relating to those areas to be
expeditiously disposed of, with the avoidance of expenditure in having to pursue all
cases at Delhi. Likewise, the State Commissions should consider the desirability of
holding circuit courts at selected places in their States, to take justice to the people
rather than persons having to come to the State headquarters for securing adjudication
of their cases.
16.3.17(4) The shortcomings and deficiencies can be effectively remedied, and the
Commission emphasises the importance and urgency of more effective discharge of
the administrative responsibilities In these matters which have been placed under
the
Act, respectively, on the National Commission and the State CoMmissions There is
also need of ensuring that Members of the State Commissions and District Forums
should be persuaded to attend training courses which have been specially designed
for these levels by the Indian Institute of Public Administration.
16.3.17(5) The Commission was surprised to note that, while the representations
made by industry and comp
companies about problems faced by them from regulatory
authorities often receive prompt attention, there was not much attention given to the
survey and documentation of the unethical practice of the industry itself or the exploitation
and danger to life of the general public on account of the practices followed by public
and private companies. In this context and with a viewto reducing the load on consumer
courts, the Act could have a Provision to oblige each industry or group of manufacturers
of different commodities to set up a mechanism to resolve consumer complaints
voluntarily provide information an products and enforce business ethics, through bodies
like the Better Business Bureau as In the U.S.A. and Canada. This could go along with
the existing Indian Council of Arbitration. At the same time, the Consumer Protection
Act should incorporate provisions against unfair terms of contract and product liability
similar fa the law in 11K and U.S.A.
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16.3.17(6) The operation of Consumer Protection Act over the years has shown
certain inadequacies and shortcomings which need to be expeditiouslyovercome. The
Commission understands that certain specific and important recommendations in this
regard were made by an Expert Group set up by the Centre, but it is a matter of concern
that despite the lapse of three years these recommendations have not yet been
incorporated in the Act by effecting the requisite amendments. The Commission also
recommends that a provision on the lines of new Section 89 proposed to be included in
the CPC by the CPC (Amendment) Bill, now pending in Parliament, may be included
in the Consumer Protection Act, 1986, empowering the Consumer Courts to refer cases
before them to arbitration, conciliation or to Lok Adalats for the purpose of expeditious
disposal.
16.117(7)Consumer Protection Act, 1986 has over the past few years actually become
the nodal point for protecting the interests of consumers in relation to various types of
products and services. In can also be utilised for ensuring effective implementation of
legislations in the areas relating, for instance, to health-care, prevention of food
adulteration, basic civicservices, protection of interests of small investors and depositors,
through the intermediacy of concerned Ministries where necessary. It has, as an
example, been reported that certain manufacturers of medicine and drugs are flouting
the Central Government's price ceilings and that drug pricing policies are presently
encountering various problems in regard to appropriate implementation. It is also
observed that on occasions essential drugs get categorised as non-essential and
unscheduled items for purposes of price control. Such problems are likely to get more
complex on the introduction of product patents. Likewise, problems of enforcement of
Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954, and problems encountered in the recent
years by non-institutional investors, need to be dealt with in such a manner that interests
of consumers are safeguarded.
16.3.18

Import and Export Procedures

16.3.18(1) As regards the import and export procedures, the Chambers of
Commerce, National Institute of Public Finance and Policy and others have pointed
out the deficiencies in the present system and the requirements far reform. These are
described in the Statement —13, Vol.- II.
16.3.18(2) Both in the case of imports and exports, the problems arise much more
from the continuous advice and changes in the Handbook of Procedures, circulars and
notifications issued after each budget. This makes it difficult for exporters and importers
to enter into long term commitments on the basis of predictable costs, and changes
often erode their profit margin. Periodic increase in the number of conditions for
compliance is not in consonance with the policy of liberalisation, since the more the
authorities increase the number of certifications for getting exemption, the more difficult
and harassment-prone becomes the implementation. A wide variety of certificates from
different authorities in the Government of India are required to be produced for different
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commodities such as the Ministry of Tourism, Directorate General of Health Services,
Central Board of Film Certification, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting, Council for Leather Exports, Ministry of Environment and Forest, Ministry
of Urban Affairs and Employment, State Finance Corporations, Directorate General of
Civil Aviation, Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Department of Electronics, etc.
The Commission recommends that the requirement of various certificates should be
closely examined, and the declarations by the party as regards end use should be
accepted, as far as possible, subject to simple checks Or instances of advance
intelligence.
16.3.18(3) Another important area of reform in the case of imports and exports is
the disputes over the interpretation of rules and finality of rulings on procedures and
classification of goods. Since excise and customs are indirect taxes, simplicity, certainty
and early finalisation of the tax liability are more important than a rule-based attitude.
The lack of uniformity in classification only increases litigation. There are over 50,000
cases pending before the tribunal and each case takes at least six to seven years. The
existing legal provisions have led to serious anomalies; directions given by the courts
for classification do not bind the Commissioner(Appeals), and the latter is free to give
a judgement at variance from the directions. In order to remove confusion in this
regard, it is necessary to provide that the rulings given by the CBEC are binding on
everyone, including the Commissioner (Appeals). It should also be possible for the
parties to obtain advance rulings from the Board on specific matters. The amendments
made in the 1998-99 in this regard, the concept of samadhan, reduction in levels for
hearing, and the powers to a group of Chief Commissioners to give rulings are welcome.
16.3.18(4) In case of excise and customs duty structure, the Commission notes with
satisfaction that the Govemmentwould be moving towards a three-fold structure, namely
mean, merit and demerit rates. The early implementation of this rate structure would
reduce the multiplicity of rates and ensure rationalisation of the present structure. Along
with this, the Department could proceed towards delegation and decentralisation,
computerisatrion, frequent training programmes and incentives for good performance.
The inspections by the CBEC staff of industrial units should be coordinated with
inspections by State authorities in charge of sales tax and other local taxes in order to
relieve the establishment from multiple inspections. It is also possible to harmonise
the systems of evaluation and commodity description for sales tax and excise as already
proposed in the Conference of Finance Ministers. Both CBEC and CBDT have referred
to a number of improvements under consideration for minimising forms and procedures,
systems of reduction, sanction of MODVAT, refund of excise duty, etc. which should be
quickly brought into force. Since excise and customs affect all areas of industrial and
foreign trade activity, a non-confidential database in respect of various procedures and
transactions should be linked by an Intranet system and inter-connected computer
systems for sharing information and decisions based on common understanding. This
common database should be extended to airports and sea-ports also. Certain problems
pointed out by CBEC and CBDT should be taken into account by the Government.
While the aim of the Departments is to reduce the scope of litigation and avoid
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unnecessary appeals by the Government, it was stated that the officials were often
constrained to file appeals, since they faced subsequent objections by audit that '
responsibilities be fixed for not filing appeals against decisions of the tribunal. There
have also been vigilance proceedings for not filing appeals. This was stated to be a
major reason for the employees looking at all the transactions from the point of view of
revenue and not from the perspective of the assessees and reduced litigation. Secondly,
it is possible to reduce litigation in respect of sedonvise incentives and concessions in
case concerned Departments themselves recommend the entities forwhich concessions
are to be given during the year according to transparent guidelines. This will avoid the
exercise of discretion by the assessing officer and reduce litigation. It was also
mentioned by Chairman, CBOT that there is a limit beyond which existing rules and
laws cannot be simplified since this exercise cannot be at the expense of effective
enforcement and avoiding unnecessary discretion. He also felt that there was much
greater improvement to be realised from simplification of rules, procedures and forms
in the perspective of the Citizens' Charter. It is equally necessary to ensure the
accessibility of officials at different levels to assess and to change their attitudes to one
of trust and responsiveness rather than suspicion.
16.3.19 Pendency of Cases and Administration of Justice
16.3.19(1) The Commission feels particularly concerned with the accumulation of
vast backlog of cases in courts, inadequate functioning and malfunctioning of
subordinate courts, and generally the administration of justice. The backlog of cases
is estimated to be about 28 million, which is a matter of extreme concern because
such accumulation of backlog, and non-disposal of individual cases, sometimes for
decades, gives a very poor impression about the functioning of our legal system.
16.3.19(2)
There are many causes for this unsatisfactory state of affairs. The
multiplicity, proliferation and complexity of our laws, rules, regulations and procedures
are one of the major reasons. Every possible effort needs to be made to reduce the
number of laws to those which are absolutely necessary, to repeal and delete the laws
which.have become redundant, anachronistic and unnecessarY, and to make the laws
simple and understandable, keeping them up-to-date. Procedures specified for
implementation of the various laws needs to be improved. In this context, the
Commission is constrained to observe that the Civil Procedure Code, which forms the
basis of adoption of procedures regarding the functioning of civil courts, itself is full of
such provisions which inevitably prolong the trial of cases and provides for multiplicity
of appeals, and instruments for causing stay of proceedings of the trial of cases. The
basic Civil Procedure Code is of the year 1908 , nearly a century old; it has' of course
had a large number of amendments but the accumulation of amendments has inevitably
brought about complexities. An Amendment Bill of the Civil Procedure Code has
been prepared for effecting the basic and essential amendments in it but the Bill has
been waiting for more than one year for its enactment. The Commission suggests that
the recommendations made by Justice Malimath Committee for the expeditious disposal
of cases in courts be seriously and expeditiously considered for adoption.
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16.3.19(3)
The Commission noted that there exists an unfortunate tendency in the
Government Departments to resort tofiling of appeals practically in all cases where the
verdict goes against the Government. There is disinclination on the part of every
official to assume responsibility for not filing an appeal, particularly in cases relating to
revenue matters, ostensibly on the ground that such an action might be considered
motivated or subsequently objected to Audit and/or Vigilance. Definite directions
needs to be issued in all Government Departments that appeals against adverse
decisions should befiled only after very careful consideration. There is also a tendency
to take the safer course of approaching the Court for adjudication of an issue rather
than to take decision which normally would be within the scope of the powers of the
executive.
16.3.19(4) In relation to criminal cases pending in courts, which are estimated to be
of the order of about 10 million, a very important judgement has been secured through
a public interest litigation submitted by Common Cause, which has laid down
procedures to be followed for closing down cases which have been pending for more
than prescribed periods, in relation to offences under various sections of the penal
code. Arising from this one judgement, hundreds of thousands of cases which had for
long languished, have been closed down. Similar action needs to be initiated in relation
to the multiplicity of cases which are presently pending before various Tribunals and
adjudicating bodies, and in cases relating to revenue, etc.
16 3.19(5)Initiatives such as 'Samadhan' scheme in the matter of Excise and Income
Tax arrears, and the proposal for setting up a Settlement Commission recently
annnounced by the Ministry of Finance, arewelcome because these can substantially
help to clear the backlog of cases. There are various other steps which need to be
considered for streamlining the judicial system and expediting the administration of
justice. Status of decisions of Tribunals needs to be kept in view for examining the
avoidance of scope of appeals against their decisions to the High Courts where Tribunals
are headed by persons of the level of retired Supreme Court judges. There is also
need and scope for expansion of the concept of appointment of Ombudsmen; their
appointment n the areas of Banking has presently opened up scope for such
arrangements being made in the area of Insurance. Areas of appointment of
Ombudsmen in other selected fields need to be explored.
16.3.19(6)
Alternative Disputes Resolution
A very important aspect which the Commission would like to emphasize is the
need of expansion of the system of Alternative Disputes Resolution. More effective
utilisation of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, and greater use of mediation
procedures, need to be encouraged and facilitated. An improvement of important
significance has been effected through the enactment in 1987 of the Legal Authorities
and Services Act which provides for the establishment of National Legal Authority at
the apex level. State Legal Authorities at the level of each State, and penetration of this
concept to the level of each distribt. This Act provides for the expansion of areas of
functioning of Lok Adalats to all districts of the country. Under the initiative recently
'taken by the Supreme Court, the National Legal Authority has already been set up and
State Legal Authorities are being established. The Commission feels that the States
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need to be pursuaded to pay special attention to the strenghening of legal authorities
and to promote and encourage the establishment of Lok Adalats in the districts and '
talukas. Entrustment of pending cases of subordinate courts to the Lok Adalats will
greatly help to deal with the problem of improvement of adminiBrafion of justice and
substantially reduce the pendency in courts. Simultaneously, there is scope of
encouraging and facilitating volumtary arbitration and settlement of disputes, particularly
relating to areas such as of employees, contractors, builders, consumers, businessmen.
discrimination against women and weaker sections, etc with the procurement of help
of retired judges and lawyers. Builders Licensing Board may also be set up to enable
the purchaser to get the benefit of inspection by the Board's inspectors and get a
guarantee for defects in construction and obliging all builders to comply with this system.

1034.RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REPEAL/AMENDMENTS OF LAWS AND
REGULATIONS
The Commission is required to make recommendations for repeal/
16.4.1
amendments of laws, regulations and procedures, legislative process, etc. on the basis
of the exercise covered in the first three terms of reference. We have already referred
to in the course of this report to proposals for repeal of laws, repeal/amendments of
rules, orders, regulations and procedures for important sectors, and specific changes
in existing approaches to legal and regulatory reform, as well as rules and procedures
so as to make the entire process objective, transparent, simple, predictable and interrelated. The aim of the exercise has been to look at the impact of legal and regulatory
framework, as well as the system of administering justice, on the general public and
user groups in different sectors, including foreign investors. In the opening sections of
this report, the Commission has referred to a number of important factors which should
govern the entire process of legal and regulatory reform not only in the Central
Government, but also the State Governments, and the need to develop a harmonious
approach in the larger interest of efficient and responsive administration, and focus
attention on the problems faced by the public and user groups.
On the request of the Commission, the Secretary, Legislative Department
.
has sent an up-to-date list of unrepealed Central Acts. This list includes all the Acts
passed by Parliament till the end of the last session. The commission has taken this
as the basis for identifying the laws which could be recommended for repeal.

5;khe..hstcnWins 1079 Acts. But it does not tnoludethe following , namely:1. 78 Constitution Amendment Acts.
2. About 701 annual Finance Acts.
3. About 700 Appropriation Acts.
SABPABB140BBOOKling Acts (from 1984).
5. 11 British Statutes which are still in force (Appendix A-3)
6. 17 War-time permanent Ordinances. (Appendix A-4)
7. Old Bengal Regulations.
The total number of Central Laws in force will be about 2500 Acts. Out of these,
Constitution Amendment Acts and annual Finance Acts would not be repealed.
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-5316.4.3
In addition to the above, there are Central Regulations made by the
President under article 240 of the Constitution for the peace, progress and goad
government of certain Union territories. Legislation for the Union territories of the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands, Dadar and Nagar Revell and the Lakshadweep are
being enacted under this proyision apart from the proprio vigare application of all the
Acts of Parliament made applicable to the whole of India. These can be examined for
the purpose of repeal.
16.4.4
The cluttering of the Statute, Book is due to many reasons, the main
reason being the Constitutional developments over the last two centuries which had
ultimately resulted in the (quasi) federal structure of our Constitution. Prior to 1919,
the entire British India (as it then was) was administered by the Governor-General-inCouncil. After 1919, the Devolution Act, 1920 was passed and many of the subjects
were allotted to the States and the process was continued by the Government of India
Act, 1935, which ushered in the Provincial Autonomy The Act of 1935 contained three
lists of legislative heads as in our Constitution and our Constitution re-enacted the
three lists with residuary powers being left to the Centre instead of the States in the
1935 Act. This process of reform brought many of the Acts of the Governor-Generalin-Council into the State field and the Central Statute Book contains so many Acts
which pertain to the State list and the State Governments are administering those
Acts. A few of the Acts have been amended very sparingly by the States, but mostly
they remain unaffected. A list of such 114 Acts is placed at Appendix-A-5. Most of
these Acts are not being implemented, but they could be repealed only by the States.
Some of the Acts which are of local application only, like the Bengal or the Bombay
Acts could be repealed by the respective States.
16.4.5
Another reason for leaving a large number of enactments in the Statute
Book is that no systematic and regular attempt had been made to examine these Acts
in depth for the purpose of repeal. The Law Commission had made a detailed study of
all the British Statutes in force and brought out a report in 1960 recommending the
repeal of a large number of British Statutes. SimUltaneously another report suggesting
the repeal of a number of Central Ads was also recommended, as a result of which,
the British Statutes (Application to India) Repeal Act, 1960 and the Repealing and
Amending Act of 1960, respecfively were passed by Parliament. The former Act
repealed 285 British Statutes in their application to India. Subsequently, two Law
Commissions submitted 96th and 1481reports in 1984 and 1993 and each of them
suggested repeal of 5 Acts without any conditions. The administrative Ministries were
also not able to recommend repeal of many Acts. Even the Legislative Department
which used to periodically "cleanse the Statute Book" by the enactor nt of Repealing
and Amending Acts had also not initiated any such legislation after 1988 which covered
legislations upto the end of 1984. This is the reason why such a large number of
amendment Acts as 315 is retained in the Statute Book. Mother major reason is that
none of the authorities is prepared to take any risk in recommending the repeal of any
enactment as everyone is apprehensive that the repeal may revive any pending matters
which had been put at rest by those enactments. May be, this factor weighed with the
Law Commission for not recommending the repeal of the Privy Council Abolition Act
on the pretext that it may revive the operation of any British Statute which confer
jurisdiction on the Privy Council. The Commission also recommends the repeal of
about 700 Appropriation Acts passed by Parliament from time to time since 1950 as
they are,in terms, temporary in nature. Last but not the least, nobody is prepared to
take the responsibility of repealing Central Acts like Reorganisation Acts, Extension of
Laws Acts, Acts dealing with High Courts, Validation Acts, etc:
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ANIn view of the above position, we have en unenviable task of scanning the
16.4.6
Acts and recommend the repeal of those Acts which are either not in force or
anachronistic or not implemented and retained for some reason. We have accordingly
gone through the list supplied by the Secretary, Legislative Department aTil after raing
through the provisions of some of the Acts, which we thought could no longer be retained
in the Statdte Book, prepared a list of Central Acts, which we feel, may safely be
recommended for repeal. This takes into account recommendations of Expert Groups
and Law Commissions. This list is at Appendix-A-1 and contains about 166 Acts. We
have also prepared a list of Reorganisation Acts (Appehdix-B) and laws relating to
High Courts (Appendix-C) which may -be considered for review and repeal.
Reorganisation Acts should be reviewed to consider repeal of some of them which are
not relevant. The High Courts Acts should•e reviewed to bring in a uniform Act and
the repeal of some of the Acts, With rules to provide for local variations. The Re1. PM the
Nationalisation Acts and Validation Acts (Appendix-Validation Acts can be repcled atter providing savings
`
clauses wherever necessary.
In addition, there are a number of personaSme
religions and communities. Some of these may not be relevant now and are also
indeed very old. The perception of the concerned religion or community would be
relevant for their updating/codification/repeal. The Commission recommends that further
action be taken accordingly. A list of Acts which are of general public importance has
also been prepared and the same is placed at Appendix-H. Out of this list, those Acts
which have not so far been taken up for review, should be reviewed immediately.
We recommend that the 166 Central Acts (Appendix-A-1) be repealed.
16.4.7
The Legislative Department should introduce a repealing and amending Bill to repeal
the 315 Amendment Acts (Appendix A-2) straight away. They should also consider
inclusion in the Bill the various Delegation of Powers Acts (seven in number) enacted
when the concerned States were under President's rule, the Appropriation Acts, Bdtish
Statutes still in force and the permanent war-time Ordinances. The Legislative
Department should also consider the repeal of the old Bengal Regulations which they
consider no longer relevant. Regarding the Acts pertaining to a State subject,
Government should circulate a list to all State Governments requesting them to examine
whether they are in force in the State or part thereof, and if they are not being
implemented, the State Governments may consider their repeal. If the above is done,
we would have gone a long way in "excising the dead wood from the Statute Book"
As regards the legislative process, the Secretariat brought to the notice
16.4.8
of the Commission an innovative legislation called "Deregulation and Contracting Out
Act" passed in U.K. This is in the nature of a general enabling legislation which permits
the authorised Minister under the Act to amend the provisions of various legislations
through administrative orders, after inviting objections, so long as this is intended to
reduce the burden and hardship imposed by the affected legislation, without imposing
additional burden or hardships on the rest of the population. The Commission
understands that this legislation has been utilised successfully by the Government of
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U.K. for the deregulation of economy, and the hardships imposed by a number of
existing legislations have been reduced by executive action subject to passing of an
affirmative resolution by the Parliament. This has been possible in the case of U K.
because that country does not have a written Constitution like India and the courts do
not have the same power of judicial review as in our country. All the same, the
Commission considers that it would be advisable for the Law Ministry to examine in
consultation with the Law Commission, if necessary, the feasibility of bringing about a
similar legislation in our country. It may be mentioned in this connection that the provision
of "affirmative resolution by Parliament° was in use in some of the earlier enactments,
such as the Indian Tariff Act, 1934 and such other enactments wherein a power was
given to indicate the effective rates of duty under a Statute. There have also been
provisions in some of the enactments, such as the Mines Act, 1952, wherein even the
rules to be made under the Act are made subject to the affirmative resolution by
Parliament before they become effective.
16.4.9 The scheme for legislation in India is, inter-alia, based on the dictum that a
Statute never dies unless specifically repealed. This has resulted in a situation where
Statutes which are even more than 100 years old, as also the Statutes which were
enacted for a temporary purpose/period have continued to exist in the Statute Books.
More often than not, resort is made to amending the Statutes than enacting a fresh
updated legislation. The Commission is, therefore, of the view that a time has come
when the Government should seriously consider whether a sunset provision, as in the
USA, be followed in our legislative practice also.
Apart from these legal and regulatory aspects, there are important
16.4.10
administrative issues related to the fragmented functioning of Central and State
agencies, to which the Fifth Central Pay Commission and other expert bodies on
administrative reforms have also drawn attention. The restructuring of Government,
as undertaken in a number of Commonwealth countries, would be accompanied by the
energetic implementation of the elements of the Action Plan endorsed by the Chief
Ministers for effective and responsive administration, training and orientation of
employees, and the widespread use of information technology. An important
administrative step mentioned by a number of Ministries/Departments is the need for
equipping Departments requiring constant and up-to-date legal advice for the
implementation of domestic and international laws, drafting of agreements and
regulations, etc., with their own legal cells. These cells could be staffed by competent
persons with legal knowledge and skills essential to the work of the Department, who
could be selected by the Law Ministry and placed at the disposal of the Ministries. The
Law Ministry should take a proactive stance not only in implementing the
recommendations of the Law Commission, but also in responding to suggestions for
legal reform received from different expert bodies, Chambers of Commerce, National
Law School, etc. The Commission understands that the Asian Development Bank
has, in fact, offered the benefits of regional network for improving the capacity of the
Law Ministry, divisional administration and the legal education. This would enable
specialised training in emerging branches of commerce and trade, cyber laws, consumer
legislation, cross border litigation, drafting of treaties and agreements, etc.
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In the course of amendments to various laws on the basis of exercises
16.4.11
by different Ministries/Departments, it is necessary also to look at simplifying the '
language used in the legislation, Government rules and orders. A plain English
movement has been in operation in the European countries for over 25 years. The
idea is that the law, legal documents and Government forms should be in simple English
so that the average citizen can understand their implications. This is particularly
important in cases where there is regular inter-action between the public and the
Government. For example, most of the forms prescribed by the Code of Criminal
Procedure in its Second Schedule, which are frequently used by police and the courts
are not comprehensible to the public. This can easily be rephrased in plain English
without losing any legal meaning. This is true of a large number of Government '
notifications, circulars, etc, issued by revenue authorities like Excise, Customs and
Sales tax.
It is also necessary to take account of the serious observations made by
16.4.12
the Parliamentary Committees on Subordinate Legislation from time to time about the
deficiencies in the manner in which the rules and regulations are framed and notified
by administrative Departments. The Committees have drawn attention to the fact that
the prescribed procedure for inviting objections to draft rules and regulations are not
oftenfollowed, and the final notification is not adequately disseminated for the information
of the general public. It is often difficult for the affected parties to get an up-to-date
version of the rules, regulations and orders, and sometimes these are not available
even with the field offices. We would recommend that the Law Ministry consolidate all
the suggestions made by the Parliamentary Committees from time to time about
subordinate legislation in general, and provide guidance to Ministries and Departments
in adherence to the rule of law and norms of good drafting. They should also ensure
that the definitions adopted by different Departments in respect of notifications under
some Act, or involving the use of common terms available in different laws, are properly
harmonised to avoid disputes in interpretation.
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17.0 CONCLUSION

The Commission is conscious that it has not been able to do more than
17.1
limited justice to the vast area of legal and regulatory reform in India. It did not even
have the resources available to the Central Law Commission, nor the luxury of a long
period in which to make substantive examination of different laws and regulations,
obtain a detailed reply, interact with State GoQernments and experts, and thus prepare
a larger canvas on which it could have made far greater recommendations on different
regulatory aspects in the economic and social development. At the same time, the
Commission understood the urgency underlying the establishment of the Commission
by the Prime Minister and the great concern of the Government in addressing various
constraints posed by the structure of administrative law in different critical sectors of
the economy, as seen from the perspective of general public and user groups. Looking
from this angle, the Commission feels that it has provided the Government a set of
recommendations in different sectors, as well as the comprehensive framework within
which the immediate constraints facing industry, trade, housing and real estate, tax
payers and the general public could he tackled during the rest of this financial year.
In its report, the Commission has made a series of concrete recommendations
17.2
in the respective areas of Government functioning for effecting improvements in the
legal and regulatory framework of the country. It hopes that appropriate and urgent
action will be initiated in the respective Departments and Ministries to consider the
recommendations for implementation and to set up mechanisms for monitoring the
progress of implementation.
The Commission places on record its satisfaction for the cooperation and
17.3
help extended by officials of various Ministries/Departments and Central Agencies in
providing valuable material, and its grateful thanks to Chambers of Commerce and
Industry as well as the various user groups for their useful suggestions and oral
presentation. The assistance provided to the Commission by the Secretariat under the
guidance and direction of the Member-Convener, Dr. P S.A. Sundaram, and the Director,
Shri Nikhilesh Jha, has been invaluable.
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-64gSUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The Commission has proceeded on the assumption that the term °administrative-4d
1.
needs to be construed, in the light of requirements spell out in the Terms of Reference, to
comprise the laws, as distinct from the constitutional laws, which are administered by different
Ministries/Departments but subject to periodical review. The Commission has focussed
attention on those laws and regulations and procedures which affect the people most, and
where alterations and amendments are required in the interest particularly of economic and
social areas, keeping in view the requirements specifically in relation to certain areas including
industry, commerce, environment, housing and real estate.
2.

General Recommendations:

2.1. Need for the documentation of complete set of subordinate legislations:
It is desirable that all information about laws, regulations, procedures, circulars and
activities of different departments are made available through the electronic media as
well as documented compilations to keep the public and various users fully informed of
the latest instructions on the various subjects.
[Para 10]
Need for compilation of rules/regulations issued by State Governments by
virtue of the authority vested under Central Laws:
Most of the Ministries did not have any information about the rules and regulations issued
by State Governments by virtue of the authority vested under Central laws such as
various legislations on labour, Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, Drugs and Cosmetics
Act, etc. It is recommended that the Ministries/Departments centrally compile information
about all the rules and regulations issued by them and State Governments by virtue of
the authority vested under Central laws.
[Pare 10]
2.3. Need for a Sectors! Approach:
There has been no effort to converge laws administered by different departments including
the legislative Department around sectors of economic and social activity in order to
address the problems of industry and users in a focussed manner, but there is a flurry of
fragmented individual activities , often at cross purposes. It is recommended that a
sector-based approach to laws is taken to address the problems of industry and users
in a focussed manner.
[Para 10]
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2.4. Need for addressing the Centre-State interface on administration of Laws:
The entire question of Centre — State interface on the administration of laws and
regulations has so far not been comprehensively addressed either by any of the law
commissions , or expert groups on individual sectors. It would be useful for such an
exercise to be taken up by the Inter-State Council with the help of an Expert Committee
involving Central and State Officials.
[Para 11]
2.5. Need for study of laws affecting the poor/disadvantaged sections of population:
There is a need of deeper study by the Government on the entire complex of laws,
regulations and procedures which affect the quality of life of poor people and
disadvantaged sections of the population, their access to basic services, education,
healthcare and nutrition, and their inability to take advantage of the opportunities and
benefits .provided under various schemes administered by the Central and State
Governments and financial institutions, etc.
[Para 13]

2.6. Simplicity of language:

In the course of amendment to various laws on the basis of exercises by different Ministries/
Departments, it is necessary also to look at simplifying the language used in the legislation,
Government rules and orders.
2.7. Repeal and modernisation of laws:

[Para-16.4.11]

The Commission is of the view that each of the statutes which was enacted prior to the
Constitution and which is proposed to be retained on the statute book should be reviewed
in order to bring its provisions in line with present day requirements. All the dysfunctional
and irrelevant laws should be repealed. In this context, the introduction of 'sunset
provisions' similar to the U.S.A. statutes may be considered wherever possible.
[Para 16.1.9 & 1E1.11]
3.

The recommendations of the Commission with reference to the four terms of
reference:
Overview of steps taken by different Ministries/Departments.

3.1.1 The Commission was provided a statement containing an overview of efforts made by
45 Ministries/Departments, views of expert Committees, and this Commission's
observations. It is recommended that a definite time frame be indicated by the
Ministries/Departments for taking up these amendments or for enacting new laws.
[Para 16.1.3]
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- 6031.2 In some cases, the Commission had the benefit of only the views of Expert Groups -constituted by the Ministries/Departments, but, it was not clear as to whether the
Department had taken a decision and if so what on the report of the Expert Groups.
The Ministries/Departments need to take follow up action on the recommendations of
the Expert Groups in a definite time frame.
[Para 16 1 3]
3.2. Unification & harmonisation of statutes & regulations.
12.1. The Commission recommends that the laws should be looked at harmoniously from
the point of view of groups like domestic and foreign investors, trade, industry, consumer
protection, builders, exporters and importers, etc. This is as much an issue of unification
and harmonisation of laws, as of assessing the impact of individual provisions of
different Acts with reference to the objectives of specific sectoral policies and the
need matrix of the stakeholders. The lack of harmonious approach has a number of
facets such as not looking at statutes enacted at different points of time in the same
subject area cr having impact on other sectors; varying definitions in the statutes;
proliferation of orders under oneAct by different Ministries, and transactions on different
States being subject to different treatments.
[Para 16.2.11

-

12.2. The functioning of the economic and social sector is affected by State Laws like Rent
Control Act, Parallel laws for acquisition of land and property, land revenue and land
reform laws, legislation governing different utilities in the field of health, industry,
housing, transport, etc., laws for town planning, municipality, building bye-laws, and
regulations, State and local taxation of land and property, etc. They affect the
implementation of national policies and the success of economic reform. It is necessary
to take a harmonious view of all these statutes and regulations for improving the
functioning of the economic and social sectors, and take up this issue in the Interstate Council and conferences of State Ministers.
[Para 16.2.3]
13. Changes in laws, riles, regulations and procedures.
These are indicated sectorwise in Statements appended to the report. Specific
recommendations for key areas include :
3.3.1. Administration of Justice:
The Commission feels particularly concerned with the accumulation of vast backlog
of c s s in courts, inadequate functioning and malfunctioning of subordinate courts,
and generally the administration of justice. The backlog of cases is estimated to be
about 28 million which gives a poor impression about the functioning of the legal
system. To rectify the situation, the Commission recommends as follows :
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-6/(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Government should take initiative to expand the system of Alternative Disputes Resolution.
More effective utilisation of the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, and greater use of
mediation procedures.
Entrustment of pending cases of subordinate courts to the "Lok Adalets".
Expansion of the concept of establishment of Legal Authorities to the remaining states
and all the districts.
Encouragement of initiatives like "Samadhanh (to settle Excise & Income Tax arrears).
Expansion of the concept of appointment of Ombudsmen (as done in Banking Sector).
[Para 16.3.19]

3.3.2. Housing and Urban Development:
Laws and regulations affecting housing activities are implemented by a number of
departments and agencies at the Central, State and local level. This is overlaid by
procedures for sanction and approval, utility connections and the levy of fees. All
these may not have the same objectives, but the net result has been a freeze on land
and housing supply, steady increase in the growth of slums and unauthorised colonies,
and placing decent housing beyond the reach of bulk of the populafion.
[Para 16.3.7(1)]
3.3.3 Land Acquisition:
The Commission commends various proposals drafted by the Department of Rural
Development for amending the Land Acquisition Act, 1894. These should be revised
in the light of suggestions received and then quickly enacted. At the same Me, there
is a need to fundamentally alter the present cycle of land acquisition in order to
delink the process of vesting possession of and in Government free from
encumbrance, from the process of determining compensation. In order to prevent the
tendency for unnecessary acquisition of land, the Commission recommends that, in
case the acquired land is not utilised for public purpose in demonstrable terms in five
years of taking possession , the land should be reverted to the original land owner on
terms to be prescribed by Government. Alternate farms of land assembly and
innovative use of development control rules as in Maharashtra for city utilities and
services should be widely adopted.

[Para 16 3.7(3)]

330. Building Regulations and unauthorised construction :
We recommend the wide adoption of innovative efforts in a few cities of single window
systems, planning approvals, automatic approval for construction by poor families,
delegation to architects, simplified procedures for repairs, lesser documentation,
computerisation, updating rules, etc. Regularisation of unauthorised construction
should be only on the basis of cost covering payments.
[Pare 16.3.7(5)]
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-4 3.3.5. Duties on holding and conveyance of property:
Commission recommends revamping the structure of registration of property and
land and their conveyance, along with comprehensive amendments to Indian Stamp Act and Registration Act. Power of Attorney transactions should be curbed.
Stamp duties and other levies on property should be rationalised and reduced. Department of Urban Development should ensure the adoption of model chapter on
property tax based on the set of principles mentioned by the Commission.
[Para 16.3.7(6))
3.3.6. Sick Industrial Companies:
The Commission has suggested certain modifications in the draft Bill as listed in the
.
statement. It is recommended that Government should take up enactment of the new
Bill incorporating these suggestions, since the present legal regime perpetuates ,industrial sickness and suffers from delays at every stage.
[Para 16.3.9(1) & Para 18.3.9(3)] _

_

3.3.7. Company Law:
The Commission noted the considerable problems faced by the Industry, and even
Foreign investors, on account of the Complex provisions of Company Law. The Commission would urge that the Government refer the Draft Companies Bill to a Select
Committee for taking note of all suggested improvements from Government Agencies, industry, consumer groups and then enact the Bill in the next six months. This is a much needed legal measure. The present procedures for winding up companies
should be comprehensively revised, as suggested by user groups, and fast-track
tribunals set up. The Company Law Board needs to be streamlined in terms of procedures and infrastructure to handle the new responsibilities. Along with this, all the —
rules should be revised and consolidated, and company lawadministration revamped.
The confusion over the roles of RBI, SEBI and Department of Company Affairs should. be removed.
[Para 16.3.8(1)]
3.3.B. Investor protection and Non Banking Finance Companies:
The Commission noted with great concern that the regulatory framework in regard to
the NBFCs has come into existence only very recently i.e. in Jan., 1997 through an _
Ordinance issued by the Government, but the actual implementation of this mechanism by the Reserve Bank of India started after one year. However, judging from _
representations received by the Commission and seen from frequent reports in the
newspapers, even present regulatory machinery devised by the RBI cannot be said
to be either adequate or effective.
The Commission urges that the Government clearly vest the responsibility in the RBI
for strictly and effectively enforcing the regulatory mechanism, and give wide publicity to various measures which are proposed to be undertaken by the Central and
State Governments for registration and regulation of NBFCs, protection of depositors, action against erring companies, and easily accessible and effective avenues
for grievance redresser. The mechanism should be to aim'at not only on prosecuting offenders but also in arranging for the early payment of deposits. The immediate
introduction of the proposed insurance scheme would be helpful in this regard.
[Para 16.3.10(1)]
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3.3.9 Problems of Foreign Investors:
The Commission noted the low level of actual inflows in relation to the approved
foreign investment in different sectors. Foreign direct investment (EDI) is related to
perceptions of stability of policy environment and global developments. The sectoral
inflow is also governed by sectoral policy issues like kid linkage, counter guarantees,
etc. FDI is equally influenced by State Level delays in approvals, confusion over the
role of regulatory authorities in Power, Telecom and other sectors, red tape,
inconsistent guidelines, cumbersome documentation, apprehensions over the delays
in dispute resolution and contract enforcement, etc. These apprehensions and
impressions need to be detailed and reduced to actionable issues at the level of
different authorities, and harmoniously resolved by inter-Ministerial groups. A
comprehensive study of conception to commencement in successful Asian countries
and India will facilitate this exercise.
[Para 16.3.10(7)]
3.3.10 Essential Commodities Act:
The Commission noted that a Bill was introduced in the Budget Session 1998 to
amend the Essential Commodities Act in order to implement most suggestions of the
Expert Committee constituted by the Department of ConsumerAffairs. The Commission
considers that further improvements in the Bill be made and the Bill then enacted
soon, such as provisions to enable Government to review the list of essential
commodities periodically and reduce the number gradually, to raise the period of
imprisonment for grave offences to more than two years, and to enable the removal of
confusion on account of varying specifications in the orders issued by different
Ministries under the Essential Commodities Act. It is necessary to balance the interests
of trade and consumers..
Para 16.3.12(2&3)]
3.3.11 Health Sector'
The Commission agrees with many observations of Justice Venkatramiah Task Force
(set up by the Confederation of Indian Industry) on the rationalisation of food laws,
specially, the reorganisation and strengthening of the present administrative set up in
the Centre under the Prevention of Food Adulteration Act for laying down standards,
and proposing periodic improvements and legal amendments for better administration
of the Act. The Prevention of Food Adulteration Act and the Rules at the Centre and
in the States are so riddled with technicalities and the staff so insufficient, that they
are powerless to prevent or move against adulteration as seen from the recent mustard
oil cases in Delhi. The approach has to be one of action to amend the Act and the
Rules, restructuring the Central Committee for Food Standards, and streamlining its
procedures, strengthening its staff support, and revamping field machinery. It is
necessary to control the practice by quacks and unauthorised practitioners. State
governments should start accrediting nursing homes with the help of medical
practitioners' associations.
[Para 16.3.13(2)]
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3.3.12 Drug Policy:
The Commission favours a unified administrative set up in the Central Government
for implementing the Drug Policy covering manufacture, quality control and pricing,
instead of the present division between the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare,
and the Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilizers. This is, however, no substitute for
strengthening the enforcement staff in the States, rationalising the cadre and career
prospects for inspectors, improving inspection procedures without harassment, etc.
[Para 163.13(3)]
3.3.13.Environment:
The regulations in the environmental sector at central and state level affect both
economic and social sectors, and are alleged to cause delays in approvals. The
Commission urges the Ministry of Environment and Forests to proceed expeditiously
with various important moves for liberalisation and simplification undertaken by them,
enforcement of common consent forms , hot spots, etc_ and take stepsfor consolidating
different laws and regulations. In respect of forest areas, it is possible to streamline
and simplify the existing procedures on The lines indicated in pare 16.3.14(2). At the
same time, the Commission recommends effective action on the part of Central and
State Pollution Control agencies and local authorities for action against those
responsible for improper and dangerous disposal of hospital and hazardous wastes,
indiscriminate discharge of harmful effluents into water by tanneries and other polluting
industries and indiscriminate burning of materials harmful to the population.
[Para 16.114(3)]
13.14 Industry:
The Commission is of the view that the persistence of the inspector raj calls for urgent
review of the rationalefor inspections and documentation under different Central and
State Departments, the laws and practices governing inspections, and the need for
the adoption of more efficient and transparent surveillance and audit mechanisms.
The Commission noted the efforts made by a number of States to rationalise,
consolidate, simplify and reduce forms and returns, to introduce single farms with
multiple columnsfor different agencies, and reduce the requirementsforthe submission
of documentation. These need lo be sustained and enlarged. The Commission further
urges the Central Ministries in charge of Industry, Labour, Environment, Power and
other Departments to interact with State Governments for widespread adoption of
various good practices.
[Para 16.3.11(4)]
5 Labour Laws:
The Commission noted that the Mitre Committee set up by the Ministry of Labour in
October 1997 has made a number of concrete suggestions for amendments to the
Industrial Disputes Act, 1947. The Commission broadly endorses legislative action
on recommendations made by this Committee. It is of the view that the title of the Act
should be amended as the Employment Relations Act in order to shift the focus from
disputes to measures for harmonious relations.
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The Commission urges the Labour Ministry to introduce amendments to the Contract
Labour (Regulation and Abolition) Act 1970 on the lines of the Report of the committee
of officials and after study of Supreme Court Judgements. This will enable engagement
of contract labour in all peripheral and seasonal activities.
[Para 16.3.15(1)1
3.3.16.Direct Taxation:
The Commission was informed that the CBDT has already implemented a number of
suggestions submitted by the Working Group set up by Government for comprehensive
revisions for income tax. It is hoped that the remaining recommendations will also be
processed far a decision. The steps for simplification of forms and procedures,
shortening dispute settlement period, compounding of offences, etc. should be carried
forward vigorously.
[Para 16.3.16(2)]
3.3.17 Indirect Tax:
The Commission urges Government to ensure that the revised. comprehensive
legislation for Excise as well as Customs is finalised for introduction at the time of
the next Budget. Meanwhile, the Commission would urge that the Department of
Revenue consider the report submitted by a Working Group under the Chairmanship
of Shri Chakraborty on amendments to excise rules and regulations, and introduce
the amended rules, regulations, procedures and handbooks as soon as possible.
Similar exercise should be undertaken for customs also. The improved procedures
should be known as much to employees as to the public, and should be predictably
and uniformly adopted by citizen friendly staff. The trade and industry should pay its
legitimate dues and comply with legal requirements.
[Para 16.3.16(2)]
3.3.18 Consumer Protection:
The operation of Consumer Protection Act over the years has shown certain
inadequacies and shortcomings which need to be expeditiously overcome. The
Commission understands that certain specific and important recommendations in this
regard were made by an Expert Group set up by the Centre, but it is a matter of
concern that despite the lapse of 3 years, these recommendations have not yet been
incorporated in the Act by effecting requisite amendment. The Commission also
recommends that a provision on the lines of Section 86(A) proposed to be included in
the Civil Procedure Code by the CPC (Amendment) Bill now pending in Parliament
may be included in the Consumer Protection Act. The Consumer Court should be
empowered to refer cases before them to arbitration, conciliation or to lok adalats for
the purpose of expeditious disposal.
[Para 16.3.17(2)]
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3.3.19 Import and Export Procedure:
Both in the case of imports and exports, Commission feels that the problems aris6
also from the continuous changes in the Handbook of Procedures, circulars and
notifications issued in the period between successive budgets. This makes it difficult
for exporters and importers to enter into long term commitments on the basis of
predictable costs, and the changes often erode their profit margin. Greater long
term predictability and coordinated application of export policy and procedures are
necessary for promoting exports . The proposed restructuring of tariff rates into three
groups viz., mean rate, merit rate and demerit rate, and reduction in the number of
groups for custom duty is a welcome development and should be made fully operable.
The Commission feels that since excise and customs are indirect taxes, simplicity,
certainty and early finalisation of the taxes are more important than a rule-based
attitude. The changes in rules and inter agency coordination and procedures should
be directed towards this objective. Equally important are areas of infrastructure, access
to low cost credit and the imaginative handling of issues in W10 . Dispute resolution
systems should be made expeditious. Advance rulings should be encouraged .
Suggestions made in para 16.3.18(4) may be considered.
[Para 16.3.18(2) & (3))
3.3.17.Alternate Dispute Resolution:
While emphasising the need of expansion of the system of alternate disputes resolution,
the Commission recommends more effective utilisation of the arbitration and
conciliation Act and the greater use of mediation procedure. The Commission also
recommends that the State Governments should give special attention to the
strengthening of legal authorities and to promote and encourage the establishment
of Lok Adalats in the Districts and Talukas. There is also scope for encouraging and
facilitating voluntary arbitration and settlement of disputes particularly relating to areas
such as relating with employees, contractors, builders, consumers, businessmen,
discrimination against women and weaker sections etc. with the involvement of refired
Judges and lawyers. Industry and business should be made to set up at their own
cost 'Better Business Forums' similar to the U.S.A. for self regulation by them, and to
bring unfair practices and sub-standard products to the notice of consumers. The
Commission is of the view that in the course of reforming the existing system of
administration of justice in civil courts and the tribunals, Government should not
under estimate the potential of the alternate disputes resolution machinery available
through the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, Lok Adalats and systems of local justice
such as Nyaya Panchayats . Despite its shortcomings, the Lok Adalats have in fact
resulted in the resolution of about two lakh cases and have particularly proved useful
in cases under the Motor Vehicles Act and Divorce law. The Commission urges
government to consider extending the provisions of this legislation to all other
legislations involving adjudication by introducing a suitable enabling law.
[Para 16.3.19(6)]
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Recommendations for repeal /amendments of laws and regulations
4.1.

Repeal:
Of about 2500 Central Laws in force, the Commission recommends repeal of over
1300 Central Laws of different categories as listed below:
(i)
166 Central Acts (including 11 Pre-Nationalisation Acts and 20 Validation Acts).
(ii)
315 Amendment Acts.
(iii) 11 British Statutes still in force.
(iv) 17 War-time permanent Ordinances.
(v)
114 Central Acts relating to state subjects.
(vi) 700 Appropriation Acts (approximately) passed by Parliament.
The Commission recommends their repeal on the ground that these laws have become
either irrelevant or dysfunctional.
[Para 16.4.61

4.2. Repeal Procedure:
It is recommended that the Legislative Department should circulate the Acts identified
for repeal to the concerned Ministries and the State Governments for their concurrence,
and pursue the legislative process for repeal/amendment as recommended.
[Para 15.4.71
5.0 Laws of critical importance:
The Commission has also prepared a list of 109 Acts which are of critical importance in
relation to the terms of reference of this Commission. The list is placed at Appendix-E.
Those n. of so far reviewed may now be taken up for review immediately.
[Para 16.4.6]
6.0 Implementing Machinery:
An important administrative step mentioned by a number of Ministries/Departments is
the need for equipping Departments requiring constant and up-do-date legal advice for
the implementation of domestic and international laws, drafting of agreements and
regulations etc.. with their own legal cells. These cells could be staffed by competent
persons with legal knowledge and skills essential to the work of the Department, who
could be selected by the Law Ministry and placed at the disposal of the Ministries. The
Law Ministry should take a proactive stance not only in implementing the recommendations
of the Law -Commission, but also in responding to suggestions for legal reform received
from different expert bodies, Chambers of Commerce, National Law Schools, etc.
[Pam 16.4.12]
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Annexure-1
No. K-11022/19/98-P
Department of Administrative Reforms
and Public Grievances
Sardar Patel Shaven, Sensed Marg,
New Delhi, the May 08, 1998
OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Subject : Constitution of a Commission on Review of Administrative Laws.
Government have decided to constitute a Commission on Review of
Administrative Laws with the following composition :
(1)

Shri P.C. Jain, retired Secretary to
Government of India

Chairman

(2)

Shri H.D. Shourie, Chairman, Common Cause,
A-31, West End, New Delhi-21

Member

(3)

Shri S. Ramaiah, retired Legislative
Secretary. Government of India

Member

(4)

Dr. P.S.A Sundaram, Addl. Secretary
Department of Administrative Reforms
and Public Grievances

Member-Convenor

The Terms of Reference for the Commission are as follows :(A)

To undertake an overview of stepstaken by different Ministries Department
for the review of administrative laws, regulations and procedures
administeredby them, and the follow-up steps thereafter, for repeal and
amendment.

(B)

To identify, in consultationwith Ministries/Departments and client groups,
proposals for amendments to existing laws, regulations and procedures,
where these are in the nature of law common to more than one
Department, or where they have a bearing on the effective working of
more than one Ministry/Department and State Governments, or where a
collectivity of laws impact on the performance of an economic or social
sector, or where they have a bearing on industry and trade.
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3.

(C)

To examine, in the case of selected areas like environment, industry,
trade and commerce, housing and real estate, specific changes in existing
rules and procedures so as to make them objective, transparent and
predictable.

(D)

To make, on the basis of this exercise, recommendations for repeal/
amendments of laws, regulations and procedures, legislative process
etc.

The Commission shall submit its report within three months.

4.
The Commission shall be given the fullest possible cooperation and assistance
by all Central Government Ministries/Departments/agencies in conducting its work.
5.
The members of the Commission (excluding the Member-Comvenor) will be
entitled to a sitting fee of Rs. 1,000/- per sitting and reimbursement of transportation
expenses for attending the sittings, as admissible to Secretaries to Government of
India. All expenditures relating to the Commission will be borne on the budget of the
Department of Administrattive Reforms and Public Grievances, Ministry of Personnel,
Public Grievances and Pensions, which will also provide secretarial assistance to the
Commission.
This order issues with the approval of the Prime Minister
Sd/=
(Nikhilesh Jha)
Deputy Secretary
Tele. :3733030
To
Secretaries to all Ministries/Departments.
Copy for information to :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
S.
9.

Shri P.C. Jain, retired Secretary to the Government of India.
Shri H.D. Shourie, Chairman, Common Cause, A-31, West End. New Delhi-21.
Shri S. Ramaiah, retired Legislative Secretary, Government of India
Shri Brajesh Mishra, Principal Secretary to Prime Minister
Shri R. Shattacharya, Joint Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat.
Shri Hat-hider Singh, Joint Secretary (Estt.), DOME
Shri S. Narendra, PIO.
Shri A.N. Sharma, Director Public Relations (Home & Personnel), PIB.
PPS to Secretary (P).
Sd/=
(Nikhilesh Jha)
Deputy Secretary
Tele. 3733030

No. K-11022/19/98-P
Department of Administrative
Reforms and Public Grienances
Sardar Patel Bhavan, Sensed Marg,
New Delhi, Dated 19.8.1998
OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Subject Commission on Review of Administrative Laws-Extension of the term
of the Commission.
In partial modification of this Departments O.M. of even number dated 8th May,
1998, it has been decided by the Government to extend the term of the Commission on
Review of Administrative Laws upto 30th September, 1998.
Soli=
(Nikhilesh Jha)
Deputy Secretary
Tele. : 3733030
To
Secretaries to all Min les/Departments
Copy for infornation to :
1.
2.

All Members of the Commission.
Shri Brajesh Mishra, Principal Secretary to P.M.
Shri R Bhattacharya, Joint Secretary, Cabinet Secretariat.

4.

Shri Haender Singh, Joint Secretary (Estt.), DOPE

5.
6.

Shri S. Narendra, PIO
Shri A.N. Sharma, Director Public Relations (Home & Personnel), RIB.
PPS to Secretary (P).
SW=
(Nikhilesh Jha)
Deputy Secretary
Tele. : 3733030
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An nexure-2
REGULATORY REFORM FOR RESPONSIVE ADMINISTRATION IN INDIA
Pachampet Sundaram

The Context
The Central and State Governments in India have been concerned about the need to
ensure a responsive, accountable, transparent, clean, decentralized and people-friendly
administration at all levels. This rests on the recognition of the growing frustration and
dissatisfaction amongst the people and government's customers about the apathy,
lack of responsiveness, and lack of accountability of public agencies. The Conference
of Chief Ministers, convened by the Prime Minister in May 1997 endorsed an Action
Plan for Effective and Responsive Administration which addressed the issues of making
administration more accountable and citizen-friendly, ensuring transparency and
right to information, and taking measures to cleanse and motivate the civil
services. The ongoing initiatives for legal and regulatory reform in Centre and states
were sought to be placed within the framework of this Action Plan.
Interactive reviews of the experience with the implementation of various policy changes
announced by successive governments to promote economic reform and liberalisation
of procedures for the inflow of foreign investment revealed that administrative red
tape, requirement of multiple approvals, cumbersome rules and regulations and
unresponsive official attitudes are often cited by foreign investors, small and big
industrialists as roadblocks. Laws operated by one or more Departments in the central
government, or by governments and agencies at different levels, often overlap and
conflict with each other, leading to fruitless parallel proceedings and expense for the
clients. These lead to delays or non-realisation of investments, cost escalation, denial
of the benefits of investment and improved technology to the public, and the economy,
and reduced credibility of the reform process itself in domestic and international
perception. These are aggravated by long delays in the settlement of s s by the
authorities in charge of civil and administrative law. At the same time, the effective
delivery of services and benefits to the public under different development and welfare
schemes are being seen as often frustrated by archaic laws, rigid regulations and
procedures, centralized systems, the insensitive attitude of the officials, and
characterized by unwarranted transaction costs. It is important to note here that the
problem arises as much from the legal provisions as from the administrative structure
for their implementation, the transparency of the system, and the arrangements for
dispute resolution.
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More insidiously, the complexity and secrecy surrounding rules and regulations account
for the instances of rampant corruption in various Departments in granting approvals
and permits, or in the process of procurement of goods, or sanction of public Works, or
in the operation of public utility services. Such corruption could take the form of big
scams and payoffs, or speed money and extortion payments at the cutting edge levels
for expediting approvals, or for bending rules, or for discretionary decisions. The same
regulations, which increase the cosi of transactions and lead to deprival of benefits for
the ordinary citizen, allow the unscrupulous middlemen to manipulate the rules for
their benefit, or to extract speed money from the clients, often in collusion with officials.
Exercises for legal and regulatory reform had been undertaken from time to time for
the purpose of facilitating the process of economic liberalization, speedy approvals,
and promoting ectoral policies. This was seen as part of the thrust for deregulation and
debureaucratisation that was sweeping many developing countries. However recent
exercises for responsive and open administration, in the mould of the good governance
formulations of UNDP, Asian Development Bank etc., look at the legal reform process
from the perspective of the citizen and the client groups, the formulation of Citizen's
Charters, and the context of administrative and civil service reform and capacity building.
Administrative law, in this sense, is not merely subordinate legislation and the context
of rules and regulations and procedures administered by a multitude of government
agencies and local authorities, but it comprehends all the measures for minimizing
unnecessary direct regulatory involvement of public agencies, helping to reduce
unnecessary litigation and disputes by government and the public, reducing costs and
delays in regulatory administration, procedure audit, interdepartmental coordination,
and capacity building of agencies and staff. This would help to identify the scope for
essential regulations in the interest of larger public objectives, and the means of better
implementation of regulations that reed to be continued.
A Status Card
In addition to go laws passed by Parliament and State Legislatures, a huge body of
rules, regulations and other forms of subordinate legislation have grown around and
beyond the original laws. Under the same law such as Essential Commodities Act,
rules and orders are issued by a number of Central Ministries and Departments. Rules
are issued by the State Governments under Central laws relating to labour, Prevention
of Food Adulteration etc. These are further complicated by the circulars issued by
revenue authorities such as the Central Board of Direct Taxes and the Central Board
of Excise and Customs, further amended by clarifications and internal instructions.
While the rules and regulations are at least required to be placed before the Parliament/
Legislature, the circulars and orders are in the nature of executive instructions to
departmental officials, and are often not accessible to the general public. Changes in
procedures for approvals or for tax assessment are often not given wide publicity and
create considerable confusion and problems for the public and business. Different
bases for valuation are applied by the authorities administering Central and State
taxes, local bodies. The rules governing the exercise of discretionary powers in
administrative law are often not laid down with sufficient objectivity, uniformity and
openness. (This has to some extent been remedied in some cases by orders of the
Supreme Court in the case of allotment of houses, patrol pumps.) The limited
accessibility of the poor to lawyers and accountants, and exploitation by middlemen
capitalising on proximity to lower officials, increases the profit from discretionary
decisions and the lack of transparency surrounding public transactions.
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The employees suffer from these deficiencies as much as the general public, since a
significant body of administrative low relates to service conditions and determination
of emoluments, various forms of entitlements etc., and this leads to needless litigation
on service matters, disputes with employee unions, arbitration cases etc. They suffer
much more as pensioners for pension calculation, regular payment, health benefits
etc. The individual official is not inclined to implement regulations flexibly because of
the overarching emphasis on adherence to rules, the fear of audit and vigilance, and
examination by legislative committees. Nor is the peer system in civil service very
supportive of the maverick reformers. The intricate system of checks and balances to
ward off individual malfeasance leads to a behavior pattern of buck-passing and passive
acceptance of advice from the Finance or Law Ministry. This is again the reason why
the government is the largest litigant, and no one is willing to be accused of refraining
from appeal against and order which is patently not appealable. These patterns of
administrative behavior must be recognised when reforms are thought of
It is worth noting that successive Expert Committees and Commissions have been
concerned about the complex and unworkable legal provisions, multiple responsibility
for their implementation, growing volume of administrative law and circulars issued by
different Departments, especially in the economic and fiscal sphere, centralisation of
decisions, dilatory procedures for dispute resolution, and the implications of this for
incentives to evasion of law, recourse to unauthorized practices, and the consequent
potential for corruption. This was discussed in the 1964 report of the Santhanam
Committee on Prevention of Corruption, the 1971 Wanchoo Committee on Direct Taxes
and the 1983 Economic Reforms Commission The cynics bless the ineffective
enforcement of unworkable laws for whatever development has taken place by default,
or the loopholes in laws like Urban Land (Ceiling and Regulation) Act for permissive
development.
One of the reasons for the general perception of the unsatisfactory outcome of major
policy changes in the industrial sector since 1991 is that the range of legislation and
that of ministerial responsibility extendsfar beyond the Departments in charge of industry
and investments in the central and state governments. These agencies implement the
legislative and regulatory provisions from their own perspectives, and are not necessarily
informed by, nor have incentives to pursue, the common goals of industrial promotion.
This is seen even in the limited exercises of even the Expert Committees set up recently
A sample list of various Acts under which locational restrictions or approvals may be
required for locating a unit could include .
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Legislation

Agency

•
•
•
•

Gram Panchayat and District Acts
Department of Revenue or Rural Development
Town and Country Flanniig Act Municipal Government, Town Planning agencies
Municipal Laws
Municipal bodies, State Government
Urban Land Ceiling and
Competent Authority of State Government
Regulation Act
• Notified Areas/Industrial Areas Industrial Development Corporations/Notified
Authorities
• Acts regarding utilities
Authorities for Water Supply and Sewerage/
Housing/Electricity
• Health and Environment Acts
Pollution Control Boards/Health Directorates/
Local Bodies
• Labour and Employment Acts State Labour Authorities
• Other legislations such as Factories Act, Boilers Act, Forest Act, Wild Life protection Act,
Ancient Monuments Act, etc.
• Rules, Regulations and local procedures for approvals.
Indeed, for the private sector, conventional industrial licensing may not be their main•
concern they have learned how to cope with it, and the various Central Ministries are
responsive to overcoming legal hurdles. The real problems appear to be the lack of
infrastructure like ports and transport, non-functioning services and the problems of
securing access to it, red tape associated with land use and services, cumbersome
procedures and interference from the plethora of inspectorates functioning under
environment, labour, heath, safety and the local bodies, the procedures of thefinancial
institutions (especially for the small units), notwithstanding the single window set up
by industrial agencies for investment and operational approval, about the opaqueness
and inconsistency of procedures, and the arbitrary use of discretionary powers. The
user organisations and the general public are concerned about the lack of predictable,
swift and consistent framework for dispute settlement. The solution lies in redesigning
the flow of procedures to ensure that there is a single point of clearance, assistance
and supervision, steps to see that associated accountability can be identified and
enforced, and the employees develop ownership of responsive systems.
Past Efforts for Reform
An exercise was undertaken by different Central Departments at the instance of the
Finance Minister in 1995 in order to look into the scope for administrative reform to
support the process of economic liberalization. Apart from the various steps taken by
various Ministries for delicensing and removal of controls (which is well documented in
the Annual Economic Surveys brought out by the Ministry of Finance), the steps taken
pursuant to the reports of these task forces in different Departments have been :
•
Accent on transparency and the free flow of information to the public, often through
home pages on the Internet;
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The effort is not confined to the Central agencies alone. Similar initiatives have been
reported by state governments also, and the thrust is as much for deregulation as for
citizen-friendly administration, as the state and local agencies deal more directly with
the public for various services.
Approach
Following the resolution of Conference of Chief Ministers in 1997 referred to earlier, a
number of state governments have set up Law Commissions in order to review the
entire framework of laws and regulations and have introduced amendments in the
regulatory set up. The Central Government asked different Ministries/Departments to
set up Expert Groups whose terms of references were :
(a)

Identification of laws which are no longer needed or relevant or can be
immediately repealed.
•

(b)

Idenfification of laws which are in harmony with the existing climate of economic
liberalisation and which need no change.

(c)

Identification of laws which require changes or amendments and suggestions
for amendments.

(d)

Revision of rules, regulations, orders and notifications, especially those affecting
interests of weaker sections and business.

The review exercise would consider whether the objectives are properly defined after
consultation with the affected groups, whether these objectives could be better achieved
in any other manner or made more citizen friendly, whether it is necessary to continue
with the existing regulations at all, whether the machinery for their implementation is
adequate and cost effective, and whether the presumed social and economic benefits
. of the regulation warrant their continuance. Simultaneously with the commencement
of work of these Expert Groups, the government also set up the Law Commission
under the Chairmanship of Justice B.R Jeevan Reddy with a mandate to look at
proposals emanating from different Ministries/Departments on the basis of these terms
of reference, and with particular reference to laws and regulations having an impact
on more than one department. The Law Commission has submitted an interim report
on some Ministri's proposals, and on some specific legislation.
Substantial progress has been made by 43 Ministries/Departments whose reports were
reviewed by us. The review exercise has covered mostly amendments to legislation
administered by them, and repeal/amendments to rules, regulations and procedures
only by few Ministries. The Commission was required to overview the reports prepared
by Ministries/Departments with or without the help of Expert Groups. In addif on, a
number of Ministries set up Inter-Ministerial Groups or Expert Groups to revise existing
laws and regulations or toframe new laws, as for example, the drafting of comprehensive
changes in Income Tax law, excise regulations, company law, Build-operate-Transfer
law, cyber law, SERI Act, electronic funds transfer in banks, patent laws, Criminal
Procedure code, crimes against women, labour laws etc.
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While serious efforts are being made to take note of the problems put forward by
associations of business, commerce, citizen groups, and to evolve proposals for reform
with due regard to the suggestions made by them and the findings of field evaluation,
it is important to note that reforms in administrative law represent only one aspect of
effective, transparent and accountable administration, as indicated at the beginning
of this paper. Emphasis should be on proactive policies for decentralised and
participatory administration and the voluntary dissemination to all Central, state and
local agencies of all information relating to regulatory and development procedures,
activities of government and the functioning of different agencies with progressive use
of information technology. Since bulk of the procedures today cause delay on account
of manual and paper waste systems, the very process of changing the systems of
networking of information within and across Departments, and enabling citizens to
deal with public agencies through the electronic media or through counter staff with
delegated powers, would help to minimise delays, harassment and the scopefor speed
money. A number of Departments have started changing their style of function but
much more needs to be done, given the culture of secrecy, adherence to rules,
insensitivity to problems of the public and other deficiencies that characterise the
bureaucracy. As important as recognising and rewarding honesty and people
friendliness is the swift punishment of the inefficient, insensitive and dishonest. Along
with reform of the systems of working, another fruitful area of reform has been the
amendment to procedures to facilitate self-assessment in the case of fiscal laws and
self-regulation in the case of approvals and permits. This will of course be facilitated
to the extent that professional bodies of real estate operators, architects, engineers,
accountants etc. come forward to administer with honesty the system of credible
certification and acceptable valuation.
The present legal reform has not specifically addressed ant-poor laws and procedures.
As regards the large numbers of people living in rural areas and unable to access the
electronic media, the reform has been in the direction of taking the administration to
the people such as the Janmabhoomi Experiment in Andhra Pradesh, involving instant
redressal of grievances, removing disabilities of poor women and other disadvantaged
groups, issue of certificates and approvals onthe spot by a team of empowered officials,
enabling the applicant to secure copies of records from computerised counters, and
providing for administration of welfare schemes by citizen groups and voluntary
agencies on the basis of objective and transparent norms. This process will, of course,
be facilitated to the extent that elected local bodies down to the level of panchayats
and gram sabhas are enabled to implement all local schemes and provide basic services
to the population on the basis of widespread participation and consultation. Participatory
process will itself remove the type of constraints posed by rules and regulations at the
Central and State level and create pressure for amending these rules in ways which
will make people centred development possible. This will also help to address the
variety of constraints facing the economic and social activity of the poor and
disadvantaged sections which has been very well documented by Dr. N.0 Saxena.
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• Simplification of Registration procedure, streamlining of application receipt,
acknowledgment and monitoring system, computerised counters in field offices with
easy access to information on the status of applications, delegation of powers to
local officials etc. , in respect of Departments like Industrial Policy and Promotion,
Company Affairs, Small Scale industries, Supply and Urban Development;
Simplification/elimination/consolidation of forms, facility of submitting forms through
computers in some cases, computerised counters for receiving and acknowledging
applications and forms, specification of the list of documents to be furnished, issue
of information booklets, devising standard formats in the office for dealing with
repetitive cases as well as for submission to Committee members, use of printed or
computerised receipts, recasting forms to enable computerised processing, annual
exercise for the review of forms etc., introduction of a composite form for foreign
direct investment/foreign technology collaboration and industrial license has been
devised for all applicants;
Simplification of procedures and single-window systems for all clearances and
approvals, adoption of a common format for multi-agency approvals, delayering
and delegation of authority, publicity to procedures through booklets and Internet
home page, etc.;
Delegation to stale agencies and central agencies of powers under laws
administered by different Central Ministries, as well as powers for technical scrutiny
for power projects, environmental clearances for small projects, etc.;
Permitting alternate agencies for the issue of certificates and valuation required for
approvab, decentralising payment procedures;
Actions under Industrial Policy such as the abolition of unnecessary committees
such as the MRTP Licensing Committee, and the conversion of erstwhile mandatory
forms into informatory submissions e.g., the step taken by the Industry Ministry for
compositeform for foreign investment, to abolish the need for Industries Registration,
elimination need for registration of foreign investors with Reserve Bank, Delicensed
Registration and DGTD Registration for delicensed units, and replacing them by
the IEM; simplification of the procedure for granting approvals under Electronic
Hardware Technology Park and Software Technology Park schemes, by providing
for automatic approval within 15 days of the application conforming to listed criteria;
automatic approval for private bonded warehouses in export processing zones;
exemption of certain power projects from competitive bidding;
Various steps taken by Railways for simplifying the procedure for refunds to
passengers, for reservation to any station on the computerised network, for
processing claims relating to goods traffic, dealing with public complaints at the
operational level, enforcing time limits etc.;
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-71Steps taken by the Ministry of Environment to streamline and decentralise
examination of proposals under the Forest Conservation Act, delegate powers to
the state governments under different provisions of environmental laws rationalize
the consent procedure for small-scale units, consolidating the standards for effluent
treatment etc., and delegating powers to the State Pollution Control Boards;
Steps taken by SEW to improve the transparent operation of the capital market,
paperless trading is securities, regulate unethical practices, and to protect the
investors;
Circulars issued by Reserve Bank of India to promote customer friendly practices
of nationalised banks, reduce delays in transactions and simplify procedures;
• Procedures have been simplified by the Central Board of Customs and Excise for a
number of transactions such as the fast track procedure, computerisation, processing
of import documents in advance and assessing duty 30 days beforethe consignment,
so that the goods can be released immediately on arrival; changing the rules relating
to MODVAT; release of goods on sample check eta;
Deletion of 696 guidelines relating to the Public Sector Undertakings, as
recommended by the Vittal Committee; strategy for progressive transformation of
PSU's into autonomous Board-managed companies, with a minimum requirement
for approaching the government for approvals;
Increasing use of information technology for reducing manual systems for file
movement, data storage and retrieval, creating intranet backbone for data-sharing
and access to the public, instant processing of applications (as in the case of the
air cargo processing by Delhi Customs), issue of land record copies and other
certificates in rural and urban areas, reducing delays, and minimising the need for
person-to-person transactions; EDI Service Centres opened by the Federation of
Indian Exporters Organisation at its premises, and by a number of Ministries and
their agencies in their main offices;
Strengthening the public grievance redressal system in different Ministries and
Central agencies, in order to secure prompt remedial action in cases of
maladministration, neglect, harassment, delays etc., and to address systemic causes
for grievances; the installation of Banking Ombudsmen in the nationalised banks
(and soon in Insurance) for the resolution of complaints relating to deficiency in
banking services, the complaints adalat systems in respect of the Telephone services
and the Postal Department, the Social Audit Panels of these Departments for public
hearing, the public hearings of the Protector General of Emigrants in different cities
to redress grievances of intending or returned 'emigrants and agents on various
aspects of emigration, the establishment of the Public Grievances Commission in
Delhi are concrete examples of this endeavour;
Growing impact of Consumer Grievance Redressal Forum at district, state and
national level which award damages to consumers against negligent and insensitive
providers of service in public and private sector.
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APPENDIX-A

Central Laws Recommended for Repeal

A-1

:

A-2 :

A-3

:

166 Central Acts (including 11 Pre-Nationalisation Acts and 20
Validation Ads) *

315 Amendment Ads +

11 British Statutes Still in force *

A-4 :

17 Wartime permanent Ordinances'

A-5

114 Central Acts relating to State subjects for repeal by State
Governments'

A-6 :

700 (approximately) Appropriation Acts Passed by Parliament
for repeal by Central Government

List of Acts recommended for repeal are enclosed.
List not enclosed
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APPENDIX-A-1
166 CENTRAL ACTS (INCLUDING 11 PRE-NATIONALISATION ACTS, AND 20
VALIDATION ACTS)

1.

The Livestock Importation Act, 1898,

2.

The Glanders and Fancy Act, 1899.

3.

The Dourine Act, 1910.

4.

The Indian Power Alcohol Act, 1948.

5.

The Essential Commodities (Special Provisions) Act, 1981.

6,

The Spirituous Preparations (Inter-State Trade 8 Commerce) Act, 1955.

7_

The Tobacco Board Act, 1975.

8.

The Finance Commission (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1951.

9.

The compulsory Deposit Scheme Act, 1963.

10.

The Additional Emoluments (Compulsory Deposit) Act, 1974

11.

The Banking Service Commission Act, 1984.

12

The Shipping Development Fund Committee (Abolition) Act, 1986,

13.

The Gift-tax Act, 1958,

14.

The Central Excise Laws (Amendment and Validation) Act 1982.

15.

The Sugar (Special Excise Duty) Act, 1959.

16.

The Mineral Products (Additional Duties of Excise and Customs) Act, 1958.

17.

The Central Duties of Excise (Retrospective Exemption) Act, 1986.

18.

The Customs and Excise Revenue Appellate Tribunal Act. 1986.

19.

The Young Persons (Harmful Publications) Act, 1956.

20.

The Federal Court Act, 1937,

21.

The Federal Court (Enlargement of Appellate Jurisdiction) Act, 1947.

22.

The Goa, Daman and Diu (Opinion Poll) Act, 1966.

23- The Indian Law Reports Act, 1875.
24.

The Indian Rifles Act, 1920.

25.

The Abolition of Privy Council Jurisdiction Ad, 1949.

26.

The Continuance of Legal Proceedings Act, 1948.
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27.

The Industrial Disputes (Banking Companies) Decision Act, 1955.

28.

The Oriental Gas Company (Act 5 of 1857).

29.

The Oriental Gas Company Act, 1867.

30.

The Payment of Taxes (Transfer of Property) Act, 1949.

31.

The Special Tribunals (Supplementary Provisions) Act, 1946,

32.

The Special Courts (Repeal) Act, 1982.

33.

The Forfeiture Act, 1859.

34.

The Ganges Tolls Act, 1857.

35.

The Acting Judges Act, 1867.

36,

The Companies (Foreign Interests) Act, 1918.

37.

The Promissory Notes (Stamp) Act, 1926.

38.

The Allianz Und Stuttgarter Life Insurance Bank (Transfer) Act, 1959.

39.

Amending Act, 1897.

40,

The Amending Act, 1901.

41.

The Amending Act, 1903.

42.

The Banking Companies (Legal Practitioner's Clients Accounts) Act, 1949.

43.

Boundaries, 1847.

44.

The Central Sales Tax (Amendment) Act, 1969.

45.

The Coasting Vessels Act, 1838.

46.

The Companies (Surcharge on Income-tax) Act, 1971.

47,

The Companies (Temporary Restrictions on Dividends) Act 1974.

48.

The Cotton Cloth Act, 1918.

49.

The Cotton Textiles Cess Act, 1948,

50.

The Cotten Ginning and Pressing Factories Act, 1925 (12 of 1925).

51.

The Countess of Dufferin's fund Act, 1957.

52.

The Delimitation Act, 1972.

53.

The Deposit Insurance Corporation (Amendment and M sc Provisions)
Act, 1978.

54.

The Estate Duty Act, 1953.

55.

The Estate Duty (Distribution) Act, 1962.

56.

The Lepers Act, 1894 (3 of 1898).
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57

The Excise (Malt Liquors) Act, 1890.

58.

The Government Trading Taxation Act, 1926.

59.

The Imperial Library (Indentures Validation) Act, 1902.

60.

The Income-tax (Amendment) Act, 1965.

61.

The Indian Bar Councils Act, 1926.

62.

The Indian Short Titles Act, 1897.

63.

The Indian Universities Act, 1904.

64.
.

The Industrial Disputes (Amendment and Miscellaneous provisions)
Act, 1956.

65.

The Influx From Pakistan (Control) Repealing Act, 1952.

66.

The Land Acquisition (Amendment) Act, 1962.

67.

The Land Acquisition (Amendment and Validation) Act, 1967.

68.

The Laws Local Extent Act, 1874.

69.

The Legal Practitioner's Act, 1879.

70.

The Parliamentary Proceedings (Protection of Publication) Repeal Act, 1976.

71.

The Railway Companies (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1951.

72.

The Railway Companies (Substitution of Parties in Civil Proceedings)
Act, 1946.

73.

The Refugee Relief Taxes (Abolition) Act, 1973.

74.

The Rent Recovery Act, 1853.

75.

The Reserve Bank of India (Amendment and Miscellaneous Provisions)
Act, 1953.

76.

The Special Bearer Bonds (Immunities and Exemptions) Act, 1981.

77.

St. John Ambulance Association (India) Transfer of Funds Act, 1956.

78.

The Sugarcane Control (Additional Powers)Act, 1962.

79.

The Taxation on Income (Investigation Commission) Act, 1947.
-

80: The Tea Districts Emigrant Labour (Repeal) Act, 1970.
81.

The Tobacco Cass Act, 1975.

82.

The Voluntary Disclosure of Income and Wealth Act, 1976.

83.

The Voluntary Deposits (Immunities and Exemptions) Act, 1991.

84.

The Easements (Extending) Act, 1891. (8 of 1891).

85.

The Foreign Recruitment Act, 1874. (4 of 1874).
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86.

The Government Trading Taxation Act, 1926. (3 of 1926).

87.

The Indian Railway Companies Act, 1895. (10 of 1895).

88.

The Indian Railway Board Act, 1905. (4 of 1905).

89.

The Iron and Steel Companies (Amalgamation) Act, 1952. (79 of 1952).

90.

The Promissory Notes (Stamp) Act, 1926. (11 of 1926).

91.

The Refugee Relief Taxes (Abolition) Act, 1973. (13 of 1973).

92.

The Trading with the Enemy (Continuance of Emergency Provisions)
Act, 1947. (16 of 1947).

93.

The Pondicherry (Extension of Laws) Act, 1968. (26 of 1968).

94.

The Prevention of Food Adulteration (Extension to Kohima and Mokokchung
Districts) Act, 1972. (24 of 1972).

95.

The Central Laws (Extension to Jammu and Kashmir) Act, 1968.

96.

The Central Labour Laws (Extension to Jammu and Kashmir) Act, 1970.

97.

The Central Laws (Extension to Arunachal Pradesh) Act, 1993. (44 of 1993).

98.

The Diplomatic and Consular Officers (Oaths and Fees) (Extension to Jammu
and Kashmir) Act, 1973. (2 of 1973).

99.

The Goa, Daman and Diu (Extension of the Code of Civil Procedure and the
Arbitration) Act, 1965. (30 of 1965).

100. The Miscellaneous Personal Laws (Extension) Act, 1959. (48 of 1959).
101. The Taxation Laws (Extension to Jammu and Kashmir) Act, 1954. (4 of 1954).
102. The Taxation Laws (Extension to Jammu and Kashmir) Act, 1972.
(25 of 1972).
103. The Taxation Laws (Extension to Merged States and Amendment Act, 1949.
(47 of 1949).
104. The Taxation Laws (Continuation and Validation of Pending Proceedings) Act,
1964. (11 of 1964).
105. The Scheduled Areas (Assimilation of Laws) Act, 1951. (37 of 1951).
106. The Scheduled Areas Act, 1953. (16 of 1953).
107. The Shillong (Rifle Range and Umlong) Cantonments Assimilation of Laws
Act, 1954. (31 of 1954).
108. The West Godavari District (Assimilation of Laws on Federal Subjects) Acts,
1949. (20 of 1949).
109. The Union Territories (Laws) Act, 1950.
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110. The Absorbed Areas (Laws) Act, 1954. (20 of 1945).
111. The Central Provinos (Laws) Act, 1875. (20 of 1875).
112. The Cooch-Behar Assimilation of Laws Act, 1950. (67 of 1950).
113. The Jammu and Kashmir (Extension of Laws) Act, 1956. (62 of 1956).
114. The Manipur and Tripura (Repeal of Laws) Act, 1958. (36 of 1958).
115. The Married Women's Property (Extension) Act, 1959. (61 of 1959).
116. The Opium and Revenue laws (Extension of Application) Act, 1950. (33 of
1950).
117. The Merged States (Laws) Act, 1949. (59 of 1949):
118. The Petroleum (Berar Extension) Act, 1937. (23 of 1937).
119. The Vaccination Act, 1880 (13 of 1880).
120. The Union Duties of Excise (Distribution) Act, 1979. (24 of 1979).
121. The Union Duties of Excise (Electricity Distribution) Act, 1980. (14 of 1989).
122. The Himachal Pradesh State Legislature (Delegation. of Powers) Act, 1993.
(5 of 1993).
123. The Jammu and Kashmir State Legislature (Delegation of Powers) Act, 1992.
(21 of 1992).
124. The Mysore State Legislature (Delegation of Powers) Act, 1971. (23 of 1971).
125. The Punjab State Legislature (Delegation of Powers) Act, 1987. (24 of 1987).
126. The Tamil Nadu State Legislature (Delegation of Powers) Act, 1988.
(21 of 1988).
127. The Uttar Pradesh State Legislature (Delegation of Powers) Act, 1993.
(8 of 1993).
128. The Uttar Pradesh State Legislature (Delegation of Powers) Act, 1996.
(2 of 1996).
129. The Business Profits Tax Act, 1947. (21 of 1947).
130. The Company (Profits) Surtax Act, 1964. (7 of 1964).
131. The Business (Surcharge on Income Tax) Act, 1971. (62 of 1971).
132. The Excess Profits Tax Act, 1940. (15 of 1940).
133- The Epidemic Diseases Act, 1897 (3 of 1897).
134. The Hotel Receipts Tax Act, 1980. (54 of 1980).
135. The Delhi and Ajmer Rent Control (Nasirabad Cantonment Repeal)
Act, 1968. (49 of 1968).
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PRE-NATIONALISATION ACTS
136. The Coking Coal Mines (Taking Over of Management) Act, 1973.
(15 of 1973).
137. The Coal Mines (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1971. (64 of 1971).
138. The General Insurance (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1971. (17 of 1971).
139. The Auroville (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1980. (59 of 1980).
140. The Iron and Steel Company (Taking over of Management) Act, 1972.
(51 of 1972).
141. The Laxmi Rattan and Atherton West Cotton Mills (Taking over of
Management) Act, 1976. (98 of 1976).
142. The Life Insurance (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1956. (9 of 1956).
143. The Parel Investment and Trading Pvt. Ltd. and Domestic works Pvt.•Ltd.
(Taking over of Management) Act, 1979. (29 of 1979).
144, The Sick Textile Undertakings (Taking over of Management) Act, 1972.
(72 of 1972).
145. The Sugar Undertakings (Taking over of management) Act, 1978.
(49 of 1978),
146. The Textile Undertakings (Taking over of Management) Act, 1983.
(4D of 1983).
VALIDATION ACTS
147, The Bangalore Marriage Validation Act 1936. (36 of 1936).
148. The Bar Councils (Validation of State Laws) Act, 1956. (4 of 1956).
149. The Bengal Finance (Sales Tax) Delhi Validation of Appointments and
Proceedings) Act, 1971. (20 of 1971).
150. The Central Board of Direct Taxes (Validation of Proceedings) Act, 1971,
151. The Decrees and orders Validating Act, 1936. (5 of 1936).
152. The Delhi Municipal Corporation (Validation of Electricity Tax) Act, 1966
(3s of 1966).
153. The Destructive Insects and Pests (Amendment and Validation) Act, 1992.
(12 of 1992).
154. The Himachal Pradesh Legislative Assembly (Constitution and Proceedings)
Validation Act, 1958. (56 of 1958).
.
155. The Hindu Marriage (Validation of Proceedings) Act, 1960. (19 of 1960)
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156. The Hyderabad Export Duties (Validation) Act, 1955. (20 of 1955).
157. The Jubbalpore and Chhattisgarh Divisions (Divorce Proceedings Validation)
Act, 1935. (13 of 1935).
158, The Madhya Bharat Taxes on Income (Validation) Act, 1954. (38 of 1954).
159. The Marriages Validation Act, 1892. (2 of 1892).
160. The Mussalman Wakf Validating Act, 1913. (6 of 1913)
161. The Mussalman Wakf Validating Act, 193D. (32 of 1930).
162. The Part

B

State Marriages Validating Act, 1952. (1 of 1952).

163. The Professions Tax Limitation (Amendment and Validation) Act, 1949.
(61 of 1949).
164. The Sugar-cane Cess (Validation) Act, 1961. (38 of 1961).
165. The Travancore-Cochin Vehicles Taxation (Amendment and Validation)
Act, 1959. (42 of 1959).
166. The Uttar Pradesh Sugar Cane Cess (Validation) Act, 1961. (4 of 1961).
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APPENDIX A-3
11 BRITISH STATUTES STILL IN FORCE

Admiralty Jurisdiction (India) Act, 1860 (23 & 24 Vict. C. 88)
Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1849 (12 & 13 Vict. C. 96)
3.

British Law Ascertainment Act, 1859 (22 & 23 Vict. C. 63)

4.

Colonial Courts of Admiralty Act, 1890 (53 & 54 Vict. C. 27)

5.

Colonial Prisoners Removal Act, 1884 (47 & 48 Vict. C. 31)

6.

Colonial Probates Act, 1892 (55 & 56 Vict. C. 6)

7.

Foreign Law Ascertainment Act, 1861 (24 & 25 Vict. C. 11)
India (Consequential Provisions) Act, 1949 (12, 13 & 14 Geor. VI C. 92)
Indian and Colonial Divorce Jurisdiction Act, 1926 (16 & 17. Geor VC. 40)

10.

India and Colonial Divorce Jurisdiction Act, 1940 (3 & 4. Geo. IV C. 35)

11.

Indian Divorce Act, 1945 (9. Geo. VI. C. 51)
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APPENDIX A-4
17 WAR TIME PERMANENT ORDINANCES
Name of Ordinance
1.
Armed Forces (Special Powers) Ordinance, 1942 (41 of 1942) Bank Notes (Declaration of Holdings) Ordinance 1946 (2 of 1946)
3.
4.
5.
6.

Collective Fines Ordinance 1942 (20 of 1942)
Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance, 1944 (388 of 1944)
Criminal Law Amendment Ordinance 1946 (6 of 1946)
Currency Ordinance 1940 (4 of 1940)
Essential Service (Maintenance) Ordinance, 1941 (11 of 1941)

8.

Excess Profits Tax Ordinance, 1943 (16 of 1943)
Income-Tax and Excess Profits Tax (Emergency) Ordinance, 1942
(60 of 1942)

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Income-Tax Proceedings Validity Ordinance 1943 (4 of 1943)
Military Nursing Service Ordinance, 1943 (30 of 1943)
Public Health (Emergency

Provisions) Ordinance, 1944 (21 of 1944)

Rajasthan High Court Ordinance, 1949 (15 of 1949)
Secunderabad Marriage Validating Ordinance, 1945 (30 of 1945)
Termination of War (Definition) Ordinance 1946 (10 of 1946)
War Gratuities (Income-Tax Exemption) Ordinance, 1945 (24 of 1945)
War Injuries Ordinance 1941 (7 of 1941)
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APPENDIX A-5
114 CENTRAL ACTS

CTS FOR REPEAL
NGTVSTAT
STATE GOVERNMENTS_

1.

The Agriculturist Loang-Act,313B4432-a-4,8841

2.

The Ajmer Tenancy and Land Records Act. 1950 (42 of 1950).

3.

The Assam Municipal (Manipur Amendment) Act, 1961 (64 of 1961).

4.

The Bengal, Agra and Assam Civil Courts Act, 1887 (12 of 1887).

5.

The Bengal Alluvion and diluvion Act, 1847 (9 of 1847).

6.

The Bengal, Bihar and Orissa and Assam Laws Act, 1912 (7 of 1912).

7.

The Bengal Warehouse Association Act, 1838 (5 of 1838).

8.

The Bengal Bonded Warehouse Association Act, 1854 (5 of 1854).

9.

The Bengal Choukidari Act, 1856 (20 of 1856).

10.

The Bengal Districts Act, 1836 (21 of 1836).

11.

The Bengal Embankment Act, 1855 (32 of 1855).

12.

The Bengal Ghatwali Laws Act, 1859 (5 of 1859).

13.

The Bengal Indigo Contract Act, 1836 (16 of 1836).

14.

The Bengal Land Holder's Attendance Act, 1848 (20 of 1848).

15.

The Bengal Land Revenue Sales Act, 1841 (12 of 1841).

16.

The Bengal Land Revenue Sales Act, 1859 (11 of 1859).

17.

The Bengal Military Police Act, 1892 (5 of 1892)

18.

The Bengal Rent Act, 1859 (10 of 1859).

19.

The Bengal Suppression of Terrorist Outrages (Supplementary) Act, 193
(24 of 1932).

20.

The Bengal Tenancy Act, 1855 (8 of 1885).

21.

The Bhopal and Vindhya Pradesh (Courts) Act, 1950 (40 of 1950).

22.

The Bihar Land Reforms Laws (Regulating Mines and Minerals) Validation
Act, 1959 (42 of 1969).

23.

The Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act, 1886 (6 of 1886).

24.

The Bombay Civil Courts Act, 1859 (14 of 1869).

25.

The Bombay Municipal Debentures Act, 1876 (15 of 1876).
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26

The Bombay Rent-free Estates Act, 1852 (11 of 1852).

27.

The Bombay Revenue Jurisdiction Act, 1876 (10 of 1876).

28.

The Boundary-marks, Bombay (3 of 1846).

29.

The Broach and Kaira (numbered Estates Act, 1877 (14 of 1877).

30.

The Calcutta Land Revenue Act, 1850 (23 of 1850).

31.

The Calcutta Land Revenue Act, 1856 (18 of 1856).

32.

The Central Provinces (Courts of Wards) Act, 1899 (24 of 1899).

33.

The Central Provinces Financial Commissioner's Act, 1908 (13 of 1908).

34.

The Central Provinces Land Revenue Act, 1881 (18 of 1881).

35.

The Central Provinces Tenancy Act, 1898 (11 of 1898).

36.

The Chota Nagpur Encumbered Estates Act, 1876 (6 of 1876).

37.

The City of Bombay Municipal (Supplementary) Act, 1888 (12 of 1888).

38.

The Civil Courts Amins Act, 1856 (12 of 1856).

39.

The Coroners Act, 1871 (4 of 1871).

40.

The Dekkhan Agriculturists Relief Act, 1879 (17 of 1879).

41.

The Disturbed Areas (Special Courts). Act, 1976 (77 of 1976).

42.

The Essential Services Maintenance (Assam) Act, 1980 (41 of 1980).

43.

The Fort William Act, 1881 (13 of 1881).

44.

The Goa, Daman and Diu (Absorbed Employees) Act, 1956 (50 of 1956).

45.

The Government Grants Act, 1895 (15 of 1895).

46.

The Government Management of Private Estates Act, 1892 (10 of 1892).

47.

The Hackney Carriage Act, 1879 (14 of 1879).

48.

The Howrah offences Act, 1857 (21 of 1857)(

49.

The Improvement in Towns (26 of 1850).

50.

The Indian Tramways Act, 1886 (11 of 1886).

51.

The Indian Tramways Act 1902 (4 of 1902).

52.

The Junagarh Administration (Property) Act, 1948 (26 of 1948).

53.

The Local Authorities (beans) Act, 1948 (26 of 1948).

54.

The Local Authorities Pensions and Gratuities Act, 1919 (1 or 1919).

55.

The Madras, Bengal and Bombay Children (Supplementary) Act, 1925
(35 of 1925).
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56.. The Madras City Civil Court Act, 1892 (7 of 1892).
57.

The Madras City Land Revenue Act, 1851 (12 of 1851).

58.

The Madras Civil Courts Act, 1872 (3 of 1872).

59.

The Madras Compulsory Labour Act, 1858 (1 of 1858).

80.

The Madras District Police Act, 1859 (24 of 1859).

61.

The Madras Forest (Validation) Act, 1882 (21 of 1882).

62.

The Madras Public Property (Malversation) Act, 1837 (36 of 1837).

63.

The Madras Rent and Revenue Sales Act, 1839 (7 of 1839).

64.

The Madras Revenue Commission Act, 1849 (10 of 1849).

65.

The Madras Uncovenanted Officers Act, 1857 (7 of 1857).

66.

The Mangrol and Manavadar (Administration of Property) Act, 1949
(2 of 1949).

67.

The Manipur and Tripura (Repeal of Laws) Act, 1958 (75 of 1958).

68.

The Manipur Court-fees (Amendment and Validation) Act, 1953 (44 of 1953).

69.

The Municipal Taxation Act, 1881 (11 of 1881).

70.

The Murshidabad Act, 1891 (15 of 1891).

71.

The Murshidabad Estates Administration Act 1933 (13 of 1933).

72.

The North-Eastem Provinces Village and Road Police Act 1873 (16 of 1873).

73.

The Orissa Weights and Measures (Delhi Repeal) Act, 1958 (57 of 1958).

74.

The Partition Act, 1893 (4 of 1893).

75.

The Partition of Revenue-paying Estates Act, 1863 (19 of 1863).

76.

The Police.Act, 1861 (5 of 1861).

77.

The Police Act, 1888 (3 of 1888).

78.

The Police Act, 1949 (64 of 1949).

79.

The Police Agra Act, 1854 (16 of 1854).

80.

The Presidency Magistrate (Court Fees) Act, 1877 (4 of 1877).

81.

The Public Gambling Act, 1867 (3 of 1867).

82.

The Public Suits Validation Act, 1932 (11 of 1932).

83.

The Provisions of the Panchayats (Extension to the Scheduled Areas)
Act, 1996 (40 of 1996).

84.

The Punjab Courts (Supplementing) Act, 1919 (9 of 1919).
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85.

The Punjab District Boards Act, 1883 (20 of 1883)

86.

The Revenue Commissioners Bombay Act. 1842 (17 of 1842).

87.

The Sales of Land for Revenue Arrears. 1845 (1 of 1845).

88.

The Semis Act, 1867 (22 of 1867).

89.

The Scheduled Securities (Hyderabad) Act, 1949 (7 of 1949).

90.

The Sheriff of Calcutta (Power of Custody) Act, 1931 (20 of 1931).

91,

The Shore Nuisances (Bombay and Kolaba) Act, 1853 (11 of 1853).

92.

Sir Dinshaw Maneekjee Petit Act, 1893 (6 of 1893).

93.

Sir Jamsetjee Jejeebhoy Baronetcy Act, 1915 (10 of 1915).

94.

The Sonthal Paraganas Act, 1855 (37 of 1855).

95.

The Sonthal Paraganas Act, 1857 (10 of 1857).

96.

The Stage Carriages Act, 1861 (16 of 1861).

97.

The Tamil Nadu Agricultural Service Cooperatives Societies (Appointment of
Special officers) Amendment Act, 1988 (22 of 1988).

98.

The Tobacco Duty (Town of Bombay) Act, 1857 (4 of 1857).

99.

The usurious Loans Act, 1918 (10 of 1918).

100.

The Usury Laws Repeal Act, 1855 (20 of 1855).

101.

The Waste Lands (Claims) Act, 1863 (23 of 1863).

102.

The Eikrama Singh's Estates Act. 1883.

103, The King of Oudh's Estate Ad, 1887,
104.

The King of Oudh's Estate Act, 1888.

105.

The King of Oudh's Estate Validation Act, 1917.

106.

The Mahendra Pradap Singh (Repeal)Act, 1960.

107, The Mirzapur Stone Mahal Act, 1886 (5 of 1886).
108.

The Punjab Disturbed Areas Act, 1983 (32 of 1983).

109.

The Punjab Gram Panchayat Samthi and Zilla Perished (Chandigarh) Repeal
Act, 1994 (27 of 1994).

110.

The Punjab Land Revenue Act. 1887 (17 of 1887).

111.

The Punjab Laws Act 1872 (4 of 1872).

112.

Punjab pre-emption (Chandigarh and Delhi) Repeal Act, 1989 (22 of 1989).

113.

The Punjab Tenancy Act, 1887 (16 of 18137).

114.

The Government Buildings Act, 1899 (4 of 1899)
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APPENDIX - B.
REORGANISATION ACTS

1.

The Acquired Territories (Merger) Act, 1954 (20 of 1954).

2.

The Andhra Pradesh and Madras (Alteration of Boundaries) Act, 1959
(56 of 1959).

3.

The Andhra Pradesh and Mysore (Transfer of Territory) Act, 1968
(36 of 1968).

4.

The Andhra Pradesh Legislative Council (Abolition) Act, 1985 (34 of 1985).

5.

The Andhra State Act, 1953 (30 of 1953).

6.

The Assam (Alteration of Boundaries) Act, 1951 (47 of 1951).

7.

The Assam Reorganisation (Meghalaya) Act, 1969 (55 of 1969).

8.

The Bihar and Uttar Pradesh (Alteration of Boundaries) Act, 1968
(24 of 1968).

9.

The Bihar and West Bengal (Transfer of Territories) Act, 1956 (40 of 1956).

10- The Bombay Reorganisation Act, 1960 (11 of 1960)
11.

The Chandernagore (Merger) Act, 1954 (36 of 1954).

12.

The Dadra and Nagar Haveli Act, 1961 (35 of 1961).

13,

The Goa, Daman and Diu (Administration) Act, 1962 (1 of 1962).

14.

The Goa, Daman and Diu Reorganisation Act, 1987 (18 of 1987).

15.

The Haryana and Uttar Pradesh (Alteration of Boundaries) Act, 1978
(31 of 1978).

16,

The Himachal Pradesh and Bilaspur (New State) Act, 1954 (32 of 1954).

17.

The Laccadive, Minicoy and Amindivi Islands (Alteration of Name) Act, 1973
(34 of 1973).

18.

The Legislative Assembly of Nagaland (Change in Representation) Ad, 1968
(61 of 1968).

19.

The Lushai Hills District (Change of Name) Act, 1954 (18 of 1954).

20,

The Madras State (Alteration of Name) Act, 1968 (53 of 1968).

21.

The. Mysore State (Alteration of Name) Act, 1973 (31 of 1973).

22.

The Naga Hills-Tuensang Areas Act, 1957 (42 of 1957).

23.

The North-Eastern Areas (Reorganisation) Act, 1971 (81 of 1971).
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The Fart B States (Laws) Act, 1951 (3 of 1951).

25.

The Pondicherry (Extension) Act, 1962 (49 of 1962).

26.

The Punjab Reorganisation Act, 1966 (31 of 1966).

27.

The Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh (Transfer of Territories) Act, 1959
(47 of 1959).

28.

The State of Arunachal Pradesh Act, 1986 (69 of 1986).

29.

The State of Himachal Pradesh Act, 1970 (53 of 1970).

30.

The State of Mizoram Act, 1986 (34 of 1986).

31.

The State of Nagaland Act, 1962 (27 of 1962)

32.

The States Reorganisation Act, 1956 (37 of 1956).

33.

The Tamil Nadu Legislative Council (Abolition) Act, 1986 (40 of 1986).

34

The Two-Member Constituencies (Abolition) Act, 1961 (1 of 1961).

35.

The West Bengal Legislative Council (Abolition) Act, 1969 (20 of 1969).
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APPENDIX-C
LAWS APPLICABLE TO HIGH COURTS

1.

The Bombay High Court (Letter Patent) Act, 1866 (23 of 1866).

2.

The Calcutta High Court (Extension of Jurisdiction) Act, 1953 (41 of 1953).

3.

The Calcutta High Court (Jurisdiction Limits) Act, 1919 (15 of 1919).

4.

The Goa, Daman and Diu Judicial Commissioner's Court (Declaration as
High Court) Act, 1964 (16 of 1964).

5.

The High Court of Bombay (Extension to Goa, Daman and Diu) Act, 1981
(26 of 1981).
The High Court at Patna (Establishment of a Permanent Bench at Ranchi)
Act, 1976 (57 of 1976).

7.

The High Courts (Seals) Act, 1950 (7 of 1950).

8.

The Judicial Commissioners' Courts (Declaration as High Courts) Act, 1950
(15 of 1950).

9.

The Mysore High Court (Extension of Jurisdiction to Coorg) Act, 1952
(72 of 1952).

10.

The Procedure of High Court, Uttar Pradesh (13 of 1869).

11.

The Unclaimed Deposits Act, 1866 (25 of 1866).

12

The Unclaimed Deposits Act, 1870 (5 of 1870).
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APPENDIX-D
PERSONAL LAWS
1.

The Arya Marriages Validation Act, 1937 (19 of 1937).

2.

The Caste Disabilities Removal Act, 1850 (21 of 1850).

3.

The Dutch' Memons Act, 1938 (10 of 1938).

4.

The Dissolution of Muslim Mariages Act 1939 (8 of 1939).
The Hindu Disposition of Property Act, 1956 (15 of 1956).

6.

The India Christian Marriage Act, 1872 (15 of 1872).
The Indian Divorce Act, 1869 (4 of 1869).
The Iddian Matrimonial Causes (War Marriages) Act, 1948 (40 of 1948).
The Kazis Act, 1880 (12 of 1880)

10.

The Married Women's Rights to Property Act, 1874 (3 of 1874).

11.

The Muslim Law (Shariat) Application Act, 1937 (26 of 1937).

12.

The Converts' Marriage Dissolution Act, 1866 (21 of 1866).
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APPENDIX - E
LIST OF CENTRAL ACTS CONSIDERED OF PARTICULAR RELEVANCE TO
THE TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE COMMISSION
i.

The Agricultural Produce Cess Act, 1940 (27 of 1940)
The Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marking) Act, 1937 (1 of 1937)
The Air (Prevention and Pollution) Act, 1981 (14 of 1981)

4.

The Arms Act, 1959 (54 of 1959)

5.

The Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 (26 of 1996)
The Atomic Energy Act, 1962 (33 of 1962)

7.

The Banking Regulation Act, 1949 (ID of 1949)
The Bankers' Books Evidence Act, 1891 (19 of 1891)

9.

The Benami Transactions (Prohibition) Act, 1988 (45 of 1988)

10.

The Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 1976 (19 of 1976)

11.

The Building and Other Construction Workers' (Regulation of Employment
and Conditions of Service) Act, 1996 (27 of 1996)

12.

The Carriage By Air Act, 1972 (69 of 1972)

13.

The Carriers Act, 1865 (3 of 1865)

14.

The Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 of 1944)

15.

The Central Excise Tariff Act, 1985(5 of 1985)

16.

The Central Sales Act, 1956 (74 of 1956)

17.

The Charitable Endowments Act, 1890 (6 of 1890)

18.

The Charitable and Religious Trusts Act, 1920 (14 of 1920)

19.

The Chit Funds Act, 1982 (40 of 1982)
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20.

The Citizenship Act, 1955 (57 of 1955)

21-

The Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908)

22.

The Code of Criminal Procedure,' 1973 (2 of 1973)

23.

The Collection of Statistics Act, 1953 (32 of 1953)

24.

The Companies Act, 1956 (1 of 1953)

25.

The Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling
Activities Act, 1974 (52 of 1974)

25.

The Contempt of Courts Act, 1971 (70 of 1971)

27.

The Contract Act, 1872 (1 of 1872)

28.

The Copyright Act, 1957 (14 of 1957)

29.

The Court-fees Act, 1870 (7 of 1870)

30.

The Customs Act, 1962 (53 of 1962)

31

The Customs Tariff Act, 1975 (51 of 1975)

32.

The Delhi Apartment Ownership Act, 1986 (58 of 1986)

33.

The Deposit Insurance and Credit Gurantee Corporation Act, 1961
(47 of 1961)

34.

The Depositories Act, 1966 (22 of 1966)

35.

The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 (28 of 1961)

36.

The Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940 (23 of 1940)

37.

The Drugs (Control) Act, 1950 (26 of 1950)

38.

The Emigration Act, 1983 (31 of 1983)

39.

The Employees' Provident Fund and Miscellaneous Provisions Act, 1952
(19 of 1952)
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40:

The Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948 (34 of 1948)

41.
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Introduction
Rule of law is the defining principle of a wellitunctioning modern democratic polity. Laws are the DNA
of goventnent—chey &fine the foundations of public acministration and they shape the incentives and
behavioul
private agents. The essence of good governance is good laws; for rale of law to operate,
laws must he well-wither and well-coded. Laws must be precise. principles-based, and should stand
the test of Lime
The Indian approach has often run counter to rne fundamentals of good low-making. we attempt
to legislate our problems wav and ite ite laws to react to SpOCific situations than to preempt them
We write new lag 4., oPen with insufficient consideration for old one:. We amend old laws to fit m new
loingimge, hut we don't do this meticulous.y and patiently enough
Our enthusiasm for legislation has :eft us with over an estimated 3000 central statues a several of
which are obsolete, redundant or repetitive Even the govinmentk attempt to publish a list of all
central statues in India Cede her proteu to be mcomprehensive—the code enema laws. sometimes
repeats listings, and olten :ither iesearcli on whel hor tho laws have 'ea been taken off the books
is inconclusive Not jest this, the foal language. of [awe is often inconsisteint—sTcrid veraions ot Acts
hal 146 almost impossible
ordi»ary citizen without alaalfiraNIC legal ooh
are available. and for
to know for sure what language or what law he may have vie.ated
Theresults ate an environment fraught with substantial legal risk and uncertainty, an overburdened
judicial sysicie, and pernicious pont backing Individuals and anew rind thernseives in a a Laaa of
Caws, and find I hal many ordinaff. taaiali lea infringe OIL SUMP law or another. Catiaeno and private
b ffing
agents then are lert with two methods of navigating this minefield I he corrupt methods
cfl enkm cement agencies, or the approach of engaging less %vi m society anc the economy Rig fir 015
are more Idea), kJ be able to pay the fixed cost or compliance and of corrupt methods Competitive
dynomies is adversely affected when fewer -persons choose to start firms, and when the firms that
spgng up are litter,' to have a weak compliance Wtd_e Alongside, social fabric is weakened wnep had
laws incenCkise and diseoff age law abidance 1» everyday life, fairness. honesty and taxes
then become secondary to envy, corruption and cheating
The meet important aspect of the Indian development. project today is Vating sound lags, and
men constructing state capacity La enforce those longs This ie.-plies lorge-ccode changes in the laws
existing laws In many
In some mese, there is it need for giound-up ITWIlt114. of lays and lepecimg
other areas, patient end thorough cleaning can yield 9UbSibialai impact
up the statute bones was in 2001, during the adrOE[1Tile last serious eontected effort in net
ion rho 13 IP-ied NDA The tnen gevernment acted swiftly on some GI the recommendations
of previous Law Cemmise.ons and the Repou of the Comnuseion on Review of Administrative Lays,
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two sources tnat ave argued tocifero isly for statutory legal reform
1996 (PC Jain C
Since then however, there has been no systematic effort a: weeding out deted and principally Pawed
laws
Daring the campeigns to the 2014 General Elections, SJP candidate Rini Nerendra Moth promised
the Rectorate that Mc administration, should they be elected , would melee a sincere attempt at
statutory legal clean up. Re made e commitment to the electorate that for oval}, new ,aw passed,
We government would lepeal 10 redundant ones. and that x his first 100 days m office he would
undertake to repeal 100 old, burcleneenie lawe. In keepat with that promise. the Bhattiye Janata
Party led National Democratic Alliance Gnvraimer tabled The Repealing and Amending Dill (2014)
the Dole Sabha, terommend1ng revisions oi 3d obsolete laws In explaining then eicise, the dissent
Iffinisffin Ix Law Sz. ffinffice, Slid Ravi Shankm Putted. committed that the exercise of weeding out
antiquated laws would be a contin ions process —one that would help Officlog Indffis legal system
"song:ode the Prene Ministc has set up a special (ommittee under his office to semen tlus exercise
To help the affindnial at .on in their goal, we have Markel this compendimu. identifying HP laws
for x hffiesale repeal The laws 1n this compendium need eto be nepealed on accountof any one of three
reasonsthey are either redundant (hewing outlived th ( purpose). the have been superseded or
subsumed by newer, more Lament (a-eis, or they pose a material impediment. to growth. development,
would not invite
good governance and 1nthxdual freedom Most of the laws in Reis compendi
substantial debate since they no not serve any meaningful purpffie In the case of other more contmvenni: laws few n they are 1n this compendium, our arguments tor repeal have taken cognisance of
the political realities surto inhing legislation in India, particularly in the areas of business reguladons
and ieboeu utlatione. Yee Ye have included these to mvite e discussion on the appi^pti^te mffimer.
scope and method of achieving the goals and Intents of the laws in (Red ffin
help the administration deliver on a hey election promise, and
Cie hope this compendi
m the pfficess. luck-start a serious and meaningful conversation on Etattat" legal reform While
statutory reform (mei the heginning of a wider process of legal oterhaul, it is perhaps the most
1mportant - dithout sc md :area, India will not provide an enabling environment, neither for citizens,
seer for entrepreneurs eh:pealing pointless legislation is the first step in this direction .
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Archaic British Era Laws
There are over 300 colunal-era en enmems lc force in India Many of these laws are redundant and not
implemented- Per instance, The Bangalore Marriages Validation Act (1934) was matted to vaidate
marriages solemnised by a certain priest Su Walter James McDonald Redwood; several Acts relaied
co the erstwhile princely stare of Oudh are still m Lice even though Oudh is no longer in existence
These ore merely clogging up the statute bonds and err e nometinies even misused For instance. under
ve_cai hot el
The Sais 0887i a 'sof . hoe to offer passersby free dunks of watnr and a De:hi fi
VaV harassed under the clause, though DV prosecuted. for not doing so
The need for reteming these old laws Las been reiterated time and again Civil law II:ARM:Rom
preside In the principle of desuetude allowing for the repeal of non-enforceable or non-enforced
not specifically repealed This pthiciple is not ecogiiised under Rinmnon Law
esen
jurisdictions, and India is no exception Several earns have boon niade in the past for cleaning m
tine statute books. The Lew Commissioli of India made recommendations for the repeal CI arenas
laws m 1987, 1984. 1993 and IRS The PC Jain Commission on the Rsview of Administrative Laws
also recommended repeal of 1,300 such centrel Riactmonts These led to sporadic legislative repeal
The British Statutes nnophes don to India) Repeal Act (1960) and some minor efforts
efforts, such
be 19.60s, 1970s and 200a,
The Acts tlat follow were madded spacilcally in 4ll9ponse to situations that existed doing British
rte. or to cater to British aiministwitivs needs. or di Ration to teantodal areas or official positions
of that period The subjecr mattes of time Acts isnow governed by laws enacted post-Independence
which are much more in tune with conterrporaci realities In fact, most of the parent statutes or
regulations under which these laws were enacted have already bem repealed
It is wita this background that we win recommending the repeaf of twenty colonial era laws
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Name: Forfeited Opposite Act, 1850
Subject: Archaic British Law
Beason: Redundant law

What is the law?
This Act was enacted in response to a specific poling need arising out of the British Regulation b
of the Bengal Cede. This Regulation was caged the Bengal Paco Taluks Reg dation. 1819 The Regulator.
Zaminthos and Pats:
Bch,: ad the valpaty of <a Ann lento en of had and Penned the Blative ights
ti
on
of
the
Zamindms demand
Talakdabs It also estalbisbcd a process for the sale of Bch !Talcs in
of rant. Section 0 of this Regulation mandated that all sales of saleable ten's'es be done by a process of
MP was made If this
bidding and that 15% of the purchase money be paid immediately after a so ac
amount o purchase money vxm not paid mimed:Mein thin the lot was to be wmsold on the same day- As
patnidnrs) fraudulently swelled thenis&nes to the provision under Section
Breequence tenared.olders
9 that foTeited deposits at sales of land for armais of rent and applied the same, as if mu the purchase

To counter this. the Act provided specific provision with regard to the application of forfeited drpos.ts
Such deposits were to be applied to :Bray the expense of the sale and the surplus was be forfeited to the
Goveinment.

Reasons for repeal
• The Ant was enacted in response to the British Regulation VIII, 18:9
Bice any more this Act is not required .

this Re

• This Act is indulgent post-Independence, as it was enacted specifically in response to Sritish
&bonso neecs t sat so longer ex st

Issues
There are no legal issues th t we

Name: The Sheriffs' Fees Act, 1852
Subject: Archaic British Bra Laws
Reason: The Act has outlived i1,9 pumose

What is the law?
Tie Sheriffs Fees Act 1.8P2 was eructed far torsuneruting the Sheriffs of the
Mashes and Bombay The Ac, :nada provisimisfor remunem
uf Cl
legal processes issued by the Coasts Shelf's pcifonnod the function of s

fide Pre
PV0Pk

orders. mars arm warrants issued by the High Com',

Reasons for repeal
• All provisions of Be 1852 Act were iereolcd by means of an Amending Order in 1937 Only Sechan
e nelsons token for execuhon were
S now r emains. which deals with the liability of Me Bleb.
enjoy
oniy
a
Mum
position
in
Bs
administrative
hierarchy and do not
to escape Since Sherifts 110”,
Sheriff is no Boger relevant
Postern: any IndhiB Sancti:3:W L his liability uf
• The Act was enacted by the Governer General in Council, per the admimscrative structure of cae
British ow:in:MOM Shwiffs are now ismunhated by the co:monied Municipal Cornmatiers in on the
Mier ci•im and thus. remuneration of sbehhe b the prerogative of the St&to Governments .
• There is no documented use of this Act .

Issues
There are no loges issues that would impede iwnea:
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Name: The Sonthal Parganas Act, 855
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Redundant ➢ rnish-era law that is cerogatory to a part Mot group

What is the law?
Thu Ach introduced tossa the need of the British colonial admin i stration. mempind districts inhabited
by the Saab& tribe Crony the operation M general .aws and latsulacions The purpose was to culla tribal
uprhady by isolating tribal populaions he areas inhabited by the Soothe] tribe were instead put under
the
supinietendence of an officer specialty appointed for Mg purpose. who wade oversee unit and et Mahal
juscice en well as admicistsr mamma collection

Reasons for repeal
since
t
the
• The Act has been rendered redundant with the enactment of the Constitution ofaha
strationof tl.e Southal areas is now dealt with by the Fifth Schedule to the Constitution
admini
The last reported case under this Act was decided in IING, and me Act him not been in use since
lindependenee
• The Act employs highly derogatory terms to describe the Sonthal tribe by calling then an uncivilised
race of people. Such laws violate the principles of equality under law adopted by our Constitutton and
give legitimacy to fileerhaJna".ion and El-treatment of tribal populations in India

Issues
There eis ne legal issues that w u.d impede repe.

Name: The Howrah Offences Act, 1867
Subject; Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Colonial legislation superseded by modern laws

What is the law?
The Rowrali Offences Act 1557 was enacted to make better moment, for order and good government in
the suburbs of Caleutta and the Flosmah station The need fur this Act was felt Illowing the advent of the
Beat L,aIa Railway in lege The law prescribes penalties for various offenses Including ineblents of addle
musance Ph an amendment in 1874, the application of the Act was :Milted to the Huswah stahon

Reasons for repeal
▪ The offences mentioned in this Act are tImishable under the ii ian Pcn Code. 1860 and ot
laws. In fact the punishments for these offences under this Act are paltry, while the IPC has re
ronerty Is punishable with imprisonment for three
mantas under this Act, while the IPC stipulates imprisonment for three years anng with a Alta HellrE,
the Act hardly senses as a deterrent
• There is no indication of any recent use of this Act Hcpever, the Act road be used as a legal loophole
to escape the harsher penalties of the 1PC (or some other law,
• The maintenance and safety of the Roswell station is now the function of the Indian Railways and falls
under the Eastern Rai way hone
• The Report of the Consimsehm on Review of Administrative Lees, 1908 (the PC lain Commission
Report) hes en° recommended Epee: of Bus Act .

Issues
The Act is art ' In the Adaptation of Laws Order, 1030 and will have La be deleted frees this Order
^Bureau `Mishear= thy Drt est slam htSU tat at Loglapo 2013 11-13t

Name: Oriental Gas Company Act, 1357
Subject; Archaic British Era Laws
Reason. Oriental Gas Company has ceased to exist

What is the law?
The Oriente. Gas Company was a joint stock company constituted and registered in no tinned Kingdom
for the nanuijecture, supp.y distribut.on and sale of fuel gas In Calcutta This legislation empowered cae
Company to lay pipes in Calcutta and to that up streets tor this purpose An amendment in 1867 extended
tne powen of the Company ea other towns and places

Reasons for repeal
• Pia

Oriental Gas Company has ceased to exist, making this legislation obsolete and irrelevant After
Isdependence. ter West Hensel Government enacted the Oriental Gas Company Act, 1900, with the
objective of taking over the Company on the grounds that the Company, which enjoyed a monopoly
in tne eupp.y of gas in Calcutta, was not serving consumers properly Tinder this Act, the state

covet lament took met He management of the Con any for 13 period of five years However. two Yeors
lama it was permanently engaged and renamed Oriental Gas Company Undertaking 1,()GC11;
1990 OGCU was easen over by a public incorporated company called Greater Calcutta Gas Supply
Corporation Limited IGCGSCL), which Ci fully owned be the West Bengal Government .
• The Law Commies:on In its 96th Report (1984) (Chapter 3. Pace 12; recommended repeal of this Act
on the grounds that .t is redundant since the Company itself has ceased to exist.

Issues
There are no legal lvplicanons due to the repeal of the Act
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Name: The Waste-Lands (Claims) Act, 1563
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason; The Governments approach to wastelands has changed

What is this law?
We Act Inner special prow:dons for the speedy njudication of Claims made with legal d to y We-lands
Any claims made to waste-lands which were proposed to be cold, or otherwise dealt'it A by the Provincial
Government, were to be made unde: cnis Act The Act visages setting up of Special Courts by the :tan
government for trial of claims relating to waste-lands

Reason for repeal
• This Act is a remnant of the colonial disenne sarnounding waste-lands Prim to Independence, all

laud: that were 3lot under cultivation nine classified as eantediunls and the State asserted plc:prigturn
rights over nemr The colonial government wanted to assert control over waste-lands to Beim tenet le
hoe c Such title was sold to the public by We govemmen
▪ Under the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution, all matters resting to land are within the exclusive
led:native and adninistratin jurisdiction of state governments Land classified as waste-iaod according
to current government :scums, whether under revenue land or forests, wouId foil w::Shia the nnediction of the state governments, Any claims relating to such land will follov the Revenn Code/ Acts
administered by the State governments
the
• Gingrnmentis discourse regarding wane-la:ids has sly:if:candy changed post-Independence and
need to use sech Lands for agriculture has now assumed nommence ° Waste-lane management programmes now accord significance re the farn that warned:Inds are the teleelee fropoity ot vibe
lands are Laken note or b The procommunities and the economic and ecological conuidmions ofd
prietary inns of yhe State lime boon replaced with a close rentionnifr between Me environmer and
Wenommunity living :vane that wee es the community deco sastenance from it ' The continuation
Of this Act wider the changed legal and police circumstances serves no inefrosc
.
• Tine PC Jain Commission ha: recommended repeal of tin Act :Appendix A-5, Entry 101)

Issues
n'oud Impede repeal .
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Name: The Converts' Marriage Dissolution Act. ha6e
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: The Act is redundant in View of the Hind-a Marriage Act, 1955

What is the law?
The Ace seeks to legabse the dies:HUHN of meninges of come
repudiated on relNious gacands by thmir wives or hushancs

C

h

ed or

Reasons for repeal
applicable to the perm
• The Act has very Tihied Nape
In ePect, it is only espplicable to persons prof
Itharmedans and Jews
convert to Christianify

law
Christians, 1
ig Hindu ieligion, who

• The AN is redundant. The procedure Neated under this law is rouetitMe and unnecessary, as the
Hindu Marriage Act 1955 provides for divorce or a judicial separation on the ground of change of
rebp.on of spouse
• Repeal of dui AN JIM been recommended by the Law Commission m its IS Report (:991) The
PC Jam Counilissinn has also recommended duo consideration on the law by all Hsi:molders (Vol 1,
Appendix D. Entry IE

Issues
impact perd ug litigation. i sr.. Those issues can be addressed by enadin
The repeal of the Act wi hnpac
Laying Louse
swa= y Pinn) I nib
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Name: The Oudh Sub-Settlement Act, 1867
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Redundant la' that has new salved its purpose

What is the law?
The Act was enacted to legalise the rilrs made by thr Chief Commissioner of Oudh for the better determination of certain claims of persons having subordinate tights of property in that province The rules were
meant to determine the conditions under which persons who possessed subordinate rights of p roperity
Thluqas in the turitorisw. under the adnunisu mite jurisdichon of the Chief Commissioner woult he entisied
co obtain e sub-s•ttlement E lands The Att. gave close rules thenorce of law The ru.es were called the
Rthes regarding sub-settlemem and other subordinate rights of property in Oudh. The Rules were made by
the Chief Commissioner and sanctioned by the Governor General of India in Connor m 1800. The Rules
find mention in the Scale:lute of the Act.

Reasons for repeal
• The princelyLate of Oudh does net exist anymore
other subordinate lights of property m Oudh are wt a for

Rules rogaing
ar
sub-settlement and
Renee, the Act does not servo any

discernible pmpew anymore .
• Under the Seventh Schedule of the Cohstitution. ell matters relating to End sue within the enlists e
legislative and edumustrative jansd.cLon of State governments Any claims to cisle/ property rights are
uf respective the Lend Revenue Code/ Acts aumMistered by the State governments
shah sated in to
and the Cita. Pmeedure (Lisle

Issues
There are no legal issue Wwt would impede repeal.

414-

Name: The Booth Estates Act, ISO
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Redundant law that has outlived its purpose

What is the law?
The Lindh Estates Act. I 869 was enacted m define the rights of Talucidars and other landholders in certain
estates in Oudli. and to regulate succession rights Ta.updar was a term used in blughel and British times
Car landholdes who were :responsible fur collecting taxes from a district The main purpose of the Act yes
to prevent doubts that may arise as to the Danny° of the mghis of the :elucidate and others in such estates .

Reasons for repeal
• Princeiir stal es, mei:Ains Ouch. have ceased to exist in India. The Talaridari system has also 'Rh
el:hashed Therefore this Act is completely obsolete.
• The Minister of Law and Justice. SIR Ravi Prat Prchad cited the Oudh Taluadars Relief Act,
BM, as being redundant but which ieriains alive even though the province of Nab and Talusdans
co not exist anymore
he Constitution, ad matters relating to land are with in the exclusive
• Tudor the Seventh Scnedule
legislative and aticnitt st misdiction of state governments Any claims to title and property
right Re ochudiemed in terms of resceetth the Land Revenue Code/Acts administered by the state
goteamente and the Civil Procedure Code.

Issues
Them are no Iegal imws that svould enl.ede lepeal
Gar

to

repeal
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Name: The Oudh Tsdloclars' Relief Act, 1870
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason, Redundaat hove that has outlived its purpose

What is the law?
The Oudh Talugamai Relief Act. 1863 was enacted to rehey
encumbrances Since many of Lhe Tainciders mOudh wore in
:togs, chemee mid liens and the Act proefded relief to Inc Thum

Talugdars in Oudh from
momble property was subject to
y providing for a mechanism to

mule these debts .

Reasons for repeal
• Princely states. incuding Budd have ceaeG to exist M India The Tahridari system hi
abolished. Theisfore. tea Act is completely ubsojete
• The Minister of Law and Justice, Si Ravi SMARR ?rand cited the Oudh Telusdars' Rebel Act.
MGR as being redundant but which remains alive even though the protium of Ondh and Talu4d mv
do not exist. MI/ shore

Issues
Theo are no legal issue. that would impede roes
pl

havidleodni Nem -Amami/of 5080S Ms
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Name: The Foreign Recruiting Act, 1874
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Out of date British era statute

What is the law?
This Brinsn-em statuts provides Gw nvnt.. of India with the ponet tC pronat any Foreign State from
reeruidng Indians Under this Act, the government can issue a-order - eventing a Foreign State from hiring
didirMS in either a miters Or a non-military capacity a also allows the goNnment to impose conditions
on foreien recruitment of to di aims and imposes penalties for violating any such con:linens

Reasons for repeal
• This gorging low" bas enacted with the Mterests of the British Raj to mind, to prevent colonial subjects
nom serving any r ual Furapeaa newer
• Uncle, this Act the central government is gven unlinnted Newel to prohibit recruiting to both militats
and nundcilitary toreinn smoke It does not sperily the conditions whi( most be satisfied before the
government Lmuss such an order mak= the discretionary power entteMeN wide ° The Law Com
Aon in its 43rd Report (1971) has observed that such wale powers may run contrary to Constitutional
gurnantem under Andole 19
on the aforementioned
• The Second AdnUristrative Reforms Commission Report of 2000 has also tel
roper s of the Law Commission to state that the Foreign Nemmitaig Act is out of dare '
• I's provisions are not in sync with a modern globa(ised rronom y. and

US

a, result F. is not in use today.

Issues
There are no legal Issues tint would impede repeal AridIIiocally. to address possiblenational secvity
e P' .ion Tat
contra, the Nrritcriel (Amy Act. 1P.43 could be amended to in
rrultment of Indians into mrAgni armies or (Fonts powers to the go
ImpoLIN conditions upon a where necess
Ftson, ANNA og has s on Indm Th(
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Name: The Laws Local Extent Act, 1879
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: The Act does not serve any meaningful purpose now

What is the law?
The Laws Local Extent Au, 1879 was enacted to declare the local extent of certain enactments passim by
the Covernor Genera: of India in Council, Me Legislative Council of India and the Council ¢ the Governor
General of India. Five Schedules are appended to the Act and each contains a list of laws The provisiom
o cnn Act then lay down which of the Acts mentioned in the Schedules would be in for in which of the
daritories For instance, Section 9 of the Act lays down that roe Acts mentioned in the Second Schedule are
in force in the territories subject to the Gm ernm of St. Fort George in Wand.
By the Adaptation of Laws Order, 1950, the ER etc was made applicabie to the newly added territories to
the Union of India

Reasons for repeal
• The extent of local laws as mentioned imeer tins Act envisages in:nodal divisions as they exisRd prior
to 1947 Proancts ess nee existed during the British era do not exist anymore. Also. the authoriues
that enacted the laws mentioned in this Act (the Caesium' General 0f India in Council, the Legislative
Council of India and the Crunch: of the Governer General of IndiP do not exist now
ention in the Act itself Section 1 of
• The territorial extents of various laws in fume in India now Nom
every Act is caned Short Psi.), extent and commencement which indicates what the territorial extent
of the law woad bc
• The PC lain Commission Report has also recommended repeal of this Act ;Appendix A-1, Entry 68).

Issues
The territorial exteet of
specified within the respe

Pie-195G

ronded under this Act will leouise to hero terstonai extent
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Name: The Oudh Laws Act, 1576
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Redundant law that does not serve any purpose

What is the law?
The AN declared and amended the laws to be administered ire Oudh The Ant provided or the statutory laws
thn4 wore to be admnist Ned by the courts in Oudh with regard to, inter OE, assessment and collection of
adfanship, and pattn This Ac also recognised
land revenuE questions regarding succession. adopt
that the local customs and mercantile usages proofing in Oudh world be Ja.id unless they were contrary
to iusuce. equity or good conscience.

Reasons for repeal
• Princely states have Eared toexist ii
in Be state of Uttar Pradesh

The former princely state cf Oudh now exists ass Awadh

for admit

• The relerEnt :.rev s and customs that are

the Constitution

Issues
There are no legal issue.

uld lmrrde repeal.

by the courts of Oudh are now

,

Name: The Hackney-Carriage Act, 1871)
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Subject matter should be regulated al. the :ccal level

What is the law?
The Act provides for the licensing of hackney carriages, definea as wheeled vehicles drawn by an m

for Ole

conveyance of passengers Tr would only pertain to municipalities .n which the State Government applied
tilE. Act by notificat Mn, LL31(1 SUCL at at1:5 v.C10 limited re kEtar Pradesh, Punjab as it existed immediately
before 1 November 19a6, the Centro: Provinces Assam. Eimer or COME

Reasons for repeal
• Animal-drawn carriages am licensed bs the police under local laws, rather than under Central laws
such asthis
s one• For maniple, in Mumbai licensing of horse-drawn carriages is dons under The BornaL
Public Conveyance Act, 1920 This a subject maker for Ecru government, and in keeping with this
Eisaille. the government would repeal this Ac t.
• There is no record of the Act being in use m any of the mentioned states Brice Imlependence

Issues
There arc no legal issues

culd impede repeal.

iurTg50
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Name: The Elephants Preservation Act, 1879
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Colonial era legislation superseded by modern laws

What is the law?
The Act provides for the preset teatime of wild elephants Section 3 prohibits the killing, injuring er capturing
of wild elephants miles: It is done in self-de&nca or to parent the elephant from injuring any house m
cultIvation, or Limier the terms of a licence granted under 'his Act

Reasons for repeal
• The Wildlife (Protection) Act. 1972 deals with the s
protamns dealing with the protection of wildernimals, mclud
A a extends to elephants as mei. as vario other mammals m

M has wider and more updated
ephonts. Protection under the 1972
encompasses the purpose for

which the 1879 Act was enacted
• T here is no documented example of any recent use of ars Act Neither v there anv Arratee of a case
in court under Els law .
• When compared with dm 1972 Act, the 1879 Act IffEses a paltry hue of Re 500 for violations. The
tmprisonment lor up to three
1972 Acl imposes a relahvelt harsher penalty of a fine of Re 2:,,000
years near. the provisions of the 1972 Act are e greater deterrent for poachers and other potential
offenders In light of the 1972 Act, there is no need to have a separate Act for the protection of only
elephants
• While the older Act n ledurdmt. i' could be used as a legal loophole to escape the harsher entities of
the new law For example, in cases Malang caste atroothes. the accused have sometimes heen charged
solely under the older and less severe Protection of Chi) Rights Act, 1955. instead of the stricter SC
and ST (Prevention o'A troomes) Act 1980 " This is made posshle whom t ho Beano offence x punished
under two Maw and one law imposes a Ewer penalty

Issues
The Inchon Forest Act, 1927 ur Eams te" t
which ,
have to be
vsW d h (P.. ecl. lon) Act will t.11 continue to amt.)
imitated Tte apeal will lot b
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Name: Fort William Act, 1881
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Army is now governed by the Amy Ace, 1950

What is the law?
The Ad empowered the British Chief of Army staff to make rules within Fort William in Beagal on the
subjects mentioned in the Schedule of the Act and prescribe penalties for the infringement of Lich rules.

Reasons for repeal
• The Act can be repealed as du
Tribunal Act 2003 Fort Will

is now governed by the Army Act, 1050 and the Armed Forces
be dNMI Headquarter of the Epstein Command of the Mdied

• The Fort Whom Act is among the list of 11ft Central Acts mating to State subjects that the PC Jam
Commission recommended for repeal by site governments (Volume 1 Appendix A-5, Entry 43)
rational. The Law Commisswn in its 1118th Report (1993)
• Certain movisions of the Act
held flial the delegation to a Commissioned Officer in rho Inchon Army of Me power to try and punish
persons (tamed with the violation of the rum framed under the Act is contrary to the general scheme
OS the Constitution and is opposed to the directive piiimple of separation of the judiciary from the
execu ive In anditeon, undo Seddon C of Lae Ace, a police ufileer can del am any arrested person go
dnlineted period of time until the detente signs a hold of a specific amoum

Issues
There are do legal issues that would impede
Indian Army EAten) (7411 m and Home
gedtHigwrxliffeldwoullOgieggeBUTOHOWWW
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Name: The Ourrn Wasikas Act, 1880
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Redundant low dot does ea serve any purpose

What is the law?
The Act declared certain allowances. colloctive:y known as Oudh Wes' cas, to be pensions -within the meaning
of the Pensions Act, 1571. These allowances wore the Amenat IResilies, see Zamenat hVasibas and the La Eat
Wasiltes Wasik's v pc a legal edsentance that could he villed from generation to generation and were Raie
on.y 1 the henh cr the royal comedy of Oudh ° This was a monthly allowance, the paymeat of %Belch was
momtnre 0 hy the British Government

Reasons for repeal
The princely state of Olulh does nut exist and hence, tne aao..
also ceased to exist. The Act is completely obsolete

Issues
There are no 19lames that
9 hona.li G

hapi h"" "uldust8

neenng

Fro

payable to the roya

f Oudh has
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Name: Reformatory Schools Act, 1807

Subjoct: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Redundem iu light of the Juvenile

ce (Con and Pros on) Act, 2000

What is the law?
One of the earliest outcomes of the Iteforrontory Theory of Punishment is the Reformatory School Act, 1397
The Act sought to prevent fustotime juvenile Blenders whose antecedents were not questionable, (Bin being
sent to culinary jai ls, which may have the egret of tuning then: into InerdeRd criminals (Jude] the Aw,
fict-time ofienders Irmo emu to Reformatory Shoots rim by the Covenummt, where they were ploviden
basic facilities like food, Buteirug ed motion and the oppoBunity to understand what the: wanted to do wish
the ?do net
Wel! lives. All these f el eider go e e t t I at d scrut i ny of th head f th
School Offendels Brie Bs: rided within e Bung:Oar boundary: this oste1 as punishment on them .

Reasons for Repeal
• The Juvenile Justice Act, 1986. has been repealed by the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of
Children) Act. 2000. It targets two groups- caildren in need of care and protection, and juveniles in
ootielict with Ian- It ferivieles for setting up of obseivation homes and sperm] leomb for juveniles in
homes so dOlchen :routine care end protection theirs ter pendency of
conilict with law cudIll
inquny and subsequent rehabilitation These am under scrutiny of the Juvenile Justice Board
• Section 68 of the Juvenile Justice Act. 1980, repealed Bey is in force in any State that corresponded
to rho Act, on the date on which theyct came into for m the concerned Stare lUie If eforrnafory
Schools Act, 1897 rae one of the legislations, which was still in force at that time. but has not been
formahy repealed .
• Under the ?misfit ition of India. the subject mantes of any such legislation falls in the State List, but
a Central low was Loaned to fulfil ludia s IILW:notional obligations

Issues
There are no legal issuos

oula n
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Name: The Wild Birds and Animals (Protection) Act, 1912
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Comnial legislation superseded by modern laws

What is the law?
The Act movides for the [animation and mcsorvation of aeriain wild nrde and animals Section 3 of the Act
Penalises the captming, or trade of eny such bird or animal mentioned in the Schedne annexed to
Me Act Contravention of Section 3 attracts a penalty of Rs 50, while is subsequent convolicsi walwants
impdsonnent for a period of one mouth chores with a fine of Rs 1

Reasons for repeal
• The na can be repealed since the objects and reasons of thus legislation are being suEmenth met with
y the Wild Life (Piotection) Act. 1972 and the Pules framed thereunder In fact, the Act of 1072
notes in its Statement of Objects and Reasons that the Act of E12 hen become completely outmoded .
• The Schedules to the 1072 Act includes comp ehensive lists of protected birds, animals and endangered
plants rebating. the current rommommits f' protection The 1972 Act is wider scope sum
provides for exienilei protection by Ushering =min areas as national paths or 'sanctuaries and for
Caen management
• The 1912 Act imposes a palmy her of Rs. 50 for vela ¢. The Ad of 1972 imposes a relatively
hwisher penalty of a line of Ss 26 000 or imprisonment for up to three years. The older Act is
redundant and could bs used as a legal loophole to escape the harsher penalties of Inc new law. The
Act of 1012 should therefore be repealed .

Issues
mexed to the Act cc 1912 which do not find mu
The wild birds and animals undoe the
Schedule if of the Act of 1972 can be accommodated in the latter through a suitable amendment

/ 3o23

Name: Emergency Legislation Continuance Act, 1915
Subject, Archaic British Era Laws
Beason: The Act is redundant

What is the law?
This Act mandated the continuance of nine ordinances for the entire dun
months allowed he the Indian Coancds Act, 1861 These ordinances Fel

of Word War I beycnd six

1 The Indian Naval and Tailicary News ;Emergence ) Ordinance, 1914
2. The Impressment of Vessels Ordinance, 1914
3. The Foreigners Otdinance, 1914
4 The Indian Voinnleme Ordinence, 1911
5. The Ingress into Indio Ordinals!), 1914
6 The Commercial Intereowe with Enemies 0rdinr ce 1914
7 The Foreigners (Amendment) Ordinance, 1914
8 The Foreigners (Maher Amendment) Or5inance, 1914
9. The Articles or Commerce Ordinance, 1914

Reasons for Repeal
The Act is redundant The ordmanew covered under this Act have lapsed The limitation on the rename of
ordinances stipulated in the In di Councils Act, 1861 m also not relevant because the 1861 Act was repealed
by the Government of India AG, 1415 The Constitution now provider for a specific procedure for ordinance
molfoG

Issues
There are no legal issu s that would impede repea .
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Mime, The Sheriff of Calcutta (Power of Custody) Act, 1931
Subject.: Archaic British Era Laws
Reasom The Ace his outlived its ?impose

What is the law?
The Sheriff of Cs rutty (Power of Custudy) Act, 1931 em.encied the powers of tne Sheriff to hold persons in
lawful Juicody in Calcutta The Act iciads Hionsion for certain dreninstanres when the Snail' of the High
had to take any person in his lawful custody
Court of Judicatrue of Bengal, while discharging his duties
to or from be Presidency del. Where citErnstanEs may it maths inconvenient to proceed by a route
lying whols within the beat limits of the turisdictica of the said High Court. 1 he Act allowed be Sheriff le
proceed by any !fluor connenient route bug, pertly outside these local limits In doing so, the custody or the
person b tne Shsriff would remain lawful

Reasons for repeal
• Sinai Sheriffs in Kolkata now mold sin boor
are no longer relevort

da powers granted under this A

• There s no documented use of this Act.
• The PC Jab Commission has recommended repmi ofPA,. Act (Appendix A

Issues
There ore no legal

uld impede repeal
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Name: Bengal Suppre

of error Outrages (Supplementary) Act, 7.932

Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: Redundant law

What is the law?
Outrage (Supplementary) Act, 1932 a upplemem to the mars legs
The Bengal Suppossion of Tent.
islatmo. was enacted to suppress
lotion. the Bengal Srppression es Teccirst Ontrore Acy 1032 The moan leg
of related °genies 1 pie
or the specoy
dig iercilst movement in Bengal lociem ledepindence,dl
and declared that ordinary criminal procedure
(sided fry special procedups Sol the tclo.I of related n Min=
wotd not apply in such uses

Reasons for repeal
•

TN law was enacted to suppress the ['idler, freodoul movement. The last report&I cases d'theAct
date hats to the 19305 and the In is no longer in use Clearly, there is no Noi for such an A now

the Bengal Suppression of Terrorist Outrages Act,
• The dud Act that this law supp.emented, namely
1032, has been repealed .

Issues
There are no legal issues that

pede pea,

-1 33 -
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Name: The Assam Criminal Law Amendment (Supplementary) Act, 1934
Subject: Archaic British Bra Laws
Reason: The Act that h intends to supplement has been repealed

What is the law?
The Act was enacted to supplement the Aswan Cr:rn.nal Law (Amendment.) Act. 1934 This Act provided
mac a person convicted on a trial had by Commusioner could appeA to the High Court of Judiratme at
Hue
in Bengal, accoraing m the procedure provided for by the Code or Criminal Procedure, 1808

Reasons for repeal
The Act makes references to the Assent Crimisai Law Amendment Act 1034 and the Code of Criminal
Procedure, 1898. Both these Acts me non-exist:At now The Assam Criminal Law A:nendment Act, :034
does nu 10:01 mention in tee Chromiudcal List of Central Acts publishad by the blimscmy oi Law and Justice,
while the Code of Criminal Procedure. 1808 has been repealed by the Code of Criminal Procedure. 1073

Issues
There are no legal Issu=s that wo

- I 3O.
Name: The Bangalore Manages
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: The Act has GUth,ed the purpose for arida it wee enacted

What is the law?
This Act was enacted to validate certam marriages in the Ave and militaty station or Bangalore The
marriages to be candated by this Act were these awanoised by certain pra=t, Mr. Waitet cam McDonald
Redwood

Reasons for repeal
• hir. Walter lanes McDonald Redwood solemnised certain marriages
that he was duly &Elm iced to do the name The AE was enacted

lore mirtekealy believing
lidate these taarringes.Tae

Act has now served its purpose and hence, should be repealed
• The PC Jain Commission had recommended repeal of this Act ;Volume 1, Appellant A Ent

Issues
Theta are na legal I®nee that would impede repeal .

Name: The Arya Marriages Validation Act, 1937
Subject: Archaic British Era Laws
Reason: The Acts pinpose can be achieved rough the Hindu Mariage Ac

t, 1955

What is the law?
The Arya Marriage Validation Act 337 was passed to recoknive aed place beyond doubt Be validity of
inter-marriages of a sect of Hindus known as Arya Samaj:

Reasons for repeal
.

ot men:Epps between Anya Sarnalis is recognised through the Hindu Manage 4t,1955
• The %BMA>,
Apia, Samajis are specifically cescribed mder Section 103(a) of the Hindu Mairlage Act. 1955 as
'forme or ideyelopmenthi of the Hindu BliBon and therefore their marriages fall with.a the scope of
OlitiVe and not required
the Hindu Nlairiage Act The present Act is merely Bp
•

Inc PC lain Commission has also recommended duo consideration on the law by all stakeholders
(Val Appendix D, Entry 111.

Issues
There are no legal Biles that would impede lope

-136Obsolete Partition and
Post-Independence Reorganisation
fohowing set of 5 Laws comprises of two Ends of laws—laws that were enacted to manage the
newlk
issues that arose subsequent to Partition of the nation. and laws for reorganising affairs
Independent Ridia. including the redrawing or boundaries of Militaries in India to form states es
they cost now or merge of certain Mint ories with the newly formed steam We propose that the
Taws in this bet be repeated since they no longer servo any discernible purpose .
The 'emblems arising out. of Pargti
on have been largely resolsed, anal special laws to deal with the
ended
some are no Longer needed The Law Commission of India in its 9fith Report (1084) re
they epeal of the Exchange of Prisoners Act 0.048) on the gammas tiat the Act was not enacted

with the intention of operating beyond the period of ParLitiaa The McLain Independence Pakistan
Courts (Pending Ptoccedings) Act 0952) also came up fra Mocussion and the LCI observed that
a8er 30 years of independence (Me Repo' dates back ta 1984), the need for the Act onder discussion
should no longer exist Recently. Minister for Law and Justice Shri Ravi Shanked Prasad similarly
reiterated that laws such as the Exchange of Prisoners Act ;1948) and the Indian Independence
clearly of no use today
Pakistan Courts (Pending Proceedings) Act (1952)
In the Two Member Conscituenciai (Abolition) and Other Taws Repeal act :2001), amilas laws
relating to alteratiora oil state names were repealeo The Statement of Objects and Reasons of his
Act argued that the seven Acts mentionca in the Repeal Act of 2001 had served their pmpme
on the statute book SIM ID Swami. member of
and were no longer required to bee
the Bharatiya Janata Party (IMP) and former Union Minister of State m the NDA Government,
introduced the Repeal Act of 2001 he the Lok Sabha. saying that the laws proposed for repeal were
ledundant, non-Canctional and ineffective, and have drilled their purpose' d The same can be saic
about other morganthation tem:tones' merger Acts. In the same vein, the PC Jain Commission
similarly recommended repeal of 35 State Reommoisation Acts because they have served their
intended purpose Of these, the Repeal Act of 2001 repealed only 7
Repeal of these laws will not affect geMilmi proceed:31V [1 a saving clause is added WITT
introducing a bill for repealing these Acts, Pashament can insert a savings clause to restrict the
Mai of Ihe said repeal on ens litigation (91 any process of any Idnd) that exists/cominues ander
Mae Acts Repeal of hese Acts will have tht Deco et Deming he statue books of reduodad
contabude greatly to speandlning our laws and inaking them easier to use
laws This

of
!Dew C6R11.11S< Oft C'e 111[34 Dom on adds.*. or Certam Odscdete CentiL Mare Goverammi
'Raillicon Govt. tO Repeal 3.3 archaic. Lays rol ul•Jog Moth e Diteuve, 2014 (S-08
"J=01114114 of Obis:U. and Idassscs s of tds Tso ‘Ictsbtx Cursstuenclod slbolind-) and Othe-

li 904

eal
dLok Sabha, Com.de dA on esrel Passaug of the Tvr,Mm,ba Corgutdds. SkS, Adm.) end tither Ladd Rep
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Name: Trading with the Enemy (Continuance of Emergency Powers) Act, 1947
Subject: Obsolete Partition & Pest-Independence Reorganisation
Reason: The Act is redundant in light of Enemy Property Ac 1968

What is the law?
law NE enacted for the cominuance of certain mo. isions of the Derance of India ]lute relating to
centre: of Lusting with countries at war with]ndia ns well as persons and firms belonging tu those counines.
and custody of the property belonging to them It is a relic of similar legislations passed in the United
Kingdom and the United States during the Second World War. in India, the Act was enacted to empower
the government to app reprints the property of Pakistani nationals .

This

Reasons for repeal
TN N47 Act is no lUnajr in practical application The alum:tug of this lemelation D now DEE. fulfilled oy
the Enemy Property Act. 196S. The 1968 Act, provides a mechanism for di:tasting of enemy property, in .
property belonging to nat als and firms of hostile countries, in the Custodian of Enemy Property for Indio
The At contains nroynions related to the appointment oft:e Custodian and divesting and management of
Meng property'.

Issues
There are hhely no lega implications since this legislation hs-s not henna practical application and the 1068
Act has put in place a mechanism to deal with the Decisions of the 1917 Act.

/3831
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Name: Exchange of Prisoners Act, 1948
Subject: Obsolete Par ration & Post-Independence Reorganisation
Reason: The AO has outlived no utilits

What is the law?
This Act mars passed to facilitate exchange of prisoners between India and PNdatan. in pursuance of an
ogreement between the two rounitiec Section 2(b) alines Tristagr as aliy poison CO TOO to custody in
a prison MI or hewn the 1st day of August 1948 under the writ, warrant or order of any Court or authority
other than a civil Court or Court-martial

Reasons for repeal
• The Act was passed to foci:irate eonneof prisoners between Lido and Pakistan post partition.'Tice
is evident iron the definition of 'prisoner , which refers to persons committed to custody on or before
1 August 1918. The situation of partition arose. sixty soon Nos ago, and thou.. circumstances have
ceased to exist
• 'The Act is not implemented. The encharoc of oriaoners between India and Pakistan is now governed
by the terms of the Consular Access Agreement signed in May 2008
• The Lori Commission in its 98th Report (1981) roc =leaded repeal of this Act. having regard to the
fact that the Act was passed only to deal with the situation that arose immediately on petition

Issues
A savior clause gill have
would MID ede repeal

be e,areted along with the reposBesides this, Genes

lego
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Name Imperial Library (Change of Name) Act, 1940
Subject; Obsolete Partition Se Post-Independence Reorganisation
Reason: The Act has served its purpose

What is the law?
This Am. was oaased to change the wane of the Imperial

Reasons for Repeal
The purpose of the Act has been achieved .

Issues
Them are no legal

would impede moral

tibi
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Name: The Resettlement of Displaced Persons (Land Acquisition) Act, 1948
Subject: Obsolete Partition & Post-Independence Reorganisation
Reason: The beneficiaries of the Act no lougv exisl.

What is the law?
An Act was passed to provide for the speedy acquisition of land ion the resettlement of displaced person& It
extends to the um tomes, which, int meniatily before I November 1056, were part of the states of Deli Aid

Reasons for repeal
• The Act was enacted to provide mild to persons displaced from their place uf residence (In meet
now comprising tit Pakistan) on account 0f the Partition, and subsequently residing in India The
beneficiaries of this law no longer exist" as the law was specifimay enacted to deal with the situation
immediately post partition. hence the Act has outlived its utihty
• The repeal will riot have any adminishative repeictusions Unlike other resetCement/ unplacement
legislations, the Act does not mention any intermediary holding cornpany through which
.me
allocated. It simply mg Aims a hifinpatmit anthonty' as defillCd /Main section 2M) as the Collector or
any other pemon appointed be the state on this behalf
▪ Other laws relating to persons displaced Pim Pakistan during the Pm tition have been repealed The
Displaced Persons Claims and Other Laws Repeal AcT 2003, repealed.
- Administration of Evacuee Property Act, 1950
- Disported Persons (Claims) Act, 1950
- Evacuee interest (SeparaCon) Act, 1931
- Displaced Persons (Claims) S mplamentary Act 1951
- Displaced Persons ;Compensation and Rehnbilitation) Act, 1964

Issues
There are no legal mower' that world impede repeal
he 'Facat eme on the suniert skr"..5 is second appeal 3112002 .rum tho 311=01[1.. Ja
o Intha. 59(2092} OLT 819

1579
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Name: Indian Independence Pakistan Courts (Pending Proceedings) Act, 1902
Subject: Obsolete Partition & Post-Independence Reorganization
Reason: The Act has achieved its purpose and is now reduudant

What is the law?
TVS law was passed immediately after Independence to deal wiM the post partition situatIon It sought to
certain decrees^ passed by the then British Indian Courts. railing under the jurisdiction
nulhey the effect
of PakisLail after partition It _`archer provides the right to issue Mesh legal proceeding to persons who had
secured such decrees in pre-Independence India

Reasons for repeal
• The Act was passed to address a situation peculiar to I he posTpartition period, in regard to obligations
created on the goternment by decrees passed by BrItish-Indian Courts now In Pakistan, and allowing
Astit Mon of Tesh proceedings to aggmeved persons Sixty two years hencT these cIreAmstances no
longer exist
▪ Tine stile expressed by the Law Commission in its 9tith Report 984), while mcommending. against
rapesl of the Act, can now be eddrassed, since me additional 30 yeas have passed The Law Commission
considered the Act and rmommorded against As repeat, on Cie sole groune that it might affect ana
Pending litigation Although there is no conclutive way of establishing whel hex the is any pending
ht,gmion. the problem can be reso.ved by enacting a raring clause, alongside repeal. protecting all
action taken under she Act

Issues
one
anv undo the Acs
erocee
There ero conclusive ma.. r finchne the
samne dame will have to oe enacted awith the repeeL AaWe @inn this, Stem are no legal dsues that
vuu d Impede repine
31dgement order Y- decree icrened to under CI.ane (7)); 3 A uda Of the
Is
exprunor decree ■
^sect or 2 Rrnes
lednn InnoRdence I.Rgbd Prencvdngs) ORR 1997 m
,r ere Is of n ROI Coves Snunl ) Omen, 1547 or
PO '0)(30 pa-eg eph
PRERAR .4)00 or
pEr 0 lull Rof artaL 13 of IR LI gli Rouen Rim eel Order 1947
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Name: The Chandernagore (Merger) Act, 1954
Subject: Obsolete Partition & Post-Independence Reorganisation
Reason: Purpose of the Act has been achieved

What is the law?
The Act provides for the merger of Cha:eemagore into the stare of Wen Bengal end WI other matters
connected with it.

Reasons for repeal
• The objective of the Act has been achieved as the merger of terriitories
• The PC Jam Commission has picommended repeal of this Act (Volt' Appendix B, Entry H).

Issues
There are no legal issues that would :mama repeal
°SaaindLa Mcfn ■
II Needy Vs State M not eru,
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Unnecessary Levies and Taxes
The following set of S Sawa impose levies that elle otlier completely
benefit despite adding significant adnunistnee s and cull
beaveen 1953 and MB inpose earmarked ceases, one inn

or that bring

le

Giese laws. ea
and the lest

indirect tax
posed for kneeled administo
Cesses haveTan
ckaratterked by the Supreme Corer e t
hee
hese COsSeS are typically imposed on the manufacturers of a particular commodity,
toe expenses' d
or on ehe .mport of ss echnology The proceeds, after deducting the casts of adsoation. are exam
rolled to a noard set up for the development of production of eller particuiar commodity These
Acts deB ouly with the cul Gaon of Cass. while the Bonds are created and managed under different
Acts
Small ch9SeS and taxes are economic:Ely inefficient. thee- Bloodline budgetary ritimElcn and
e high udminotragion and noses "They are ell but forgotten, as they IBMs nsgligkda amounts
et money, while adding significant coke:bon costs on the gave:lament and .mposing regulakey
away with these levies will have little
burden on manufacturers Economists havee augued that doing
revenue consequence' ape] including those within government, have lecoma.ended doing away
Revenue Seel Baia an is currently member
n small mots Std 115 Singh, who was, the fume,
io have
f his aufic.es that ;he Acts in questn
rhe Itharataya Janata Percy (BUB), toter i
been cliaracferised as laws that ha5e ousiked their mility, as they lead to Merostent ambe guityi d
o Product seems such as The Agricultut al and Processed Poor Products Export Cess Act (1986)

and The Spices Bess Act (1086) were dine away with hi 2006 by the Less Laws(Repealing and
Amending) Act. Discuss:arts in the Loh Sabha OH the consederatint of Cass Laws (Repeoling and
Amending) Bill ;2005) noi ed that the anicune callested through the fosses was neghadde, while
the procedure for ccIlectIon was a 'major ilitant i ce manufacturers. smee it involved additiona,
documentation and proced nal formalikee Similarly, the Prodese Gess LawsfAbolition) Acs (2006)
repealed tem Agnacultura. Produce Act (1040) and the Produce Cass Act (1966) on the grounds they
ed o a tax on exporis. adversely afieefing I he coninetitiveneas of Indian goods in the global
ark
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Name: The Ganges Tolls Act, 1807
Subject: Unnecessary Levies & Taxes
Reason: Archaic wt redundant Act

What is the law?
The Act authorises the levy of Pods en boats plying on the river Ganga for the purpose of improving
narigation and shippmg faciaties on the river The funds so collected are co he med to meet the expenses
of improving and Meditating the navigation of the Ganges between Allaliabad and Pinafore

Reasons for repeal
• The National Waterway (Ailahabad-Ilaidia Stretch of the GangmlthaRrat
was enacted, to authorise the levy of tai in the same region and for the cam

4, 1982

• The Law Commission m its 118th Ripmt (1993) recommemded repealing tnis Act on the gcoand that
men [dough there may not be am, direct contradictions or inconsistencies between the two Acts RAM
and 1982g hut there is a possibility of some double taxation °
• The language used in the Act is arc aic as it stipulates that a toll not exceeding 12 amiss per handred
maunds shall be payable While this is not in itself sufficient ground for repeal, 8 makes the Act yet
behind the times
another example of a
• Them is

evidence el any recent use of gm Act .

Issues
Them ere no legal irnpllcations due to repeal of the AC
CaranyissSon of

MtpOrt.

Repcd
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Name: Salt Cess Act, 1953
Subject: Unnecessary Levies & Taxes
Reason: Amount of MSS collected is negligible connived to adm

What is the law?
The Act levies a cars on salt inanuractmers at the rate of 14 paise per 40 kilograms all ail salt manufactured
in India in any sat factaty, public ca firlearc The proceeds of the case, after deducting the cost of collect:cm
arc used to meet the expenses of salt ailminisbationb. the government This includes the costs of regalatmg
salt manufactine, labour welfare, research etc

Reasons for repeal
• The High Lee Salt Enciairy Committee (l 078) recommended that the sees be removed, since she
annual collection was thy small while the total annual cost of aCTinistenng itlicensing of salt works
and controll.ng the release of salt was 55% of the total mks collected at that time.' Cumently the casts
2012-13, test receipts amounted to Rs 348 90 lakbs,
of administration Dr exceed the collected cess
or 14% or the Salt Department's expenditure on administration and labour welfare wh:th amointei
to As 2.611 89 IMhe GI- t at coilections are SO low, abelition of the sees cull not affect Riga now
ro: Gal significantly.
• The Cu.:sonic. Excise and Gold Ribunal 1n 1020 obseved that Nor all practical purposes, as an
excisable commaditv, [salt] is a non-existent item "", as the auto lints collected me negligible
Earmarked taxes such es :his Com are ineihmene elide they :Trod:Ice distortions lead to budgetary
indisciptine, and ethically have oscessIsee administration and campdance casts

Issues
There arc no legal issues that wont
311 -asel -dr Mama MwomMo. Ftf poi or the logl3 Mos, Sal Bogor,. Comontwo, [kilo Coll
tomes flora a, loMms mtll A - o Moons! Woos Swommo irons/to-son ISsac a c Msto-Iss
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Name: Wealth Tax Act, 1957
Subject: Unnecessary Levies & Taxes
Reason: Amusing of tax collected is 1% I% the total tax co:leered m a year

What is the law?
TheAccmpmes a tax in respect
The
eenumiy, at she rate oi 1% of she

individual, Hindu undivided f
exceeds Rs 30 Alskis

y (RUF) and

Reasons for repeal
to bring in massive revenue under this
• The =Wm of declared wealth taxpayers is too
declared income of more than Ae 1h
India has nearly 350 lady taxpayers, but nniy 1
111111 of wealth Lax elected remvas at abysmally low levels In 2012,
laklis" As a result, the 8111■
gross direct tax collection at Its
wealth Lax collecsions were a mere Rs 787 cruses,
5,99.077 crores In 2011, the amount of wealth tax cotlected 08 against the total
gross tax collection of Rs 9,22,104 mores
• The cost of collection of wealth tax is very high as compared to the actual collection In 2009, India's
total wealtn tax 'WORM were Re. 425 mores, y Mk the Government spent It. 216.3 mores hi collecting
the tax It is mtimated that for every rupee spent, the Government collects only Rs 1.97 lc wealth
Lax, as compared to Rs 00 in income tax This was also one of the reasons for the obelhion of the
estate duty tax in 1985, as the cost of collection and administration of estate duty wan too high I
• Per Section 2(ea) LP the Act, the tax is only leyied on assets like a house used for residential or
commen ,a1 paw ARS farm houses, motor cars,,wham land as defined under Exulaital I(h) to
Section 2lest) of the Aetb jewellew, yachts. cash in hand In excess of Rs 50 000, elm Imposition of tax
on thme assets %%hes [Ws ownership underground arid gives rise to black money

Issues
Them are no iegal Issues that would impede repeal .
%%11.3aLd 101%0%13 http %%mown] Rushee
"win Rants Skeued Pnonth%
11%%pel. nth-help-m.1m s%1-heal-1 /I elD15% 1thul
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Name: The Tobacco Cess Act, 1975
SubSect: Unnecessary Levies az Taxes
Reason: Cess collected is negligible

What is the law?
This Acs provides for the levy and indention of an exclse duty at the rate of f pers.. per kilogrum on
all Virgdila tobacco produced in Iona and sold as registered auction platform The fonds collected are
sr-ensilaged to she Tobacco Board, after deducting me costs of collecign, for use in the development of the
tobacco industry.

Reasons for repeal
• in 2006, the Cass Laos ineoctling and Amending) AU removed a number of cesses on agricultural
products (Irks the Agriculture, Procure ess Act and the Spices Cess Act) to increase the eonoetdaveness of our agricultural exports. The Tobacco Cess Act was also commend in this process and
Section 4 of this Act, which dealt roth the levy G customs duty on tobacco exports, was repealed
• The excise duty on tobacco andel Section 3 of this Act, hosiesel still operates. The cuss collected is
egligible

Issues
There Are no lend implication
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Name: The Sugar Case Act, /982
Subject: Unnecessary Levies & Taxes
Reason: Amount of nese collected s reEintble compared to achninistrative costs

What is the law?
This Act levies a ass on sugar produced and sold by any sugar factory in India, at the rate of Rs 24
per quintal. The proceeds of the cess, after deducting the
oI collection, ale credited to the Sugar
Develop:mini Fund SDF1 The SDF I nuclei/ financial Est
1.
Si01121 rates for .he
rehabilitation and modernisation of sugar factories.

Reasons for repeal
• Between 1992-83 and 2008-00 the average cess collected per air
207 cum
average of Rs 161 cant, was tritest/Bed to the SDF." In 2008, the gore
SDI, would nm have suff.ctent funds after March 2009 to meet the expected a pend¢cra on fin
assistance " The nose collected is therefore inadequate to meet the costs of the SOF
• In the past, where cessm have been abolisned, the costs of the relevant Board have been mat through
government grants. The Spices Board, fn example, which used to receive the realisations from the
spices cessr, is now opmatlng on government budget outlays. A similar solution can be int:ad:Iced for
the SDF
• Earmarked taxes such as this cobs are inefficient since they introduce distortions lead to budgetary
indtsciplinet and typically have excessive admInistration and compliance costs

Issues
The Rangarajan Con nitre report which Eid down the road map for delegulatien does 110. mentiondoing
away with the eefi..; slaWad leconmonds tot /hieing a
:icy to offset the Itteloval of levy sugar .
Them aye however, no legal issues that would impede re
'0.4.1..molt if mad auc Polillf Thal tutter Sta IN
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Name: The Jute Manufactures Cess Act. 983
Subject: Unnecessary Levies & Taxes
Reason

Gas

collected is negligible

What is the law?
Thu Act levies cess on tale maauf :Marrs at the rate of lad valor m. The proceeds of the cess are used
by lac National Jute Bored to take stem for the develdpinent of jute moductimi Cass proceeds are first
crndtted tu the Consolidated Fund of India from widen a porno's is given to the National JUN Boar& alter
deducting the costs of collection

Reasons for repeal
• The amounts collected under the cess are negligible and only about halt are transferred to e National
2011-i2, cess collected we RS 85 crores wnia the transfer to the Board only amounted
to oath
to Rs. 34 droves
SEZ from this ACTS. While this is no; in
• The Special Economic Zones Act, 2.003 exempts goods o en
itself a ground Far :speed perhaps is le an indication that this ens is a hindrance to economic acti vi ty
and should not operate anywhere else in the country
the psst, where ceases have bean abolished. thenosts of the relevant Board ham been met through
government genie The Spices Board, for exempla which awe to receive the malisadons Tarn the
spices cess, is now operating on government budget ortlays A singlet solution can he introduced tor

• In

the Notional f use Board .
• Earmarked taxes such as this ems are inefficient since they introduce distortions, leaa to budgeted,
milseipline, and typirnhy have excessive adininistration and compliance costs

Issues
rime arc no legal implications due to taped of the Act .
Lick qi
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Name: The Research and Development Coss Act, 1086
Subject: Unnecessary Levies & Taxes
Reason: Impediment N technology companies in the import of eeehnolaM

What is the law?
The Act levies a 6% case on at. technology imported from oversees and stir up a Fund under the Ind issial
Development Bank of India inch which the money is directed The Pand is used to encourage domestic
technology development The central government has the power te exempt any company from paying the
cess

Reasons for repeal
• This COSS hinders ;ha how of technology into the nation and poses a harrier to to The Japanese
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry complained about the tax in 2002 and charnaccised the Act
as a hindrance 4
• Thu e are reports of Mansura complaints that the applications of this Act are discretionary and often
ad hoc, leading to haiaaSilielir There R also lack of clarity on whether this ceR and service tax amount
to double Laxatan h
• The cese collected Le too small to justify the rostra:11(M caused by its imposition In the IR ear period
were collected under the Act Of this, only 22% or
between :007 and 2010, only Rs. 2,261 or
36
crores
annually)
were
channelled to the Technology Development Beard
Rs 501 crores (or Re.
during this period. This is a spoil amp= that can easily be compensated, while ankeAng savings in
administrative rests of the uess (reflection. Earmarked taxes suds as this cess are mefiluenc since they
introduce distortions, lead to bsegetary lads-ern:Me. and typically nave excessive aelmmistration and
comaance costs

Issues
There are no legal 1.55 777 that would Impede repeal
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Redundant Nationalisation
The Sollowing laws were passed between 1972-74 just before or during the modasnation of National
Emergency in the country. The era saw the government take over I mim.c bankq fonoved by the
nationalisation of companies in the insurance, cod iron and steel, and oil and gas sectors through
Ace Ile the ones deed in this section
These Acts followed a similar pattern—they prodded for the transfer of all assets rights and
interests of a company to the central government, and fixed the compensation to he paid to the
ownem By virtue of this transfer, the Acts deemed toe company property to he free of all
moisgages cheges and other encumbrances The Ace also impeded for the transfer of services
of employees, and usually barred the cones' jurisdictions trying industrial disputes connected to
such transfers Finally. the Acts penalised actions such as withholding property that should have
been transferred to the central govenment as part of the acquisition
These Acts provided only for the transfer of meets of the company to the government They
are glut on the management and operations of the acquired company. which are largely conducted
ander the Companies Act and through directives mined t the government from time to time.
Therefore, the oblective of those Arcs was refired once the acquisition was completed, and they
may now be repealed as they serve no farther purpose
Such repeal will nut have my effect On the completed acquisitions. Section G of the General
Clauses Act (1597), which deals'ith the Effect of Repeel provides that repeal does nol. affect any
action properly taken unde an Are, or &rein any sights
les or legal aroccedinge andri tiro
Act. This is an accepted principle of statutory interpretation that will apply to the repeal of the
following enactments
No instances of pending litigation or other proceedings have been discovered under these Acts
Even le there is penning litigation, it will remain unaffected by the repeal if a standars1 'saving
manse is added to the repealing movisions, which provides that pending promodegs are to remain
unelected by the reek'
The repeal of nationansation acts mils clear the path towards eventual disinvestment Repeal will
also address any apprehensinna of litigation arising against Hoene of the undertakings nationalised
by these Acts
These laws are a representation or the Emergency sr a with widespread suppression of lights.
cod herring of recourse to (manta The abundant nationalisation Ace were an eseicise m expanding
'he powers of the.tate hy controlling greater purtlens of the national economy ° They have no
niece in the statute books of a liberalised 31st oentniy India
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Railway Companies (Emergency PcwutonSj Ac6, 19
Subject Redundant Nationalisation
Reason The Ant has outlived its utility

What is the law?
This Act was passed'o make provisions for the proper manag sent and admiueLration
companies It payed tas way for the natiorialisation of nil

Reasons for repeal
Since the entire railway system is now government owned.
Railways Act. 1939 comprehensively deals with the law

Issues
There are no legal toques tlial would impede repeal

the Act

Presently, 'h
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Name: The Coking Coal Mines (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1071
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: The Act has outlived its uteity

What is the law?
The Ap provides tor the takeover of the management of coking coal mines, and Dolce oven plants be the
Government, pending nationalisatton This was followed by the Coking Coal Mines (Nationalisation) Act,
1072 under which all coking coat mines and coke oven 'tants, other than those with the Tate Eon & Steel
Company

Limited

and Indian Tron &Steel Compaq Limited, were nationalised and brought under Bharat

Coking Coal Limited (BCCL), a now central gottetement uudertalena

Reasons for repeal
The Act was enacted to impede for the temporary management. of the mines and ptants, pending nariona.
isaLon Since the Coal Mines (Nationalisation) Ac t 1072 came a year later, there remains no use for the
previous legislation

Issues
There as no legal .esme Hat
that

neck rep
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Name: The Indian Copper Corporation (Acquisition of ndertalcing) Act, U72
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nationalised company subsumed into a new rarity, ma1Nng the acquisition acs redundant

What is the law?
The Act enabled the ucciaisiLerl of the Indian Coupe: Corporation Limited for the purpose of censewoug
and baplinting coal deposits in a manner that was of maximum advantage to the
It man:derma all
asse:s, rights, powers and properties of the company to the centre. government, and duels, ed those assets to
be f ee of all encumbrances or oh:mations It also provided for compensation of Rs 7..5 crimes to he paid to
Ow company III return of the transfer of assets.
Rasa Copper was nationalised though this Act and merged with Hindustan Copper uncle: the provisions
of the Act`

Reasons for repeal
• The Act only
vides for tile acquisition ant the on
aking oi the Indian Copper CmpmaLion, and
Has no pi ovisimis with respect to its management or operation The Cornpan:es Act now goterns the
managemeut of the coin pally The Act is no longer relevant to the lament-day functioning of Hiudustan
Copper and may be repealed.
• No pending cases exist under the Act and Timeline there in no obstacle to repeal

Issues
The Ac.t is listed In the Bti schedule to the C
L :Ilion while this does not affect the repeal process an
amendment Co the Con sutataan will have to remove the, Act [tom the ha at a later date alter its repeal .
'thatisiiii Coma Tamil A,out IICL http /1/21ww [mid ostanwpow

ICCP ant Hop? nk ai
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Name: Richardson and Crucbdos Limited (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1072

Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
cilthe acquisition act r
Reason: Nationalised company subsumed into a new entik mal

What is the law?
Ilichandson and Cruddas ainNted wan engaged in the production of goods needed by defence establishments.
railways steel plants and power projects This Act enabled the aefinisiton of the °Unwary on the ground of
mismanagement by its .twhile management This Act Wansfened all assets rights, powers and proper' e`
o(1 company to the central government, and declared those assets to be free of all encomia:a:aces Of
obligations It also pros Cad for compensation of Re. 30 lakas to be paid to the company( in return of the
transfer of assets
The Company started incurring lasses in 1000s, was di:asked aid: in 1992 and has remained in a financial

v

ince Theyinistry of Hemp: Industries has identified Richardson and Cruddas as a terminally

ck

a could be &sag:sated

Reasons for repeal
The acquisition act has no mile Lop(av
repeal will not ilkt
tuldss Cumpapy

Issues
There are no lee

A impede lapeal

r and reratel y n tempts oft Rinhardeon and

PEA
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Name: The Esso (Acquisition Of Undertakings In India) Act, 1974
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nationalised company subsomexl into new entity, making the acquisition Act redundant

What is this law?
The Act provided or the acquisition of all r
Eastern Inc by the central government Tire
tion and utilisation of petroleum products I he
these holdings to a government company Es 2 39 moles
tor:Tens:it:on

news s of the Indian Indertakings of Esse
Noire c was to ensure cooldwatsd dthwabuva the central government power to transW:
as paid to Esse, the US poient company, BS

The Lidiun undertalrings of Esso, and another company called Lube India were merged to form the Hindustan
Petroleum Corporation Limited (HPCL) under the Co:lownice Act in 1974 .

Reason for repeal
• Phis A GC deals only with acquisidos
turd is governed by Else Conspaures Art. Pc]

anagen
t

xists as HPCL .
Fad Gil the

functioning of the company
• In 2003 in the case of Centre for Public interest Litigation v Limon of :India," the Surname Court
held that the sale or shares of HPCL could not take place through executive order, since the formation
of HPCL had taken pace through acquisition statues, Including the Esso ( 3C•Plisition of Plidertallings
in India) Act. 1974. For sale of its shares. therefore, either Parjamentaly approve) would have to be
obtained or the acquisition statutes (ineluding this one) would have to be repealed

Issues
The repeal of thisAct ought send out signals in the market of Impending disinvestment
disinvest one 1n the oil and gat
see Lon, which has remrined n contentions issue .

s
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Name: The Indian Iron and Steel Company (A✓luisition of Shares)

Act, 1976

Subject: Redundant Nationalization

Roe

on Nationalised tympany subsumed into a new entiv, melyy the acoukItIon act redundant

What is the law?
This Act provided for Lac acquisition of she es of the Indian Iron and Steel Company Limited MISCO), for
the ;appose of ens tog propsi management of the again oche Company It specified that on an appcnoted
date. 5L shares of this rompers would be aramfenrd to the central gevemment Compensation of more
be paid to the sbareholdem, and a Commissioner of Payments was set up for Um
2 CNN'S was la
than Rs 72
purpose under the Act to decide on claims for payment
Later, under the Steel Companies (Real oicturim) and Miscellaneous Presaions Act, 1978 IISCO .Ats made
a 6 aolly owned aubsIdiar✓ of the Steel Authonm of India (SAIL) TEC() s shares were transferred to SAIL
under the 1978 Act. in 2006, it was merged with SAIL to try and affect a revival of the company'

Reasons for repeal
Compathes Flu. T

The operation of 11500 takes place under
functioning of the IISCO said may be reps

Issues
There are no legal issues

uld imped

p

Igor gets CeNtet nog,

--1 Se
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Name: Burn Company and Indian Standard Wagon Company (Nationalisation) Act, 1976
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: National:sed company subsumed into new entity, maldng the acquisition Act redunclent

What is the law?
The Burn Company and the Indian Standard Wagon Company produced railway wagons and other ood
necessary to the iron and steel industry. R INN, the production of the companies declined and they were
on the verge of closure Government of lndia took over the management of the company in 1a73 on grounds

thut

tlastl3C would adimaely affect tho production of vItal comendities rho Statement of Object:. and

Reasons of the Act notes Rat the companies wow suRequently nationalised due to the huge debts they had
accumulated
The Act provided that the titles, rights and interests of both these undertakinNs would vest in the Govern:nob on We appointed catT free of Ni encumbrances The owners at the two companies would continue to
nanain liable for all existing liabilities, other than wages and government looms
After aequisition, the two companies were amalgamated under the Companies Act and renamed Barn Standard Company Ltd. On account of Negate:a losses, the company was off gully declared sick in 1935 The
company has remained in financial miss ever thine

Reasons for repeal
The atgu schen act has no role to play in the
Company, which is new managed by the MinistryR

Issues
There are no legal

mold impede repeat

lent and recovery attempts of the Burn Stendawl
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Name: The Burmah Shell (Acquisition of Undertakings in India) Act, 1978
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nationalised company subsumed Into a new entity, making the acquisition act redundant

What is the law?
The Act provided for LIr acquisitIon 0t the Bunnah Shell Oil Storage and Distnbuting Company of India
Limited RSD) to ensure mordinatei distribution andatilIsation of petroleum products It provided that on
the appointed date tne right. title and interest of Burnish Shell undertakings in India would be transferred
to the central goymnment it further gave the power to the central govemment to transfer these holdings
to a governmem company The government paid Re. 27.75 mores to the parent company Burmah Shell for
this acquisition under the Act .
The gcmrament acqulres et the same time the Birmsh Shell Refineries Lunited and vested all assets of the
BSD 1n this company, which was Aim' renamed Bharat Petroleum Corporation Limited (BPCL; in 1977.

Reasons for repeal
' management of the company, which has merged
• This Act deals with only the acquisition and not tie
with BPCL. BPCL is managed by Its Board of Directors constituted under the Companies Act 1956,
coss.sling of Government of India nonunees and independent Dussoms Repealing this Act will therefore not have an elect on the existence or fumtionIng of the company

• The plan for iiebrrestmenc in HON. and BPCL -vAs proposed by the Department of Disinvestment in
10022 in 2003, the Sumo= Cwt (m the sam• j idgment mentmned in the previous entry) stalled
the sale of shares 0f RP CL saying that since theompany had been acquired under the Summit Shell
(Acquisition of Undeltaldngs in India) Act, privatisation could not proceed through executive order
According to tne Court, the Ad would either have to he repca.ed, or Parhamentmy approval would
have to be obtained for the privatisation to go ahead,

Issues
The repea. of this Act might ma
sect or. Ithigh hex remained a con

signets in the mantot of impendtag d-sireoscowh ia the oil and gas

Innea
hft
IIPCL
2052 C.,3 29
I “p
1)1191,1.3.summit.
Dn[NLILIf'n
ol
wcrlir-bpd-Ime) 132681901061- ht ■
R1,4d eongart ek/roaxkasidncstmunt-h■

mem Der
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Name: Braithwaite and Company (India)Limited (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings)
Act, 1976
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: National hod company subsumed into new entity, making the acquisition Act redundant

What is the law?
The Act enabled the acquisition of Butituscate and Company (India) Limited to undo the mismanagement
by its erstwhile instuaNng agents and Board of Di:Nita:7, which had seriously ullected the production mid
supply of goods Braithwaite is engaged a the manuals tore and production of railway wagons and intrqate
components required by the rNlway industi ) The Act transferred apessets, rights, powers and properties
of ti camp(my to the central government It also provided for compensation of Rs. 16 mores to be paid to
we company in return for the transfer oi assets

Currently Braithwaite is a subsidiary to the Bharat Bhmi Uclyog Nigam Limited (BBUNL) and under the
administrative control of the Department of Heavy Industries ISraithwa.te was declared sick and referred no
the BIFR in 1902
The Government has been eeeldng to dis invcst Braithwaite since 20032003 In 2020, the Cabinet approved
Elk :9 ipancial c : fBaithwaim and transocred if to :he Steel Authority of India Limned (SAIL)
The Cabinet also plain to provide loans fn. Braithwaite for ice revives.

Reasons for repeal
The accuoiltou au has no role to pla
will not affect the pines of recover)

cot and feco

.vprs of

thnake. Its repeN

Issues
There are no legal issues that would impede
"Dorfatment of tilsIrcescrefra PI 0.main I uonnaf Loo Ifluenolanflum (PIM) Brachmuto .f Co Ltd 20I

I bl

Name: Smith, Stanistreet and Company Limited (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings)
Act. 1977
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reagan: Nationalised comnany closed. making the acquisition act redundant

What is the law?
ited. engaged in the manufacture and
Company
The Act enabled the acquisition of Smith.
distribution of pharmaceuticals and chemicals. The stated mason uazehat the company was being managed
n The An cransfeired all
in a nnumer iiighly detrimental to public int eresT and suffering Rwo hens), 1
neut.
Ond
declared those assets to
assess rights powers and properties of me company m ine central ovum
be free of all encumbrances or obligations It also provided for compensation of almost Rs. 4 closes to be
pa.0 to the company in rectum of the transfer of assets

Reasons for repeal
• The Company had been incurring financial losses and was formally declared sick by the Board of Industrial and Financial Reconstruction (141FR) in 1992 In 2001, the BURL confirmed its opinion that it was
ioat and equitable mpabhic inteaset that the company should be wound up a The central government
decided to close the Connoany mod separated he employees by ottosing Volmitme Sevaustion Scheme
(VSS) co them. Consequently. this Company has been closed
• Since the company gen. now been closed and is not op:gating cut

Issues
Their are no legal issues tatt would impede repeal .
q d1)

pimmits.
emmalt

Lnd Pcnochunii),-1. SmItl St.“1..SIM)M
Chcmn.als ■
wipharrnpl

y. tbe acquisition act does not
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Namm Caltex [Acquisition of Shares of Caltex Oil Refining (India) Limitod and of the Undertakings in India of Caltex (India) Limited] Act, 1977
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nationalised rempany subsumed into it new eaflry, mans Wm amavlElOn oe.t redundant

What is the law?
The Act provided for the anquw inn of all rights, titles and Interests of the Indian undertakings of Caltex
Oil Refining (belie-) Limited (CORN) by the central government The purpose of the acquisition was the
impleme»tagon of Inc policy of progressively securing State ownership and control of the nation's Retroleu
reWurces The Act gave the power to the central government to transfer these holdings to a Government
Company. Rs. 13 mores was paid to Cella Petroleum, the US parent company as compensation
By means of this acquisition act, CORIL was mewed with the Hinduism Petroleum Corporation Limiter
(ITPCL) in 1577

Reasons for repeal
• CORR. now exists as on.y HECL whldo is governed by the Conipanies Act Repealing
therefore not have goy effect on the funceuaing of the cosipsey.

tits Act will

• In 2003, III the case of Centre for Public Incest Litigation v. Onion of India.° the Supreme Court
said that Wed of shares of HP CL cold not take place through executive order, since the formation
of IIPCL had Laken place through acq fisifion statues, induding the Caltex [Acquisition of Shares of
Caltex Oil Refining (India) Tingled and of the Undertakings hi India of Caltex (India) Limited] Act.
1077 For the sale of its shares, either Parliamentary approval would have to be obtained, or the
PZQUiSi tion statues including this one would have Ln he repealed

Issues
Time are no legal issues th

-4 63'
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Name: Britannia Engineering Company Limited (blokameh Unit) and the Arthur Butler and
Company (NEtzefferpore) Limited (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 1978
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nationalised company columned into new enti ty, making the acquisition Act reciankant

What is the law?
The Act enabled the nationalisatEn and subsequent amalgamation of two clot...Mile companles, Arthur Butler
le Co Intoned at 74 teuffarpar, and Blitannia Enff Purina Works located w lelokaman (both in Bihar). The
decision of the Government was driven by the industrial stchness in both the companies. The At transferred
rodded for
al. assets. eights, powers and properties of both companies to the central goseamponc It a(so p
compensation of Es 152 85 lakhs to Brian is Engineering and Es 137 70 lakhs to Arthur Butler and
COMpany 11 mum, for the transfix or assets

Both the companies were amalgamated to form Blunt Wagon and Engineering Company Limited (DWEL)
which is a 100% subsidiary of Bharat Shari Lblyog Nigam Limited (33BENT) BWEL was declared side and
referred to the HIP?, 2000. In 2008. the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) approved We
finan c ial Tub-petering of Bter EL and it was taken over by the Ministry of Railways.'

Reasons for repeal
The acq usition Act has no role to pl
do NIT Ina process of recovery

he management and nrcoyery attempts of BUNT. Its repeal will

Issues
'nue ate on legal issues that would impede repeal .
althw
Dnpninnont of D nrvynnyon Nolnym6V Mem-mann-. isiegocardam IPIa1J B■
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Name: Hindustan Tractors Limited (Acquisition and Transfer of Undertakings) Act, 978
Subject: Redundant. Nationalisation
Ronson: Nationalised company subsumed into new entity, making the acquisition act redundant

What is the law.
She Art prosded for the . oquisition and transfer of the undo] takings of Hindustan Tractors Limited. The
stated mason was to ensur the continuity of production of goods, which were vital to meet the needs of I he
general public It also pro...Hied. Mr rompensanon 0( Rs 150 lakhs to be paid by the central g:AerillileilL to
the company in return of tire transfer of assets.
Under Section 6 of this A b the central go. eminent transferred the undeatakings of the Company to the
Govern:neat of the state of Gujarat Consequently. ail assets, rights, powers and proper es of toe company
were transferred to the Government of Gujarat

Ir 1090, the Mahinora and Malandra Group acquired 00% of Hindurran Tractors Limited and by 2001 the
icsi of the company was Hs purchased. It was than renamad to Manbitha Gujw at naeners Ltd, and is
now a Mabindra and Pdalundra enterprise 2

Rea ons for repeal

Name: Hindustan !Mentors Limited (Acquisition and Transfer of Lind

Act, 1978

Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Regoon: Nationalised company subsumed into new end

redundant

What is the law?
The Act provided for the acquisition and tranefer of the undertakings of Hi:dustmt Tractors Limited. The
stated reason was to ensure the continuity of production of goods, which were vita. to unet the needs of the
general public It also provided for compensation of Re. 150 takhs to be paid by the centred government to
the company in return of the transfer of assets.
Under Section 6 of this Act the central got ernment transferred the undertakings of the Company to the
Government of the state of (Niel: at Consequenny, al! assets, rights, powers and properties of the company
wore transferred to the Government of Gujarat
In 1909. the bfahindra and Mt:Nedra Group acquired GOO of Hindustan Tractors Limited, end by 2301 the
rest of the company was else pm chased ft was then renamed to Manindra Gnittrac Tractors Ltd, and
is
now a Mahhidra and MeIgra
nd enter:Nue "

Reasons for repeal
Since Ilindust an Tractors Ltd has been min
on its management

col

Issues
There are no legal issues t at mould i mitede repealP3 chlum.1:y Inku-matinn. Homo Id

(PI

a
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Name: Kosan Gas Company (Acquisition of Undertaking) Act. 1979
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nat

lined company subsumed into new entity, making the acquisition

What is the law?
enabled the acqmsitton of the undertakings ol the Mason Gas Compnny so as to secure the Ownelanip
'end
Pans:int, inteltetilig. end 0.Stribut ton of liquefied
und control of the Means and pesomces for
of LPG would sub-seine. t ine common good
petroleum gas *PG) This was done to ensure that disaributnon
1CL).5 Plans
Gala Company was Gorged with1lindUStan Petfieleart Corpor5tion Lunited 5111
s
In 1970, i
to privatise HECL have been in the pipeline tor co»siderable pelted or lime now

Reasons for repeal
•

The judGement Centre for PublIcIntelest Litigation v Unton of India deaang with the print.' ition
or PPM. holds relevance for Posen Gas Compauy as well The sale of shares of HPCL could not take
HPCL had taken place through ace, nsitjon
place through executive order. since the formation
sition (51 Undeitakir) Act, 1979 For sole of its
including tne Nosan Gas Company (Acqu,
crate
shares, therefore, either Parliament cry approvnl would have to he obtained or the arcuisition statutes.
including. this one. v,ould have to be lepenied

•

Sven though this Act does not find a mention in the Centre for Pulnic lathiest tv. - a judgment
the prpat.sation of 11PCI. will Ilkety entail repeal of this Act es wel1

Issues
There are no legal tea:
t haOlt

VCC

that wool d Jrapede repeal
apps awn. tom/ovaoat

-- 166
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Name: Jute Companies (Nationalisation) Act, 1980
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: The Act has served its ompose

What is the law?
Ponies, namely, National ComTIM Act WS passed to acquire and ft:mufti the undertaking at six
pany Limited. Alexandra I ateg l Limited, Unicri Jute Company Limited. If hardah Company Limited.
g irmisan hue Milts Company Limits:. and RBIIM Jute Mills Private Limited by th encal goternment The
undertalangs were tested m the National late Manafastmers Cs:too:Rion Limited e company incaTinatsd
ander the Companies Act, 1950 .

Reasons for Repeal
c now tested In she Itatwnal
The process ef acquisition is comp.ete and Resets. of the abacsaid cu p
Jute Manufacturers Corpomoion Limbed MCNIC), with effect from lie 1980 The NIMC io governed 'andel
the Companies Act, making this Act redundant .

Issues
There are no legal issues that aronln hope rot

-/67-

Name: Amritsar Oi/ Works (Acquisition and Traper of Undertakings) Act,

1 Rs2

Suhject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Act has served its purpose

What is the law?
The Act enabled the complete nationalisation of Ann. tsar Oil Works. The management of this company was
taken over by the central government ender the Indus:ink (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951 This
ask done to ensure supply of refined edible oils to the public al reasosable pieces. The Ad transferred all
assets, rights powers and properties of tar Arm Ltsar 011 Worm to the
hencentral governmert
Zits° provided
for compensation cf &belt Rs 65 MOD to he paid to the compels, in return o the Dansfer of assets
Bv virtue of this Act, the kindustan Vegetable Oils Corporation Linked (Hat C) was formed which is a
fully owned government company Upon nationaLsation, Arm/Mar Oil Words was taken over by HVOC7.
'WOG had been suffering severe financial I es MO and was declared sick by the 1.31FR In 11109 Pursued
to BIFIfis order, the Government of India did not attempt revival and rehabilitation of the company and
approved the inIfikuctios of VSS tor their employees .^

Reasons for repeal
• Currently, :roue of the units of the ID'OC are opera
except the fireldazt I1eds nca A:tincturing
nit in Delhi 11a:se toss making/ The government has advised the Central Wa rousing Corperaken
and Food Corporation of India to cunt out a due dthgence exercise to ascertain if they can take over
riVOC along with its assets, liabilities and temaming manpower °
•

acquition act has served its purpose. It now has no role to ploy in the management and recovery
attempts of the HVOG (of which the Amritsar ell Walks is a part).

Issues
There are no legal issues that would /mpade repeal .
Den i ant of
ond aac Publn
http
Lrficvanqe/974
swl

Mit.171.11 on, Be thuou 51 and II3tory of Operehun

Narrie: Hooghly Docking and Engineering Company Limited (Acquisition and lbansfer of
Undertakings) Act, 1984
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nationalised company subsumed into new entity, maldog the vapusition Act rcoluminet

What is the law?
Ilooghle Docking and a
The Act provides for the acquisition gad transfer of the under Lalcings k
Company Limited to the central governmeut The acquisition was brought about to better utilise MS increase
the capacity for shipbuilding and ship repeat-dig
Union Cabinet gave imprineiple approval fur the formation of a Joint Ventalk of II hie Dock
In 2011 rhe and Port Engineers Limited (HUPEL) with a private sector player HOPEI— ludises oldest ship-Minded
is reeling under severe financial losses The lickabililatiormum-RH.ructunng Plan for 11DPET inch idea
assistance of Rs 21 moms for implementing a Voluntary Retirement Scheme for the employee.'

Reasons for repeal
he central

• Upon its privatisation, the management of Me uncle dng of IMPEL would no

•

The Act has served its propose and is no Scar necessary. The repeei of this Act would not have any
effect on the management of the film or in the formedon of the Joint Venture with a private company.

Issues
There are no legal le.
•

shat wmild

Cionosicicce on Economic A ffein, CEA,

es or Haag* Dock
asps d5c1=7662E
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Name: lnchek Tyres Limited and National Rubber Manufacturers Limited
Act, 1984

ena

on)

Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: The Act has sensed its purpose

■
.■

What is the law?
This Act was passed to acquire and mama. the undm
Celmniaccumrs Limited .

ng of Inchek Tyres im

and Natinm

Reasons for Repeal
The purpose of the Act has been achieved The process of acquisition was completed in 1981, and the
assets of the Company were "ested the Tyra Corporation of India Limited (TCLLL a Government of India
enterprise. Subsequently. the Covernment has decided to dissinvesi 100% equity shareholding in TOIL.
pursuant to the TCIL t0.investment of Ownership) Act, 20a7

Issues
There are no leg.
Te ff.tro f f t

OUM impede repeal

of Dlemefs moat, Peden me

[flea( F1130

°fend
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Name: Futwah Islampur Light Railway Line (Nationalisation) A
Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: The Act has served as purpose

What is the law?
Ielmpur Light Ito:Nay Licw a narrow gauge
u
Lm InR1owned by the F wah I91mipu LL Roily:ay Company, as It was considered to be haw
and uneconomical for the compau

Reasons for Repeal
The railway Jae was arourea byy IndianR iwsys and Lhen Veas closed m1997 Assetw stocnt ono employees
artsequent to the natIonalwatma She purpose of nus Act is
etc stood 41 EllIdelteC to the e
theyame tont

Issues
'Chem are no legal wsues Nat wnoid Impede repeal

G4

Name: Swadeshi Cotton Mills Company Limited (_4cqu
Act. 1986

ansfer of Undertakings)

Subject: Redundant Nationalisation
Reason: Nationalised company subsumed into

it making the acQWsition act redundant

What is the law?
The Act enabled the acquisition and transfer of untain textiles undertakings of the Swaaeshi Cotton Ands
Compton Limited so as 10 o151110 the continued manutactem, production and distribution of diffident -ai
miss ef cloth and yarn The management of Swadesai Cotton Mills was taken over by the central government
and the National Textile Corporation 'RTC; was appointed to manage the affairs oche NMI

The Mpl was working under the administrative control of the NTC and had been continuously incurring
losses Severe finial lasses led to the Government of Palugherris extending assistance to the MP In
2905 the Government of Puducharytook over from the NTC and formed a company undet the name of
SwarlosheeRharathee Textile Mills Ltd The Swadesai Cotton Mill is row working with the active support
of the Government of Puri ucherry and is not under the control of the NTC ° Swadeshee-Bhmathee Textile
Mins Ltd 6 an amalgamation of the ante:him Swadeshi Cotton Mills and Sr Bharathi
which was also
aa NIC undertaking

Reasons for repeal
• The nationelisation act vested the undeitaliings of the Mills in the NTC Consequent to its takeover by
the Government of P icluelierry Cie NTC does not exorcise million the MT This Act thus, no longer
series any purpose.
• The repeal of Sirs Art would nor affect the management of the Svadeshe^ Bharathre Text4e Mills Ltd
.

Issues

to

Outmoded Labour Relations
Economists, policy-makers and lawyers agree than prevalent lab war markes rigidities in India constraingrowth in employment,' particularly through onerous laws Currensly. there are 44 labour
related statutes enacted by the central government dealing with wages social security, welfare
cal saicty and health, and indcstrial relations The obvious cost of Indies labour Rise is
ow.
corruption, since, it le f impossible to comply with 100% of the laws withuul violating 10% of them
The following set comprises of such outdated labour laws. which constrain employment. burden
employers. and produce cub-optimal weicre outcomes for work= Several of these laws create
a network of overlapping regulations. :ash es she Weekly Holidays Act (1942) vis--vF Shops and
Establishments stfitUtCS in various states. Laws such as the Children (Fledging of Labour) Act
(1933) ere fraught with ineonsistencim, have language that vitiates the purpose of the Act, and
have been superseded by newer laws sach as the Child Labour (Prombmiun and Regulation) Act
(1986) While labour regulations protect the interest of workers, they may also he too burdensome
for employers
in addition, laws pertaining to labour weifne ceases and hinds create a low-level equilibrium.
r benefits. Theeoncept of Labour Welfare Rinds was evolved to
where their coats fat outweigh thei
extends measure of social assistance to workers in the unorganized sector Rive separate legislarlons
@Hated to Mica Much. Limestone and Dolomite Mine, Iron Ore Manganese Ore Chrome Ore
Mines, Seed] industry. and eine industry) exist for the uellection of live separate cesses. towards
supporting five separate funds. These laws provide separate. Lot identical mechanism fin raising
funds to promote welfare of unorganized sector workers in each industry This has resulted in
administrative mefficiensy, particularly very high transaction costs, and yet themmount ultimately
available for corker
in
welfare is negligible A similar law, Coal Mines Labour Welfare Rmd Act ;1947)
was repealed n 1986 The Report of the Second National Labor Commission (2002) ecommendea an
umbrella legislation fol a:I workers in she unorganised sector ensareng minimum level of economic
and social security, a finding echoed by other expeats Taorerilter, additional Welfare Rinds coula
19 sector (or be admlnisteroF through sectur
be constituted by States based on the need of a pia Feultir
states) t The beneficiaries of the Welfare
speufic cells within existing labour welfare funds in
Funds could also be covered wider the Unorganized Workers Social Security Act !2008) .
Rationalisation, shaphficasion, mufisclOnW harnwuRation of labour laws aie a oecessity
Policy maleau lice leers, contemplated uniEcd labour regulations for all previsions mlaticc spesihe
aspects of labour relations Repealing thesc lass would be the first step in this meccas.
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Name Children (Pledging of Labour) A

933

Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: The Act is obsolete

What is the law?
The Act renders void any egreoment made by pments guard
parents or pnardians and other persons who enter into such
cldidren pursuance of the agreement

pledging the labourofa child. It penalises
agreement m well as Cie em ployy ment

Reasons for Repeal
• The Committee on Clad Labour set up in 1P79. headed by M S Guropadaswamy found child labour
legislations existing at the time CD be inconsistent and recommended that a comprehensive legislation
oc poltibition and ognation of child labour be enacted instesa.. Following this, the Child Labour
(Puohlaitien and lbegOat an) Act, )030 was brought into tome, outlining whew and how Sicken could
'yolk and where they could not This inseam' the 1933 law obsolete
• The Ace while declaring any such agreement to he void (Section 3), excludes those which were made
without detriment to the child, or where reasonable wages were paid for the chalets services and where
the services of the child were terminable within a weeks near. In doing so the law does not define
who[ activity would be detrimental to the child and what would be conedeNd to be a masonable wage
• The Report of the National Commission on Labour (2032) observes teat the exception vitiates the
plopcse of the law and provides an easy way to wiggle out of the potions of the Act ' Based on a
thoroush analysis of the discrepancies in the Ace the Commission Nognmended the repeal of the ACL ,
ELS it was inconsistent with the Convention on the Bights of chile

Issues
Tape are no legal issues that would impede: repeal
so. MR pee onC ni Laois Commatee oe
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Name: Weekly Holidays Act, 1942
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: The Act is restart:pc with the Shops and Establishment Acts

What is the law?
The Central Act known as the Wei ly Holidays Act 104R pohlides for the grant of weekly holidays to persons
employed in Shops and Commercial Establishments, etc., cod is operative only in those States which nOify
As application to specified awns wOin chair jurisdotion

Reasons for Repeal
• The Aa tepotitive with the Shop cod Establ ment Acts (or States which anda
a close day for all shops and eszablishmenis

ibe

s. stir example in 2008 the cover
• It also only applies 10 specific areas nocifiR by state gem:
1 Amma!M.
of she Act was particular to 7 areas in Karnataka (Maenad, Bhagamandala. Nopold
Ponoampet and Hudlen in Nidagu District and Munirabad and 'Ronal in Relichur astria) fr. t lie
'
Port Blair Manicipal Areas of A»dimor and Recta: Is
meat solely governed ley mutual
• In plinciple, India should aim to mace towards a system of employ
conucels signed lay amployers end employees

Issues
the Rielly Holidays Act will lam to be Hoar) a odihod to be male
applicable andm the Shops and Es ablishment Acts In the a[ternnEffcep Pon notification specifying close
nays may have to be os led under the Shops and E•thIbbShnient Act, wherever applicable
Not3/1(ahlone JI any, Mini Initial

- a catabbolhoonto
hilohoo - oL too soolo Is of tho logs eich govorrons sand:Loos of emp oymost..) shops cosmos
too
/Roo
ho-sls And Ice:so:sots dorms oho year Mb Salp L/eboothoL
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Name: Mica Mines Labour Welfare Fund Act. 1946
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: Amount of cess collected is negligible compared to ado

ethic costs

What is the law?
ThX Ad provides for filmic:it:9 of actividaS to promote waliare measures, such as health. mareatonal, and educational asmstance, of p
emMoyed in the Mica Mines The corpus of the
Fund is created out of a ems levied On the modnction sale and export of them mines

Reasons for repeal
• As per the receipt budget of 20:3-19, m 201 2 mores ware col as coss under
the Act ° The est.mates for colledbnln 201314 are Ri 2.34 mcs es The Welfaie fund Itself
hoe very low be-Lances as shown below
Cumulative balancee in Mme Labour Welfare Lund' as on 31 12 2012° (Rs In Gimes,̀
I

F rtd

+15

• 0 u likely Mips as the fund amount tramlled towards the benefit aries, further demvery co
ere incurred Even with the Funds previous closing balance, the es scant leSt for \tether v.
15111(01Y very low (approximately Re. 1.000 per worker per year, as timing that there me al
10,000 registered misa mine workers(
• In Em. the National Commission on tabour itself notes. there practically no demand for
mica now because of the nubstitutee that are avagablo As of tl e early 2000e, mica mining
has r: most ended
• While the intent of the Act is noteworthy, a requisite allomP n should be made as pad
of the budget of Ministry of Labour, instead CA rhe Eximirusto rin processes of running a
fund As 9th Five Mar Plan noted. given the largesham of tho e emploued in the mimary
industries. outside the organised sector, in very rook establishments med at casual seams
of employment, the strategy for benefiting the workforce in gen ml has r be based on an
increase in productinty rather than on atteummes labour welfare thmemh Immo-work of
multiple segulatime 5
• Finally, the mining industry is regulated by the Alines Act. 1952 Suitable amendments could
be made to this act m include too broad contours of the mining . elfare provisions under the
welfare funds as they stand currently

Issues
Chars are no legal issues that would impede raper
//1■■
14.th d
<I
'51..E.ord Nano!) C ammisann on 1.thu:, M.o.:A o- the N.unona
‘1..,tr Plan (VN-1) Human and 8oc].11M.,veloptr.PW.
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Daniel Limestone and Dolomite Mines Labour Welfare Lund Act, 1072
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: Amount of cuss collected is negligiLle compared to ALMADA ise costs

What is the law?
carrousel and
This Act prosides for Demons of actiastert A promote welfare ineamires, such
educational assistance of persons employed n the lompstone and Dolomite Mures The corpus of the Fund
s created out of a c ats levied on the production sale and export of these mines .

Reasons for repeal
ted as rasa under A
The Welfare fund itself bee very to

201
• As Dal the Reee.pt Budget of 13
Act The estimates for collection in 201314 are Rs
belmees es sacra, be.ow:

Cumulative balance in LSDISI Welfare eluA as on 31 12 D012 (Rs. In Chores)
Realp14

Le

1'105

a.

1077

• Welfare scher nes under the Act are Irately lwRed t health schentas AA a few education:4 aryl recretonal schemes The amount A at is De:IP:ally all Gated for the implen entatiot, of these schemes is
ery we For instance, the budget allocation for this fund in Maheaasht a in 2011-2012 was only Rs
26 66 laths
• While the intent of the Act is noteventhy, a requisite allocation should be made as east of the budget
Ministry of Labour, instead of the administrative processes of rumeng a fund
• Finally, the mining industry is regulated by the Minos Act, 1452 Su table amendments could be
node to this all to include the broae contours of the mining welfare provisions unner tie welfare
funds as they stand currently Alternatively, welfare of at miner:Ai:kers o Icicle of coal mines could be
nanaged under one Welfare Wid, to which an annual allocation A mad on a pet worker basis from
Ile Consolidated fund, The Coal Mines Welfare Fund was abolished in 1956 (through a repeal Act)
on similar grounds .

Issues
there are nu leg
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Name.: Iron Ore Mines, Manganese Ore Mines and Chrome Pre Mines Labour Labour Welfare
CebS Act, 1976
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: Amount of cess collected is negligible compared to admmucaon coSe

What is the law?
The Aclq idea for the levy and collection of a toss on all non on all chrome ore and all manganese ore
produced in any mine A duty of customs is levied where such it ore. marmanese ore and chrome ore is to
be exported and a duty 0: excise is levied otherwise The dory is Co be lemed at a rate not exceeding Re I
per metric tonne of iron me; Rs 6 psi metric tonne of manganese ore. and le 6 per metric tonne of chrome
ore The proceeds of the ram are credited to she Comohdateo Fund oi Ladle The cential government, alter
deducting the cost of collection, credits the proceeds to the Labour Welfare Fund The amount credited in
the sued Fund provides for welfare amenities for the workers and then dependents

Reasons for repeal
• As per the Receipt Budget of 201314, fn 201112. or
Act. The estamates for collection in 2013-11 are Re.

ores were collected

under the

• As has been observed laws pertaining to labo n welfare noses create a low-level equilibrium, where
MS: cosIs far oul emals the:r benefits This mechanism has resuhed in administrallth Mefficienes.
partici:lady very high transaction costs and costa of maintydniog records Ceases collected are inadequate, and she Omount ultimately mailable for svorlsol welfare negheibie The needs for which the
cess is collected can Instead be met by funds from he Consolidated Fund of India This would also
red Ice administrari 7 costs foe the government, and help direct adminiscrasive resources towards other
Pumoses
e We have aegned hetam ■
hat earmarked ceases are insekient and modectim poblic finance In keeping
with tho ptinoples of sound public Mauve aud adomnstratima mush o of.lf ere cessfs now( be done away
with

Issues
There nm ra legal

Iss os

that

.woe impede

moo
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Name: Iron Ore Mines, Manganese Ore Mines & Chrome Ore Mines Labour Welfare Labour
Fund Act, Inn
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: Dism000ttionate adminrat `ATV(' we La compared to welfale benefits

What is the law?
This At provide, NI nit/owing of activities to promote welfare immures, such Ls health, umlical moo, and
educational assistance, of persons employed in Iron Ore, Manganese Ore or Chrome Ore Mines The corpus
of the Pond is created out of ems levied on tan production, safe and export the sense mines, which is credited
to the Consolidated F.1»d IX India under Section 5 of the Iran Ore, Ilanganest, Ore and (Tone Ore Mines
Welfare Cess Ant, 1276.

Reasons for repeal
• The We,faie fund Tref has very low balances as shown below
Cumulative balance in We Tau cif funds as LSI .31 12 2012 (IN, In Moles)
Focal, We DLL

10

s7

I

re is

Cam

Baiauce MI al 112.
_ 21
169 31)

ted o health whemes and a Sew cdreational and recre
schemes under the A. re lstgely
• all
asional schenies The amount tl at is wenenn all caw' for the mrplementaLon of these schemes s
vow WY abtanco, the budges allocation for Cv fuad In Maharashtra in 2011-2012 was only RS
3G ds I TN

Issues
There are no legal SU

impede rape
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Name: The Becdi Workers Labour Welfare Case Act, 1970
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: Amount of cess selected is negligible compared

d ninis

What is the law?
This Act provides for the levy, by way of eess, of a duly of excise on manufactured beedis. The duty of
exclse .evied should not be less than 10 poise or more than 50 pane per thousand menthe:need beedis. The
proceeds of the cam are credited to he Consolidatee Rind oll iadia The contra. government alter deducting
the cost of collecrion, credits the p rocends of the rem to the Beedi Workers Welfare Rind

Reasons for repeal
• As per the Receipt Budget of 201314. M. 2011-12, only Rs 152 mores were collected as cess coder the
Act The estimates for collection in 20244 are RE IBC crimes India has over 4 million boodt workers.
most of whom are home based. and therefore in the unorganised sector The amount collected ac roes
is inadequate to meaningfully provide welfare measaot for such vast numbers
• The miss collection merely adds to adrainisti ative crises. The needs for which the cars is collected cm
immix' be met by finds (mu: the Conschdated Fund of India This world also reduce administionve
costs for the government, and help direct administrative resources towards other purpwee
• We have raved holism that
ai
eeRes me inefficient and ineffective pubic linanceIn keeping
t Me ptittriples ire PAU id public Enforce and administratior . such welfine censer mist be done away

Issues
The Beedi Workers W01fare Cess is one cc tee small cesses that brings in negligible amounts of money even
:se it adds to the adminlsirative cue Bs for the Government. The roper I of this Act would not entail severe
consequences for the semen s collected. Aside from this, there are no legal issues that would impede missal

/ 80
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Name: Beech Workers Labour Welfare Fund Act, 1976
Subject.: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: Disproportionate achainistratave costs compared to welfare benefits

What is the law?
Welfare funds were introduced to extend social assistance to warIcem in the unorganised Kat or.
who did tat aljoy the bemaits availablc to the agonised sector While sane of these funds are set
up under State laves Pahament has enewen laws setting up funds for five categories of workers,
9= Tais Act provides for futancing of activities to promote welfme measures,
includ1ng b
such as health, mcreationai and educimenal asastame, of persons engaged m bee di establishments
The corpus of the Funds primarily formed by the amount Lice Conti& Government may provide
4 of the Leech Work= Welfare Case Act, 1976
out of the proceeds of cuss credited under Sort

Reasons for repeal
• The Welfare Fund has very low balances as shown below:
Cumulative balance in the Beath Welfare Fund funds as on 3L12.2012 (Re. Li Crores1

6.„

e2-7

1

110.10

ku m

I

• Even though there was a sonplus in the fund up to 200RO] it started showing a deficit from
2007-08 ' The expenditure from thr Fund u huge and the an lount credited by hems of ceu
is insufEcieot to meet the expenditure There has boon a conbouous adore se balance m tat
Fund during the pa iod 2007-08 to 2011-12. which steadily increwwl from H Rs 24 56 mm'®
(-) R. 205 75 mores in 2011-12
in 2007-08
A
majority
of
Medi industry workers are home based, and typically fall in the unniganised
•
seem. In a study conducted by the So Ram Centre for Industrial Minas and Reseuch,
it was found that those vested with the authority to issue idenUty cares had no mechanisms
uppluants either as those actively engaged ,o rolling beedis
11.1 venfy the credentials
genuine makers in need of welfare Moreover, identity cards tuned decades back have neva
duo:Ica:es
been reviewed, leading to mdundanc1es, and
Meant
or
effectom
method
toensuring
worku welfare Social Smuric meaunes
This
is
noCore
rs
•
for these worke should be provided under the Bnaganised Workers Act. and syellare total
be promoted at the state level tarough local welfare funds
to health and educational schemes The
• Welfare aChearies ander the Act are largely I
of these
201 schemes is very low Fm
amount that Is eventuMly allocated for the melee
wits only Pa 9.B6
for this fund .n Mahamoshtm in
s it.
ac
instance, the budget
Odd i
it wets Rs 18 crones
while in

Issues
Tone are no legal issues that would anpede imea
aatanana Coalauttaa

a.abo 1r a Wilma of laualL aaorkm almony of Labour and EIEI !lay

201
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Name: Oise-workers Labour Welfare Cess Act, 1976
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: Amount of cess collected is negligible compared to administrat

What is the law?
Tans Are provides for the le vy and collection of LOSS on !sous alms and the amount so collected is used to
Finance measures for the welfare of one mhos The duty ef excise ley ed should not be less than Rs 1 COD
and more han Rs 20 MO on every feature Elm The proceeds of the gess are credited to the Consolidated
Floc of India The centsl government tau deducting the cost of collection credits cfie proceeds to the
Celle 0 ORR'S WC' fare Fund

Reasons for repeal
• As per the line pt Budget of 2013-14 in 2011-12. only Re. I 3 moans were col
Act. The estimates for collection in 2013-14 are Rs 173 mores
• Scrut iny of accounts ol the Ministry ot Labour and Employment revealed that tae cess collected undo
Cats Act was not My transferred to the Rind In 2011-12, therewas shortfall of appruximatffy As
0 81 cores and the same was not accounted for,
• The coos collected is inadequate and 211L>, Ply adds to administrative costs ThenceFs for which Wet
le collected can instead be met ba, funds from the Consolidated Fund of India This word prevent the
huge admmistrat toe casts that go into collection of this cgs&
• We have argued before that earmaalced coos are inefficient sad ineffective public finance In keeping
with the principles of sound public finance and administration, such welfare ceases must be done away

Issues
The Fine Workers We:fare Cgs b one of the em RI casses that bungs in negligible amounts of money even
as it adds to the administrative costs for the Government. The repeal of this Act would not entail sevoe
consequences for the lernme collected Aside from this, there are no legs: SUMS that would impede repeal.

Name: Cine Workers Labour Welfare Fund Act, 1981
Subject: Outmoded Labour Relations
Reason: DiseloportionaLe administrative costs :nmwed to delfare ben

What is the law?
The Act prowales for financolg welfare measures, such as health, medical care educational assascance, for
einemoi kers Tbe corpus of Lite Fund Is (mated ouc of the duty of excise levied on feat arc films certified by
the Central Soard of 'The Gertihcation, thick is credited to t Comolidated Inutd of India nude] Section
or the Cine Workers Welfare Cees Act, 1981.

Reasons for repeal
• The Webam Fund bas very now balances as shown below:
Cumulative belance in the Clue workers Welfare funds as on 31 12 2012 (Rs. In Crum)
menaceso
• Wehaaa schemes under the Act are largely hated M health schemes and a few educational and mob
about I schemes The amount t at is eventually allocated :or the implementation ofthose nierros is
s us find in Maharashtra In 201120/2 was only Rs
very I w. For Instance the bad et adoration
36 30 laklis while in Orlisha it as Its 3.9 tablas

Issues
There are no legal 'mum tint wool
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Restrictive Business and Economic
Regulations
]ml's. ranked 134 out of 189 economies in the Wolid Rank Base of Doing Business 2014 data ° It not
only slipped 4 points in its ranking (lownm 131 in 2013), but was also the least open among the
He South Asian economies Despite being liberalised in
EPICS countries, and below average among
1991. Pie Indian economy is still held hack by the I:cense-permit-quota
sue
raj. Pig businesses have the
bureaucratic
od tape But small and
resource, and connections to get pnst legal requirements
enterions find themselves Pm( ailed and cons' rained in navigating overlapping, comma,
mob
and confusing laws.
In crder to realise the cement government's ambitious tai ant of 89: growth, in this set. we present
13 ogressive business end economic laws for repeal These laws are among rho many that stand
the way of India reaksmg its economic potential, and ran counter to the policy of liberalisation
and deregulation, which has helped bring. millions our of poverty RepealIng these laws • no silver
billet: in fact it may seam that some of these laws ere mina irritants But this will be a step in
he right direction signalling to the domestic and foreign market'hat Make in India is net (up. a
sentiment. but an active and sincere policy stance
Moil of the laws in this segment aee behind the times and ne longer serve any conceivable
purpose Some of these are pre-Independence laws, while others were passed during the protectionist

me In other cases. the law has either served its purpose or Pic subject matter is now governed uncle]
another !ow or government policy. Many of these laws, such us hose on sugar and land, impose
egress:le control on the production, =Herr. and sale of goods and resources This amino) often has
an ad. erse impact on the industo in question, creating artificial scarcity, limiting competitioa and
running enuntel to II9 am of providing Protection to some stakeholders, partaculanO in the we of
rent control laws tuat we lecommenf for repeal
These Acts give widespread discretionary powers to public officiala often breeding rant seeking
behaviour Laws like the Semis Act ORGY) and the Delhi Hotels (Control of Accommodation) Act
(1949), althoffin not in use for all practical purposes, nave become tools of harassment On the
other hand, the Boilers Art (1923) hffi put ill plate a cumpffiated system of Inspectem, Deputy
inspectoo and Chief I:office:cos which have led to annecesseuy extortion and harassment
The resent National
busDemocratic Alliance goomment has ffipartedly taken a number of measures to improve the

encironment in the counts?, emphasising on simplification and ratio-

nalisation of the existing rules. timeliness for dear ance cot app.ications and de-licensing manufact
mg of many defence products Notably. the inclaffie among cation and digitisation of the to rem
oft
aply:ng for an Industrial License Repealing the (clinging laws will serve us an important pan
of thee nturatio

I BLISimm

StauthuM Wm Intha mnIng II PIM Donm Busmess Ilank nAM 10131110
nIMJ T Munn Canunmni. I TnIm Mom Ing Is I mum &len of Ming B mmei. 1014-0E-16
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Name: The Sarais Act, 1537
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: Out-of-date law that is prone to M66C

What is the law?
This :45-yeadold law Ras cite the regulation of public Sart.16 by the District Nagistrate, requiring teals
tette]. of semis, theresue reRisates and mitten reports from the semi keeper etc It also imposes entailed
duties on DR easel keeper including cleaning ond mpair, 'removal of noxious vegetation', appointing IN
presonhed number of watchmen and so on

Reasons for repeal
• This Rs is archaic and serves no useful purpose, since an adequate tegulabty oceelammc
the regulation of hotels by Tom ism Departments in every state.
• The sub:lest matter of this Act belongs to the State list, under Mine and innskeepers in antsy 31 of
the State List. Thus it is not an appropriate suDect for a Central legislation .
• The Act is used to Riess hotel owners, at indicated by recent news reports ° For instance, a hotel
in Delhis was harassed because ii. did nol offer free drinking wataco passers-by, as required under the
Semis Act .

Issues
Thee are no le

nede pe

Riese NUR. steep core Wimps: Old Los Herr dieing, The Tines
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Name: Indian Boilers Act, 1923
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: Encourages inspector ra, and rampant corruption

What is the law?
This Act was formGated during British role with the object :ye of prooOdog mainly for the safety of life and
property of persons from the danger ot extdos,ons of swam boilers end for achreomg dformity registratlon
and inspection during operation and maintenance of boilers in India It oreates a cumbersome procedure
requiring a boiler manufacturer to ext approval from the Inspecting Authority. prior to the manufacture of
e boiler, daring erectlon and prior m repair of Ether the boiler or a boiler component It also mandates
regisual lon of the boiler by the owner The]nspecting Authority has been given vide-ranging powers to
shut down a boiler mut for inspection end also to intervene in the appointment of agencies for repair and
maintenance work of Sorters

Reasons for repeal
ordm to avoid inspect
envtaging rant. seeking
the
regglatoo
limits. There
WE ; some industrial ands resorted using boilers with capacities
was also reported to be a silo: Loge of spectors, due do which oilers mild ge reGstered,
:Going to the blotting down of merry dts This led to au amendment Ot the loo in 2007 (notified in
7019) Ploolding for third party certification arid audit, in order to ease the situation.
• Self-Certification Sultemw could be a better alternsolve In June'01% the Commerce and Industry
Murphy Eked for a repeal of the Act and mooing cowards system of self-certification States
lige Gujarat, Madwa Pradesh and Rajasthan have already Er mulated Self-Certificsbon cum Annual
Consolidated Return Schemes in order to GIGO unnecessary inspections without compromising on
the provisions of health, safety and welfare of the workers Under he Scheme, an owner of a boiler mit
certam undertakings and fling of annual returns
may opt for self-certification by %Ewing to abide
to the concerned authority . and giving a seturlty deposit Where he owner fails tn file annual return:
in tune or fails to Follow the terms and conditions of the Scheme, ED security deoos9 is forfeited The
concerned authority randomly picks around 10% of the units enrolled under the Scheme for inspection
once a year Once inspected, the unit is not likely to be inspected in the same year or the next three
tows. unless specific violations are brought to the Ruth° of De authorities.

Issues
This Act has crowded the posts frvpeeteg Deputy Chief Inspectors and C
Appellate Authority existing under
the DIOV:S.one of the Act. The

Name: The Delhi Hotels (Control of Accommodation) Act, 1949
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: The purpose: for which this low was enacted no longer exists

What is the law?
This Act was enacted immediately alter Independence to address the shortage of accommodation for gam
element officials in Delhi at the time The Ac enipoweied the Director of Estaies. attached to the Ministry
of Urban Development, to reserve up to 2fficeommodation in plicate hosele in Delhi for government officials

Reasons for repeal
• This is on archaic law, which empowers the goienimen m force bookings in hotels m Delhi fm gnv
ernment einp: ogees I
• The Art series no eon:unable purpom now because arrangements for transit accommodation fen government officials can be made trumph the Indio Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC) hotels and
in State gueaEImnss1

Issues
The Delhi Hotel (Control of Accommodation) Repeal
2014, which seeks pe of this Act for the abuse
masons, is pending is the Roma Sahaa Instead of an Indic:maul repeal bill here er , this Act may be
repealed tffinugh an omnibus repealing Act .
"Hus3222s 52242222, C.212.222 approves 2222223w or 2221la 2[21212 i222 2019-01-09 2014-02222
5 121IS L202122[22 Resen:et ,
So 2p2212,
1222 22,2+22 ms 'dm 222/22 2222 /mec2a/Delh5%201121.212/3292CS2m222[3.-D2t6320H0t5]s%2OR222225220032 pd

20121-1-12
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Name: Telegraph Wires (Unlawful Possession) Act, 1950
Subject, Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason, Telegraph wires are no !onset in use

What is the law?
1ro providss for ler 1102012 Possession
the d12.1112.ter of odic n up hmetres Tom) is

.mein dohned as any copper wise

Reasons for repeal
inue sent out its Pet te.cgram on 15 Ape 2013 alter wNe the telegraph
born Hence this Act has become obsolete .

Issues
Lisn axe no Iepd i ophwuiom

ug from the rep of

re oenna
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Name: Prize Competitions Act, 1955
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: States where this Act is applicable have passed own legislations

What is the law?
This Act provides for Cm control mid regulation of prize competitions is which prizes are offered for the
solution of any puzzle based upon the batking up, arcaingemenc, combination or pemicostion, of lettcm,
words or figures that cm not involve Elie use of any slolliSection 2(dii ft lazgeiy applied to competition:
invoising gambling and batting M the States of Hombay KleAras, Orissa Uttar Pradesh, 14ydorabad liiadhea
Pradesh, Petiole and East Punjab and all Part C State "

R sons for repeal
'TIL
on palmed by the aforesaid States under
Aar are 252 of the Constitution However, each of those states
on legislation pertaining to regalaccon
of gambling and betting. namely,
The Bombay Provention of Gambling Act, 1887 {also applicable in CERRA)
Madras City Pollee Act. lege
Orissa Prevention of Gambling Act. 1055
UP Public Gambliag Act. 1887
Andlua Pradesh Gaming Act, 1974
Madhya Pradesh Ganglion Act, 1949
Punjab Public Gambling Act, 1961
Rajasthan Public Gambling Cnolinance, 1919
Public Gambling Act, 1867
Karnataka Gambling Law/Act
The Delhi Public Gambling Act. 1955
Additionally. 8011Ie of tee states mentioned in Sec cm
the Act no .anger exist.

Issues
RePeel will amaze pending cases under the Act Aloeg with repeel,
appl caann of Act on pending oases
ohs
'Tco.gh n any o these states a-a nor subsumed 111 o htx

6.ct vortIn

mg clause can be enacted to
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Warne: Sugar Export Promotion Act, 1958
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: Not being implemented since deregulation of sugar began in 1997

What is the law?
This Act was passed to regulate and mometa the export of sugar It provides for setting up an export age=
to manage all aspects of sugar cxport and empowers the government tu fix We quantity of sugar permissible
for export.apportion the quantity to be exported among cemem al sugar faelmies, manoste owneis of Ego:
expoil agency and illipoSe ac loud eficire duss on sugar (fm
factories to deliver fixed quantities w
in IndiE, where thy factory miner foals to nave,- the quantity of al tgar fixed for export

e:nsumpIon

Reasons for repeal
• The Act is not being implemented. lip mti 1991, exports of sugar were carried out under the provisions
Act (1955), th rough the notified export agencies. e , Indian Sugar
of the Sugar Exitort Prom
and General Industry Expor t Import Cow:ration Ltd. and State Trading Corporation of India in a
bmoda to deregulate the sligm IndustrY. the Act was repealed an 15 January 1907, through an ordinance
y the Ignited E nat. Government However
the export of sugar can be undm taken ditectlyt. vv ions sugar mills aftw obtaining export a Release
Order from the Directorate of Sugar. Hence, the Act continues to be in force, although it is not
implemented
• The Act is not in tune with the pchey of Initialising the sugar sectm The padual liberalisation and
delicenSing of thenugar industry from 1998 allowed investments to Sow in, enaSled increase in installed
capacity and scale of operations, mid made the sugar tmlustiy more competitive The average annual
growth rate of the installed capacity of the sugar Industry increascd from 82% between 1990-01 and
1997-98 to 6.0% between 1908-09 and 2011 12 ° Howevu, the export policy, based on domestic availablity, demand end price. continurd to be heavily regulated and complicated. In 2011-2012, sugar
erports were plated under the Open General liueme Systont (OGL) In May 20:1, the Gogernment
iurther dcrewla:ed sugar experts, by lemming quantitative iwiriCtiOnS in order to expedite ship
In October 2012, the Renort of tha Committee on the Regulation of Sugar Sector in IndM:
The Way Forvemd, under the chanmanship of the then Chairman cd the Economic Advisory Council
ta the Prime Minister, Dr C Rangerajan. also recommended =oval of all quantitative restricions
on trade in sugar and abolition of export momma =

Tire

Issues
Theta are no le al asuee that wou d impede re eau
C <=ynote Adthcbs ImpLev -1g F13. R1_0/1[41 CS 0 - sugar So= or r---7110TI!ildv)
Dr Rang jet ■
Gertnemcnt
SuRn, Ewa ts
13.■
.istr".4 TodaV,
r; Wit 11 0 %h. inceday niae%
Con nuttLL on I, me R^Oet on or Sagal Sector in Ind o, Rupcnt 01- the
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Name: The Delhi Rent Control Act, 1958
Subject: Restrictive Business

& Economic Regulations

Reason: Adversely impede affordable housing, particularly for the poor

What is the law?
This Acc, applicable hi eel tam areas or the Union TerMom of Delhi pnavides for
by fixing a standard rent and the protection of tenants from arbitrary evictions

control of rent ogees

Reasons for repeal
• The Act has very Itm:ted scope in so far as it exempts government property. u
where rent exceeds Rs 3.300 and slums Hence, regulation Le lire and to rental spapcpeesr ib
or ald
o:eLr huothme
groups. Two Ow Ad fixes a standasd lent (which is as low as Rs. 600 per month in certain sagas)
and permits revision of the standmd rent by 10evictron of tenants E stringent and strictly moraom6-1
and rarely can landlords extricate their property Dom the grip of this rent policy. As a lesult, lemrig
of property is a veto low return business for landlores. discouraging them from repairing and maintaming their property It also disinconcivises prospective landlords from entering thr rental market
Consequently, there is al. artificial marcity of rental housing The difficulty Mot the Act poses in
a:le:ging landlords to get rented property vacated abet illegality and litigation and create a flourishing
black markff
a the Ah runs countel to its intentions and ends up being both anti-tenant and
anti-landlond, adversely affecff ng accessibility and availability of affordable housing for lower income
groups in urban areas
• The Task Force on Rental Horsing under the Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation,
Government of India, in its Report on Policy and Interventions to Spur Growth of Rental Housing In
India, March 2013. has recommended siniple contract-based Lease/Rent agreements between willing
renters and willing tenants, without the Ma - e imposing draconian prim controls that in effect drive
away legitimate renters and force tenants Co eliter into unrecorded and informal arrangements taat are
detrimental to their interests.

Issues
The Del hi Rent Act, 1995 (providing for repeal GI the Delhi Rent Control Act, 1958), seeking to marginally
ease lent control policy, etas parsed by Parliament
199E However the Act was never nouf ed. doe to
severe resistance by tenancy gpoups Conmouently, the 1958 Act eatIL!nues to operate despite approval for
its repeal by the Parkament In 2013.
Gomm:nem introduced the Delhi Rent Repeal BM for repea of
the 1995 Act to bring aboui a more comprehensive law. The BM is pending Rajya Sabha Repeal of the
Act will impact pending Pupation This can be addressed by enacting a saying clause .
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Name: Delhi Land Holdings (Ceiling) Act, 1960
Subject: Restrictive Busineas & Economic Regulations
Reason: Repeal of similar legislations in other parts of India

What is the law?
Jima, on the amount of Ia
The Act provides for the impcsitio» of land cal a.Lr. upper cap and :peas vf the Union :milieu of Delhi and for matters connected therewith
LID
bola' m

Reasons for repeal
The Urban Land Ceiling Am. 1976, a ahnilir central Pgistation, was repealed in iggg on the ground that it
created an fatificial shortage in the supply of land, which reauhul in a steep rise in land prices, adversely
impactiim accessibility and afrordabilitY of land, particularts for the poor 3::Mlarly. this Act ran counter
to the govemment's aim of previdiug cheap and affordable housnig

Issues
There

are

no legal

issues

that iaiould impede repeal

of

same: The
The Sugar (Regulation of Production) Act, 1901
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: Provides for excessive regulation of the sugar industry

What is the law?
This law caperuers the government to Jssue Dials fixing the gwntyoi fugal that ma du produce
factory in a year E the quantid ot g - poduced exceeds the
axed, the races amour act
adaidanal excise duty under the Act

Reasons for repeal
• Phis Act gives wide power. to control the pro due Lion of sugar and is out of sync with she move towards
deregulation of the sugar industry that has been taking place since 1991. °
In any case. the Act has Mc been in use in the [net low decades, even before the process of deregulation
began The pint industry is instead regulated through Orders under the Epential Commodities Act,
• The Competition Commission of India ;COO has characterised the many laws and rules governing the
sugar industry as a regulatory stianglehced. The COI observed that the sugar industry is controlled by
venous ACts, Rules and Ordom and this web of logisleb,e provisions means that sugar dices are not
Eee to be determined by the market fords of demand and supply &
• The Speclal Economic Zones Act, 200) (SEZ Ace) excludes the operation of this Act in a Special
Economic Zone. WInle this is not In itself ground for repeal, perhaps It is an indication that this ems
is a hal/ranee co economic activity and should not operate anywhere she in the country

Issues
No saes or orders operate under rho Act There are

mplieations due to

Commin.:0 on tlw RegulatIou of roe a.,,,ga• &am' 3n Inr]la.,
tr,e Commift
egdamon
the Sawa Setel
Indie.. The way touvard, BUM= M Advisory council to the PnInalum.,201
Suger Milts, Cue.

2010, =idea cow SO 31.21)U
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Name: East Punish Urban Rent Restriction (Extension to Chandigarh) Act, 1074
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: Imposes draconian price controls, promotes ilegaiity and litigation

What is the law?
This Aet proyines for the extension of the East Huitiob Urban Rent Restriction Act. 1941, to the Gluon
Scrimps of Chandigarh She 104P Am provides for fixing of a fair lent by the Controller (appointed under
tbe Actt . prohibits taking of rent higher than the ad' renL sets limit on the maximum amount of rent in
difibrent areas and pi-amities eviction procedure The landlord ib allowee, to increase the rent above the MI
rent an very limited and specific gourds namely addition improsement or alteration carried out on the
rented memises at his expense. or when a flesh rate. cep or tax is Imbed on the rented premises, or there is
an merrnse in the amour t of an existing use or tax It prohibits the Mndiord from chargieg any premium
for grant or renewal of tenancy and mandates him to make necessary repairs in the ranted building

Reasons for Repeal
• TB Act is coercive and makes renting or property a low return business, disincentivising mospectim
landlords from entering the rental market. ConsequentlY there is an artificial scard'd of rental house
ing The complicated machinery under the Ad and dillirelly faced in getting proper:a vacated. abet
illegality and litigation. and create el gourislang black market
• Tne Task Noce on Rental Housing under tls Minisny of Housing and Urban ?oven y Alleviation in
its Report en Pehey and Interventions so Spin Grooth of Rental Housing in India s Muntted in March
wining lenters and willing
2013, recommended simple contract based lease/rent ameements b
tenants °, without the State imposing draconian price controls that in effect, drive away le2Pimate
to
renters rand force tenants to enter into unrecorded and informal arrangements that are detrimentM
their interests
• Market-oriented rent control models in other Asian countnes have shown a positive impact on the
lental market to 2004, Hong Hem enacted the Landlord and Tenant (Consolidation Amendermt(
for tenants to resume free operation of theyrivate rental insaket
Act, removing security provision
The Legislative Council Pane. on Housing, Government of Hong Kong, studied the impact of the
Ordinance in 2036 The law moulted in a steady rise in rental levels, increased supply of private
residentiel units and reduced ',stoney disputes. Other countries like lapan and Singapore have also
emed rent contim policies

Issues

' rho RajaHt-a, RIA C00^0.1 Act 20... peons Peng of Ns' .‘“ 011114 tgomd be men tio a 10101d Fo- cl the ensnt
Pr!. IALEtv, Coverrmalt a l Hong Kong fothede 1011 Orde 70111 ant lenee n• teamelse upon aspire of money pc cm°
Gn/onlment o Hoag
bcoNatne moots Pend on Hoppe TrOnact or the Rut lx.:Kin of Soo-rcv of Tenu e of TclIra ■
ClIcst

2oos-o•
Pcnce Hr) cmg b‘ es end Rcnal MIchl e■■
.n fink° alabd P-oDa
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Name: The Levy Sugar Price Equalisation Fund Act, 1976
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic Regulations
Reason: Provides for excessive regulation of the sugar industry

What is the law?
The Levy Sugar Price Equalisation Fluid Act, 1911 (MIRE) estabdshas a Fund to ensure that the price of
.evy sugar nith be uniform throughout the country Levy sugar is 10output that every sugar manufacture:.
has to sell to the government al reduced sites for the Public Distribution System. It wim introduced in
196E68 This system was challenged a number of times in the courts, and during the pendency of the
tudgements, levy sugar :was sold at higher ram by manufactures The Supreme Court ultimately upheld
the levy system and me IiSPEE Act was enacten La deal with t excess money manufactmeas had made
by selUng levy sagas at higher rates whi:e court cases wese pending This excess money vas to he credited
by manufacturers to the Fund set up undei the Act, and used La :educe the retail price of levy sugar.

Reasons for repeal
• The government has moved cowards doing away with the sysiern of levy sugar In 2013, the Union
Cabinet approved the thmoval of levy sugar first for a period of two years. with a view tu making the
removal permment As a resat, this Act is no longer necessary
• The deregulation of the sugar ins:List* has been a longstanding demand ° The system of levy suit ur
has met Me sugar industry an additional Rs 3.000m a year which is why the Indian Sugar Mills
Atsopation (ISPLA) hm been damandinh its abolition 5 Acts like the one are remnants of the controls
resume that should therefore be done away Mtn
• This Act has resulted in a great deal of burdensome and unnecemary litigation. The Department of
Rod and Et hue Dismibution reported in 1012 that Rte 26c
in dues from 03 manure:Einem was
caught up In litigation In some asses. duet arc pending rpm the 1070s while in other cases, appeals
have gone right up to the Supreme Court

Issues
The Art D mentioned in tne Ninth Schedule to the Conslii Minn
ye,.
of Parliament to mum; the a'.
litigation under the AA
Ilic repeal if
a standard saving clause :3 added to Lhe repealing provisions A saw
a
Eom
affecting any litigation I hal continues unkm the Ace being repealeW and Clywordedas 'the lepeal
Mall tot affect any legn pro:inning cantmued under the Ati
The sw Ind an Fypi 1533, Dttyptilotc sugar syttot tylthout furtlict dday 2013 02-07
&Pt 5 5 ttnam Sugar po.
Just tit I.n< I tt totcp uyytes Lime, 2313-04-37
Dept of Futad cad Pulthe Thal -Innen States of LSPEP Does P012-15-05, hap jp3fpd 'Le mircturanutingarthqUEF:
dye= ylt
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Name: Semiconductor Integrated Circuits Layout Design Act, 2000
Subject: Restrictive Business & Economic. Regulations
Ransom Duplicates government agencies

What is the law?
provide Intellectual property protection to semiconductor integrated circuit
The porpuse oe the Act is to
(IC) leant designs. in compliance via Indies. obligation: under TRIPS Under the Act, original layout
cornmeimal
deign which is Inherently distinctive, distimmshable from other designs and not aheady
he mastered under the Act„ The Act provides for
use in India ot another TRIPS
the sating up of a Reastral of Semi:Cond.:mac Layout Design Registration grants the owner Me right to
exclusiveia Ise the layout design registered. and also the riga to institute aromeduas for ]nfringemem
The Act also sots up it Layout Design Appellate Board for appeals against the decisions of the Registrar,
uer the Trademarks Act, 1999
tual Rosetty Appellate Roma under
similar to the Intellectual

Reasons for repeal
• This enactment male a thsti»ction between intellectual property protection for the .ayouhdesign of
1Cs, and protection for all other inventions related to semiconductors The former is protheted by the
present Act while the atter falls aide: the Patents Act latelleetual property experts hem pointed
out that only a small part of the pose le ?1ateetion for Ms is covered under the pmant Act ° This
leads to confus.on regarding the samba authority for registering intellectual property protection
• The Act sets up lamella agencies for the sole purpose of iegistrang IC designs, when Las work can
easily he carried out D the existing bodies for intellectuai property protection, for example through
Tiede Mara set up under the Trade Marks Act 1999
the Con troller Gemmel the Patent:, Designs &
No design has been registered In the 14
• Further. the parallel nedtes set up arc not actually in .the
years of the open ton of the Registrar", and no cases have bean filed under the Act .

Issues
In order to be TRIPS COU pl ant, the protection andm this Am can instead he granted Ram t
Act which s already being used to protect all other aspects of semmonduc
•
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Ineffective Governance and
Administration
Direction governance To:eerily refers to plOCebSES
and decisions that seek to
define editions. grant
power and serif) poiEnhance Ineffective governance occurs when there is breakdown in any
or all of these three processes The following KT C9 19 lawS deD with certain governance and
i
/9991inistultive atpects on wide range of stliiects grime laws went enacted at dinkier/ points
t
with an intention to administer certain aspects or specific subject onalters However, the
continuance of these laws in the legislative hooks is rest/Eng In the breakdown of the processes that
define effective governance
For example, the Consemation of threign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Act

pan)

(COPEPOSA) was enacted co contml the movement of goods and foreign exchange Contemporaneously, the statute hooks also have the Customs Act (1902) and Foreign Exchange Management
Act (19901 The Customs Act and the ED eign Exchairge kranagement Act arc speciSc Iowa that
lay out the iminelpleR of effective governanue with Hissed In De no:lenient oi goods and foreign
exchange into and hoin the country On the other hand, COPEPOSA legislates on the same subject
matter, interfering with principles of governance hy creating imprecise actions power and measures
perfonnanee on the subject of movement of goods and rereign exchange
Another example that messes DE point is Me Drags (Control) Act (1950) This Act prosides
fox the control of the sale, supply and dish:Lotion of
as It was enacted to ensure that certain
essentiai impor drug EE and medicines were
ml at reasonable prices However. the sale. supple and
costribution of drugs is now controlled undin
Essentiel Commodities Act (1.955) (EC Act) The
Dugs (Prices
Control) Ordmis of :095 and 2013 have both been issued by the central government
in exercise of its poweis under the EC Act which in effect are the governing laws on the subies
In other worde De EC Act read with the (Prices Goober) Orden of 1995 and 20 i3 sec out the
prindples of Elective governance e the precise actions. power and carif.able performance kr sale,
supply and distribution of m
9,1 in the case COFEPOSA, the existence of Drugs (Contiod
Act, 1050, on the same. SUbj999 of tale supply and dish Eution of drugs, interferes and results in
diluting these Doh/ prim:isles of nffectivu goyeinanue
The recommendation to repeal the laws in this smEnent does not stem frono an in-principle
disagreement on the subject inattm or The intentions of the laws It.
rises irom the poorly worded
lenguaph. redundant or repetitive content dated stance end admionetrative burdens contained in
these taws La the spint of tne
raiment huvernment's commitment to weeding out 2aws teat hempei
Foyernance by creating avoidable confusioE we Pop
peal these nineteen laws

SO
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Name: Dekkhans Agriculturists' Relief Act, 1879
Subject: Ineffective Governance le Administration
Reason: States have their own Debt Psellef Laws

What is the law?
The Act Rem relief to en shied aRgult mists
62
force Presently, only Secuous 11, 56, 00 &

Reasons

ate parts of the Deldshas (or Deegan) where it was In
tome while the rest of the Act has been repealed

for repeal

CCM410 has also muoduced and
States nees have their own DebtRelief Laws kddisionaly
• .vot
mpiemented the kgreulture Debt Weiser and Debt Bele( Scheme 2008 to rolmve agricalennets from
mdeofedness In lignt of these lepslatIons Um part cuter Act is unnecessary
• The PC lam Commspon

recommended Lepeal of MR Act (Volume: Entry 4C)

Issues
The subject matter of the Act does not fall within the Union L
recommending its rep ea

sat

offer a hindrnoce I

" /IL

Name: The Legal Practitioners Act, 1879
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: Only three section remains in force. whiel, may be incorporated into .he Advocates Ace 1981

What is the law?
This law was enacted to consondate an the inlet relating to the enrolment, conduct, and semice of legal
preektioners As tee amt modem legislation to gave& the conduct of legal practitioners in India. Pus
Act &ought advocates, vakils, pleaders, mukiitare mnnsils and revenue agents tinder the jurisdiction of
the concerned High Courts It empowered MAL Courts to regulate the enrolment of a person as a legal
practitioner, set conditions for suspension and dismissal of practitioners, and imposed penalties for persons
illegally practising as mukhram , pleaders re,enve agents. etc .

Reasons for repeal
• The Advocates Act, 1961 has atmost entirely replaced this Act, doing away with all but three sections that together empmer High Courts to deal with touts It is now the 1961 Act that regulates
legal practitioners in India, and sets up the Bar Council to regulate matters such ae em aliment and
disciplinary action
• Over t:me, Cl the provisions of the 1870 law were repealed &rept Sections 1. 3 and 36 These sections
consist of the title clause interpretation clause, tne power of High Courts to frame a .1sr of toots, and
the pun:shmeni for touting These provisions can esisi;y be incorporated into the 1961 Act, so &et the
entire law on this subject cain be found in one mace

Issues
The provisions in the Legal Practitioners Act smpowering courts to deal with toutshe moved to the
Ate crates Act in order co mmove this law from the statute hooks

Donne: Police

nt to Disaffection) Act, 1929

Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason; The Act is vague, widely worded and ghvas excessive PP

o the police

What is the law?
'Ms is colonial ere legislation prodding for a ponaltv for spreading disaffection towards he Covernmeol
amongst the members of police force and kindred offences This Act makes it an offence to withhold a
membei of the pollee force from the performance of his ler (tutor or Po comma a breacH or discipline Tne
penelty for musing disaffection is imprikonment or tine or both

Reasons for repeal
•

•

The Act is an archaic lakv passed by the Britten to suppress the freedom of speech and weaken the
Independence movement The jaw is widely worded to empurer yhe government to take action against
causes cr attempts to rouse &enaction toward: governmeur amongst the
any person whomntentional>,
member of police force
The Act is not in tune with yhe Code of Conduct for the Police in India, issued by the hamistip el
to maiPia/a
Home Meows on 4 July 1985 The Code of Corduct directs meitibers of the police force
high standards of discipline. faithful serfomance of duties in accordance vdirn. Iaw, implicit obedience
to the lawf direotmns of command ranks and absolute kooky to the force The pollee me required
-restraint in an micummances
to maintain calm In the fart of danger. scorn or r.dicu LP and practice se:II
These guidelines indicate that the police force is required to be immune to the voices of disaffection

as spreadmg
• the Act is vague and loosely worded, and does nor c early explan Mat activity myeguded
of
enforcing
authorities
and
.5 liable
intelpref
inn
n Ine to the @PIM en
disaffection Consequenflo
to be misused.
Predeff
• he Akt was Mk! used against Leffoallya TOM Rekottly, in September 2013 tne Andhra
edrmr of Hindu fm mom. W[2 td C m police
PDC(' filed a (mutual tame agen0 the rowdent editor
ogirer to 0 local re opus leader ceder ITC dealing with forgery. anchhei deeding with inducing the
commission of en offence ago nst the State or an &her woununno, and also under dus Act •

Issues
There me no legal issues that would Impede repeal. TI e reference to the Act have be
• Seesou 113 of than Railwao Protecton Dame Act 1057
Force Act 1068
• SP stion 19 of the C {HI ial Industi Lek SCP.utilP3
• Schwind 1 Part 1 of the Dell, Polne Act 1978 at Pow 5
• Schedule to the Purim-hem lialYnSIOn of Laws Act, 1968.
• Smodule to the Merged Stale Laws 4.et 1949
isairprti on Caie Against I 507 Ed o- N.. Ai e Lthe 7 liaL
'Pip-yid-5275<pm irn 53-14
y
tp pnin /// Piet opt pry / b/finpty I/kepis-a
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Name: Public Suits Validation Act, 1032
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason; The Act is applicable to suat penning on or before 1932

What is the law?
The Act seeks o provide waidatam to public suits instituted
Code 1908 (related to puled:: nuisance and public trusts) wh

der Section
were Pend

Civil

du

Reasons for repeal
The Act is applivihR to suits pending at the time 01 institucten of he Act, i e ,a 1932 Since 82 wars
!we pawed since (he Act came into tome, any 84:gation ought P h
been disposed off bt now The Law
Commission in its 96th Report (1984) refused to mcummend woes.' of this A
the sole ground that
whether ail suits 111 Laithe AR have heen disputed oft cannot be said with utter certainty The problem can
be resolved be enacting s saving clause, alongside repeal, matecting all action taken undo the Act .

Issues
Thew is reference to the Act
Schedule of the Be_ Laws Act . 1941the
we on legal macs that would ped repeal

gElociur:

Name, The Registration of Foreigners Act, 1930
Administration
Subject: Ineffective Governance &
Reason: Outdated, cumbersome and meilective system of repo mg by fore:gnaw

What is the law?
require: every Foreigner staying in India for mote than 180
This legislation. dating back to World WP):
days to import his/her entry, movea oat from one place 3n another and departure. to the Government of
India Additionally. 9 requires owners and managers of houels, lodges and boarding houses, and airm rifts
or vessels to repoff the presence of any foreigners It was enacted by the British to regulat: !he entry end
.
movement of foreigners in Iona, particularly of Indian revolutionnies hom abroad

Reasons for repeal
:leasers emoting
Thn Act is largcv men wt SiMe. theru ia nu fool proof way of clung whathel nil ft
India are reporting thenff elves at all the required points
a welcomThs Act has become a tuff for harassing foreigneff , and is damaging India's reputation es
•
Anecdotal evidence and newspaper reports cite long gaihng lines, unclear
ing tourist dent
ffsment on account of
instructions and frustrating hureaunacy, demands tor bribe:. and aexual
this Act s In addhion cases alleging larnssment of persons Ihing on the holders under this Act have

•

been reported from time to time
•

•

Tbe Funtigners Act, 1943 wid We Passport Art. :957 provide suthriBit pavers to hoop tack of forms ff
els. Section 3 of the Fomiguers Act empowers thn go:ernmeht to issue orders prohibiting, regulating
and restricting the entw of foreigners into India Section 12 of Bac Passport Act Raps failure to
produce travel doe-wants on demand by prescribed authorities and to comply with the conditions laid
down in these documents a criminal offence The 3overnment is furher empowned. unker Section 10,
ot the Passport Ars to nary impoimd. or revoke any travel document for conviction undel any offeuce
While the Paswart Act proviies reasonable opportunity to an agReved petson to seek relief through
appeal alai provides protatiOn at the time of arresh search and senme the 1939 Act. provides no such
telief. Insteno, it reverse: the burden of proof upon the accused insread of the ptose. eution, inneasing
chances of harassment

Issues
Them am no legal Issues that would impede repeal .
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Name: The Drugs (Control) Act. 950
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
ReaSon! Price control of drugs is earful out under Essential Commodities Act

What is the law?
The Act provides for the control of the sale, supply and distr(bution of drugs. It was enacted to ensure chat
certain essential imported drugs and medicines were sold at reasonable prices. It allowed the government
to fix the maximum price that may be charged by a dealer or producer, maximum quantities that may
be possessed by a dealer or producer, and the maximum quantity Cast may he sold to a person in one
transaction. The Act also imposes penalties for the violation of these provisions.

Reasons for repeal
• The sale, simply snd distribution of drugs' are now controlled under Lae Essential Commodities Act,
1955 (EC Act), since drugs have been Included under essental commodities The Drags jingo]; Control) Orders of 1095 and 2013 have both broil issued by the central govanment In exercise of its powers
under she EC Act. Thus. the Drugs (Control) Act, 1950 is novs redindant, since no rules or orders
currently operate undt this Act.
• To avoid confusion with regard io the legal framework governing the Pricthg, supply and distribution
of drugs, the Drugs (Control) Act, 1950 should be repealed This would clear the ail sunoundag the
pricing or drugs and assist stricter enforcement and prosecution of the Dregs (Controf Ciders
• In 2006, the 1950 Act was sought so be repiaded for the above stated reasons t The Drugs (Control)
Repeal
2006 was introduced in the Lok Sabha but it lapsed.ubsequently Since circumstances
have not danced unce 2006. this Ad is fit for repeal.

Issues
There arc no legal issues that would impede repeal .
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N. Arne: The Companies (Donation to National Funds) Act, 1051
Subjects Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: The Act's purpose can be achieved through the Cumpaniff Act, 2013

What is the law?
The Act empowers any company to make donations to the Gandhi National Memorial Fund, the Sepias `PR
labhubhai Memorial Fund or any other rum: established for a charitable purpose and approved by the central
n of its national importance " The Company can make ;hese donations notwithstanding
governmentb
her law, or its Memorandum or Articles of Association
anything contained III the Compamss Act. or an

Reasons for repeal
• Me Department of Company. Affairs has proposed repeal of e Act by incorporating the relevant
progisIons under the Companiff Act, 1953. The Law C:111111115601") in its 59th Report (1998) has cored
this fact in Chapter 3 on Page 23.
• The Act is legally untenable, in so far as it empowers she Company to snake donations irrespective of
its Ilemorandum or 'insoles of Assoc:Nina in view of Section 36 of the Companies- Act, which makes
the aforesaid documents binding not only on the Company but also its members .
• SectIon 135 of I he Companies Act, 2013. read usIth, Schedule VII of the Act anc the Companies
(Corporate Sowal Responnbildy) Boles 2014, mandas wily requires COillpenies rn contribute a fixed
pe rebu tage be profits, rot a social mid charitable pm pose The 2013 Act has application and scope
wIde enough to achieie tne purpose that the Cow:miff (Donation to National Funds) Act, sought to

Issues
There are no 'swat issues that would impede sepeal
s t at bine be co-euired o be oe a rat one) r-pebbeeee. undo' =benne, 1 of be Act 'he rentre. goveene ent olds to
oo
be The tele. tbateeneulrbportaere 9 serarg the Jurpoie Of gu dmc P'3^=kfol tbb euntrat government that t must
can he placed entent the steeple
the ext.
to berebe bc bhethbr I .111:0 sus chantable p
be. blemo, emblem of AtIVILIIIt On corn al sew. faskimiossl. skips mat teerthe -he condatens of the [propene/5,-re.,
pee able], nereele Nee e wwwe ReglIsterf'd OFItt Cleuee Obe eete Clause lbabebte Clabes ens Cepbal I' ee the Ar
company
ee rebuleurene ara SVC-11V, fee elle sib ere! al. emstreblon of
A7.94[17.[11), canteen.
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Name: The Req uisitioning and Acquisition of Immovable Property Act, 1952
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: The Land Acq uisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013 covers the subject matter

What is the law?
The Act provides a summary procedure tor
purposes of the Ilnlon, primarily for derence.

sg stion

acm

on of

ovable property fur the

Reasons for repeal
▪ LARR Act 2913 Includes acquisition for strategtcnurposeb The provisions of the LARR Act relating to
approppate govem ent
land acquisition, compensation, rehabilitation and resettlement apply when
sector undenswings and for puuhr
acquires land fox 2cs am use to hold and control includin g for

• The LARR Act also includes the acquasition rm. strategic pm oeses relating to naval. IM.itary air force,
and armed fun® of the Union.
• Tae Act has TO comply with worterom made mating to compensation rehathrtacion and resettlement
of the LARR Act, oitlun a year of commencement of the latter a Tide means that, if me cents al
government Musts that Me ptov.sions of any other law fru and acquisition as provided in the 4th
schedule of the Act, must comply v Alt the ptussons of the LARR Act (es per section 105) Hence
the prownons of the Act will need to be amended to comply ',nth the promuns of the LARR Act,
wIld; is Mr more humane in us commas We recommend repeal instead of this amendment since
the respuns WhIses of the Act can be executed under LARR Act 2013

Issues
LARR Act to providetemporary cm
Repeal of his Act may entail amendment in
property for defence purposes in Matted caws
tscstna 05, LkhR AuL 2013

LOD of immovahl
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Name: Public Wakfs Extension of Limitation Act, 1959
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: Redundant A its period of operation has expired

What is the law?
The Act was passed with he objective of extending the limitation period for the Institution of stilts for the
of immovable property fainting pert of public welds jthe permanent dedication by a
recovery of Doe
person poicsAng Islam of An immovable property for any paper recognised by MAMA law as Si public
chantable nature), here the dispossession took place between 14 August
purpose of a pious, religion
1949 end 7 May 10:34
Reasons for repeal
provde protection
• fhe Ad. was only opplicable to theperiod between 1949 and 1954. The Act sought to provide
to property in the nature of public reakR, which were dispossessed In the given period .
stht extended only until 31
• As per Section 3 of the Act, the period of limitation for institation
exignd the Iratation period through an
December 1970 Although the Goteinment could jur
AA:Lemont, it has net done so since 1070

Issues

'There 03.= no legal Issues that would mopeds repen t
'D 3-ng tx, rrartmattAge per.od mrimv pubh:
ov.v oic o3urr■

i■
Alir r-()ached
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Name: Conservation of Foreign Exchange and Prevention of Smuggling Act, 1974
Subject: Ineffective Governance Sr Administration
Reason: Redundant in view of the Customs Act, 1962 and Foreign Exchange Management Ak 19

What is the law?
This Act provides for preventive detention for the purposes of conservation and augmentation of foreign exchange and prevention of smuggling activities. It provides wide powers to the executive to detain individuals
on the mere apprehension of their involvement in smuggling activities.

Reasons for repeal
• The Act is redundant in view of the Foreign Exchange Image:nem Act 1999 (FEMA) FEN1A is the
primary law Plating to foreign exchange, :Hach anus a4 facilitating external trade and payments. and
pcomotang orderly development mai mahtenance of the foreign exchange market in India It classifies
any foreign exchange %rotation 25 a civil offence PEP A replaced
fen the Foreign Exchange Regulation
Aca under which foreign exchange vtolation was a criminal
COFEPOSA continues
to criminalise (by providing for prefuntive detention) the aforesaid violationt
• Prows-ions related to smuggling under COFEPOSA are adequately covered ender Chapter XVI of the
Customs Act. 1962 (Section 115). The Customs Am hassions
provi
for the confiscation (under Section
ill 113 and 118) and seizure of the smuggled goods (under Section 110) while also providing penal
provisions Apart from the wide interpretation of the word smuggling co include a range of activities,
it a:so has penal provisions for non-acmuntmg of goods (under Section 116)
• The Act has increasingly become 8 zource of harassment, manipulation and corruption Stringent
provisions
•
of COFEPOSA are invoiced to harms exporters against minor violations of foreign exchange
pgalations Customs authorities resorted to COFERSA to detain exporters without any trial in cases
where they had u iintantionalty violated foreign exchange lagthatamis

Issues
In Dropti Dew and AM Vs Union of India`, the constitutip
highlighted the importance of the Act an the need to praise
no legal issue' that would impede repeal

he Act was upheld The Court
Aside ham this them are

'The thadv, corr posA Not co kgsocII ■
to 2.005 95- 03 I ttp /ivreew Iseult pan /2005(
The Ilma Octet
■
af Two CO"EP OSA
CLL. ■
soc.1 2013 ■
14 12, cttp //uumr
wmitodayk-paPclit=
nationalicmvevr&.1n/C uton of two coleposamIsed cp],411■
+. /urt.d.A.60881u...90
D'opli Dem tc.
120121 SCli '307
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Name: Indian Law Reports Act, 1975
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: The Acts redundant and unnecessary

What is the law?
Under this Act. an Indian Court of Law Is not bound to
published in a law report authorised by the State Goveam

report of

LIIIV

han on

Reasons for repeal
reports am [Aced and accepted to aS t Courts. In fact. the Indian Law
• today diffem,:t types or
Resporte: (ILR) seldomused as a source of aothorIty
ng case ham
• This legislation was enacted at a tinie when 1LR vas the mimary repeater fon pubEsn i
Todry, the Act is unnecessary sjnce there are many good sualita porters i lm Sumeme Court Cases,
All India Reporters, Supreme Court Reporter. esc Additionally, courts are also publishing them
judgements and orders on their websites
virtue of this statate,
• RN Aerie prone to be abused and adversely impact eannnistration ofjustiee
a lower judge bench can ignore the lodgement of a higher bench screly because it was not reported .n
tne official report ° This anomaly was pointed out by the Law Comm:ssian In Its MG Report (1984).
whim recommended roacal of the Act

Issues
There are no egal is.nas that would impede rape
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Name: Tho Departmentalisation of Union Accounts (1}amfer of Personnel) Act, 1976
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: The Act has served its purpose

What is the law?
The Act provided for the transfer of officers serving D the Indian Amin and Accounts Department (selected
through the bailor] Audit and Accounts Service) to any afi metro., Department or office of On Ceitu al
Government for facilitating the eiliciDit discharge of responsibilities 'Mated to coinfilirig accounts within
these offices

Reasons for repeal
• The Act has served its purpose Tlus legislation led to the creation of Indian Goff Accounts Service
(ICAS) The initial intake into the 10AS was by deputing and transierring persormel from the Indian
Audit and Accounts Service (IAAS) This law :militated the transfer of personnel from the IAAS to
the ICAS.
• ICAS personnel are now selected through the Civil Services Examination. hence there is no need :or
transfer of personnel from the IAAD to the ICA?, as it hts its own recruitment service.

Issues
Three are no legal

uld impede repeal.
J mean
laze

A Studyv. Guvunmvnt of India
bca

sv.ne

IP2
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Name, The Disputed Elections (Prime Minister and Speaker) Act, 1977
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reasom Emergency-era law that is usconuitutional

What is the law?
petition to the High Comb would not apply in cases where the elected representative went on to become
the Prime Minister or Speaker or the Lob Sabha In such caseb this spebal law would apply, and election
petitions q lestioning their elections would be heard by a single judge of the Supreme Court as a separate
authorny set np linden this Ad The decisions of the eui nomv were deemed fined In order to ogniiii 'he
special treatment of these Gpresentativbs, a Constitutional amendment Article 329A, was introduced which
allowed this distinction Co be made Both the amendment and this law were created during the time the
Emergency proclamation was ill place

Reasons for repeal
• Article 329A, which made it possible it this law to exist. was subsequent y removed through the 14th
Amendment to the Constitution in 1078 Without Article 320A. this law stands unconst Lutionm
the Constitution does not allow a distinction to be. made betbeeb the election dispubb of different
types of elected rep] esentatives
• This Act has been used only once in 1977, when an Authority was set up to tip election petitions
againsI Mormj. Dent, who beaded the Janaia coalition government Not only is it a ledandaut
but also one that representsconcentration or power and the breakdown of the rule of law dating the
Frecugency.

Issues
There are no legal Issues Fart nmuld LTv& repeal .

I03
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Name: Illegal immigrants (Determination by Tribunals) Act, 1983
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: Struth down by the Supreme Court

What is the law?
The Act histituree procedures to deferm:ne whether persons suspected to be Mega] immigtauts a'onl
rfamedadest did, in Wash mil under that category, and expel them from India It watt applicable on:y
the state of Assam (detection of forrignen in other states is done under The Foreigners Act, 1
,546) The Act
eetab]ished Tribunals for determining wheehm a person is an illegal migrant

Reasons for repeal
• The constitutionalist. of this Art was challenged

Sarbananda SonowsI v Union of [mita" The
Supreme C rtt declared that this Act was far less effective than the Foreieners Act in id :r
i g and
depoiting Mega] mimigrante It violated the duty or the Union, under Article 355 of the Constitution,
to protect states from external aggression and internal
dlsturbance The Court smith down the Act
and Ruiee, ordered that the Tribunals under the Act cease to function, and declared that the Foreigners
-Act and other related Acts would operate it Assam incest

• The An , though Got mange,

airs on 110 SRA ute hooks, whle mcre earth c system is in plata
in Assam as prescribed by the Foreigners Act, 154G Tins Act:hould therefore he ImmalIy repealed
.

Issues
There are no legal issues that

Id

pm rape
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Name: Punjab Disturbed Areas Act, 1983
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: The Act has outlived its purpose

What is the law?
The Art was brought Into tome to curb militancy ang public unrest. in Punjab during Mc 1980t It empowers
tite Staie Government to declate, by nog floGion. any part ot. hie whole of ffnuab at a 61 chniteci area',
G'
em
e officer not below the rank of a SulmInspector (or Haffinar m the case
any Magismate
e polue) to hm upon or use Mee (coon it leads to death), oi prohibit the assembly.
the Armed fininch sons
of MT or mots prisons o: ganging of weapons firearm, amutpilitton and explosive substances where he
consiffeak nemssaly and after giving due warning.

Reasons for Repeal
The Act is gow ledundant since militancy in the State hasheen mpea out and no major [amorist
dae threat of terrorist activity
hetitity has taken glace in the past two decades In the absence
toeci Reath within Punjab the Act gives excessive power to the police force
as a
The Act is not being mplementml in practice Undel the Act the whole of Punjab gas declared
•
disturbed area. by a notification dated 16 Novembel 1996, for a period of six months only. behifean 18

•

November 1996 ang 17 May 1997 Prior to Ibis. another notification dated 09 March 1980 dedated
Gurdaspur and Ferozepur as disturbed areas The 1989 no. ifiCaboa was GMT awn on 28
Ann
MOS ° Since then, no past of Putjab has been dechomd SS a disturbed area
ja~vv

Punjab The is an mimed government In place with
• The law was enacted during PreAdends Role
powers under the Constitution tomain(ain law ang ordel in the State

Issues
There ate no legal issues that would impede rope

Orli (Au 4
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Name: Chandigarh Disturbed Areas Act, 1963
Subject: Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: The Act has outlived its purpose

What is this law?
The Act empowers the AdnOnstrator of the limon Tenitory of Chandmarh to declare, by notification, any
part or the whole of Union Tommy of Chandigarh as a 'disturbed area',
any Ma gistrate or
poi onSSOS not It Tow Ore milt of a Subrimputtol
HarAdar in the mse of the An - ed Bituich of the
polite) to fire upon OS Use force (even if it leads to death), or prohibit the assembly of five en mom moms
or tarrying of weapons, fitearms, ammunition and explosim substances, where he =skims necessary and
serer giving due yarning The Act also gives protection to persons acting in the exercise o(puwers under
this Act

Reasons for Repeal
▪ The Act was brought lino force M carb militancy and pubhc unrest

Chandigaih during the 1080s
and early 1990s, M endue of Operation Blue Star. Militancy in the Union Tenitory has been wiped out
and en major terrorist acUarty has
taken place since 1995.

• Undo the Act. Chandigmh wen decimM SS
-CRS! tubed area', Miriam], Notifications dated 2 December
19fle and 5 December 1991 In 2912, the Punjab and Haryana Hinh Court quashed these notifications
on the mounds l hat they were not justTed because the gmernment failed to reply as to when the
powers under the Ad, were net invoked or place on record any specific instances of threat perception
warrAning cominuanco of notifications under this Act
•

The Act gives excessive poem and impunity to the police force. Mr these reasons, the Act should be
repealed

Issues
There am no legal iSaee t at, Id impede repeal.
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Name'. Shipping Development Fund Committee (Abolition) Act, 1986
Subject. Ineffective Governance & Administration
Reason: The Act gnu achieved its purpose

What is the law?
The Act was inane to abolish the Shipping D

Fund Committee constitut

ec the Menbat

Shnpun Acts 1958.

Reasons for Repeal
The Act has achined its purpose and Is int needed any more Theg Developme nt Fund Committee
ed in the central government in
has been sholished All tau ZI3Yet9 and liabilities sli the Cormittne
t
GovernIllent delegated all tie [unctions of the Ceiling tt
1987, ;AC
Company of India Limited.

Issues
Their an no legal [e sum that wowd
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Obstructive Civil and Personal
Interference
Article 19(1)(a) of the Constitution of India. accords to all citizens the fundamental right to freedom
of speech arid expiffision This right, which ries at the foundation of al: democratic organsations.
inctudes the ffight to publicly discuss ideas and problems religious poletical. economic and soma.
The freedom of speech is not absolute and can be curtailed, only under the authority uf lan.
by imposing reasonable restrictions' under Article 19(2), The Supreme Court, in 8 Rangaralan
vs P. canoan Ram (1989)A has held that t our commitment to freedom of expresseoo demands
that it cannot be suppressed unless the situations created by ahowing the freedom are pressing and
the community interest is endangcreo The anticipated danger should nor be remote, conjectural
or far-fetched It should have proximate and direct nexus ffich the impression 1 he expression of
tffiffight should be intrinsically dangerous to public interest'',
It rs with this in mind that we recommend tec 4 laws in this category be repealed
These laws threat, or inditectlu curtail freedom of speech by either imposing blanket Affiabis
Son on central kinds of speech or restricting Ghent:LRCM or the sonar These restuctions do not take
into account the constitutional>, pemiissibte
of cartaeling heed= of speech
These laws define offences in widely uorded and vane terms European Unroll Law recognises
tegal certainty as a fundamental principle cf the rule of law, i e , the raw must on known and
understood and th be understood k must he sufficiently precise and foreseeable as to provide legal
certainty to its• recipients III India, the Supreme Court has recognisec the doctrine of legitimate
expectation ill public law requiring regularity, predictability and cm -runty m the governments
deaffiffin with the public.' Con rug to these principles, these laws often use subjective words
aro phrases, such as, repulsive', horrible', offensive , leading to disturbance or public excitement',
without providing adequate definitions or explanations of these terms, Consequentlffi they are lea
to the arbitrary interpret:Mon of the public authorities, and ore open misused to harass the media,
artiste end other.
Priebe laws em repetitive as the offences hued in them are also a part of Jan ent menthe&
statutu The laws eargoly rontant offences related to sedition, °bum:1y, detonation and COMniession of offences There are adequate provisions provided under the Indian Penal Code (1850),
the Code of Crinffir al Procedure (1973) and other laws to prosecute Meese canes It is imperative
Hurt such repetitim laws be repealed as they merely perpetrate confusion and ambi dry, and are
ohm used as a tool of haffisouffint

Arms] LI.01
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Name: Dramatic Performances Act, 1876
Subject: Obstructive Civil Se Personal Interference
Reason: Ithitish era lath violates Article 19th) of the Constitution

What is the law?
The Act pants the State Government the power to prohibit scandalous, defamatory performances or performances likely to excite feelings of disaffection against the State Conernment and prescribes penalties for
not obeeing said prohilatiuns. It allows the penalisation of performers, spectators, persons assisting to Performance or owners/occupiers who allow their premises to be used for the purpose TrliereSnIeetde fNonvnemenn:
may ender this Act pronfiet ruble performances, and notify that certain areas be p
performances without a license.

Reasons for Repeal
• This is a British eta law enacted to curb the nationalist movement. and la w longue relevant hi light
of modern constitutional principles el freedom of speeds and expression.
• Adequate provisions already exist node the Indian Penal Code to prosecute oases of sedition, defame:I on or obscenity under Section 124A and ethos
• The Constitutional validity of the Act is in Soule since the Madras High Court in 2012 struck down
the Koala Dramal in Performances Act, which contained similar provisions
• In 1998 the India Code Compilation of Um epealed Central Acts inhuded this

Act

in its list of obsoiete

• The Act gams wide and coercive powers to the government related to prohibition of present and futthe
performances, arbitrary search and sebum. procedures, allowing any area to be controlled. etc, that
are unsuited co modern lodes

Issues
There are no legal issues that would impede repeal.

zit
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Name:: The
The Prevention of Seditious Meetings Act, 1911
Subject: Obstructive Civil Ss Personal Interference
Reason: British-era law, violates the fight to freedom of speech and expression

What is the law?
The Act consolidated and amended the law relating to the preventionof public meetings likely to promote
sedition or to cause a discutbance of public tranquillity Section 5 of the Acc empowers a Distrlct Magistrate
or Commissioner of Police to prohibit a public meeting in a proclalined area if. in his/her opinion. such
meeting is likely to ploinote sedition or disaffect ion

Reasons for Repeal
• This legislation was specific:tat

acted to curb meetings being nek: bt Indian freedom fighters and
those opposed to Htitisli rule of India The law entpoweis the government to declare by nothicacion,
proclaimed area in the whole or any part of a province where the Act is in form

▪ The continuation of this Ow Is unnecemary and undemoctatie because the provisions of th:s Act
pose unreasonable restrictions on the freedom of speech sad expression ' The law provides blanket
provisions such as Section 4 which says that no public meeting for the furtherance or discussion of
in subject iikely to cause disturbance or public excitement can be held unless written notice of the
any
intention to holesuch meethig and of the time and place of such Meeting has been given to the Dtstnct
Magistrate cm the Commissioner of Police a tleast three days berm e The Act does mu
- las, down any
qualifications for determining what would constitute lihdyto cause disturbance or public excitement
The provisions of the Act are sufie stringent considering that eten private meetings have Inen brought
under its purview by means of section 8(1). Such provisions give scope for abuse by security forces
.
• Public meetings and itssemBies, that are likely to cause disturbance are now managed under Sectlon
144 of the Code of CI :min& Procedure, 1073 Under this section. the District Magistrate or the Subdivision& Magistrate can prohibit an unlawful assembly of people in an area to prevent disturbance
of the public tranquillity, or a riot! or an :Not Thus, there is no need for a iew dealing specificalis
with seditious meetings.

Issues
There arc no legal issues that wounl impede r at
"Cornre or the Stud, of Soyal. ryclts cll. end (nc111539■
4 Policy Ind ads , . Si. re Law Ilysm,
Lsca & the relic of IS co Spcech
Irthc, Nat ono. Lax Sc opt of Icals Unssynty 56 201 02

acecuyn 144 at tly Cods *I Slav sic] PLoceds a 19'd des c ch. the pews 'a &cue oldel
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Name: Young Persons (harmful Publications) Act, 1058
Subject: Obstructive Chi) & Personal Interference
Reason: The law is repetitive and liable to be misused

What is the law?
This Act prohibits the dissemination and
A hannhi publication is one
Per
offences Nig of cruelty et violence and

isentent
tend

em pub:Nations considered harmful to young
upt young persons by depicting commission or
or horrible nature

Reasons for Repeal
Weide such as repulsive and horrible contained M tee definition of harmful publeratios are vague and
subject to arbitrary interpretation, and consequently lead to widespread discretion and serve as an
mstance, esuilier the year Kerala Poiice raided ssops that sold Bob Marley
excuse for harassment
s on the groand that (hese encourage youngstem Lo use drugs, and booked shopkeepers under
hAc
the Act or promoting material that is harmful to youngsters °

•

•

•

India already Re a variety of lay.s that penalise speech in seldom eclias, like speech which causes
incitement In an offence (Section 50M Indian Pesti Cede (IPC) or Reds io or has e tendency to cense
al speech (Section 124A IPC), speech chat is communal, raciee linguistic and
violence like `n
indecent (Section MA), anthsovereignte speech (Section 153B), speech that outages ieligious feelings
(Sed ion 29,54), Ls obscene (9 'nn 292), or is anti seeeduled caste and scheduled tribe (SC and ST Act.
LINN and Protection GE HUM en Rights Act, 19701 Recently, the Protection of Children from Sexual
Ac Lough( into force to ill el ere ad Oxen from sexual assmilt, sersal haragsmeni
Offences Act, 2012 iiand pornographo civet the existence of all of (hese acts, this Act is repetitive and redundant
Indian lew also provides for leg dation of coot Ma on media Under tee Indian legal regime. Cable
Television Netwoiks (Regulation) Act. 1055, the Press Council o India Act, 1978 and Cable Television
Networks (Amendment.) Rules. 2600 (Rules) Me the puncipa. iegislatons wheh cent°. the content
&Aare that they do no: offend nor RIP, decency and rehRous susceptibilities
nn televisicn
Consumers The Information Technology Act leg dates content on the Internet, while the Censor Board
fen films

.
• The Act does not seem to be implemented end appems to have a low rate of prosecution

Issues
Repeal will Impact pend.ng eaves instituted under Lee Act. Along with repeal a clause can be enacted to
save appecedion of the Act on penchng cases .

ZIP
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Name: The Newspaper (Price and Rage) Act, 1956
Subject: Obstructive Civil & Personal Interference
Reason: Imposes excessive controls, partially struck down by tau Supreme Co

What is the law?
The umbnose of the Act was to {reveal[ unfair competition among neAspapers, where newspaper tlth
be or financial resources could potentially monopolise the priM media industry to the detriment of smaller
newspapers Far the benefit of newspapen
smaller resources and thewe published in Indian languages.
Section 3 of the Act empowered the central government to issue an order to regulate the prices cnarged Sy
bigger newspapers Under this section, the central government could aiso regulate the nnmber of pagns and
the amount of space a newspaper allotted for ethic:Oscine:9s Section 6 of the Act imposed a penalty of Es
1,000 on the publisher Is newspaper was punlished or sold In contravention of an order under SectIon 3

Reasons for Repeal
• The main pun:Sian of this Act Section 3, was stuck down by the Supreme Court m Bakal Papers Pet.
Ltd and Om v. Union of India,' on Me ground that it violated the freedom of speech and expression
of the petitioners The Supreme Cow r held that the State could nos make laws which directi) affected
the eirculathm of a newspaper for that would amount to coletien of fteedom of speed, The right
under Article 19(1)(a) of Constitution of India, extends not only to the matter which the citizens are
entitled to circulate but to the volume of circulation
• Though Section 3 was stuck down, the rest of the Act continues to remain on the statute bolt It is
a dead letter for all purposes. The Supreme Court itself noted in Sakai Papers that if Section 3 of the
Act is struck down. noting remains in the Act I' Since Section 3 of the Act has been done away with,
the power of the central government to make an order under the Act no longer exists and p:ovisions
the contravention of suet urdem are redundant
imposing penalties
• The pnnt media has undergone a drastic transformation and the number of newspaper in simulation
itself acts as a safeguard age act Wait competition The tot ai number of registered newspapers in
Ind:a IN 2010-11 was 82,235.` Powers panted by the Act renRct the freedom of occupation, trade
and business, and have no placer a liberalised economy

Issues
There are no legal issues that wood 'impede repeal
AIR 1962 2C 309
I A 11 1961 66. 302 33 .23
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About The 100 Laws Project
Centre for Civil Society's ilusticc, N1PFP Macro/Finance Group, and thdhl Legal Centre. with
the help of lawyers, .egiratee eamerts and economists hare informally begun a project to help the
ado mstration Eve up To a key election mrsosage During the campaigns, FM Narandra Mod: had
3. plc/posed to clean up the statute books, by repealing :0 laws for each new one the govenunent
legitlided and to use his Oral 100 days to repeal 100 unnecessary laws We picked up on Ilus message
and wired some experts to brainstorm on how me nualit turn this promise into reality The result is
the 100 Laws Repeal Project

The Project
identily for complete repeal 100 laws Iliac are redundant,
This is a research and advocacy inidarlae
materialy impede the lives of citizens. entrepreneurs and the government Each organisation
involved has lent staff to analyse laws passed over different time pedods, review the recommendations
of various expert committers. Since this was an experiment to explore how collaborative worklng may
otours of the project simple. laws that could be repealed
help acheve a common goal, we kept theca
wholesar were nut too controversial, were material enough to help imt.ate reforms. and would help
sill Me idea of a clean ern cfrectom legislative and logal system
This Project is an expetiment to demonstrate how external experts may be able to help the
goverar !ant on different Males. and how a thinking machine mighl Ind her common ideale and help
bairn elate capacity. The Project does not ann to reinvent the wheel It simply revisits the work and
rrcommendations ef several experts belore, and provides a clean compendium of low-hanging fruit
that can easily be executed with Minimal discomfort or encumbrances.

The Process
volvvul h, each and cansacy on legislative and economic poacy remrm
• Three,
came togstner for imtlal a. cessions a nand 22 May 2014 Each urgaidsation committed as
associates to analyse laws
• The group Moiled experts including S tpreme Court lawyers, economists, legal aclivisls and
legenttive experts to Ism in weeldy discussions on laws recommended for repeal .
• Ram week tae as:Deletes pesenled 10 20 laws ana chair reasons fn. reloommending repeal The
Maim debates on the merit of repealing each law and nti One cuning the reasons
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• The associates drafted one-page cases, ix a standard format These were quality assured by
senior members in the ream, and whetted by the experts.
• At the end of 10 weeks (approximately 15 Aummic 20l) the group produced an initial coins
pendium of I00 Laws with cases outlining the repeal of each
• The project took roughly 1,250 man-lows of public interest .awyeig, economists .ogislative
experts and public policy specialists The team combed through nearly a 1 000 laws to arrive
at the shortlisted 100
• We propose to present this compendium to the Prime Minister and Minister for Law, and initiate
a discussion on broad based legislative reform.

The Product
The team used a three-fold strategy to identify suitable laws, and draft cases, based on:
• Years and periods. for example, pre-1900. nem Independence (1938-1947), Nehruman socialism
(1950 1960), period of naciona.matton and emergency (106699),
• Chaeffiries of laws: for example. archaic and redundant British era laws laws curbing business
freedoms, laws ffillictiug efficiency of government administration laws. alleethig labour I elatious,
• Recommendations of commissions Law Commiesions, PC Jam Commission., and UNDF LARGE
project. In addition, research included previous Parliamentary decisions, recommendations of
previous adminisltalgors. analysis of previous siiffilar repeals, and suggestions on public forums
by opinion makers and reform champions .
The team created a simple excebbaseu furnat to record findings and discussions: The foe stet
available to all members of the team and helps avoid overlaps On each Tnesday. associates pre wed
the findings to the group and made a 'case for repeal The group debated cad] ease based on the
quolity of the mmrnent, evidence that favoured repeal, materiality that the repeal presented, a simple
stakeholder anaffisis to identify potential opposition, and ease of repeal A consolidated masteDsheet
captures laws the ensile maw) reconunends for repeal .
The team developed a one page case tor each iecommendation: The ease includes the name °lithe
lealslation, Reasons for Repeal. and issues that may need to be taken into account daring repeal The
language has been kept simple, avoiding legal jargon and focusing on the economic and administratise
evidence for repeal Data, testimony, mpert recommendations, and previous legal opinion have been
score
and cited Where possible Government of India budget and census data and In recoreed
sc ings under each lam have beer used to reinforce Me recommendations For each law, the team
sntifiea the repeal process, whine most laws can De taken off the books with a simple majority
Ire Parliament.
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Across Cl; laws, there are some common reasons for recommending repeal. These include;
•

repetitions, redundancies and overlaps with other laws that add legal umnplications and often

-

times create loophotes.
•
•

obsolescence that no longer matches India's current economic, political and social needs,
rent-seeking and harassment opportunities created by complicated personal, economic and business regulations

mis-gesenausce generated on auction; of ill-advised leatelations, and
• red tape. motnciencies
hold! ances to Luther leforin Ors
we categorised the identified law inio 8 helms and scored them' The categories Archaic British
Era Laws, obsolem partition and post Independence rem gameation. annecessm'y levies nod taxes,
restrictive business and economic regulations. redundant naticealisatacm. ommoded labour relations,
hutdee card and personal Enter ference Each law
Reflective governenec and admmistit anon and obirepeal.
has been scored on a 1-5 sca:e based on ease of repeal and impact of
Laws presented in this compendium range from high impact recommendations such as repeal of
laws that constrain the business environment, to low impact such as repeal of the laws goserning
ehc Butish era The former set would help put India back ort
territorial organisation of provinces
the growth track, and IR latter would 'Rh clear the statute books of carter The spread ol laws
has been deliberately chosen to nelp demonstrate the range of possibilities for the administration to
deliver unto promises. as a.se to show the extent of work that needs to be done The list is not meant
to be commehensivei it aims to be a well researched and demonstrative proof concepi on how such
a goal ran be accompiished over the next few years using a batch-process

The Organisations
The three key organisat tons involved in this effort are .
• Centre for Civil Society. CCS is one of India's leading think tanks advancing social change
through public policy RCS' work in education, livelihood, anc policy training promoees choice
anc accountability across the private and public sectors Mustice is a public interest legal
across India
advocacy initiative of the Centre which supports and assists inditaduais and groups
to challenge violations of gindemental rights and the rule of law
• MPH' Macro/Finance Group: The Macro group at RIFF? asones to make a contnhation
to Pisgah financial and monetary policy reform with a mix of quantitative :mama papers in
academic iournals, policy papers. angoing analysis of macroeconomic The group served
as the secretariat for the Financial Sector Legislative Reform= Commission (PSLRC), providnig
economic poli cy and legal inputs to the commission on a wide range of issues
• Vellti Centre for Legal Polley IRLIn is an independent legal Dory advisory group whose maL6S1011
is to achieve good gosernance in India through impacting leg tslative and regulatory design Vidhi
engages with theGovernment or India, slate governments, Standing Committees ofTeadiament.
oer agencies and insular entalities of the Ram, advising on proposed legislation and regulation
of

11h
assisting in legralatwe drafting and providing indepanden
policy with recommendations for littoral

analyses of emoting law and

Public interest lawyers and young researchers Item India anCL the world's top law schools such as
IRS (Bangalore). Amity[as, School, NALSAR (Hyderabad), Hammel Law School. contributed over
1000 man-hauls over 10 Leeks to identifying, rweanditng and analysing laws recommended in this
compendium in addition. experts such as Madfmmita Minn, Raw Months, Nikhil Mehra, Seethe
Parthwaratay, Dr May Slosh Dr Penh Shah, and eminent Supreme Com lawyers colanhuted dose
to 150 man-hours on expert advice

The Team
Antrudh Burman is a lawre with an LLW.from Harvard haw Scinei He has previously worked
who PPS Legislative Research and Amhrchsnd Mangaldres He currently consults with HIRER the
Centre for Policy Research and walks pert-time with Indira]. Express His interasts :ie in public its
&Lit utions, institutional design of pOthr institutions, constitutional and administrative law
Ankita Srivastava is a lega: consultant at NIPFP. She has graduated from the Nationai Law LEH
Late University, Eloped and has also completed her LL Id in International Tram:on from the Vienna
Unhersity of Economics and Matinees Vienna. Austria She has worked with law firms M India incur
big on international tax, social sRtor and CSR
Kushagra Priyadarshi is a lawyer with around six yerms in practice. He malted his career at
Amardtand St Mangaldas, munity's leafing law firm During his stint at Am:unhand. lie advised
seveaal fortune 500 companies in multi-million dollar transactions. He graduated from NUM, Nolkata al
the top of his Hass and met year competed his masters from the Harvard Law School. He is currently
working as a Consultant with NIPPP
Pratik Datta did bin HA LLD (Rene) from WEN WS, Keikata After les stint as a law C.ela
to the Supreme Court of India. he wog®d as a Pt:gat:on lawyer in Delhi. Currently, Pratik as a
cm:wham at HIPFP and amista the Department of Economic Affairs on financial policy Rotas
Ritwika Sharma graduated with a 13 A LT. B. (lions) from Amity Law School, Delhi RGS Ifidraprastha University; in 2013 She went on Go compiete an LL fel om tne National Academy
of Legal Studies and Research (NALSAR), Hyderabad in 2014 where her choice of subjects la ne
cIvea mound constitutional law, legal theory and environmental law She is currently
a Junto:
Rmearch Fellow at the BMW Centre for Legal Policy.
Senhita Sapatnekar joined NIPFP as a Consultant, in 2019 Prior to that, Senhim worked ac
G12 in Cambodia and the UN is Indonesia fianhfia holds a Bachelors of Science in Mathematics,
from the University of Bristol (BM), and a Masten in International Cooperation and Development
from Unntersit Cattellea del Seem Crete in Milan (Italy)
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ah Medipotra is an Associate with Outhice. She graduated from the Symbiosis Law School, Pune
Sheil
/ye she has worked. with the TaWYCTS Collective and Public Iaterest Pegal Support
in 2010. Pres:tona l
and Research Centre lPILSAIRC). She was also attached with an Advocate on Record in the Supreme
Coast of India and woilied extensively on contractual and property matters
Shilpi S Kumar is a consultant at N1PFP. She received her M.S. hi Economics from Indira Gandhi
Institute of Development Research, Illambai in year 2014 and her Bachelors in Economics from Hans
Raj College, University of Delhi in 2012.
Srijmai Seth graduated with a B.A. LLB (Eons.) Ppm she National Law School of India Univensity,
Bangalore, in 2009 She subsequently worked with McKinsey Si Company as a Business Analethe for
New York, and Foss also taught
two years In 2013 she completed an LL.M from Columbia Law S
Centre for Legal Policy.
in ILLS111 Bangalore. She is currently Senior Resident Fellow atc the

The Experts
Dr Ajay Shah studied at 11T, Bombay and CSC. Los Angeles He hes held positions at the Centre
feu lloritonng Indian Economy, Indha Gandhi Institute for DR elopment Research and the Ministry
NIPFP-DEA Research Program His
of F.nance, and now works at NIPFF where be co-leads sue
research Illtereate incliSi policy issues oa Indian economic growth open economy mamocconomies.
public Prance, linimcial economics and pensions
deladhumita Micro. is an independent legal uonsultant working on a eariety of regulatory issues
Stathing her cattier with she Goienunent of India, she has worked es a legal practitioner with a cca
pinata law film and as a consultant for uoliegovinumental and inteinstional organisations Shu has
wide experience in law and public policy analysis Her areas of interest are antkunaption and HanslimenCy. business regthetions, labour laws. property rigts, and legal reforns
Dr Perth Shah is the founder president of FOS Parth taught OCA311031ita at the Univenity of
ti main deielopment
Michigan before iht irning to India to start COS. Ile has published acad
OC011alat ca. welfare economics. business-cycle theory. free or laissez-faire banking. and cuirency-board
watt ou India. Pr (1 in Courage Dissent en liatian
systems IR has /silted Morality of bilmicess, Fly:1.
Socialism, Do Corporations have Soc.al Responsibility', and co-edited Las. Liberty. and Livelihood
The Terracotta Render. and Agenda for charge
Rae i Mantha is an tint epreneur He recently founded BOY Capital. which is working eo set up
f BOP Hub, working to create
a Lind to invest in novelty redaction Ana He is aLso a o-found
SIngapole as a hub for social impact in Asta He is an angel investor and mentor to many seart-ups
In start ups in Singapore and overseas. and indirectly in another 12
and he has invested diiectly Ell
start-ups through JFDI Asia, an interuct incubstol
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Seethe Pathhasarathy is a senior parneffir who has walked in sererth leedffig publications and
writes on political economy issues She is the author of The Bathroom Brigade: how a hid Intrepid
entrepreneurs brought the world to India and or-author (along with R C Bhargava) of The Marati

The Lessons
This project provided a forum fur collaborative working. Word of mouth and simple invitations to am'.
harehe:teed build a committed ream The idea behind she project has serene as its own reference letter,
and brought as %Mumma experts and quality .1S3UICIS. Each group involved committed manpower,
space and amaidtation to pat the compenda on together It he.pod craft an effecEve worhbm mode,
ha' allowed each orgamsation's oxpertise th stand oat, and for an assembly line10 ge built for effinent
FM Ina.r infor matron on the pored, [these Bute I o at rffishebffinithin mg or partlthrffics m
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Dear and Honible Mr. Prime Minister,

"I have the honour to submit herewith the report of the National Commission
on Labour that the Cabinet was pleased to appoint on the 24"0 of December, 1998,

wish to assure you that throughout its tenure, and in all its efforts and
deliberations the Commission has beer keenly aware of the importance of the task
that has been entrusted to it, and the high expectations that are entertained from
it by the working class, industry, the government and public bodies and citizens.

The resolution• appointing our Commission asked us to take note of the
developments that have followed liberalisation and globalisadon, the demands that
they make, and the effects they have on our working class, our industry, our
government and all sections clf our society; and to make recommendations on the
laws and systems that we need to offer protection and Welfare to our working
population, and increase the economic efficiency and competitiveness of our industry.

This has not been an easy task. It has not been easy to get full information
on the impact of globalisa don and liberalisation on industry — including medium or
small scale industries and crafts persons, partly because no pointed effort has been
made by the government or related organisations to collect such data. It has not
been eaky therefore to quantify the effect on employment in the organised and
unorganised sectors.
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It has not been easy to nod out whether all the soda' partners involved or even the
general public are fully aware of the demands that global competitiveness is making,
and will make on them, and the consequent obsoleteness of old mindsets, attitudes,
tactics and motivations; of the new responsibilrties that have become imperative, and
the vistas of vision that have appeared; of their readiness to balance short-term
demands with the 'ong-term needs that even a modicum of futuristic reflection will
reveal- It has not been easy to visualise what cascading changes in technology, and
national and international developments will bring, and what it is therefore that we
should plan or provide for in terms of attitudes and institutions in respect of
that will emerge and become
teckno'ogy, international economic regimes and the
or three decades The very rapidity and chain reactions
dominant in the tare
of these cnanses are mind-boggling. In grappling with these, one has also to take
into account operational difficulties that can affect an attempt of the kind we have
been asked to undertake. I will not detail them here.

In We light of all these factors, we felt that our work could not be
accomplished without the widest possible consultation, without acquainting ourselves
with the views of the widest possible circle of all those who are affected or
of reference gave as the freedom to choose a method that
interested. Our terms
we considered appropriate. in choosing the method we have had to keep in mind
the time and resources at our disposal.

we, therefore decided to elicit opinion on the basis of (1) an elaborate
questionnaire that we Formulated and made available to organisations and individuals
who were related to the subject of enquiry; (2) specific requests for responses from
organisations of workers and industries, state governments, academicians, labour
institutes, labor lawyers, labour judiciary and so on (3) visits to as many State
capitals as possible to give the trade unions, chambers of commerce and Industry,
State governments, labour juaimary, labour lawyers, non-governmental organisations
opportunity to present memoranda and give oral evidence before us to
etc. an
tachbate grou no level interaction; (4) sponsoring or associating with a number of
seminars and workshops dealing with different aspects of our field of study.
2
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We also decided that the best method to focus on different aspects and make
in-depth studies of the subject wouid be to appoint specialized Study Groups. We
therefore appointed six Study Groups, - namely on Review of Laws, Umbrella

Legislation for the Workers in the Unorganised Sector, Social Security, Globalisation
and Its Impact, Women and Child Labour, and Skill Develdpment, Training and
Worker< Education.
We requested distinguished persons of experience and vision to chair these
Study Groups. Each Study Group was constituted to be fully representative. We are
glad to report to you that many men and women of outstanding competence,
experience and reputation served on these Study Groups. The Commission is deeply
grateful to all the members and chairpersons of the Study Groups which conducted
specialized studies and submitted their valuable reports. We are happy to record that
all the Study Groups except one submitted unanimous reports to us. We are
appending the full texts of the reports of these Study Groups. They reflect the depth
and earnestness of the efforts that every Study Group made. In view of the
outstanding contribution that the reports made to our work, we have made copious
use of these reports, and very often adopted or adapted paragraphs from them.
Our Commission studied these reports and the large volume of oral and
written evidence that was tendered before us. More than 2000 witnesses appeared
be:ore us or submitted memoranda to us.
On the basis of these reports and evidence, the Commission addressed the
task that you had outlined for us. I am glad to be able to submit that the
Corn mission discussed each of the areas that have been crystallized into the chapters
of the report, at least thrice — and in some cases many mare times — once when
the Study Group Report was received and taken up for discussion; once when the
first draft of each chapter in the Corr mission's report was presented for discussion;
and at least once when the penultimate and final drafts of the reports of each
chapter were considered. There are some subjects that we had to discuss and re
discuss many (Imes.

fl

In all these discussions our attempt was to

find a consensus. The consensus

we arrived at was that the challenges that we face can be met only on the basis
of mutual concern and co-operation among ail the social partners. Obviously there
were many points on which there was unanimity, but there were also many points
on which there were diverse views, sometimes views that appeared difficult to
reconcile. In most matters we were able to convince each other, and identify a
consensus that balanced the interests of all social partners and assured the common
interests of all sections of our people. Yet there were some specific questions, more
germane to what might be described as the contentious issues of the present, on
which differences had to be stated. We have attempted to indicate the differences
in views or some such issues, and have also recorded the general
consensus
cnsus that
emerged from our deliberations. Howevec we have received a note of di

from

one of our members, and we have appended it to our report along with a brief
response.

r need not add that the Report should be viewed as the consensus on the
recommendations that

wanted to make It follows therefore that every member

the
the Commission accepts the consensus, not secessanly each word, each perase
an c each argument. Even so, we are happy we could evolve a mean i ngfu consensus
to submit to yet.

As Chairman I em profoundly crateful to all my colleagues in the Commission
for their desire and efforts to find a consensus as well as the full and cordial
cc-operation that they extended to me and to each other all through these months
of endeavour. The Commission is grateful to the Member Secretary and all the
officers and staff who contributed to the success of our efforts in many ways. It is
also grateful to the Trade Unions. Chambers of Commerce, State Governments, NonGovernmental Organisations, Academicians and ali officers and others at the Centre
and in all the States and Union Territories who were generous with their assistance
and geadwili.
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There are some areas - related areas - to which we have not been able to
do justice for lack of time. These include special studies that we wanted to undertake
on the disabled, on a policy of wages, and an efforts for the generation of
employment. We do hope some others will fill these gaps in the future.

In submitting our Report we will also like to emphasise that our attempt has
been to suggest a holistic alternative to what exists, not merely to suggest an
amendment to one clause or another because we feel that the massive demands
that are being made on us cannot be met by tinkering at the periphery. What we
need is a new outlook and a new system. We will therefore beg of you to take our
report and our proposals as a whole, calculated to ensure protection, welfare,
security, and competitiveness, so that our national response to the fast changing
world may be in tune with our national aspirations and needs, and commensurate
with the changes, both in speed and effect.

In concluding, Mr. Prime Minister we wish to record our deep gratitude to you
for giving us an opportunity to undertake this task in the service of nor people.

With warm regards,

Yours sincerely,

(Ravindra Varma)

Hon'ble Shri Atari Behan Vajpayee
Hon'ble Prime Minister
Government of India
South Block
New Delhi-110 001.

APPENDIX - I
MODEL STANDING ORDERS

(for establishments employing 20 or more but less than 50 workers)
4

Classification of Workers

(1) Workers shall be classified as: (i)

Permanent: - A worker who has been engaged on a permanent basis
or who has satisfactorily completed his probation period.
Provided that if no appointment letter is issued or where the worker
has been appointed on probatior no letter of confirmation is issued
at the end of the probation period, the worker shall be deemed to
be a permanent worker.

(ii)

Probationer - A worker who has been employed to fill a permanent
vacancy but is on trial.
Provided that period of probation shall be one year which may be
extended by three months at a time so, however, that the total
period of probation shall in no case exceed eighteen months.
Provided further that if the employer fails to issue the letter of
confirmation after the maximum period mentioned M the first
proviso the worker shall be deemed to have been confirmed.

(iii)

Temporary: - A worker who is engaged for a fixed term for work
which is temporary or for temporary increase in normal work.

(iv)

Apprentice. - A person appointed under the provisions of tne
Apprentices Act 1961.
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'232(y) Trainee: - A person appointed for the Purpose of being trainee.
provided that such worker shall be paid at the same rate as a
temporary worker.
(v i

) Badli - A person who is appointed to work in the place of a regular
or temporary worker who is on leave of absence

(2)

Every worker shall be issued token number or identity card containing his
s name, address, name of the establishment where he
name, his father'
is employed, his designation, and ciassifl cation such as permanent,
probat i oner and so on.

Appointment Letter
(1) Every worker snail be issued appointment letter containing the following
dera i ls:
(I)

Name of the Worker

(ii)

Father's name

(I r.:) Residential Address — Local E Permanent
(iv)

Designation

(v)

Date of appointment

(vi)

Classification

(vii)

Terns of Appointment

(viii) nominee for Social Security purposes
(2) Tne later of appointment soak be issued by a person duly authorised in
this behalf by the empioyei-

3

WORKING HOURS
(1) The working hours of ene estaei ishenent shall be
give details of the timings of the establishment and also of t

(here
k e worker)

and any change in this regard shah be communicated to the worker 24
hours In advance.
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(2)

AP workers shall be at work at the time fixed and notified. Workers
attending late would be liable for deductions of wages.

(3)

For the work, beyond normal working hours overtime wages shall be paid
to the workers as prescribed in the Law on Hours of Work, Leave & Other
Working Conditions at the Workplace at double the rate of his normal
wages, on a hourly basis.

4.

Shift Working
Workers may be

required to work in shifts, provided that no worker shall be

required to work continuously for more than fifteen days in the night shift
LEAVE

(1) Every worker who has worked for 240 days or more shall be gnawed
during the subsequent calendar year one days earned leave with wages
for every 20 days work in case of all establishments above ground and
one days earned with wages for 15 days work in case of a worker working
in a mine where the work is carried on below,
ground, provided that the
employer may allow leave on a pro rata basis to the workers even before
the completion of one year
(2) A worker who desires to go on ;save shall apply to the employer or any
other officer of the establishment specified by the employer who shall
issue orders on the application within a week of its submission or two
days prior to commencement of leave applied for and where the leave
application is made three days before its commencement, the order shall
be given on the same day and if the leave is refused or postponed, the
fact of such refusal or postponement shall be recorded
in writing in the
register to be maintained for the purpose and the worker shall be supplied
with a copy of the entry made in the leave register if the worker desires
an extension thereof he shall apply to the employer or to the specified
officer who ;hail send a written reply either granting or refusing extension
of leave to the worker at his address maintained in the record Cr given
in the original application for leave.
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(3) If the worker remains abseentfo more than 10 days beyond the period
of leave originally granted or subsequently extended he shall lose the lien
on service unless he explains to the satisfaction of the employer his
inability to return before the expiry of his leave.

Casual Leave and Sick Leave
Every worker shall be allowed 8 days casual & sick leave in
(2) Casual leave shah not be granted for more than three days at a time
leave is intended to meet
except io case of sickness. The casual and sick
l y previous
special circumstances which cannot be foreseen. Orminarl
rn sslon of the employer or the Head of the Department or Section
peshall be obtained before availing such leave and where the same is not
posuile the Head of the Deprt shall be informed as soon as M
practicable.

7.

Festival Holidays

Every

establishment shall observe 8 holidays in a year, out of which 3 would

Holidays, i e. Rep ubl c Day, Independence Day 81. Candhi Jayanti
be Nationa l
and the remaining holidays shall be declared every year and notified to the
workers by displaying the same on the notice board.

Attendance
All workers shall be at the workplace specified for then and shall not leave the
place of work without permission during working hours or without sufficient
reasons and any unauthorised absence shall be treated as absence liable to
deductions being made from the wages pro-rata to the period of absence.
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Itr
D Stoppage of Work
The employer may In the event of breakdown of machinery, stoppage of power
supply, raw mategal or for any other reason stop the working of the
establishment and in the event of such stoppage the workers shall be notified
by notice out up on the notice board. The workers shall be required crainarry
to remain within the establish meet after commencement of stoppage for not
more than 2 Fours unless the employer has declared the ray ofS In the event
of ley off or If they are not required after remaining 2 hours in the
establishment they shall be paffl the jay off compensation, in case the lay off
continues for more than 45 days the employer may retrench the workers as per
law on the subject.

10. Termination of Service

For termination of employment of a permanent worker a one month's
notice shah be required to be given either by the employer or the worker
or either party may make payment of wages for one month in Peg of the
notice period.
(2) No notice shall be required by either side for termjnation of employment
of a temporary, probationer or a badli worker unless the termination is on
account of misconduct.
Where an employment of any worker is terminated or he or she quits, the
wages earned by him or her and the other dues shall be paid before
expiry of 48 hours of termination or as the case may be quitting of
employment.

II. Discipline, Misconducts and Disciplinary Action
An workers shall perform the duties entrusted to them by the
management from time to time .
(2) All workers shall makffain discipine in the establishment and with respect
to the work of the estabeshreent.
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The following is an illustration of acts or omissions which shall be treated
as misconduct: Wilful insubordination or disobedience, whether alone or in
combination with others, to any lawful and reasonable order of a
superior.
(b) Theft, fraud or dishonesty in connection with the employer's
business or

property.

)rtilfull damage to or loss of employer's goods or property or to the
work in progress.
(d)
(e)

Taking or giving bribes or any illegal gratification.
habitual absence without leave or absence without ieave for more
than 10 days.

(f)
(g)
(h)

Habitual late attendance.
Habitual breach of any law applicarte to the establishment.
Riotous or disorderly or violence behaviour during working hours at
the establishment or any act subversive of discipline.

(i)

0)

Habitual nenlicence or gross neglect of work.
Resorting to 'go-slow' or 'work to rule.

(k) Striking work or indting others to strike work in contravention of the
provision of any law, or rule having the Corte of law.
(I)

Conviction in any Court of Law for any crlminal offence involving
moral turpitude.

(m)

Drunkenness, fighting) or riotous, disorderly or indecent behaviour
while on duty at the place of work.

(n)

Failure or refusal to wear or use any protective equipment given by
the employers.
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(0)

Failure to comply with norms relating to safety or working in a
manner which is likely to cause an accident.
Causing sexual harassment to female workers.
Sleeping on duty.
Malingering or slowing down the work.

(s)

Leaving work without permission or sufficient reason.

(t)

Threatening or abusing or assaulting any superior or co-worker

(u)

Preaching of or instigating others to resort to violence.

(v)

Going on illegal strike either singly or with others.

(w)

Disclosing to any unauthorised person of any confidential
information in regard to the working or process of the establishment
which may come into the possession of the worker in the course of
his work.

(4) Refusal Co accept any order or notice or any communication in
writing.
(4)

No order of punishment under the Standing Orders shall he made unless
the worker concerned is informed in writing of the alleged misconduct and
is given an opportunity to explain the allegations made against him. A
departmental inquiry shall be instituted before dealing with the charges a.awarding any punishment.

(5)

where a disciplinary proceeding against a worker is contemplated and
where the presence of such worker is likely to in the opinion of the
employer, create indiscipline or jeopardise the investigation into alleged
misconduct, the employer may suspend tne worker pending enquiry.

Provided that during the pendency of suspension, the worker shall be paid
subsistence allowance at the rate of 50% of the wages for the first three
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months and 75% wages thereafter and if after enquiry. the charges
levelled are not proved, the worker wili be entitled to fuli wages.
Provided further that if the deffy in completion of proceedings and
enquiry into misconduct is attributable to the worker the subsistence
aliossance shall not exceed 50 0/0 of his wages.

(5)

Where a worker is found gsilty of misconduct after an enquiry, the
employer may warn the worker or impose the punishment of suspension
without wages for a period of not exceeding 15 days or stoppage of
on or dismissal from service
increments or demotion or termina ti
depending on the gravity of the misconduct.
Provided that no such punishment shall be imposed without giving an
opportunity to the worker to explain his position except if he or she is only
waned.

(7) If a worker is arrested on charge of offence relating to moral turpitude,
the employer may suspend the worker without pay till such time the
worker is honourably acquitted and where the worker is held g'1JW and
sentenced, the employer may terminate the services of such a worker.

1.2. Payment of Wages

(t)

The employer shall specify a wage period and the date on which wages
shall be paid, provided that no wage period shaii exceed one month.

(2) Wages to monthly paid workers shall be paid by the seventh day of the
succeeding month and in other cases as per provisions of Wages Act.
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13. Transfer

Every worker shag oe liable for transfer from one department to another and
from one unit to another provided such units are under the same management
.
14. Retirement

A worker will be liebie to retirement on attaining the age of superannuation,
e. 58 years.

Provided that e worker may be retired earlier on medical grounds
15. Certificates on Termination of Service

Every permanent worker shall he entitled to a service certificate at the time of
his dismissal, aischarge, resignation or on termination of employer employee
relationship for any other reason or retirement from service.
16. Providing a Copy of Standing Orders to the Workers

A copy of these Standing Orders shall be given to every worker along with the
appointment letters.
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Restaurant: Restaurant means any premises in which is carried on
wholly or principaily the business of the supply of meals or refreshment
to the public ore class of the public for consumption on the premises.
(12)

Shop: Shop means any premises where goods are sold, either by retail
or wholesale or where services are rendered to customers, and ircludes
an office, a store-room, godown, warehouse or workhouse or work place,
whether in the same premises or otherwise, used in or in connection with
such trade or business but does not include a factory or commercial
establishment.

(13)

Weekly Off: Weekly Of means a day on which E worker shall be given
a holiday under the provisions of this Act.

(14)

Wage: Wage means the basic wage, dearness allowance, city
compensatory allowance or house rent allowance or overtime wages or
wages for leave period or bonus.

(15)

Young Person: Young person means a person who has not corr

ed

his eighteenth year of age.
(16)

The terms used in this Act but rot defined shall have the same meaning
as assigned in the relevant laws.

Chapter II
Registration of Small Enterprises
3.

Procedure for Registration.

(1)

Within 30 days or commencement of this Act, every employer shall furnish en
affidavit on a non-judicial stamp paper of Rs. 10/- to the Chief inspector or Dy.
Chief Inspector of the State appointed for the area or district where the small
enterprise is located along with the information in Form 'A' appended to this
Act and the fee for registradon of his establishment.
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tne affidavit shall contain the name and address of the employesthe name
l enterprise and such other information as may be
and address of sma l
prescribed and an undertaking that lrformation furnished by him in the Form
l has been concealed.
is correct to his knowledge and belief ana nothing materia

(2)

A fee as may be prescribed shall be payable by an employer along with affidavit
(3)
fled by him for seeking registration .
If an employer seeking registration under this Act has furnished the
(4)

information and fee as required in sections (1) to (3) above, the Chief
Inspector snag forthwith issue the certification of registration and make an
entry in this behalf in a register maintained for the registration or small
enterprises and If at any time any change occurs subsequently m the
information submitted by an employer a,ong with the affidavit, the same shall
be intimated by the employer within 3C days of occurrence of such change by
written communication by the Chief Inspector.
A registration granted under Section (4) shall oe valid for five years and the

(5)

registration may be renewed by following the procedure provided in Section (1)
to (3) by making an application within 30 days before the expiry of registration
and if an employer fails to make an amphcation before 30 days of expiry of the
registration his regrstratica may be renewed provded he pays double the fee
for registration prescribec in Sub Section (3).

Chapter III
Conditions for Employment of Certain Persons
Prohibition of Employment of Children: No child below the age of 14 years
shall be permitted to work in any establishment and a young person who has
completed 14 years but not completed 18 years of age may be employed after
he has been declared fit by a qualified medical practitioner In mining
4 years of his age shall
establishments any person who has not completed 18
not be employed.
Non-Discrimination against female workers
The ferrate workers shall not be discriminated against m matters of
recruitment, trainln,g, transfers or promotions.

Chapter IV — Conditloos of Work
6.

Health —

(1)

Every employer shall ensure to keep the enterprise clean and free from harmful
material including gases; dust and fumes. He shall ensure that there is no
overcrowding and there is proper light and ventilation at the place of work and
shall provide facilities such as toilets, drinkina water and for washing either
individually or collectively.

(2)

He shall ensure disposal of wastes and effluents properly and in case he is not
able to arrange the disposal of wastes and effluents by himself he shall with
the cooperation of other enterprises in the same area take effective steps for
disposal of wastes and effluents.
The State Government may provide faciliges for toilets common for a cluster
of shops or establishments by seeking cooperation of local bodies.
Safety
(1) Every employer of the enterprise where manufacturing. construction or
miring activity is carried on shail ensure the fflifowing safety measures
at the work place
(a). Every employer shall ensure that all moving parts of the

machines

are properly secured, fenced and guarded.
(b), Every employer shail ensure that Lubrication or adjusting operation
or mounting or shipping of belts and other hazardous work near or
on the machinery in mot:on is not allowed except by a specially
•

trained male worker and proper care of the safety of the operator
is taken.

(c). Safety measures in respect of the hoists, lifts, chains, ropes and
tackles shall be taken wherever the same are used and it shall be
ensured that they are of good mechanical construction and safe for
working at the rated capacity.
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Young persons are pot allowed to work on dangerous machines or
(d)

engaged in actual mining of the minerMs.
The equipment using/operating at more than atmospheric pressure

(e)

shall be ensured to be safe for working.
Wherever there Is danger of injury or irritation taking place to the

(f)

eyes of the operator/worker proper protective equipment shall be
provided to prevent the eye injury.
In mining actejty the working is done by making benches of not

(g).

more than 6 metres height from the superiacent ground.
In case of construction work proper scaffolding is provided where

(h).

the construction cf building is being done at the height of 6 ft. or
above and In rooang no substandard material shall be used.

Every Employer of the enterprise shall ensure that
(a) Necessary firefighting equipment and arrangements for the safe
exit of the persons em p'.oyed in the event of the fire is provided.

(b)

the enterprises and the medical care M.
First aid facilities within
case of accidents requiring immediate medial attention is provided.

(c) Where in any enterprise an accideM occurs resulting in death or
bodily injury to any person which prevents the concerned person
from working for a period of 48 hours or more, the same shall he
reported by sending a notice to the Deputy Chief Inspector in form
her with a copy to the Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation.

8

Application of Factories Act and Other Laws:
The Factories Act and other relevant laws shall apply to small enterprises
wherever storage and handling of hazardous acids, chemicals, gases or
explosives material is involved.
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9.

Welfare

(1)

The employer shall provide shelters/rest rooms/lunchrooms for the
workers if employing 10 or more workers.

(2)

In case of a cluster of establishments the employer may in cooperation
and combination with other employers in the area take steps to provide
measures for the welfare of the workers such as latrine and urinals,
canteen, crèche for the children below the age of 6 years of the women
workers and a locol dispensary or hospital for the immediate medical care
of the workers.

10. Hours of Work

(1)

Nc aduit worker shall be required to work for more than 48 hours in

a

week and 9 hours in a day and no worker shall be asked to work
continuously for more than 5 hours unless he has been given a break of
not less than half an four provided that limit of working hours or of
weekly rest may be relaxed in case of urgent repairs.
(2)

The total number of hours of work inciedino the rest interval shall not
exceed 101'2 and M case a worker is entrusted with intermittent nature
of work, urgent repairs and for shops the spread over shall not exceed
12 hours.

(3)

Women workers shall not be asked to work normally between 9 pm and
6 am and during these hours women workers can be asked to work only
if not less than five women are working during this period at the
workplace and the employer takes proper steps for the security of the
women workers and provides a transport from the place of work to their
residences .

(4)

The total number of hours of work including overtime shall not exceed
60 hours in a week.

609

Annual Leave & Holidays
Every worker shall be allowed a weekly holiday with wage for the whole
(1)

day as may be fixed by the employer in respect of the worker and any
cnange in the weekly holiday shall be notified to the worker at least a day
in advance provided that State Government may fix different days as
weekly holidays for different establishments or areas.
Every worker shall be entitled to eight days casual and sick leave with
January shall be
wages every year. A worker who has joined after 14

(2)

entitled to casual leave pro-rata.
(3)

Every worker who has worked for at 'Gast 240 days in a calendar year
shall be entitled to t5 days earned leave in the following calendar year
and a worker who has put in less than 240 days work in the previous
calendar year shall be entit'.ed to earned leave proportionate to his
attendance.

(4)

A worker shall be permitted to accumulate leave upto 45 days in addition
to the leave entitlement of the current year earned on the basis of the
work done by him in the previous year and he shall be entitled to
encashment of entire accumulated earned leave inceding leave earned
during the current year pro rata in case his services are terminated or he
quits the service.

(5)

A worker shall be entitled to three hoiidays in a calendar year n.meiy,
Independence Day, Republic Day and Gandhi Jayanti.

Chapter V
Wages, Bonus and Social Security
12. Wages
(1) The State Govt. may fix the minimum rates of wages in respect of the
enterprises covered under this Act. The Minimum Wages may be fixed
area wise if required and the minimum wages shall be revised once in

mo
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five years. However, the State Govt. may declare DA twice a year on the
minimum wages. Ail the minimum wages shall be fixed or revised after
consulting the committee or an advisory board set up in this behalf for
the purpose and any contract or agreement whereby a worker agrees to
work for less than minimum wages shall be void ab
(2)

A female worker shall be paid same wages as are paid to a male worker
D the work performed by the female worker is same or sander as that
performed by the male worker.

(3)

Nothing shall prevent the employer from paying better wages than tne
minimum taxed by the State Government by mutual agreement vial the
wo rkers .

13. Payment of Wages and Deductions from Wages
(1), Every employer, manager or occupier shall be responsible for payment of
wages to all person employed by him before the expiry of tne 7D day after
the completion of the wage period.
(2)

No wage period snail exceed one month.

(3)

All the wages shall be paid in current currency and coin and it may be
paid by cheque drawn in favour of the worker or by transfer to his
account in the bank.

(4)

All wages shall be paid on a working day during the working hours and
every employer shall issue a wage slip to every worker containing the
wage period, name; taken nurrber, designation, number of days worked
or units produced, gross wages payable, ceduclions and net wages
payable at least 24 hours in advance.

(5)

The wages of a person whose employment has beer terminated shag be
paid before the expiry of the second working day after the day on which
his employment is terminated.
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(6)

Where a worker has worked for more than 48 hours in a week or 9 hours
ir, a day the employer shall pay extra wages at the rate one and half
times of the ordinary wages and where the total hours worked by an
worker exceeds 9 hours in a day and 56 hours in any week the wages
for the hours of work put in by the worker above 56 hours he or she shall
be paid at the rate of twice his ordinary wages.

(7)

The employer shag keep a record of all wages paid by him to his workers
including the signature/thumb impressions obtained by him while making
the payment of wages. Such records shall be maintained for a period of
three yea(s.

(8)

Seductions may be made from the wages or bonus payable to workers
on account of the following: For absence from duty in proportion to the period of absence (in
id!

terms of hours or days).
(b)

For

causing loss or damage to the property of the employer

specifically entrusted to him and in such a case the employer shat.
issue a prior notice to the worker and give him an opportunity to
be heard.
(c) For recovering the Instalments of loans or advances given by the
employer to the worker.
(d)

On account o= subscription of the worker towards social security
under this Act or subscription to any welfare fund constituted by the
state govt.

(e)

On account of Income Tax or any other tax payable by the worker
to the extent the employer is responsible to recover the same from
the worker from his wages under the relevant tax Ow.

(f)

The cost of any amenity such as electricity or water supplied at the
residence of the worker by the employer or the rental of
accommodation provided by the employer.
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(g)

The subscription or recovery of loans/advances of any cooperative
credit and thrift society or cooperative stare or any other
cooperative for which the worker has authorised the employer

(h)

Any donation to Prime Minister Relief Fund or ally other relief fund
if so authorised by the worker.
Any subscription made by the worker to a union if so authorised by
the worker

(F) The employer shall ensure that the recoveries/deduclions from wages of
workers are so arranged that a worker receives at least SC% wages in
cash after such recoveries or deductions.
14 Bonus
(1)

Every worker who has put in at least 90 days work in a calendar year
shall be entitled to annual minimum bonus at the rate of 8.33% of wages
earned by him during the previous year.

(2)

The bonus will be disbursed to the workers within three months from the
close of the accounting year of the enterprise and where the workers
desire that the same may be paid to them at the time of mutually agreed
festival the employer shall pay the bonus at the time of the festval.

(3)

Ar enterprise which has not been estaftished whh a view to make profits
and which is in the nature of chatitable or rehaious Institution,
educational training and research institutions, a construction
establishment small be exempt from payment of bonus.

(4)

Any new establishment will be exempt for first three years from payment
of bonus.

(5)

A worker who has put in 90 days or more but has not worked for all the
days worked by the establisvnent In the previous calendar year shall be
paid bonus proportionately to the wages earned by him durmg the
calendar year.
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(6) The salary limit for eligibility or for calculatIon of bonus as prescribed in
the general law shoe apply to small enterprises.
15. Recovery of unpaid wages, illegal deductions etc.

(1)

Where a worker (irduding a worker who has been retrenched, removed/
dismissed or who has resIgned) has not been paid wages on the due
date or has been paid less wages than that are payable as per this Act
or has not been paid over time wages, leave wages, bonus, retrenchment
compensation or any other dues by his employer he may himself or a
union of which he is a member or an inspector appointed under this Act
may file a claim before the prescribed authority within a period of one
year from the date such unpaid dues became payable or came to be
detected and the application shail contain tne same of the employer and
his address, the name and address of the enterprise, the name and
address of the manager if any, the nature of dues which are unpaid or
have been paid less, the pence to which such dues pertain, or illegal
deductions if made from the wages and wage period to which the illegal
deduction pertain.

(2)

The authority She immediately proceed to hear the claim by calling the
employer or the manager of the enterprise and the complainant and pass
an order rejecting or upholding the claim. Any person aggrieved by the
order of the authority may file on appeal before the Labor Court.

(3) Where an authority upholds the claim either wholly or in part it shail
require the employer to make payment to worker and furnish proof of
making the payment or require the employe: to deposit the amount by
cheque or demand draft of the amount ordered drawn in favour of the
worker with the authority.
(4)

tir the employer fails to make payment as prescribed in Sub-Section (3)
the authority snail issue a certificate to the collector of tbe district who
snail recover the same and send it to the authority for payment to the
concerned worker.
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( 5)

The State Government shall designate one of the official of the Labour
Department not below the rank of an Asstt. Labour Commissioner to be
authority to hear the claim cases under this Section.

16. Social Security
(1) Every worker shall be entitled to following social security benefits

(a)

Medical Care for self and dependents

(b)

Compensation in respect of employment injury as prescribed under
the Workmen's Compensation Act or according to law on social
security applicable to the worker.

(C)

Provident Fund eqval to 80/5 of wages of employers and 8% of
wages as his own contribution plus interest and/or a pension at the
prescribed rate.

(d)

In case of a female worker the maternity benefit i.e. 12 weeks leave
with wages upto two surviving children.

(e)

Gratuity at the rate of 15 days of wages for every completed year
of service provided the worker has put in uninterrupted service for
at least five years provided further that the condition of completion
of five years shall not be necessary for receiving gratuity in case of
death or permanent total disablement of the worker.

(f)

Any other benefit such as unemploymert insurance or pension, as
may be introduced under the social security law by the government.

(2) The social security benefits mentioned at sub section (I) above well be
provided out of the fund consisting of contrbutions from the employer
16% of wages paid by him to the workers, contributions by workers
12 % of the wages and conttibutions equal to 2% of the wages by the
State Government.
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3) The If p ementation of soda' security programme will be on the lines of
the recommend atiors made by toe National Commission on Labour on
soda' security.
(4) etili such time the new social security system Is set up the present system
will continue.
Explanation 1- for toe purpose of this semlon the dependents include the
spouse, dependant children below 18 years of age, dependant parents or
parents-in-laws unmarried daughter and invalid children
ExclaratIon 2 — Wages for the purpose of this section means the basic
wages and dearness allowance but does not include any house feet
adowance, C C A or leave encashment mosey received from the
employers w/o actLelly availing the leave or any travel ing allowance or
bonus or overtime wages.
Chapter VI

Disputes & Closure
Lay Off, Removal from Service and Settlement of
17. Lay Off: An employer may iay off his workers for the reasons of
shortace of power, coal, saw material, accumulation of stocks, break
down of machinery, natural calamity or for lack of orders. He shall pay
to els workers lay off compensation at the rate of 50% of wages for the
perlod of lay off and unless mutually agreed a worker shall be entitled
to lay off compensation if he presents himself daily at the appointed time
at the gate of the enterprise/establishment If the lay off continues for
more than 45 days , it shall be lawful for the employer to retrench the
workers.
13. Separations/Removals from Service
(1)

An employer may dispense with the services of a worker who has been
in his employment for five years or more by giving one months notice or
wages in lieu of the same and by paying separation compensation
20 days wages for each completed year of service and a
,
calculated Cr.
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worker who has not completed five years of service shall be entited to
one-month notice or notice pay in lieu and separation compensation of
15 days wages for each completed year of service.
(2)

The employer may dismiss or remove the worker from service without
giving any notice or paying any compensation on account of proven
misconduct which may include absence from duty without notice or
without sufficient reasons for more than ten days, for going on or
abetting a strike which is illegal prima-facie or for grave violent behaviour
at the workplace or for causing wilful damate or loss to the property of
the employer or for misaopropdation or theft.

(3)

A worker who is retrenched as per provisio RS of sub-section (1) or is
disrrlssed by the empioyer or resigns from service by the employer shall
be paid his wages and other dues if any and retrenchment compensation
within 48 hours of such retrenchment removal/dismissal or resignation.
If a dispute arises between the worker and the employer on account of
any condition of service excluding wages but ircludng removal or
dismissal from service the same shall be resolved as under. (a)

The aggrieved worker will first approach his immediate superior
who in consultation with the head of the establishmont will try :0
resolve the grievance and cave a suitable reply to the worker within
15 days.

(b)

If the worker is not satisfied with the reply received from the
immediate superb- he shall make an application within. 10 days to
the head of the establishment for personal hearing and on receipt
of such application the head of the establishment will give a
personal hearing to the worker and also g ve his decision) after
personal hearint within 10 days of making of application by the
worker.

(c)

In case the worker is not satisfied with the decision of the head of
' the establishment he may approach tne conciliation officer of the
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appropriate Government within 95 days who shall hold conciliation
proceedings in the matter to resolve the grievance of the worker
and make efforts to resolve the same within three mon:hs.
(d)

the concliabons fail the dispute shall be referred to a mutually
agreed arbitrator and where there is no agreement regarding the
appointment of an arbitrator, the appropriate Government shall
appoint the arbitrator who shall give his award within a period of
four months.

( 5)

An aggrieved worker may be represented in any conciliation or arbitration
proceedings by a trade union registered tinder the general law, provided
such a union has at least 30% membership amongst the workers of the
establishment where such aggrieved workman is or was employed.

19.

Closure
Where an employer intends to close down his establishment he shall serve one
month's notice to the workers before the intended date of closure or pay wages
in lieu thereof and he shall also have to pay compensation .© 15 days wages
for every completed year of service to his workers.

20.

Collective Disputes
(1)

Any collective dispute between the workers and an employer

or

employers arising. out of employment, non-employment, terms of
employment or conditions of labour of the workers may be settled
between the workers and the employe: by negotiations between the
employer and the trade union if there is a Aeon in existence in the
establishment failing which the employer or union may take the help of
conciliation officer of the state government for resolution of their
collective dispute.
(2)

If the collective dspute is not resolved bilaterally or in conciliation the
same shall be required by the employer and the workers to be referred
to a mutually agreed arbitrator.

(3)

The bilateral settlement wili be valid for a period of four years
period mutually agreed upon by the parties.
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(4)

Where the dispute has been referred to an arbitrator the arbitrator shall
give his award within six months from the date of reference. If there is
no mutual agreement regarding appointment of the arbitrator the same
shall be appointed by the Appropriate Government.

(5)

In any coSective dispute in a small enterprise the workers may be
represented in conciliation or arbitration proceedings by a union which
has at least 40 0/2 membership amongst workers of the establishment to
which such dispute pertains.

Chapter VII
Miscellaneous
21. Registers/Records
(1)

Every employer shag maintain a register of workers, in form 'B', a register
of leave in form 'C' and a register of muster roll cum wages in form `D'
which will also show the attendance put M by the workers during the
wage period, the total wage earned and the deductions made from the
waoes of the workers.

(2)

The employer shall exhibit at a prominent place in his establishment in
the language understood by the majority of his workers, the notice!
notices containing information on registration number and date of
recistration of the establishment, the hours of work and the weekly off,
the list of holidays, the wage period, the wages and allowances
payable to workers and the date of payment and the name and address
of the employer and the manager and name and address of inspector
under the Act.

(3)

Every employer shall submit a return to the authority with whom the
enterprise is registered within 30 days after the close of the calendar year.
The return shall contain the following information
(a) Name of the establishment and its complete address
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(b) Name and address of the employer
fc) Name and. address of the manager (if employed)
(d)

The nature of business, occupation, trade or industry

(e)

The date of commencement of the business, occupation, ndustry or
trade
Average number of persons employed including the break up of

;f

male, female and young persons (dove 14 years but below 18
years of age).
(g)

The number of man-days actually worked during the calendar year

(h)

The number of persons taken on roi sl as new recruits during the
year

(I)

Number of persons whose services were dispensed with diming the
year

(j)

The number of acuiitierts that have taken place during the year
(fatal and non fatal)

(44) The total wages paid to the workers during the yev
(I)

Information on the striae or lockout if it has taken place or was
declared during the year under report and the period of strike or
lockout; the nature of loss of production and foss of wages to the
workers.

m) Any other information as may be prescribed.
(4 ) The employer shall issue an identity card to every worker employed by
him containlng such details as may be prescribed.
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22. Self Inspection/inspection
(1)

Every employer, within 30 days after the end of the calendar year shah
certify confirming in form 'F' that all requirements of safety, health,
welfare and payment of wages have been complied with by him and the
certificate wiii be sent by the employer to the Dy. Chief Inspector with a
copy to the Inspector of the area by registered post and where the
employer fails to send the self certificate the Deputy Chief Inspector shall
direct the Inspector concerned to carry out the inspection of the
enterprise and the inspector she'd after carrying out the inspection furnish
a report of the violaScns committed by the employer to the Chief
Inspector who shail issue a show cause notice to the employer to rectify
the same specifying the period for carrying out rectification.

(2)

Any complaint about violation of this law received from the workers shall
be taken note of by the Deputy Chief Inspector himself whereupon he
shall direct an Inspector to look into the complaint and furnish a report
to him and in case the Deputy Chief Inspector finds that the employer
has vialatet any provislors of the law he shall call upon the employer by
a written communication to rectify the same within the specified period.

(3)

In case the employer fails to rectify the same in spite of the show cause
notice of the Deputy Chief Inspector as provided in sub section (1) or sub
section (2) in writing the Deputy Chief Inspector will take up the matter
with the trade or business organisati on of which the employer is a
member. In case it is 5th not rectified withln 30 days, the Deputy Chief
Inspector shall be free to take steps to prosecute the employer and where
the employer is not a member of any trade or business organisation the
Debuty Chief Inspector may take steps to prosecute the employer if the
employer has not rectified the violations in spite of issue of show cause
notice.

(4)

The State Government shall appoint the Chief Inspector, Joint Chief
Inspector, Deputy Chief Inspectors and Inspectors of Small Enterprises
area-wise or district-wise as deemed appropriate and may distribute the
work jurisdiction amongst them.
621
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(5)The officials mentioned in sub sec (4) shall be deemed to be public
servants within the meaning of sec 21 of WC (Act XLV of 1860).
23. Non Application of Certain Laws
(1) Subject to the provisions contained in sub sec (4) of Sec 1 and Sec 8 of
this Act where this Act applies to an establishment nothing in the
following Mors shall apply to that establishment.
i)

The Factories Act; 1948 (except those covered by Sec.8)

ii)

The Industrial Disputes Act, 1947

iii)

The Industrial Employment (SO) Act, 1946

iv)

The Minimum Wages Act, 1948

v)

The Payment of Wages Act, 1936

vi)

The Payment of Bonus Act, 1965

vii)

The EPF& Misc. Provisions Act 1952

viii) The Employees State Insurance Act
ix)

The Maternity Benefit Act

x)

The Workmens' Compensation Act

xi)

The Equal Remuneration Act, 1976

xii)

The Contract Labour (R&A) Act, 1972

xiii) The Interstate Migrant Workmen (RE&CS) Act 1979
ski) The Shop & Establishment Act
xv) The Mines Act 1951 (except the mines where work is being carried
on below ground)
(2)

if the Shops & Establishment Act .of a State confers better benefits than
provided under this Act, the State may make amendments in this Act.
422
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24. Penalties
Fines may be imposed by Chief Inspector or the Joint Chief Inspector as
specified below:
(a)

Any person who violates any provisions of this Act as mentioned in
Part I of the Form F shall be punishabie with a tine which shall not
be less than Rs. 1000/- but which may extend to Rs 2,500%.

(b)

For any second or subsequent offence of the same nature and
where an employer is held guilty of furnishing false information as
contained in Part-I of Form 'F' a fine may be imposed which
snail not be less than Rs. 2,000/- but which may extend to
Rs. 5,000/-.

(c)

Where a violation as mentioned in Part I of Form F has not been
rectified by an employer in spite of the notice Issued by the Deputy
Chief Inspector or Inspector for rectification of any violation, a fine
of Rs.100/- per day for each violation may be imposed for the
period till the violation is rectified.

(2)

Before imposing fine the Chief Inspector or as the case may be the Joint
Chief Inspector shall give an opportunity to the person or the employer
concerned to show cause why the fine as proposed should not be
imposed on him.

(3)

Without prejudice to any other provision contained in this Act, the Chief
Inspector or the Joint Chief Inspector shall have all the powers of a Civil
Court under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908), while
exercising any powers under this section, in respect of the following
matters, namely: (a)

summoning and enforcing the attendance of witnesses;

(b) requiring the discovery and production of any document;
(c)

requisitioning any public record or copy thereof from any court or
office;
423
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(d) receiving evidence on affidavits; and
eq; Nothing contained in this section shat be construed to prevent the
person concerned from being prosecuted under any other provision of
this Act or any other law for any offence made punishable by this Act o bi/ that other law, as the case may be, or for being liable under this Act
or any such iai, m any other or higher penally or punishment than is
provided for such offence by this section.
25. Trial of Certain Offences
(1)

Knosoever 'wilfully obstructs the Chief Inspector. the it. Chief Inspector
the Dy. Chief Inspector or the Inspector in the exercise of any power
under this Act or in carrying out the purposes of this Act including by
prevention of any worker from appearing before the above mentioned
authorities shall be punishable with a fine which shall not be less than
Rs. 5000/- but

Vy'l ich

may extend to Rs. 10,000/- or with imprisonment

for one month or bath.
Whosoever furnishes fake information as given in Paw ii of Form ifi shall
be punishable with fine which shall not be less than Rs. 10,000 but which
may extend to Rs 20,0001- or with imprisonment which may extend to
one year or both.
25. Cognizance of offences and competence of courts
(1)

No court shall fate cognisance of any offence under this Act unless it is
filed by a Deputy Chief Inspector or an Inspector appointed under this
Act.

(2)

No court lower than that of a Metropolitan Magistrate or a First Class
Magistrate shall try any offence as prescribed under Sector 25 of this Act.

27 The State Government may grant exemption to any establishment from any
provision of this Act in any case of emergency occurring in an establishment
or in case of hardship.
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23.2.
28

Rules under Act
State Government may make rules in respect of any provision of the Act for
securing the implementation of this Act.

29.

Protection to Official Persons Acting Under This Act
No suit, prosecution or other legal proceedings shall lie against any public
servant or any other person in the service of a Government acting under the
direction of any such public servant for anything done in good faith or intended
to be done in pursuance of the provisions of this Act, rule or order made
thereunder.

30

Power to Remove Difficulties
The Central Government shall have powers to remove difficulties if any that
arise in the implementation upto a period of 3 years.
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FORM

Format for Furnishing Information While Applying for Registration
Name of the Establishment, if any
Postal address and situation of the establishment

2.

Whether the establishment fails under Public. Sector
or Private sector
Situation of office, store-room, godown, warehouse, or Workplace,
if any, attached to shop but situated in premIses different from
those of the shop Of the enterprise
Name of the employer
Residential address of the employer
Name cf the Manager. if any and his residential address

6.

category of the estabiishment. i.e. whether a shop, commercial
establishment, residential hotel, restaurant, eating house, theatre
or other place of public amusement or entertainment or any other
Nature of business
Date of connmerwement of business
10.
al. Names of members of employers family employed In the

9.

establishment Adults

Young persons

Total
-

Male

12.

Female --___
Total __—___
Names of other persons occupying position of management
IX workers engaged in confidential capacity. (Indicate sex
and age in case of young persons)

13

Total number of workers (Including part-time workers)
Total
young persons
Adults
Male
Female
•
Total __
The trade or business association of the area of which the

employer Is a member
Note: Any change if it occurs in the above mentioned particulars it shall be the duty of the
emPloyer of the establishment to inform :he Dy. Chief Inspector by a registered post
within 30 days of occurrence of such change.
Dated:

(Signature of employe)
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Form

Register of Persons Employed

Name of the establishment & Address
Location of Work
Name & Address of Employer
Name, Father/Husband& name & address of

it

e

worker (Permanent & Temporary)
2.

Designation/Category

3.

Date of Birth

.

Age

4-A IP the employed person is below 18 years,
whether a certificate oP fittness is maintained

L

5.

Date or Joining

6.

Se& Male or Female

7

Nationality

8.

Date of termination of Employment with reason

9.

Specimen signatures/thumb impression

10. Remarks

931

Form C
Leave Register

1.

Name of the worker and his token number

2.

Date of entry into the service
Calendar year of service for which leave is earned
The balance leave brought forward at the beginning of the calendar year as
at 3 above
Number of days earned leave availed during the calendar year as at 3 above
Number of days work performed during the calendar year as at 3 above
Number of days leave earned during the calendar year as at 3 above
Total number of days leave to credD of the worker at the beginning of the
current calendar year (4-5-6)
Number of days earned leave availed during the current year
Fry other kind of leave availed during the current yea - (e.g. casual leave,
maternity leave, etc.)

421I
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7.4
Porn 'E'
Report of the Accident by the

Employer

r
-. Name & Address of the occupier/employe
The Registration Number of the Occupier/employer
2.
Name & Address of the premises of the establishmenrtentertrise
3.
Nature of work/business(activity carried on in the enterprise/establishment
4.
Name(s) of the injured person/persons & their token/insurance number, their
5.
sex, age and designation
Addresses of the Injured person(s)
6.
7. Date and hour of the accident
B. The time at which nerthey had started work on the day of accident
arclng the nature of work being done by the Injured person/
9. Cause of Accident rici
persons at the time of accident
10.1n case the accident occurred while travelling in the transport
whether the injured person(s) was/were travelling as
(b)
passenger(s) to and from his/nen/their residence to place of

I

(c)
(d)

won<
whether the injured person(s) was/were [revering with the
expressed or implied permission of the occurtertempaoyer
whether the transport vehicle was provided by the occupier/
employer or it was a public transport vehicle

11. Names and addresses of the witnesses
'_2. Nature and extent of injury
a) Whether fatal
b) location of injury i.e. the part of the body injured
in case of non ate! accident whether the worker(s) has/have returned
c)
to work
if not the approximate period the worker(s) is/are likely to take for
d)
returning to work
The clinic or dispensary or the hospital where the treatment of the injured
13.
worker(s) was arranged
Whether the expenses for the treatment were borne by the employer or not.
14.
490
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FORM 'F'
As prescribed under Small Enterprises (Employment Relations) Act
Form for Self-Certification by an Employer.
Name of Enterprise
Address of the Enterprisee
PART I
I certify that the status of compliance of Labour Lava in my enterprise mentionec
is as under:
move during the year
1.

(0 Number of persons employed as on 11

was

(ii) Number of persons terminated/left employment during the year
OM Number of persons who joined the employment during the year
2.

That have complied with the provisions of this Act pertaining to payment of wages
and bonus. The wages were paid as per law and no deductions that are not authorised
under the law have been made from the wages thereof of the workers.

3.

That no child below the age of 14 years has been employed in the enterprise and
women workers have not been discriminated against in any manner.

4.

That I have provided heath and welfare measures as prescribed under the Act .

7

That I have observed the provisions of the Act as pertaining to the hours of work,
leave, and holidays-

6.

That I have comp lied with the provisions of the Act pertaining to the Social Secuitcy.

7.

workers were removed or retrenched during the year and I have
That
cleared their dues including the prescribed compensation.

8

That I have maintained the registers/records prescribed under the Act, displayed the
required notices and sent the Annual Return to the prescribed authority.

PART Ii
: Certify that,
(I) No hazardous substances like acids, chemicals, gasses and explosives are used,
handled Cr stored in my establishment; and
(11)

complied with all the provisions pertaining to safety as prescribed under the Act.

Signature of the Employer
And his office seal

Dated:
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APPENDIX - III
DRAFT LAW ON WAGES
Chapter I
Preliminary

Whereas it is expedient to consolidate all legal provisions relatino to wages of
workers, it is hereby enacted as follows: -

1.

Extent, application and commencement

()

This may be caned the Wages Act.

)
(iiI)

It extends to the whole of India
It applies to all establishments wherever there are 20 or more workers
irrespective of the nature of activity that is carried on in the
establishmen1

2.

Definitions

In this Act, unless the context indicates otherwise'
Appropriate government: (Same as in laws on Labour Management
Reiations Act.)
b.

Bonus

c.

Employer: (Same as in Law on Labour Management Relations Act)

d.

Worker: (Same as in Law on Labour Management Relations Act)

e.

Wage: Wages means basic wage and dearness allowance

f.

National Floor Level Minimum Wage

g.

Central or State Minimum Wage

h.

Remuneration: means wages, all other allowances and the value in terms
of :money of the facilities or benefits given by the employer at
concessionai rates or free of cost.

132
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Prohibition of Discrimination Against Female Workers

3.
(1)

There shall be no discrimination between male and female workers in the
matter of wages; and the principle of equal pay for equal work shall be
applicable to all workers under the same employer, in respect of work of
same or similar nature.
Female workers shall not be discriminated against in matters of
recruitment, training, transfers and promotions vis-a-vis the male
workers.

(3)

Where there is any dispute as to whether work is of same or similar
nature or where female workers has been discriminated against in any
manner the matter shall be decided by the appropriate government who
may designate a person to decide the question.

Chapter II
Minimum Wages
4.

Payment of Minimum Wages
No employer shall be allowed to pay any worker a wage which is below
the minim.um waae notified by the State Government/Union Territory.

National floor level minimum wage
There shall be a National Floor Level Minimum Wage which the Central
Government shall determine and notify, the National Moor Level Minimum
Wage shall be revised by the Central Government from time to time and
in nc case less frequently than once in two years if no dearness allowance
is declared, linked to All India Consumer Price Index Number and if
dearness allowance linked to AMP: is declared at least once in six months
it shail be revised once in 5 years.
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The rational faaor level minimum

w age

will be applicable throughout the

country to every worker in empioyment, irrespective of the nature of he
activity, and shall be notified as drily rate, weekly rate and/or monthly
wage.
Determination of Minimum Wage by Appropriate Government
As in section 5 above, each State/Union Territory shall also notify for all
employments or activities a state minimum wage which shall not be less
than the National Sloor Level Minimum Wage and where considered
appropriate, state/union Territory may notify separate minimum wages
for different regions of the State, so however that no minimum wage is
not less than the national floor level minimum wage.
7.

Central and State Minimum Wages Advisory Boards
The Central Government and State Government shall constitute Minimum
Wages Advisor/ Boards for advising the Central Government or as the
case may be the State Government in fixation or revision of minimum
wages and other connected matters. The Boards may constitute
committees to look into any matter pertaining to minimum wages. The
wages may be determined on the advice of the board/committee or by

■
M.

notification method.

Composition of Minimum Wage

The minimum rates of wages may consist of a consolidated wage or
consist of basic pay, dearness allowance adjusted every six months on
the basis of 100% neutralisation to a cost of living index as may be
prescribed and cash value of any food items given on concession to the
worker. Where the appropriate Government is declaring dearness
allowance as mentioned herein above the minimum wages of workers
shall be revised at lease once in five years and in other cases once in two
years.
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Note In frng the nat onal floor level min mum wa g e, the Central
Gover-men: shall keep In view the conclushns of the Indian Labour
Conference .7 its 15th session as also the decision of the Supreme Court
of India in the case of Ramakos Brett & Co.
9.

Minimum Wages of Piece Rated Workers'
Where a worker is employed on a job the wa g es whereof are paio based
on piece rate, the piece rate waces shall be so fixed that the output by
a normal worker in a B hour workng shift will arable the worker to earn
the ecplvalent of a trre rated daily minimum wa ge that is notified.
Where there is a failure or inability on the part of the employer to provide
• the worker with the work for all the 8 -ours in a shift, the worker shall
be entit.ed to proportionate wages, subject to the condition that the piece
rate wa g es paid to him is not less than 75% of the notified daily
minimum wage.

Chapter III
Payment of Wages
10.

Mode of Payment of Wages
All wa g es to workers shall be paid in cash or credited, with the workers
consent, Lc the workers bank account and where majority of workers in
the establishment give heir consent

writing, the wa g es may be paid

partly in kind and partly in cash, so however that at least two thirds of
the wages are paid le cash. The value of wages paid in kind shall, in
case of dispute, be determined by the appropriate Government or its
desig nated authority and its decision shall be final.
11.

Fixation of Wage Period
The employer shat fix the wa ge period for workers as eimer daily, or
weekly or for:nigh:1y or monthly. Provided that no wage period in respect
of any worker shall be more than a month.
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12. Time of Payment of Wages

(1)

Ad wages shah be paid before the 7 4 day of the succeeding month,
in cases of monthly payment; where daily wage payments are
made, it shall be paid at the end of the shift, in cases of weekly
rated payments, it shall be paid on the last working day of the week
i.e. before the weekly holiday and in case of fortnightly period
before end of second day after the end of the fortnight.

(2)

Where a worker has been removed or dismissed from service or has
been retrenched or has resigned, the wages payable to him shall be
paid to him within 48 hours of his removal, dismissal, retrenchment
or as the case may be of his resignation.

13.

Payment of Wages without deductions

There shall be no deductions made from the wages of the :worker, except
those as are specified in Sec 14.
14.

Deductions which may be made from wages

(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-section (2) of section 47 of
the Indian Railways Act, 1890 (9 of 1890), the wages of a worker
shall be paid to him without deductions of any kind except those
authorised by or under this Act.

(Explanation I) — Every payment made by the worker to the
employer or his agent shall, for the purposes of this Act, be deemed
to be a deduction from wages.
(Explanation II) — Any loss of wages resulting from t.e imposition,
for cood and sufficient cause, upon a worker of any of the following
penaties, namely:-
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The withholding of increment or promotion (including the
stoppage of increment at an efficiency bar):
The reduction to a lower post or timo-scale or to a lower stage
in a time scale; or
Suspension;

)

shall not be deemed to be a deduction from wages in any case
where the rules framed by the employer for the imposition of
any such penalty are in conformity with the requirements, if
any, which may be specified in this behalf by the State
Government by notification in the Official Gazette.
(2) Deductions from the wages of worker shall be made only in
accordance with the provisions of this Act, and may be of the
following kinds only, namely: (a)

fines;

(b)

deductions for absence from duty;
deductions for damage to or loss of goods expressly entrusted
to the wffiker for custody; or for loss of money for which he
is required to account, where such damage or loss is directly
attributable to his neglect cr default;

(d)

deductions for house-accommodation supffifed by the
employer

or

by Government or any housing board set up

under any law for the time being in force (whether the
Government or the board is the employer or not) or any other
authority engaged in the business of subsiding houseaccommodation which may be specified in this behalf by the
appropriate Government by notification in the Official Gazette;

(e)

seductions fa - such amenities and services supplied by the
employer as the appropriate Government (or any officer
specified by it in this behalf) may by gene:al or special order,
authorise

431

Explanation- the word services (in this clause) does not
Include the supply of tools and raw materials required for the
purposes of employment;

(f) deductions for recovery of loans and advances by the
employer from the funds of the establishment or from any
Welfare Fund statutory or otherwise constituted by the
employer or a trade union for welfare of workers and their
families with approval of appropriate Government (including
advances for travelling allowance or conveyance allowance),
and the interest due in respect thereof, or for adjustment of
over payments of wages;
(9) deductions of income tax payable by the worker or any other
tax levied by the Government or deductions required to be
mace by order of a coat or other authority competent to
make such order;
(h)

deductions for subscript-log co, and for repaymem of advances
from any social security fund or scheme constituted by law
including provident fund or pension fund or health insuiance
scheme or fund known by any other name;

(i)

deductions for payment to cooperative societies approved by
the appropriate Government (or any officer specified by It

in

this behalf)

CI)

deductions, made with the written authorisation of the worker
for payment of any premium of his life insurance policy to the
Life Insurance Corporation of India established under the Life
Insurance Corporation Act, 1956 (31 of 1956), or for the
purchase of securities of the Government of India or of any
State Government or for being deposited in any Post Ornce
Savings Bank in furtherance of any savings scheme of any
such Government;) or to a scheme of insurance maintained
by the Indian Post Office;
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(k) deductions made, with the written authorisation of the worker,
for payment of the fees payable by him for the membership
of any trade union registered under the Trade Union Act, 1926
(16 of 1926)
il;

deduction for payment of insurance premia or. Fidelity
Guarantee Bonds

fm) deductions for recovery of losses sustained by a railway
administration on account of acceptance by the worker of
counterfeit or base coins or mutilated or forged currency
notes;
(n)

deductions for recovery of losses sustained by a railway
administration on account of tne failure of the worker to
invoice, to sill, to collect or to account for the appropriate
charges due to that administration whether in respect of fares,
freight demurrage, wharfage and carnage or in respect of
sale of food in catering establishments or

in.

respect of

commodities in grain sRops or otherwise;
(0)

deductions for recovery of losses sustained by a railway
administration on accouns a' any rebates or refuncs
incorrectly granted by the worker where such loss is directly
attributable to his neglect or default;

(p) deductions, made with the written authorisation of the worker,
for contnhation to the Prime Minister's National Relief Fund o re such other fund as the Central Government may, by
notification in the Officiai Gazette, specify;
(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, the total amount of
deductions vflitcd

maybe

made under sub-section (2) in any wage-

period from the wages of any worker shelll not exceed —
(g) in cases where such deductions are %finally or partly made fopayments to cooperatve societies under clause (i) of subsection (2), seventy five percent of such wages, and
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(r) in any other case, fifty per cent of such wages;
Provided that where the total deductions authorised under subsection (2) exceed seventy five per cent or, as the case may be, fifty
percent of the wages, the excess may be recovered in such manner
as may be prescribed.
(4) Nothing contained in this section shall be construed as precluding
the employer from recovering from the wages of the worker or
otherwise any amount payable by such person under any law for
the time being in force other than Indian Railways Act, 1890 (9 of
1:390).
Chapter IV
Payment of Bonus
15. There shall be paid to every worker who has worked atieast for 90 days
in calendar year and whose wages do not exceed Rs. 7500/- per month
an annual bonus calculated at 8 1/3% of the wages earned by him/her
during thie previous accounting year, to be paid within eight months of
the close of the accounting year or as may be determined by
negotiaticnis between the employer and the negotiating agent. (Wages
for the purpose of calculating bonus shall comprise basic wage, dearness
allowance, retention allowance, if any, in case of seasonal industries and
no other allowance) Demand for bonus in excess of this annual bonus,
either on the basis of profits earned in the accounting year or on basis
Of production/productivity will be determined by collective bargaining
between the parties, falling which by arbitration or adjudication as an
industrial dispute, so however, the total bonus including the 8 1/3%
annual bonus shall not exceed 20% of the wages.

Provided that where the wages of a worker exceed Rs. 3500/- per month
his wages for the purpose of calculation and payment of bonus shall be
reckoned as Rs. 3500/- per month.
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16. Payment of Bonus out of Allocable Surplus

(1)

The bonus shall be paid out of the allocable surplus which shall be
an amount equal to 60% of the available surplus arrived at as per
provisions of sub Sec (2)

(2)

The available surplus shall be the amount calculated as per
prescribed rules as may be

(3)

Audited accounts of companies shall not normally be questioned.
Provided that wherever there is any dispute regarding the quantum
of payment of bonus payable the authority such as the Labour Court
or LRCs may call upon the employer to produce the balance sheet
before it. However, the authority shall not disclose any information
contained in the balance sheet unless agreed to by the employer.

17, Disqualification for bonus
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act, a worker shall be
disqualified from receiving bonus under this Act,if he is dismissed from
service for
Fraud; or
i.

Riotous or violent behaviour while on the premises of the
establishment; or

iii

Theft, misappropriation or sabotage of any property of the
establishment,

18. Proportionate reduction in bonus in certain cases
Where a worker has not worked for all the working days in an accounting
year, the minimum bonus of 8.33 percent of his salary or wage or higher
bonus that is payable to him shall be proportionate reduced taking into
co nsideraton the number of days worked in the establishment in a
calendar year and number of days work put in by the worker.
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19. Set on and set off of allocable surplus
W here for any accounting year, the allocable surplus exceeds the
amount of maximum bonus payable to the workers in the
establishment under section 15, then, the excess shall, subject to
the totaI salary or wage of the workers
alimit of twenty percent
employed in the establishment in that accounting year, be carried
forward For being set on in the succeeding accounting year and so
on up to and inclusive of the fourth accounting year to be utilised
for the purpose of payment of bonus in the manner illustrated ,n
the Fourth rules.
;2) Where for any accounting year, there is no available surplus or the
allocable surplus in respect of that year falls short of the amount
of minimum bonus payable to the workers in the establishment
under section 10, and there is no amount or sufficient amount
carried forward and set an under sub-section (1) which could be
utilised for the purpose of payment of the minimum bonus, then,
such minimum amount or the deficiency, as the case may be, shall
be carried forward for being set off in the succeeding accounting
year and so on up to and inclusive of the fourth accounting year in
the manner illustrated In the (Fourth) rules.

(3)

The principe of set on and set off as illustrated in the (Fourth)
Schedule shall apply to all other cases not covered by sub-section
(1) or sub section (2) for the purpose of payment of bonus under
this Act.

(4)

Where in any accounting year any amount has been carried forward
and set on or set off under this section, then, in calculating bonus
for the succeeding accountng yeas the amount of set on or set off
carried forward from the earliest account year shall first be taken
into account.
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20. Adjustment of customary or interim bonus against bonus payable
under the Act
Where in any accounting year
(a)

An employer has paid any Pula Bonus or other customary bonus to
worker; or

(b)

An employer has paid a part of the bonus payable under this Act to
a worker before the date on which such bonus becomes payable,
then, the employer shall be entitled to deduct the amount of bonus
so paid from the amount of bonus payable by him to the worker
under this Act in respect of that accounting year and the worker
shall be Prot ed to receive only the balance.

22. Deduction of certain amounts from bonus payable under the Act

Where in any accounting year, worker is found guilty of misconduct
causing financial loss to the employer, then, it shall be lawful for the
employer to deduct the amount of loss from the amount of bonus payable
by thrn to the worker under this Act in respect of that accounting year
only and the worker shall be entitled to receive the balance, if any.
PrOvided that the worker shall be given an opportunity to be heard before
making such deductions.

22. Time limit for payment of bonus
All amounts payable to worker by way of bonus under this Act shall be
paid in cash by his employer(a) where there is a dispute regarding payment of bonus pending
before any authority under Section 22, within a month from the ate
on which the award becomes enforceable or the settlement comes
into operation, in respect of such dispute;
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in any other case, within a period of eight months form the close
of the accounting year
Provided that the appropriate Government or such authority as the
appropriate Government may specify in this behalf may, upon an
application made to it by the employer and for sufficient reasons,
by order, extend the said period of eight months to such further
period or periods as it thinks fit; so, however, that the total period
so extended shall not in any case exceed two years.
23.

Special provision with respect to payment of bonus linked with
production or productivity
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act Where an agreement or a settlement has been entered into by the
workers or the negotiating agent with their employer before the
commencement of the Wages Act.
Where the workers or the negotiating agent enter into any
agreement or settlement with their employer after such.
commencement,
For payment of annual bonus ilnked with production or productivity
in lieu of bonus based on profits payable under this Act, then, such
workers shall be entitled to receive bonus due to them under such
agreement or settlement, as the case may be.

24.

The Provisions of Payment of Bonus not to apply to certain
classes of workers
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act the workers employed as
seamen in the establishment of Merchant Shipping Companies, workers
of establishments & Departments of Central Government, State
Government and Meal authorities, workers of Indian Red Cross Society or
any like institutions, workers of hospitals,. chambers of commerce, Or
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charitable Institutions not estaMished for making profits, workers of
'universities: other educational institutions, or a construction work which
is not carried for more than a year shall not be entitled to bonus under
this Act.

Chapter V
Miscellaneous
25.

Removal of difficulties
Power to be with the Central Government, for a period of three years
form the commencement of the Act to remove difficulties.

26.

Making of Rules
The Central Government will have the power to make Rules.

27.

Repeal and Savings
The Payment of Wages Act 1936, the Minimum Wages Act 1948, the
Payment of Bonas Act 1965 and the Equal Remuneration Act 1976 shall
stand repealed on enactment of this law.

2B.

Issue of Wages Slip
Even/ worker she be issued a wages slip indicating the name of Gne
establishment, name of the worker, designation, details of wages and
allowances to be paid and such other details as may be prescribed, when
such payment has been made showing the amount of wages/allowances
after authorised deductions, with the signature of the worker for having
received such payment.

29.

Claims under the Act

(I

) The appropriate Government shall appoint an authority to hear the
claims arising out of non-payment of Remuneration, deductions
made by employer from the wages or remuneration of a worker
which are not according to this Act, payment of less wages than the
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minimum, wages non-payment of wages for the leave period, nonpayment of over time non - payment of equal remuneration to
female workers as prescribed under this Act or non4payment of
bonus.
(2)

The authority may order compensation unto 10 times in addition to
the dues involved as specified in sub section (1). The authority shall
before ordering compensation have regard to the circumstances due
to which the dues had remained unpaid or less paid.

(3)

If an employer fails to pay the outstanding dues of a worker that
are ordered to be paid by the authority under sub- Section (1) the
authority shall Issue a certificate of recovery to the Collector of the
District where the establishment is located who shall recover the
same as arrears of land revenue and remit the same to the
authority for payment to the concerned worker.

(4)

Any claim arising out of any dues payable as prescribed under subsection (i) above may be filed before the authority by either the
worker himself of any Trade Union of which the worker is a member
or a Non Government Organisation duly authorised by the worker
or an Inspector appointed under this Act.

30. Records, Returns and Notices
(3)

Every employer of Cr-, establishment to which this Act applies shall
maintain the following registers:
(0

Register of persons employed

OD Register of muster roll cum wages.
(4)

Every employer shall display a notice on the notice board at a
permanent place in the establishment containing the wage rates of
workers category wise, the wage period, the day or date and time
of payment of wages and the name of the person responsible for
payment of wages r.o the workers.
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(5)

Every

employer of an establishment shall send an annual return in

the prescribed form to the Chief Inspector or to the authority as
may be prescribed .

31. Appointment of Inspectors
An appropriate Government shall appoint a Chief Inspector, Joint Chief
Isspectors, Deputy Chief Inspectors, Assistant Chief Inspectors and
sufficient number of Inspectors for the country as a whole or State or for
different areas to carry out the objectives and purposes of this Act.
32. Cognisance of offences
(1)

Cognisance of offence committed under this Act may be taken on
the complaint filed by a worker or a Lade union or a recognised
welfare institution or an inspector appointed under this Act.

(2)

No court inferior to the Metropolitan Magistrate or Magistrate of first
class shall try the offences mentioned in sub sec (2) of Section 33.

33. Penalties
(1)

For offences of minor nature such as non or improper maintenance
of records fines may be imposed by an Assistant Chief Inspector or
a Deputy citet Inspector upto Rs. 5,000/- for each violation.

(2)

For other offences such as non-payment of wages, or payment of
wages at lesser rate than that are payable or making deductions
from wages not authorised under this Act, then notwithstanding any
other provision of this Act penalty of imprisonment which may
extend upto 3 months or fine which may extend to Rs. 5,000/- or
both may be imposed.

(3)

Whosoever files a claim which is found totally false shall be
punishable with fine which may extend to Rs. 1,000A.
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34.

Exemptions

Nothing in this Act shall apply to workers employed in any establishment
carried on by a department of Government directly.
35.

Burden of Proof

Where a claim has been filed on account of non payment of remuneration
or bonus or less payment of wages or bonus cr og account of making
deductions not authorised by this Act from the wages of a worker the
burden to prove that the above mentioned dues have been pa'd shall be
on the employer.

36.

Contracting Out

Any contract or agreement whereby a worker forgoes his right to
minimum wages or agrees to deductions from his wages not authorised
under this Act or foregoes his right to bonus shall void ab initiO.
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APPENDIX - IV
THE HOURS OF WORK, LEAVE AND OTHER
WORKING CONDITIONS
AT THE WORKPLACE ACT, 2002
An Act to provide far reale:ion of hours of work, leave and other working conditions
in all estabkshwents
Whereas it is expedient to consolidate the provisions pertaining to hours of work,
leave and other working conditions in all enterprises and far certain. other purposes
as in hereafter specified, it is hereby enacted as follows:

CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY

1

Short title, extent, commencement and application

The Act may be called the Hours of Work, Leave, and Other Working
Conditons at the Workplace Act, 2002 .
(2)

It extends to whole of India.

(3)

It shall [Grine Into force on

or from the date notified by the Central

Government in this behalf
(4)

It shad apply to all establishments of factories, mining, plantation,
construction, service, motorised bansport or al: transport or inland weer
transport or establishments of shipping companies, ports & docks or
other establishments including cinema theatres workers, cinema and
clubs, hospitals, dispensaries; n osing homes, restaurants, eating houses,
hotels charitable. research, training, educational institutions, consultancy
and spIcitars or lawyers oryanisations wherein 20 or more workers are
employed
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Provided that Chapters III and IV of this Act shaii not apply to workers
governed by FRs & SRs, Central or State Civil Service Rules, CSR or any other
Rules as may be specified in this behalf by the appropriate Government.
2.

Definitions

(1) In this Act unless there is anything repugnant in the subject or context the:
(a)

'appropriate Government' means the Central Government in respect of
the establishment for which it is the appropriate Government under the
Labour Management Relations Act and in respect of any other
establishment the Government of the State in which that other
establishment is situated.

(b)

'adolescent' means a person who has completed 14" year of his age but
not competed the 181" year.

(c)

'child' means a person who has not completed 141" year of his age.

(d)

'contract labour' means a worker employed in or in connection with the
work of an establishment when he or she is hired in or in connection with
such work by or througk a contractor with or without the knowledge of
principle employer.
'contractor means a person who undertakes to produce a given result for
the establishment, other than a mere supply of goods or artcles of
manufacture to such establishment through contract labour or who
supplies contract labour for any work of the esSablishment and inc,udes
a subcontractor.
'construction' means the construction, alteration, repair, maintenance or
demolition of or in relation to buildings, roads, streets railways,
tramways, airfields, irrigation, drainage, embarkment and navigation
mortis, flood control works (including storm water drainage work),
generation, transmission, and distribution of power, water works
(inciuding channels for distribution of water), oil and gas installetions,
all
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electric lines, wireless, radio, television, telephone, telegraphs, and
overseas communication, dams, canals, reservoirs, water coarse, tunnels,
bridges, wire ducts, aqua ducts, pipelines, towers, co Ping towers,
transmission towers, and such other works as may be specified in this
behalf by the appropriate Government by notificaffon.
(9) 'day' means a period of 24 hours beginning at midnight.
(h) 'employer' means an owner thereof or a person who has ultimate
control over the affairs of the es:ablishment.
'factory' means a place where manufacruzing process is carried on.
'manufacturing process' means the process for making altering,
making, repairing, ornamenting, finishing, packing, oiling, washing,
cleaning, breaking up, demolishing or otherwise treating or
adopting any articie or substance with a view to its use, sale,
transport, delivery or disposal and indudes pumping of oil, water,
sewage or any other substance or generating transforming or
transmitting power or composing, type printing, !etzer printing,
lithography or other similar processes or book binding Cr
constructing, repairing, refitting, finishinc or breaking up of ships or
vessels or preserving or storage of articles in cold storage.
(k) 'mine means any excavation where any operation for the purpose
of searching for or obtaining minerals has been or is being carried
on, and includesall borings, bore holes, oil wells and accessory crude
conditioning ffants, including the pipe conveying mineral eii
within the oilfields;
(ii) all shafts, in or adjacent to and belonging to a mine, whether
in the course of being sunk or not,
(Ni) all levels and inclined planes in the course of being driven(
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(iv)

all open cast workings;

(v)

all conveyors or aerial ropeways provided for the bringing info
or removal from a mine or minerals or other articles or for the
removal of refuse therefrom;

(W) ad edits, levels, planes, machinery, works, railways, tramways
and sidings in or adjacent to and belonging to a mine;
(vii) all protective works being carried out in or adjacent to a mine;
(yid) all workshops and stores situated within the precincts of a
mine and under the same management and used primarily for
the purpose connected with that mine or a number of mines
under the same management;
(ix)

all power stations, transformer sub-stations, convertor
stations, rectifier stations and accumulator storage stations for
supplying electricity sorely or mainly for the purpose of
working the mine or a number of mines under the same
management;

(x)

any premises for the time being used for depositing sand or
other material for use in a mine or for depositing refuse from
a mine or ln which any operation in connection with such
sand, refuse or other material is being carried on being
premises exclusively occup,ed by the owner of the mine;

(xi)

any premises in or adjacent to and belonging to a mina or
which any process ancillary to the getting ; dressing or
preparation for sale of minerals or of coke is being carried on;

(I)

'plantation' means any land red or intended to be used for growing tea,
coffee, rubber or cardamom which admeasures 5 hectares or mole and
n which 20 or more pe-sons are employed or were employed on any Gay

of preceding 12 months
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Explanation: The approp -iate Government may declare growing of any
other plant on land which admeasures not less than 5 hectares and in
which 20 or more workers are employed as plantation by notification in
officia gazette after obtaining the approval of the Central Government.
(m)

'principal employer' includes (3)

in re'ation to any office or department of the Government or a local
authority, the head of that office or department or such other officer
as the Government or the local authority, as the case may be ; may
specify :n this behalf;

( 3)

in

a factory( the owner or occupier of the factory and where a

person has been named as the manager of the factory under the
Factories Act, (63 of 1948), the person so named.
(n)

'worker' means a person who is emp:oyed for wages or reward in
connection with the work of the establishment and includes a contract
labour engaged through a contractor in accordance with the provisions
made in chapter VII but does not include a person employed in
supervisory, managerial or administrative capacity.
All other terms used in this Act but not interpreted or defined shall have
the same meaning• as assigned to them under the Labour Management
Relations Act or Wages Act.

CHAPTER II

REGISTRATION

3.

Application of this Chapter

(1) The provisions of this chapter shell apply to all establishments except the
establishment of factories, mine; plantation, construction r any other
establishment covered under the Occupational, Safety and Health Lew.
453
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(2) In respect of the establownents exempted from the provisions of this
chapter under sub secti on ( 1), the registration Issued by a governmental
authority under the Occupational, Safety and Health Law shal hold valid
under this Law also.

4.

Registration of establishments
(I) Within three months from the date of setting up on an enterprise the
employer of the establishment. shall sane an application in the prescribed
form for registration of his or her establlshment to the authority as
mentioned beim)/
Where the central Government is the appropriate Government— to
the Regional Labour Comrossiore - (Central) of the region.

1(

In all other cases the Labour Com missioner of the State or es the
case may the Union Territory.

(2

) The application shall he accompanied by prescribed fee and shall be sent
or delivered to the concerned authority either personally or by -egiste -ed
post.
The authority concerned on beinc satisfied about the correctness of the
information shall register the establ:shment and issue a ce:Officate of
registration within one month. The registration certificate so issued by
the authority shall be valid for a period of five years.

(4) Any change in particulars furnished by the employer for the purposes of
registration, if occurs after the registration of the establishment the same
shall be 'intimated by the employer to the concerned authority within 30
days of occurrence of scch change end the authority shall, after being
satisfied of the correctness of the information furnished by the employers
in this regard record the change and inform the employer of the same
within three weeks.
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'2-ci z.
Renews! of Registration
(1)

The application for renewal in the prescribed format shall be made at
least one month before the date of expiry of the registration and where
the employer fails to make an application within one month of the date
of expiry of the registration he or she shall be required to pay additional
fee as may be prescribed by the appropriate Government. The renewal
shall also be valid for a period of five years.

CHAPTER III
HOURS OF WORK
5.

Daily & Weekly Hours of work
(1)

The hours of work of any adult worker employed in any establishment
shall not exceed 9 hours in a day and 48 hours in a week except in case
of adult workers employed in a mine below ground.

(2)

The hours of work in case of adult workers working in a mine below
ground shall be 8 hours a day and 48 hours in a week.
Provided that the hours of work mentioned in sub sections (1) and (2)
may de exceeded to facilitate the change of shifts.

7.

Intervals of rest
(1)

The work periods of an adult worker shall be so fixed that no work period
shall exceed 5 hours and the worker shall not work for more than 5 hours
unless he or she has had an interval of rest of not less than half an hour.

(2)

The appropriate Government may by written order or by making rules
exempt any establishment or a class of establishments from the
provisions of sub section (1) so however that the total number of hours
worked by a worker without an interval of rest does not exceed 6.
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(3

) The hours of work in respect of the workers working in mines below
ground as prescribed In sub section (2) of section 6 shall be inclusive of
Interpol of -est.

Spread over
The period of work of an adult worker in art establishment except in cc se
o below ground working in a mine shah be so arranged that the spread
over including the interval for rest shall not exceed ten and half hours
on any day.
Provided that the Chief Inspector may for reasons to

ae

specified in

muting increase the spread over to 12 hours.
9.

Weekly holidays
(1)

No adult worker shall be required or allowed to work in an establishment
on the first day of the week i.e. Sunday:
Provided that tie appropriate Government may prescr Se that there shad
Se different days of weekly rest for different areas or for different
establishmeriffs

(2)

Where it is no: possible for an employer to give a weekly holiday to a
worker as 'aid down under sub section (1) or prescribed by the
appropriate Government, the employer shall give a holiday to the
concerned worker on one of the three days immediately before or after
the said day

(3)

Where the employer substitutes a weekly holiday in respect of a worker
as provided in the sub section (2) he shall orthwith issue a notice to the
concerned ;parka - and also display a copy of the same on the notice
board at a prcrninent place in the establishment.
Provided the: no substitution shall be made in such a manner that any
01orker is required to work for more than ten days consecutively without
a

holiday for the whole day.
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(4)

A notice issued to the worker under sub section (3) may be cancelled by
another notice not later than a day before the said day or the holiday to
be cancelled whichever is earlier, and a copy of the notice is also
displayed in the establishment.

(5)

The appropriate Government may by making rules provide for granting
exemption to an establishment from operation of sub section (3) and
) where due to such an exemption granted by the appropriate Government
a worker loses a weekly holiday he shall be alit/tied a compensatory
holiday in lieu of the weekly holiday so lost within the month in which
the holiday was due to him or within two months immediately following
that month.

10. Shift Working
(1)

The shift working shah be so arranged that as far as possible there is one
relay of workers engaged in the work of same kind at the same time.

(2)

In case a shift of a worker working extends beyond midnight then a
weekly holiday for a whole day in respect

e that worker shall mean 24

consecutive hours beginning when his shift ends and the hours of work
he has worked after midnight shall be counted in the previous day.
15 Overtime work and extra wages for overtime
(1)

A worker may be required to work overtime in case of exigency such as
urgent repairs of break down of machinery or non reporting of a worker
recuired to work at the beginning of a new shift without prior intimation
of his absence.

(2)

where a worker other than a person holding a supervisory, manantial
and administrative positron who is required to work extra hours above 9
hours a day or 48 noirs a week including due to relaxation given under
this Act or work on weekly holiday or a holiday so declared by an
lish ment, he shall be paid in respect of the extra hours or in respect
esta dish
of the work done on a holiday, extra wage at double the rate of ordinary
wages
451

In case of a worker paid wages on piece rate basis the time rate shall
be deemed to be equivalent to daily average of his full time earnings for
the days on which he actually worked on the same job or an a job
identical to his job during the month preceding the month in which the
overtime is done by him and such time rate shall be deemed to be the
ordinary rate of wage for him.
12. Notice of periods of work for adults
(1)

Every employer shall display in every establishment a notice of periods
of work for adults clearly stating the periods during which the adult
workers will be required to work.

(2)

Any change required to be made in the periods of work shall be intimated
to the workers at least twenty-four hours in advance and also displayed
on the notice board.

13. Conditions for Employment of Female Workers
(1)

No female employee shall be required to work In any establishment
between 7 p.m. and 5 a.m. except as following
(a) There re at least five female workers working at the premises
of the establishment.
(h) The work is not carried on beyond 10.30 p.m. except where
permission to employ female workers is granted to the employer.
(c) The employer arranges for the safety of female workers at the
workplace and their transportation from the place of work to their
residences

(2)

No female worker shall be employed in a mine in below ground working.
male workers shall not be discriminated against in matters of
recruitment, training, transfers and promotion vis-à(vis the male workers.
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14. Power to make Rules
(1)

Every employer shall prepare a list of persons who hold the position of
supervision or management or are employed in confidential capacity in an
establishment and who shall be exempt from the provisions of daily hours
and weekly hours of work, intervals of rest and compensatory holidays.
The list so prepared by the employer shall be subject to the approval of
the state Government.

(2)

The workers as are required to work beyond the daily and weekly hours
of work prescribed under this Act shall be paid overtime irrespective of
the fact that they are 'Narking in confidential capacity or they are required
to work due to exempting rules prepared by the appropriate Government.

(3)

The appropriate Government may make rules for the. workers in al:
establishments for exempting them from the provisions of Sec.
6,7,8,9,10,12 and 13 of the Act including the conditions of exemptions as
under:
(a)

The workers engaged in urgent repairs in a factory or mine,

(b)

Workers engaged in the work which is in the nature of preparatory
or complementary and which must be carried on outsides the limits
laid down for weekly and daily hours of work, rest intervals and
spread over
Workers engaged in any work which for technical reasons or
reasons of public convenience must be carried out continuously

(d)

Workers engaged In making or supplying articles of prime necessity
for the community which must be supplied every day.

(e)

The workers engaged in the manufacturing process which can be
carried on during a fixed season.

(fJ

Workers engaged in public transport for carrying of passengers 0',
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road, by air or by inland water transport system
(g)

Workers engaged in medical and hospital services for treating the
sick persons.

(h)

Workers working in hotels, restaurants and eating-houses.

(i)

Workers engaged in securing sanitation and hygiene

0)

Working engaged in manufacturing process which cannot be carried
on except at times dependent on irregular action of natural farces

(k) The workers working in or tending the engine rolls, boiler house,
power plant, pressure plant and transmission machinery
(I)

Workers engaged in printing of newspapers

(m) Workers engaged in loading/unloading of railway wagons, lorry or
trucks
Workers engaged in any work notified by the central or state
government to be of national importance
(o)

In a mining activity:
of al/ or any of the persons employed in a mine, where an
emergency involving serious risk to the safety of the mine or
of the persons employed therein is apprehended;
(n) of all or any of the persons so employed, in case of an
accident actual or apprehended;
(iii)

of all or any of the persons engaged in work of a preparatory
or complementary nature, which must necessarily be carried
on for the purpose of avoiding serious interference with the
ordinary working of the mine; and

(iv)

In any construction:
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persons engaged on urgent work, or in any emergency
which could not have been foreseen or prevented;

(ii ) persons engaged in any work which for technical reasons
has to be completed before the day is over;
(3)

In prescribing rules under this section the following limits shall be
adhered to
(a)

The total number of hours of work on any day shall not exceed 11

(b)

The spread over inclusive of interval shall not exceed 12 hours

OE

any day
(c)

The total number of hours of work in a week shall not exceed 64.

(d)

The total number of hours of overtime work shall not exceed 90 in
a quarter
Explanation: Quarter means a period of three consecutive month
beginning first of Ianuary, April, July and October.

(e)

The appropriate Government may grant exemption to an
establishment if it satisfied that going by the nature of work carried
• on in the establishment or to meet the targets of production or the
orders received by :he employer of the establishment for delivery of
goods or services produced by him on time subject to the limits
prescribed in the sub section (4) aboy e, the exemption is tusffied.

15.

Prohibition and Regulation of Employment of Children & Adolescents
No child shalt be required or allowed to work in any establishment.
No adolescent shall be required or Wlowed to work in any establishment
of a mine.
Where an adolescent is intended to be employed in any establishment
except in a mine the employer shall get the adolescent medically examined
and such adolescent shall be employed in the establishment if he or she
is declared medically fit for the work in that establishment.
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CHAPTER IV
EARNED LEAVE WITH WAGES, HOLIDAYS AND CASUAL LEAVE
16. Entitlement of Earned Leave
(1) Every

worker employed in an establishment who has worked for 240 days

or more in a calendar year in the establishment shall be allowed during
the subsequent calendar year earned leave with wages to be calculated
as following
(a1 One days earned leave for every 20 days work put in, in case of all
establishments including an establishment of mine above ground
(b)

One days earned leave for every 15 days work put in, in case of a
mine where the work is being carried on below ground
Provided that where a worker joins the establishment after 1s
January he shall be required to work for at least 2/3 number of days
calculated from his date of joining the establishment upto the end
of the calendar year to be entitled to earned leave.

(c)

For the purpose of calculabon of 240 days or 2/3 of the total
attendance the number of days on which worker was laid off by
agreement or contract or law, in case of female employee goe
maternity leave not exceeding 12 weeks and the leave earned and
availed by the worker during the year on the basis of the work put
in by him during the preceding year shall be counted.

(2) The leave earned by a worker under sub sec (1) shall be allowed in
addition to the weekly and other paid holidays.
(3) Where a worker is discharged or removed form service or dismissed or
he quits his employment or is superannuated or dies while in service, he
or his nominee shall be entitled to wages in lieu of the quantum of leave
to his credit and the leave which he shall be entitled to be calculated as
above till the date of his separation on account of any of the above
mentioned grounds and such wages shall be paid within 48 hours of such
separation.
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(4)

The worker shall be permitted to accumulate the leave upto 60 days.

(5)

Every employer shall decide the procedure for making application for the
leave and for sanction thereof in consultation with recognised negotiating
agent or college and the procedure so decided shall be displayed on the
notice board for the information of the workers.

17. Entitlement for better leave
(1) Where a worker is entitled to better benefits of leave in accordance with
any agreement or settlement with the recognised negodatug agent or
college or as per the rules framed by the employer he shall be governed
by such better provisions of leave.
18. Wages for the Leave Period
(1)

For the leave allowed to a worker under sec 16 or 17 as the case may
be, he shall be entitled to wages at the rate equal to his daily average
of total remuneration or earnings for the days on which he actually
worked during the preceding month excluding the overtime and bonus
but including the house rent allowance, dearness allowance, the city
compensatory allowance or any other allowance.

(2)

The worker shall be allowed wages to be paid in advance before
proceeding on leave if he has made an application in this regard at least
five days in advance.

19. Every worker shall be allowed 12 days casual and sick leave in a year. A
person joining the services in a establishment after Oln January shall be
allowed casual leave pro-rata.

L
Every establishment shall observe 8 holidays in a year out of which 3 national
holidays i.e. Independence Day, Republic Day and Gandhi Jayanti shaii be
observed by every establishment and balance of holidays will be decided in
consultation with the negotiating agent.

L
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CHAPTER V
OTHER WORKING CONDITIONS & WELFARE

21.

Cleanliness

(1)

Every establishment shall be maintained clean by removal of dirt, dust
and refuse by sweeping or other effective methods including the
staircases and passages. The sweeping and dusting shall he done on
daily basis.

(2)

The employer shall ensure effective disposal of diffuse, effluvia arising
from any drain or in case of a factory the disposal of fumes or gases.

(3) The employer shag make arrangement for treatment of wastes and
affluent arising from the manufacturing processes if it is carried on In his
establishment.

22. Ventilation, Temperature and Lightlug

(1)

The employer shall take effective steps for adequate ventilation by
circulation of fresh air and maintenance of temperature at reasonable
levels.

(2)

ft shall be the duty of the employer to see that there is no overcrowding
in workrooms and workplaces in his establishment.

(3)

The employer shall ensure that there is proper lighting, natural or
artificial, as per the requirement of work carried on in the establishment.

23.

Drinking Water
(1) There shall be effective arrangement to provide and maintain suitable
points for wholesome drinking water at convenient places for all workers
employed in dne establishment. All these points will be marked drinking
GfiA
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water in the language understood by them ajority of workers employed
in the establishment.
(2)

Provision shall be made for cool drinking water during summer.

(3)

The drinking water points shall be away from latrines, urinals and located
at places away from the places where there can be possibitty of
contamination.

24. latrines & Urinals
(1)

There shall be sufficient latrines & urinals of prescribed type conveniently
located for use by the workers during working hours.

(2)

Separate enclosed accommodation for latrines & urine's shall be provided
for male and female workers.

25. Washing Facilities
(1)

In every establishment of a factory, plantation, construction or mine
adequate and suitable facility for washing shat be provided and
maintained.

(2)

For female workers such facilities for washing to be provided in
adequately screened accommodation .

(3)

The washing facilities shall be provided at conveniently accessible places
and shall be maintained clean.

26. Facilities for Storing of Clothes
(1) In every establishment of a factory, mine or construction suitable
arrangement shall be provided for keeping clothes not worn during the
working hours.
27. Facilities for sitting
(1) In every establishment including a factory, mine, plantation or
construction suitable arrangement shall be provided for ali workers for
sitting wherever workers are obliged to work in a standing position in
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order to enable them to make use of the same during opportunities for
rest due to rest intervals or otherwise .
28.

Canteens, lunch rooms and rest rooms
(1)

In every establishment employing 200 or more workers the employer
shall arrange to provide a canteen or canteens with arrangement to
supply items of food and beverages on no profit no loss basis.

(2)

The appropriate Government shall make rules laying down the time tmi:
ett which the canteen she be required to be provided, prescribe the
standards for construction of canteen accommodation, furniture and the
other equipment o canteen, the food stuffs to be served and the charges
ankh may be levied for suer food stuff, constitution of managing
commifiree for managing the canteen consisting of representatives of
workers and the management and the items of expenditure which will not
be taken into consideration while fixing the cost of foodstuff .

(3)

The Employer of every establishment to which thls Act applies shall
provide lunch 700T5 and rest rooms for the workers where :he workers
car take their meals brought oy them and take rest during the rest
intervals or the lunch period.

29. Creches
In every establishment the employer shall provide and maintain a suitable
room or rooms for the use of children under the age of 6 years of
workers.
(2)

Such rooms as are required under sub section (1) shall have adequate
accommodation and lighted and ventilated and shall be maintained in a
Been and hscenic condition Rooms shall be under the charge of

wpm en

trained in the care of children and infants .
(3)

The establishments (including those employing no female workers) nay
nrchice creches i collaboration with other employers/establishments in
the same area cn cost sharing basis

@SS
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30. Welfare Officers
(1)

In every establishment or factory, mine, plantation, construction, hospital
or service organisation wherei ri 300 or more workers are ordinarily
repuired to be employed, the employer shall appoint one or more v✓ elfare
officers.

(2)

The appropriate Government shall prescribe the duties, qualifications,
conditions of service and the number of officers required to be appointed,

31. Welfare Committees
(I) In every establishment employing 300 or more workers a welfare
committee shall be constituted by the employer in consultation with the
necotiating agent identified by the employer under the Labour
Management Relations Law to advise the employer on the management
of welfare measures.
32. Seeking Help of Local Bodies in Creation of Common Facilities

The appropriate Government shall make efforts to provide common fact titles a=
canteen, meshes, toilets, and dispensary in industrial and business clusters by
seeking cooperation of local bodies.

CHAPTER VI
ADDITIONAL WELFARE MEASURES FOR PLANTATION WORKERS

33. Housing
The workers employed in plantation establishments shall be .novided family
accommodation or dormitory accommodation of the prescribed type having
facilides as may be prescribed.

sot
34.

Educational Facilities
Every employer in plantation establishments eftner by himself or jointly with
other employers of plantation establishments shall provide educational facilities
for the children of workers of plantation establishments as may Be prescribed.

35.

Medical Facilities
(1) In every plantation the employer shall provide and maintained soas to
be readily available such medical facilities for the workers and their
families as may be prescribed by the appropriate Government.
If medical facilities are not provided and maintained by any employer as
required in sub sec (1) the Chief Inspector may cause to be provided and
maintained such facilities and recover the cost thereof from the
defaulting employer by sending a recovery certificate to the collector who
shall recover the same from the employer as arrears of land revenue.
Provided that if the Central Government enacts a composite law on social
security to provide for health care and such a provision Is extended to the
plantation workers and their families this section will cease to apply to
establisnments of Plantetons.

CHAPTER VII
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT OF CONTRACT LABOUR
36. Application of this Chapter
The provisions of :his chapter shall apply to every establishment
employing 20 or more contract labour and to every contractor who
employs 20 or more contract labour In relation to the work of an
establishment.
(2) It shall not apply to establishments in which the work only of an
intermitter: o, casuai nature is performed. Where the question arises
whether the Work performed in an establishment is of intermitent or
casual nature the question shall be derided by the tabour Cou "V or the
Labour Relations Commission appointee by the appropriate Government

under Labour Manaament Relations Law,
999
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Explanation : For the purpose of this sub section work performed in an
establishment shall not be deemed to be of intermittent nature —
(I)

if it was performed for more than 120 days n the preceding 12
montios or

(ii) if it is of seasonal character was performed for more than 60 days
in a year.
(4)

For the purposes of this chapter estaffishment means-

0)

any office or depattment of the Government or local authority or

(ii) any place where any industry, trade, manufacturer, business or
occupation is carried on
37 Registration of Establishment for Engaging Contract Labour
(1)

Every principal employer of an establishment to which this Act applies
shall before engaging contract labour in his establishment make an
application to the registering officer appointed by the appropriate
Government for registration of his establishment. The application shall be
accompanied by the information as may be prescribed and the prescribed
fee.

(2)

If the application for registration is complete in all respects the registering
officer shall register the establishment and issue to the principal employer
a certificate of registration containing such particulars as may be
prescribed within 10 days of furnishing the complete information by the
principal employer

(3)

Any change occurring in the information rendered by the principa
employer for seeking registration shall be communicated by him to the
registerinc officer and the registering officer if he is satisfied that the
material change has taken place as may be prescrioed shaii affect the
change in the particulars of registration of the establishment. Wherever
such change is on account of increase in the number of contract labour
to be employed such request for change Shari be accompanied by the
required fee.
669
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(4)

If the registering officer is satisfied that registration of an establishment
has been obtained by misrepresentation or suppression of material fact
or that the iegistration has become ineffective and requires to be revoked
the registering officer shall after giving an opportunity to the principal
employer tc be heard revoke the registration after seeking prior approval
of the appropriate Government.

38.

Effect of Non- Registration
(1)

No principal employer of an establishment to which this Act applies. shall

01

if the establishment was required to be registered but which has not
been registered within the prescribed period or

NG if the registration of tire establishment has been revoked, employ
contract labour in the establishment.
39

Licensing of Contractors
(1)

Every conttactor to whom this Act applies shall before engaging contract
labour in relation to an establishment of principal employer obtain a
license from a licensing officer appointed by the appropriate Government
by makinft,an application in the form as may be prescribed with a
prescribed fee and security.

(2)

Any change occurring after obtaining the license shall be intimated to the
licensing officer by the contractor and where the change involves
increase in number of contract labour to be employed in the
establishment such intimation shag be accompanied by additional fee and
security deposit as may be prescribed and the licensing officer shall
accordingly issue an amended license.

(3)

The license shall be issued suffect to such conditions as may be
prescribet

(4)

The license of the contractor may be cancelled or revoked or security nay
be forfeited by a llcensing officer if he is satisfied that the license was
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obtained by misrepresentation or suppression of material fact or that the
condbions of license have not been fulfilled or the contractor has vio l ated
the provisions this Act or the rules made thereunder.
40. Prohibition of Employment on Contract Labour
(1)

Notwithstanding anything contained in this Ac: no contract labour shall be
employed in any core function or activity of an establishment.

(2)

In non-core function or activity of perennial nature as given in Schedule
I an employer may employ contract labour
Provided that where a ouest`ior arises whether an activity is core or noncore activity the same shall be decided by the Labour Court or Labour
Reia5ons Commission

(3)

Where engagement of contract Labour in non -core activity of perennial
nature results in retrenchment or displacement of regular employees on
the pay rolls of the principal employer, the principal employer shall
engage contract labour in such activity after consulting the negotiating
agent.

(4)

Nothing in this section shall prevent an employer from engaging workers
on temporary basis including in core activity to meet the sporadic
seasonal demand or supply/despatch products against sudden or sporadic
orders.

41 Welfare Measures and Payment of Wages of the Contract Labour
(1)

The contractor shad be responsible for provision of welfare measures 17
respect of a contact labour as yescribed under Chapter V of this Act and
if the contractor falis to provide :he same within 15 days of engaging the
contract labour the principal employer shall he responsible for providing
the same .

(2)

The contract [abour shall be subject to the same hours of work and leave
as prescribed under this Act.
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The contractor shall be responsible for payment of wages to the contract
labour as per Wages Act and all wages shall be paid by the contractor in
the presence of a representative of the principal employer and where the
contractor fails to pay the wages within the period prescribed under the
Wages Act or pays wages at lesser rate then that are prescribed under
that Act the principal employer shall be held responsible to pay the wages
to the contract labour as per provisions of the Wages Act.

(4)

The principal employer shall be responsible for complying with the
provisions of Social Security Laws in respect of the contract labour
employed in his establishment and he may do so either directly or
through the contractor but the principal employer shall be held
responsible fcr non deposit of any contribution to the social security fund
in respect of the contract labour.

42.

Wages to be paid to contract labour in certain cases
Where a cant-act labour is performing same or similar work as performed
by a regular worker of the Principal Employer such Contract Labour shall
be paid same wages as are paid to the regular worker and where there
is no such comparable regular worker in the establishment of the
principal employer, the contract labour shar be paid wages at the lowest
rate of the comparable unskiiled, semi skilled or skilled regular worker.

Chapter VIII
Miscellaneous
43.

Employer's obligation in respect of interstate migrant workers in
certain circumstances
(1)

it shall be the duty of every employer to see that the workers belonging
to a State other than the State in which his establishment is situated are
not discriminated against in any manner such as in hours of work, leave,
welfare measures and payment of wages.

(2)

Where a workmen belonging to a State other than the State in which the
establishment is located is employed in the establishment in any unskilled
472
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or semi skilled category work the employer shall inform the State of origin
of such worker and also the State in which the establishment is situated
about the employment of such worker by registered past.
44.

Bar against double employment
No worker shall work in an establishment on the day on which he has already
worked in another establishment.

45.

Removal of difficulties
Power to be with the Central Government, for a period of three years from the
commencement of the Act to remove

46.

Making of Rules
The Centra. Government as well as the State Government will have the power
to make Rules .

47.

Registers/Records, Returns, Notices, Identity cards
(1)

Every

employer of an estaolishment and every contractor to whom this

Act applies shall in addition to maintaming the registers as are prescribed
under the Wages Act shall maintain the following registers .
a.

Register of relays of shifts

b.

Leave Record Register

(2) Every employer who engages contract labour through contractors shall
maintain a register of contractors.
(3 ) Every contractor shall send an annual return to the inspector with a copy
to the licensing officer in the prescribed form provided that where the
work allotted to the contractor by the principal employer comes to an end
without completing fug calendar year the return

in

question shall be sent

by the contractor to the inspector of the area with a copy to the licensing
officer within 15 days of completion of the work.

48.

Repeals and Savings
The Shops and establishments Acts of different States, Chapter VI and
VII of the Mines Act, 1952, Chapter III, Chapter V, Chapter VI, Chapter
VII & Chapter VIII of the Factories Act, 1948, Chapter 1E, Chapter IV &
Chapter VI of the Building & Other Construction Workers (RE&CS) Act,
1996, Contract Labour (R&A) Act, 1970, the Interstate Migrant Workmen
(RE&CS) Act, 1979, the Motor Transport Workers Act, 1961, Clue Workers
and Cinema Theatres Workers (Regulation of employment) Act, 1981,
aid! and Cigar Welfare (Conditions of Employment) Act, 1966 and
Chapters Ito VIA of the Plantation Labour Act, 1951 shall stand repealed
on enactment of this Act.

49.

Appointment of Inspectors
(1) The inspectors appointed under the Wages Act by the appropriate
Government shall be the inspectors under this Act.

50.

Cognisance of Offences

(1)

Cognisance of offence committed under this Act may be taken on the
complaint filed by an inspector or a worker or a Trade Union operating
in the establishment or a recognised welfare institution.

(2)

Fines may be imposed for violation for any provision of the Act by the
Chief Inspector or an Joint Chief Inspector as provided in Section 43,

51, Penalties
For every violation of the Act fine may be imposed which shall not be less than
Rs. 5,000/- but which may extend to Rs. 10,000/-, For every subsequent
offence or violation of the same nature a fined of Rs. 10,000/- may be
imposed, Where the violation continues an additional fine of Rs. 2001- per day
may be imposed for the period till such violations continues.
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SCHEDULE -I
a)

Canteen .

b)

Watch and Ward

a)

Cleaning

Note

More non-core perennial functions, as determined by the appropriate
Government may be added

ERRATA TO APPENDIX—III DRAFT LAW ON WAGES
Page No. 476 to 490 is repetition of page No. 432 to 448. This is a
Printer's devil and may kindly be ignored.

SI2
DRAFT LAW ON WAGES
Chapter I
;preliminary,
Whereas it is expedient to consolidate all legal provisions relating to wages to
workers, it is hereby enacted as follows: Extent, application and commencement
(.)

This may be called the Wages Act.

(ii) It extends to the whole of India
00 It applies to all establishments wherever there are 20 or more workers
irrespective of the nature of activity that is carried on in the
establishment.
Definitions
In this Act, unless the context indicates otherwise:
Appropriate government: (Same as in laws on Labour Management
Relations Act.)
Bonus
Employer: (Same as in Law on Labour Management Reiatio ns Act)
Worker: (Same as in Law on Labour Management Relations Act)
Wage: As defined at present under P.W. Act)
National Floor Level Minimum Wage
g.

Centrai or State Minimum Wage
Remuneration: (Means wages and value in terms of money of the
facilities or benefits given by the employer at concessional rates or free
of cost.
416
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3.

Prohibition of Discrimination Against Female Workers
(1)

There shall be no discrimination between males and female workers in
the matter of wages; and the principle of equal pay for equal work will
be applicable to all workers under the same employer, in respect of work
of same or similar nature.

(2)

Female workers shall not be discrlminated against in matters of
recruitment, training, transfers and promotions vis-a-vis the male
workers.

(3)

Where there is any dispute as to whether work is of same or simllar
nature, the matter will be decided by the appropriate government who
may designate a person to decide the question.

Chapter II
Minimum Wages
Payment of Minimum,Wages
No employer will be allowed to pay any worker a wage which is below the
minimum wage nordled by the State Government/Union Territory.
National floor level minimum wage
There shah be a National minimum wage which the Central Government will
determine and notify; the narlonal minimum wage will be revised by the
Central Government from time to time and in no case less frequently than once
in two years. In fixing the national minimum wage, the Central Government will
keep in view the conclusions of the Indian Labour Conference in its 153 session
as alsc the decision of the Supreme Court of India in the case of Raptakos
Brett & Co.
The national minimum wage will be applicable throughout the country to every
worker in employment, irrespective of the nature of the activity, and sba I be
notified as daily rate, weekly rata and/or monthly wage.
6. Determination of Minimum Wage by Appropriate Government
As ir. section 5 above, each State/lir:on Territory will also notify for all
emp oyments or activities a state minimum ware which shall not be less than

IL
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the national minimum wage; where considered appropriate, State/Union
Territory may notify separate minimum wages for different regions of the State,
so however that so that minimum wage is not less than the national minimum
wage.
Central and State Minimum Wages Advisory Boards
The Central Government and State Government shall constitute Minimum
Wages Advisory Boards for advising the Central Government or as the case
may be the State Government in fixation or revision of minimum wages and
other connected matters. The Boards may constitute comnaittees to look into
any maser pertaining to minimum wages. The wages may be determined on
the advice of the board/committee or by notification metnod.

8. Composition of Minimum Wage
The minimum rates of wages may consist of a consolidated wage or consist of
basic pay, dearness allowance adjusted every quarter on the basis of 100 3/0
neutralisation to a cost of living index as may be prescribed and cash value of
any food Concession given to the worker. Where the appropriate Government
is declaring dearness allowance as mentioned herein above the minimum
wages of workers shall be revised at lease once in five years and in other case
once in two years.
9. Minimum Wages of Piece Rated Workers:
Where a worker is employed on a job the wages whereof are paid based on
piece rate, the piece rate wages must be so fixed that the outputs by a normal
worker in a 8 hour working shift will enable the workers to earn the equivalent
of a time rated dally minimum wage that is notified. Where there is a failure
or inabaity on the part of the employer to provide the worker with the work
for ali the 8 hours in a shift, the worker will be enttled to proportionate wages,
subject to the conoidon that the piece rate wages paid to him is not less than
75% of the notified daily minimum wage.
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Chapter III
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Payment of Wages
10.

Mode of Payment of Wages
All wages to workers shall be paid in cash or credited, with the workers
consent, to the workers bank account and where majority of workers in
the establishment give their consent in writing, the wages may be paid
partly in kind and partly in cash, so however fiat at least two thirds of
the wages are paid it cash. The value of wages paid in kind will, in case
of dispute, be determined by the appropriate Government or its
designated authority and its decision will be final.

11.

Fixation of Wage Period
The employer shall fix the wage period for workers as either dary, or weekly
or fortnightly or monthly. Provided that no wage period in respect of any
worker shall be more than a month,

12.

Time of Payment of Wages
(I) All wages will be paid before the 74 day of the succeeding month, in
cases of monthly payment; where daily wage payments are made, it must
be paid at the end of the shift, in cases of weekly rated payments, it must
be paid on the last working day of the week i.e. before the weekly holiday
and in case of fortnightly period before end of second day after the end
of the fortnight..
(2 ) Where a worker has been removed or dismissed from service or has been
retrenched or has resigned, the wages payable to him shat be paid to
him within 98 hours of his removal, dismissal, retrenchment or as the
case may be of his resignation.

13.

Payment of Wages without deductions
There shali be no deductions made from the wages of the worker, Except Lose
as are specified in Sec 14.

14 Deductions which may he made from wages
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(1) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-section (2) of Section 47 of the
Indian Railways Act,. 1890 (9 of 1890), the wages of a worker shall be
paid to him without deductions of any kind except those authorised by or
under this Act.
(Explanation I) — Every payment made by the worker to the employer or
his agent snail, for the purposes of this Act, be deemed to be a deduction
from wages.

— Any loss of wages resulting from the imposition, for
(Explanadcn
good and sufficient cause, upon a worker of any of the following
penalties, namely:The withholding of increment or promotion (including the stoppage
of increment at an efficiency bar):
The eduction to a lower post or time-scale or to a lower stage in
a time scale; or
c.

Suspension;

shall not to deemed to be a deduction from wages in any case where the
rules framed by the employer for the impositon of any such penalty are
in conformity with the requirements, If any, which may be specified in
this behalf by the State Government by notification in the Official Gazette.
(2) Deductions from the wages of worker shall be made only - n accordance
with the provisions of this Act, and may be of the following kinds only,
namely: (a)

fines;

(b)

deductions for absence from duty;

(c)

deductions for damage to or loss of goods expressly entrusted to
the worker for custody; or for loss of money for which he is
required to account, where such damage or loss is directly
attributable to his neglect or default;
4110
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deductions for house-accommodation supplied by the employer or
by Government or any housing board set up under any law for the
time being in farce (whether the Government or the board is the
employer or not) or any other authority engaged in the business of
subsiding house-accommodation which may be specified in this
behalf by the appropriate Government by notification in the Official
Gazette;

(e)

deductions for such amenities and services supplied by the
employer as the appropriate Government (or any officer specified by
it lu this behalf- ) was by general or special order, authorise.

Explanation- the word services (in this clause) does not include the
supply of tools and raw materials required for the purposes of
employment;
(f)

deductions for recovery of loans and advances by the employer
from the funds of the establishment or from any Welfare Fund
statutory or otherwise constituted by the employer or a trade union
for welfare of workers and their families with approval of
appropriate Government of whatever nature Occluding advances for
travelling allowance or conveyance aiiowanceff and the interest due
in respect thereof, or for adjustment of over payments of wages;

(g)

deductions of income tax payable by the worker or any other tax
levied by the Government or deductions required to be made by
order of a court or other authority competent to make such order;
deductions for subsoripbon to, and for repayment of advances from
any social security fund or scheme constituted by law including
provident fund or pension fund or healtn insurance scheme or fund
known by any other name;

(i)

deductions for payment to cooperative societies approved by the
appropriate Government (or any officer specified by it in this behalf)
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deductions, made with the written authorisation of the worker for

(i)

payment of any premium of his life insurance policy to the Life
Insurance Corporation of India established under the Life Inscrance
Corporation Act, 1956 (31 of 1956), or for the purchase of securities
of the Government of India or of any State Government or for being
deposited in any Post Office Savings Bank in furtherance of any
savings scheme of any such Governrnent;) or to a scheme of
insurance maintained by the Indian Post Office; and

(k) deductions made, with the written authorisation of the worker for
payment cf the fees payable by him for the membership of ally
trade union registered under the Trade Union Act, 1926 (16 of
1925)
(I)

deduction for payment of insurance premia on Fidelity Guarantee
Bonds

(m)

deductions for recovery of losses sustained by a railway
administration on account of acceptance by the worker of
counterfeit or base cons or mutilated or forged currency notes;

(n)

deductions for recovery of losses sustained by a railway
administration on account of the failure of the worker to invoice, to
bill, to collect or to account for the appropriate charges due to that
administration whether in respect of fares, freight, dernurrace.
wharface and carnage or in respect of save of food in catering
establishments or in respect of commodidos in grain shops or
otheryfice;

fo) deductions for recovery of losses sustained by a railway
administration on account of any rebates or refunds incorrectly
granted by the worker where such loss is direct )/ attributab l e to his
neglect or default;
(p) deductions, made with the written authorisation of the worker, for
contribution to the Prime Minister's National Relief Fund or to such
other fund as the Central Government may, by notification in the
Official Gazette, specify;
402
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(3)

Nobti testa

tiding anything contained in this Act, the Total amount of

deductions which maybe made urder sub-section (2) in any wane-period
from the wages of any worker shall not exceed —
(q)

1- cases where such deductions are wholly or partly made for
payments to cooperative sodeties :ride - clause a) of sub-section
(2), seventy five percent of such wages, and

(r)

in any other case, fifty per cent of such wages;
Provided that where the total deductions autho -rsed under subsectron (2) exceed seventy five per cent or, as the case may be, fifty
percent of the wages, the excess may be recovered in such manner
as may be prescribed.

(4)

Nothing contained in this section shall be construed as precluding the
employer from recovering from the wag 2S of the worker or otherwise any
amount paya die by such person under any law for the time being in force
other than Indian Railways Act, 1890 (9 of 1890).

Chapter /V
Payment of Bonus
13

There shall be paid to every workers an anroar bonus calculated at 8 1/3% of
the wages

earned

by him/her during tne previous accounting yea; such

amount to be paid within three months of the dose of the accts.-ring year.
i e
(Wages for the purpose of caiculating bonus will comprs

east

wage,

dearness allowance, retention a Iowangs, If any, in case of seasonal industries,
city compensatory allowance and no other allowance) Demand for bonus in
excess of this annual bonus, either on the basis of profits earned in The
accounting year or on basis of p-oductjon/prod_chvrty will be de:ermined by
collective bargaining between the parties, failing which by arbitration or
adjudication as an Industrlar dispute, so bovteverf the total bonus including the
8 1/31/0 annual bonus shall note exceed 20 3/0 of the wages
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16. Payment of Bonus out of Allocable Surplus
(1)

The bonus shall be paid out of the allocable surplus which shall be an
amount equal to 60D/D of the available surplus arrived at as per provisions
of sub Sec (2)

(2)

The ovate bye surplus shall be the a mount calculated as per schedule
appended to Act.

(3)

Audited accounts of companies shall not normally be questioned.
Provided that wherever there is are dispute regarding the quantum of
payment of bonus the authority such as the Labour Court or LRCs may
call upon the employer to produce the balance sheet before it. However,
the authority shall not disclose any information contained in the balance
sheet unless agreed to by the employer.

17. Disqualification for bonus
Notwitistarcing anything contained in this Act, a worker snal be disqualified
from receiving bonus under this Act, if he is dismissed from service for
Fraud; or
i

Riotous or violent behaviour while on the premises of the establishment;
or

ii!

Theft, misappropriation or sabotage of any property of the establishment.

18. Proportionate reduction in bonus in certain cases
Where a worker has not worked for all the working days in an accosntino year,
the minimum bonus of 8.33 percent of his salary or wage or higher that is
payable to other workers in the establishment for the days he has worked in
that accounting year, shall be proportionately reduced.
19. Set on and set off of allocable surplus
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(1)

mhmvmorc Dll Lnall

Where for any accounting year, the allocable ski- plus exceeds the amount
of maximum bonus payaple to me workers in the establishment under
section 11, then, the excess shall, subject to a limit of twenty percent of
the total salary or wage of the workers employed in the establishment in
that accounting year, be carried forward for being set on in the
succeeding accounting year and so on up to and Inc usive of the fourth
accounting year to be uhiised for the purpose of payment of bonus in the
!manner illustrated in the Fourth Schedule.

(2)

Where for any amounting year, there is no available surplus or the
allocable surplus in respect of that year faRs short of the amount of
minimum bonus payable to the workers in the establishment under
section 10, and there is no amount or sufficient amount carded forwat
and set on under sub-section (1) which could be utilised for the purpose
of payment of the minimum bonus, then, such minimum amount or the
deficiency, as the case may be, shad be carried forward for heir g set off
fir the succeeding a ccounina year and so on up to and inclusive of the
fourth accounting year in the manner illustrated in the 'Fourth) Schedule.

(3)

The principle of set on and set off as illustrated in the (Fourth) schedule
shaft apply to all other cases not covered by sob-section (1) or sub
section (2) for the purpose of payment of bonus under this Act.

(4)

Where it any accounting year any amount has been carried forwaro and
set on or set off under :pis section, teen, in calculating bonus for the
succeeding accouneng year, the amount of set on or set off carried
firmware from the Coldest account year shail first be taken into account_

20. Adjustment of customary or interim bonus against bonus payable
under the Act
Where in any accounting year
(a)

An employer has ()Mc any uja Bonus or other cumorne y bonus to
worker; or

(b)

Ag employer has paid a part of :he bcnus pagable under this Act to
worker before the date on which such bonus becomes payatm, then, the
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emp over shall be entitled to deduct the amount of bonus so paid fro
the amount of bonus payable by him to :he worker under this Act in
respect of that accounting year and the worker shall be entitled to receive
only the balance.
21. Deduction of certain amounts from bonus payable under the Act
Where in any accounting year, worker is found guilty of misconduct causing
financia, loss to the employe; then, it shall be lawful for the employer to
deduct the amount of loss from the amount of bows payable by him to the
worker under this Act in respect of that accounting year only and the worker
shall be entitled to receive the balance, if any.
22. Time Molt for payment of bonus
All amounts payable to worker by way of bonus under this Act shall be paid
ir cash by his employer(a)

where there is a dispute regarding payment of bonus pending before any
authority under Section 22 within a month from the ate on which the
award becomes enforceable or the settlement comes into operation, in
respect on such dispute;

(b)

ir any other case, within a period of eight months form the close of the
accounting year
Provided that tne appro p date Government or such authority as the
appropriate Government may specify in this behalf may, upon ar
application mad= to it by the employer and for sufficient reasons, by
order, extend the said perlod of eight months to such further period or
periods as lt nicks fit; so, however, that the [oath period so extended
shall not in any case exceed two years.

23. Special provision with respect to payment of bonus bnkeU nvith
production or productivity
Notwit- sTandmc anything contained in this Act 485
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Where an agreement or a settlement has been entered into by the
workers with their employer before the commencernent of the Payment
of Bonus (Amendment) Act, 1976 (23 of 1976) or
ii

Where the workers enter into any agreement or settlement with their
employer after such commencement,
For payment of annual bonus linked with production or productivity in
lieu of bonus based on profits payable voter this Act, then, such workers
shall he enttled to receive bonus due to them under such agreement or
settlement, as the case may be .

The Provisions of Payment of Bonus not to apply to certain classes of
workers
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Act to workers employed as
seamen in the establishment of Merchant Shipping Companies, workers of
establishment & Departments of Central Government, State Government and
local authorities, workers of Indian Red Cross Society or any like instoutons,
workers of hospitals, chamber of commerce, or charitable institutions not
established for making profits, workers of universities, other educational
institutions, a construction work which is not carried for more Man a year.
Chapter V
Miscellaneous
25.

Removal of difficulties
Power to be with the Central Government, for a period of three years form the
commencement of the Act to remove difficulties.

26.

Making of Rules
The Centre; Government will have the power to make RUES

27.

Repeal and Savings
The Payment of Wages Act 1936 the Minimum Wages Act 1948 the Payment
of Bonus Act 1965 and the Eva: Remuneration Act 1976 shall &and repealed
on enactment of this law.
48?
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32428. Issue of Identity Cards
Every worker must be issued an identity card indicating the name of the
establishment, ra -ne of the ,vorker, cesigaation, details of wages and
allowances to be paid and such other details as may be prescribed, in which
entries must de made at the end of each wage period showing the amount of
ges/allowar ces after authorised deductions, with the signature of the
worker for having received such payment.
?9 Claims under the Act
(I) The apptopdate Government shall appoint an authority to hear the claims
arising out of non-payment of Remuneration, deductions made by
employer from the wages of a worker which are not according to this Act,
payment of less wages than the mintrium wages non-payment of wages
for the leave period, non-payment of over time, non-payment of equal
remuneration to female workers as prescribed under this Act or nonpayment of bonus.
(2) The authority may order compensation upto 10 times in addition to the
dues involved as specified in sub section (1). The authority shut before
ordering compensation have regard to the circumstances due to which'
the dues nad remained unpaid or ;ass paid.
If an employer fails to pay the outstanding dues of a worker that are
orderec to be paid by the authority under Sub-Section (1) the authority
shall issue a certficate of recovery to the Collector of the District where
the establishment is located who shat recover the same as arrears of
and revenue and remit the same to the authority for payment to the
conce -aed worker.
(4) Any claim arising out of any cues payable as prescribed under subsection (1) above may be filed before the authority by either the worker
himself of any Trade Union of which the worker is a member or a Non
Government Organisation duly authorised by the wor.er or en Insoector
appointed utter this Act.
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30. Records, Returns and Notices
(3 ) Every employer of an establishment to which this Act applies shall
Maintain

the following registers:

(i)

.Register of persons employed

(ii)

Register of muster roll cum wages.

(4) Every employer shall display a notice on the notice board at a permanent
place in the establishment containing the wage rates of workers category
wise, the wage period, the day or date and time of payment of wages and
the name of the person responsible for payment of wages to the workers.
(5) Every employer of an establishment shall send en annual return in the
prescribed form to the Ch.ed Inspector or to the authority as may be
prescribed.
31. Appointment of Inspectors
An appropriate Government shall appoint a Chief Inspector, Jo,ot Chief
Inspectors, Deputy Chief Inspectors, Assistant Chief Inspectors and sufficient
number of Inspectors for the country as a whole or State or different areas to
carry out the objectives and purposes of this Act.
32. Cognisance of offences
Cognisance of offence committed under this Act may be taken on the
complaint filed by e worker or a trade union or a recognised welfare
institution or an inspector appointed under this Act.
(2)

No court inferior to the Metroponten Magistrate or Magistrate of first ciass
shall try the offences mentioned

in

sub sec (2) of Secton 33.

33. Penalties
(1) For offences of minor nature such as non or improper maintenance of
records fines may be imposed by an Assistant Chief Inspector on- a
Deputy Chief Inspector upto Rs. 5,000/- for each vioAtion.
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(2)

For other offences such as non-payment of wages, or payment of wages
at lesser rate than that are payable undes then notwithstanding any other
provision of this Act penalty of imprisonment which may extend upfo 3
months or fine which may extend to Rs. 5,000/- or both may be imposed.
Whosoever files a claim which is found totally false shall be punishable
with fine which may extend to Rs. 10001-.

34.

Exemptions
Nothing in this Act shall apply to workers employed in any establishment
carried on by a department of Government directly.

35.

Benda; of Proof
Where a claim has been filed on account of con payment of remuneration or
bonus or less payment of wages or bonus or on account of making deductions
not authorised by this Act from the wages of a worker the burden to prove that
The above mentioned dues have been paid shall be on the employe -,

36 Contracting Out
Any contract or agreement whereby a worker forgoes his right to rim imum
wages or agrees to deductions from his wages not authorised under this Act
or focegoes his right to bonus shall void ab !nitro.

27a
APPENDIX - V
LAW ON LABOUR MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to registration of Trade Unions,
rights and obligators of registered Trade Unions, conditions of employment of
workers, settlements of disputes between the workers and the management,
promoting healthy industrial relations based on mutual cooperation with a view to
ensure accelerated economic Growth while securing social justice for the workers, be
it enacted as follows':
CHAPTER I
PRELIMINARY
Short tine, Extent, Commencement & Application
(1)

This Acs may be cared the Labour Management Relations Act, 2002

(2)

It snail extend to the whole of ird a

(3)

It shall come into force on such date as the Central Government may by
notification appoint and different dates may be appointed for different
provisions of this Act and for different States, so however, the entire
provisions of the Act MI oe brought into force M the whole of India
within three years of the enactment of the Act.
It sisal: apply to every establishment or undertaking wherein 20 or more
workers are employed, proyided that nothing in this Act shail apply to an
establishment of a Government performing sovereign functions of Me
State.

Definitions
(I) In this Act unless there is anything repugnant In the subject or context
the
(a) `appropriate Government' means the Centre: Government in respect

DB

ent, railways,
of establishments of Departm nts of Central Govern
posts, telecommunications, major ports, light houses, Food
Corporation of India, Centr I WarehojSing Corporation, banks
(other than Cooperative banks), insurance, finan.cia! institutions,
mines, stock exchanges, shipping, mints, security printing presses,
air transport industry, petroleum industry, atomic energy, space,
broadcasting and television, defence establishments; Cantonment
Boards, Centrai social security institutions and institutions such as
those belonging to CSIR, ICAR, 1674R NCERT and in respect of
industrial disputes between the contractor and the Contract Labour
engaged in these enterprises/establishments and in respect of all
others, the concerned State Government/Union Territory
administraticns.
(s) 'Arbitrator' means an. Arbitrator or a body of Arbitrators chosen by
parties to a dispute or named so in the collective agreement or
settlement drawn from the panel of Arbitrators maintained by the
State Labour Relations Commission or Central Labour Re'ations
Commission or other eminent persons in the community who are
accepted or nominated as such by any person or persons who is or
are party to any individual, industrial or trade union dispute.
(c) 'average wage' means the average of wages (including piece rate
earnings) payable to a worker
(i)

in case of a monthly paid worAer and piece rated worker, in

three complete calendar months
(ii)

in case of a fortnightly or weekly paid worker in four complete

fortnights or four complete weeks
(In) in case of daily paid ...Yorker, in the 12 full working days
preceding the date with reference to which the average pay becomes
payable if the worker had worked ford three complete calendar months or
four complete fortnights or four comp:ate weeks or as the case may be
12 fug working days and where such average cannot be calculated, as
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aforesaid, the average of wages payable to the worker during the period
he actually worked.

(a) 'award' means an interim or final determination of any individual
dispute or industrial dispute or trade union dispute by an Arbitrator,
Lok Ada let, Labour Court, State Labor Relations Commission,
Ceuta! Labour Relations Commission or National Labour Relations
Commission,
(e)

'banking company' means a banking company as defined in section
5 of the Banking Companies Act, 1949. and includes the Reserve
Bank of India constituted under Section 3 of the Reserve Bank of
tndia Act, 1934, the State Bank of Incia constituted under the
section 3 of the State Bank of India Act, 1955, any subsidiary bank
as defined in clause(k) of section 2 of the State Bank of India
(subsidiary banks) Act, 1959, the Industrial Development Bank of
India established under the Industrial Development Bank of India
Act, 1964 and a corresponding new bank constituted under secion
3 of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and Transfer of
Undertakings) Act, :970;

(f)

'negotiating agent means a registered trade union recognised or
certified as such under this Act being the single negotiating agent
or a combination or college of more than one registered trade
unions and includes a neaotiating committee;

(g)

'closure' means the permanent closing down of any place of
employment or part thereof;

(h)

'employer' means who emp.oys workers in his establishment and
where the establishment is carried on by any department of Central
Government or State Government, the authority prescribed in this
behalf or where no authority is prescribed the head of the
department and in relation to an establishment carried on by a local
authority, the Chief Executive of that authority;
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establish:Term' mean s any activity carried on by co-operation
between an employer and workers and includes any branch or office
of the esrablishment within a specified local area as may be
prescribec .

(11

'executive means the body by whatever name called, to which the
management of the affairs of a trade union is entrusted;

(k) 'individual dispute' means any dispute or difference between an
employer and any of his worker in relation to, or arising from,
transfer or promotion of or refusal or failure to promote, such
worker or the termination of his employment or any punishment
(including discharge or dismissa.) imposed on such worker and
includes any dispute or difference as to the money due to such
worker from the employer or as to the amount at which a benefit
which is capable of being computed in terms of money, is to be
computed .
c Explanation: where a question arises whether a dispute is an
individual dispute or an industrial dispute the same shall be decided
by a Labour Court or as the case may be the appropriate Labour
Relations Commffsion.
(I)

'Industrial dispute' means any dispute or difference between
employers and workers, or between employers and employers, or
between 'workers and workers, which is connected with the
employment or non-employment or the terms of employment or
conditions of labour, of any person, but does not include an
individual dispute or a trade union dispute.

(m) 'Insurance company' means a company dented as such in section
2 of Instrance Act, 1938
(r.) 'lay off means the failure, refusal or inabilityof an employer on
account of shortage of coal, power or raw material or the
accumulation of stocks or break down of machinery or natural
calamity or for any other connected reason to give employment so
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33 2a worker whose name is borne on the muster roll of his
establishment and who has not been retrenched;
explanation: Every worker whose name is borne on the muster rolls
of the establishment and who presents himself for work at the
establishment at the time appointed for the purpose during normal
working hours on any day and is not riven employment by the
employer within two hours of his so presenting himself shall be
deemed to have beer laid off for that day within the meaning of this
clause:

Provided that if the worker, instead of being given employment at
the commencement of any shift for any day is asked to present
himself for the purpose during the second half of the shift for the
day and is given employment then, he shall be deemed to have
been laid off only for one half of that day;

Provided further that if he is not given any such employment even
after so presenting himself, he shall not be deemed to have been
laid off for the second half of the shift for the day and shall be
entitled to full basic wages and dearness allowance for that part of
the day;
(o)

'lock out' meats the (temporary dosing of a place of employment)
or the suspension of work, or the refusal by an employer to
continue to employ any number of persons ems toyed by him;

(p)

'managerial or other employee' for the purposes of Chapter X
means a person who is appointed or engaged as a supervisor or an
officer or a manager and includes a person engaged as a worker but
excluded from the definition of a worker under this Act due to the
wage limit but does not include a manager or a general manager
who has overall control over the affairs of an establishment or the
undertaking;
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(q)

'notification' means a notification pub➢shed in the Official Gazette;

(r)

'office bearer', in relation to a trade union, includes any member of
the executive thereof, but does not include an auditor;

(s)

'prescribed' means prescribed by rules made under this Act;

ift)

'registered trade union' means a trade union registered under this
Act;

(u) 'Registrar means Registrar of a trade unions appointed under this
Act;
'retrenchment' means the termination by the employer of services
of a worker on account of surplusage of manpower and does not
include
(I)

terninadon of service of a worker by way of punishment on
account of misconduct;

(ii)

voluntary retirement of a worker or resignation;

(iii)

retirement of a

WO rker

on reaching the age of superannuation

in terms of contract of employment, rules or standing orders,
applicable to the worker;
(iv)

termination of service of a worker or grounds of ill health;

(v)

termination of service of a worker as a result of the contract
of employment coming to an end or non renewal of contract
of employment or termination of contract under stipulation in
that behalf contained therein;

'settlement' means a written collective agreement between the
employer and the negotiating agent arrived at otherwise than V the
course of conciliation proceedings which has been sent to the
concerned Labour Relations Commission and includes a settlement
arrived at in the course of conciliation proceedings a copy of which
has been sent by the Conciliation Officer before whom it is signed
to the concerned Labour Relations Commission and the appropriate
Government;
496
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essential service' means an establishment carrying on the

(x)

activity of water supply or sanitation or generation and supply of
electricity or public transport or any activity connected with any
medical service;
(y)

'sovereign functions' mean and include the funs:ions pertaining to
main:ffinance of law and orcer, mating of low and Justice, levy and
collection of :axes, external relations and defence of the country
performed by Government;

(z)

'strike means total of partial cessaton of work by body of persons
employed in any establishment acPric in combination or a concerted
refusal or a refusal uncer a common uncerstanding of any umber
of persons who are or have been so employed to continue to work
or accept work or employment;
(az)

Grade union' means any corroincoon whether terroorais or
Permanent formed primarky for the purpose of regulat.ng
relations between the workers and the employers

or

between workers end workers or between employers and
emp oyers and includes a federation of Trade unions or a
central organisation of Trade Unions and includes an
association or union of unorganisea sector workers
registered under on s Act notwitInstand'rg the fact that
there is no employer-employee relationship or such
relationship is not clear;
(bb)

trade onion dispute rrcans any dispute —
(I)

between a trade union and another trade unicn or

(GI) between a member or two or more members of a
trade union and the trade union , or between two or
more members of a trade union relating to
registration, certification, administration
management of affairs of that trace union including
election of officer bea -ers thereof;
(iii) between a worker and a trade union regarding non
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aumission as a member of the trade union without
sufficient reason;
(cc)

body set up set up under the
'undertaking' rreans
Companies Act Cr under any other law relating to setting up
of banking or insurance companies or a partnership or
proprietary firm and inciudes the offices, sections, snits
and branches of an undertaking whether situated in an area
or in the whole of the country

Explanation: a body corporate, partnership or proprietary firm shad
be treated as a separate dndertaXing where it is drawing a separate
balance sheet and preparing separate profit and loss account

(dd)

'Wages' or 'remuneration' W:11 have the same meaning as
assigned to them in the Wages Act and wages generally
used in this Act may mean remuneration wherever the
context so requires.

(ee)

'worker' means any person employed for carrying out any
uctivity in an establishment for hire or reward whether the
terms of employment be expressed or irnp,ied and whose
wages do not exceed Rs. 25,000 per mensum and for che
purposes of any proceedings under this Act in relation to an
individual dispute includes any such worker who has been
dismissed, discharged or retreincheo and whose dismissal,
oischarce or retrenchment has led to that dispute, but does
not Include any such person
(i)

who is a subject of Air Force Act, Navy Act or Army
Act;
who is employed M the police service or as an officer
or other worker of a prison; or

010 who is employed in a man
supervisory capacty;
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CHAPTER II
AUTHORITIES TO BE SET UP UNDER THE ACT
Registrar of Trade Unions
(1)

Appropriate Government may by notification appoint a person to be the
Registrar of Trade Unions, and other persons as Additional Registrars of
Trade Unions, 3oir,I Registrar of Trade Unions and Dy. Registrars of Trade
Unions who shall exercise such powers and perform such dudes of the
Registrar as the appropriate Government may by notification specify from
time to time.

(2) Subject to the provisions of any order made by the appropriate
Government where an Addle/Ina. Registrar of Trade Unions or a Joint
Registrar of trade unions or a Dy Registrar of Trade Unions exercises the
cowers and performs the duties of the Registrar in an area within which
istrar
the registered office of a Trade Union is siruated such Additional Reg
of Trade Unions or a Joint Registrar of Trade Unions or a Dy. Registrar
on to that
of Trade Unions skit' be deemed to be :he Registrar in relati
Trade Union for the purposes of this Act.
Grievance Redressal Committee
(1)

In every establishment there sha' be established a Grievance
Redressal Committee consisting of equal number of workers and
employers representatives for looking into grievances of worcers

(2)

The Grievance Redress Committee shall consist cf not mare that 10
and not 'ess than 2 members depending cn the employment size of
the establishment and where the number of representatives is 4 or
more it shall have a chairman and a vice chairman elected by the
Committee.

(3)

where i n respect of an establishment there is recognised
negotiating agent, the workers representatives on t .2 committee
shall be nominated by such negotiating agent ceiffibd under this
Act.
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(9) The appropriate Government shall make roles to prescribe the
number of representatives to be nominated by the negotiating agent
and the employer depending on the employment size of the
establishment election of chairman and vice chairman and such
other matters as may be necessary for the conduct of business of
the Grievance Redressal Committee for resolution of grievances cf
workers.

Lok Adalats

(1)

The appropriate Government may by notification establish such
number of Lok Adalats as it thinks fit and define the local Iiinits of
their jurisdiction .

(2)

The Lok Adalat shall have its headquarter at such place as the
appropriate Government may by notification specify in this behalf
Provided that nothing shall prevent the Lok Adalat from holding its
sittngs at such other pace or pieces within the local limits of its
jurisdiction as it considers necessary.

(3)

The qualification for appointment as Presiding Officer of a Lok
Adalat shail he t3 e same as have been prescribed for appointment
of Presiding Officer of a Labour Court under this Act.

(4)

Lok Adalat sitar Subject to others provisions of this Act have powers
to aroitrate in irdividuai disputes, industrial disputes, trade union
disputes and perform such other functions as may be assigned to
it ender this Act.

Conciliation Officers And Their Duties & Functions

(1) The appropriate Government may by notification appoint such
number of persons as it thinks fit depending on the number of
cases to be the Conciliation Officers charged with the duty of
conciliating in and promoting the settlement of indivieuiti and
industrial disputes.

5a0

at
(2)

A Conciliadon Officer may be appointed for a specified area or for
specifier industries in a specified area either permanently or for a
limited period.

(3)

The duties and functions of a Co ncili atior Officer shall be as under
ftp

to assist employers or their representatives and the trade
unions to achieve and maintain effective labour rdations;

(-)

to chair conciliation proceedings;
to teal with such matters as are referred to him by the Labour
Court or the Labour Relations Commission;

(iv) to offer h s services to the parties to a dispute, and to assist
them to resolve the dispute Including making of enquiry as
may be necessary;
to exercise such other ft nenons as are conrer ec on a
conciliator under this Act.

7.

Arbitrators

'Central Labour Relations Corn mission' or as the case may be the State
Labour Relations Commiss-an sh a I maintain a panel of persons who have
distingoished themselves in the field of Trade Union, man agerr en(
economics or have distinguisned themselves as conciliators or being in
the service of Central or State Government are dealing with the labour
issues, to function as Arbitrators in individual d -sputes, industrial disputes
and trade union disputes.

Provided that nothing shall prevent the parties to any individual,
industrial or trade union dispute to accept or nominate by agreement
other eminent persons in the community to arbitrate in their disputes.
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Labour Courts

(1)

The ?porn -late Government in consu hation with ne Central Labour
Relations Commission or as the case may be the State Labour Relations
- of Labour Courts
Coro miss: or. shall by notification establish such nurnae
as it thinks fit and define local limits of their jurisdiction and appoint
Pres oing Officers of such Labour Courts.
The Labour Court shall have its headquarters_ at such place as the
appropriate Government in conshltahor evth the Central Labour Rd0t ons
Commission or as the case may be the Srate Debar Pe ations
Commission may

(2)

by

notification specify.

Provided that the Labour Court may nom its siftings at such other pace
or places s hin

its

local limits of Jur =diction, as it considers necessary.

Provided further that nothing shall prevent the appropriate Government
from transferring a Presiding Officer of the Labour Court to another
Labour Coort set up by it.

(3)

No person shall be qualified as Presiding Officer of a Labour Court unless:

he has for a period of not less than one year been a District Ridge
or an Additional Dis:rict Judge or
fie has heic a judicial office in India for not less than 7 years or is
a member of I -dian Labour ji udicial Service, or
he has practiced as an advocate or attorney for not. less than 7
years in any court or
he has neld the post of a Dy. Labour Commissioner or abcve under
:he State Government or 7elc the post of Regional Labour
Commissioner or above in the Central Government and has
experience of deplirg with Labour matter for not less than 10 years .
he Res in the opinion of appropriate Government distinguished
hinse f in tne field of Incushria relations of human resource
management
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(4

) The Labour Court shall subject to other provisions of this Act have
powers to adjt.dicate in individual disputes; and Trade Union disputes and
Aalms as prescrrned under this Act and may be assigned such other
functions such as settlement of disputes and claims, arc 'Dial of offences
under this Act and other enactmerts as nay be specified in the behalf
by appropriate Government by no:Ili:Dation

9

Central & State Labour Relations Commission
) The Central Government shah, by notification, establish a Labour
(1
Relations Commission to be known as the Central Labour Relations
Commission.
The State Government shag, by notification establish a Labour
Relations Commission to be known as the State Labour Relations
Commission
'3) (a) The Central Labour Relations Commission and each of The State
Labour Relations Commission shall consist of a president and
such number of other members as are necessary provided that
the number of members representing labour shall be equal to
the cumber of members representing management
(ID) Subject to the other provisions of tbis code, the jurisdiction,
powers and aktnorlty of the Central Labour Relations
Commission and the State Labour Commissions may be
exercised by benches thereof.
(c)

;1)

A bench shall consist of not less than three members of
whom one shali be a judicial member.

(ii)

The President may discharge the functions of a judicial
member of any bench.

(PI) The President may for the purpose of securing that any
case cr cases which, having regard to the nature of the
questions kndo:Ded requires or requ:re in bis opinion or
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under the rules made by the Central Government or, as
the case may be, by the State Government, in this
behalf to be decided by a bench composed of more than
three members, issue such general or special orders as
he may deem ft; provided that every bench constituted
in pursuance of this clause shall include at least one
judicial mem bee one non-jUdIC:Ei member representing
ernolo,ers and one member representing the workers.
iv) The benches of the Central or State Labour Relations
Commission shall sit at such pace or places as the
Centre' or as the case may be the State Government may
by notification specify
) The ?resident of the Ceetral Labour Reiabors Commission or State
Labour Relations Comm ssion shall be a sit no or retired judge of
a High Court or is eligible to be appointed as a judge of the High
Court
(b) The Members of the Central and State Labour Relations Commission
shall be persons who have distinguishes themselves in the field of
economics, labour or labour relations, trade union movement and
management.
(5) Central and State Labour Relations Commission will be deemed to
be set up under Article 332- B of the Constitution.

10. Nationa! Labour Relations Commission
(1) The Central Government may by not cation estab ish a National
Labour Relations Commission to
(l)

hear appeals against any order or award of the Central Labour
Relations Commission or a State Labour Relations Commission
involving s bstantfaI cuestion of iaw.

(ii)

adjudicate in an industrial dispute of national importance.

(iii)

adjudicate r an Industrial dispute in which estaplisinments
situated in more Ina!) ore States are likely to be interested.
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(iv)

adjudicate in a trade union disputes of a Trade Union having
offices in more than one State.

(2)

The National Labour Relations Commission shall cones: of President who
shalt be a sitting judge of the Supreme Come or a person who is eligible
to be appointed as a judge of the Supreme Court and such other number
of members as may be prescribed one of whom sha_ he from judiciary
or from fndlan Labour Judicial Service and other members shall be
cistinguished persons from the field of La boun trade union, economics or
management .

(3)

The NanDna I Labour Relations C011mission may issue any direction to any
Labour Court, Labour Relations Commission or an official of the
Gower-men: for carrying out purposes of this Act.

(4)

The National Labour Reiandons Commission may have benches or have
sittings at such places as may be decided by the Commission and where
a bench is set up it shall have not less than 3 members presided over
by a judicial member.

(5)

National Labour Relations Commission shall have the powers exercisable
by the Supreme Court under Clause 3 of Article 32 of the Continuation
in pursuance thereof.

11. Tenure of Office of the President and members of the
Commission, Procedure of removal, staff of the Commission, and
other related matters
(1) In the event of the occurrence or any vacancy in the office of the
President of a Labour Relations Commission, the senior most
member of the Labour Relations Commission sna act es the
president until the date on which a new president is appointed in
accordance with the provisions of this Am to fill such vacancy enters
upon his office .
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When the president of a Labour Relations Commission is unable to

(2)

discharge his functions owing to absence, illness or any other cause
the senior mast member shall discharge the function of tne
president until the date on which the president resumes office

(3)

(4)

The president and members of a Saboor Relations Commission shell
five years.
hold office until they attain the age of sixtyThe president or any other member of the Labour Relations
ce in writing !ander his hand addressed to
Comm i ssion may, by not i
the Central Government or the State Government, as the case may
be, resign his office:

her member cf the Commission shall, unless
Provided that the president or o t
s permitted to relinquish his office sooner by the Central Government or
he i
the State Government, as the case may be, continue to hold office un5'l the
ce or until a person
expiry of three months from the date of receipt of such not i
duly appointed as his successor enters upon his office or until the expiry of his
term of office whichever Is the earliest.

(a) The president, or any otner member of the Central Labour
Commission and a member of the National Labour Relations
Commission may be removed from office by an order made by the
a an the grounds of proved misbehaviour or
president of Tap i
incapacity oa the recommendation of the National Judicial
s behalf under
Commission or a Committee set up in th i
cnairmanship of Chief Justice of :ndia after an enquiry in which
such president or member has been informed of the charges
ng heard in
against him and given a reasonable opportunity of be i
respect of those cl r arges

(b) The president or any other member of a State Labour Relations
fice by an order made by the
Commission may be removed from of
Goyer - or of the State on the ground of proved misbehaviour or
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incapacity by the Nation ' Judicial Commission or a Committee
appointed under the Chairmanship of the Chief Justice of the High
Court, after an enquiry in which such president or member has
been informed of the charges against him and given a reasonable
opportunity of being heard is respect of those charges.

(c) The Central Gosernment shall by rules, lay down the procedure for
the investigation of misbehaviour or incapacity of the president or
member referred to in sub-section (a) and (b).

(6)

(a) The salaries and alcwances payable to and other terms and
conditions of service (including pension, gratuity and other
retrement benefits) of the Pres,ceuf and other members of the
National Labour Re.ations Commission and the Central Labour
Relations Commission shal, be such as may be prescribed by the
Central Government and those of the President and members of the
Cate Labour Relations Commission shag be such as may be
orescriped by the State Government.

(b) Neither :he salary and allowances no- the other terms and
conditions of service of the President or any other member shall be
eared to his disadvantage after his appointrdent.
(7)

(a) No High Court shall have airy power of superintendence over the
Labour Relations Commissions.

(b) No Court shag exercise any u-isciction, Ppower or aufhodyy in
respect of any matter _abject to the Jurisdiction, power or authority
of or in reason to the Lanour Relations Commission.

(8)

(a)

The president of a Labour Relations Commiss]on snail exercise such
financial and administrative powers over the Benches as may be
vested in him uer the rules made by the Central Government op
as the case may be, the State Govornment.
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(b) The president of a 'Labour Relations Commisswn shall have
authority to delegate such of his financial and administrative powers
as he may think fit, to any other member or officer of the
Commission subject to the condition that such member or officer
shall while exercising such delegated powers, continue to act under
the direction, control and supervision of the president.
The Central Government or, as the case may be, the State

(9 )

Government shall deter ninethe nature and categories of the
officers and other employees required to assist the Labour Relations
on in the ffischarge of their functions and provide
Commiss the Commission with such officers and other employees as it
may think fit.

The salaries, allowances and conditions of service of the officers
and other employees of the Central Labour Relations Commission or
the State Labour Relations Commission shall be such as may be
specified by rules made by the Central Government or as the case
may be, the State Government.

(c)

The officers and other employees of the Labour Relations
Commission shall discharge tneir functions under the general
superintendence of the president.
The Central Labour Relations Commission and the State Labour

(10)

Relations Commission shall have the following functions, namely

(a) Hearing of appeals against the award of a Labour Court.

(b)

adjudication of disputes as provided under this Act which are not
settled by collective bargaining and there is no agreement to refer
the same to arbitration.
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provided that in cases were the parties agree to arbitration of a
dispute but are not able to agree upon an Arbitrator the appropriate
Labour Relations Commission may, on a motion by either party or
of the appropriate Government, get the dispute arbitrated by any
Member of the Commission or by an Arbitrator from out of a panel
of Arbitrators maintained by the Commission for the purpose.
CHAPTER III
Trade Unions
12, Trade Unions to be Formed
1) A Trade Union may be formed by workers or employers and in case of
a federation or central organisation by Trade Unions of workers or
employers.
(2)

Ever/ Trade Union shall carry on its activities in accordance with the
provisions of this Act and the constitution and rules 'Famed by it and
approved by the Registrar

(3)

A Trae Union, which is not registered under this Act, shall not be entitled
to any rights and privileges under this Act.

13. Requirement for Registration
(1) (a) In case of Trade Union of workers a minimum of 10% of workers
employed in an establishment, undertaking or industry with which a
Trade Union is connected shall be required to be the members of the
Trade Union for making an application for registration
Provided that where 10 0/c of workers exceed 100 it shall be sufficient if the
apogee:Pon Es made by 100 wormers.
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Provided further that where 10% of workers of an establishment or
undertaking or an industry is iess than seven workers a minimum of 7
workers shall be required to make an application for registration.
(5) In the case of unions or association of workers in unorganised sector
where there is no employer-employee relationship or such relationship is
not clear, the requirement of 10% membership in an establishment or
undertaking or industry shall not apply.
( 2 ) In the case of a Trade Union of employers not less than 7 employers shall
be required or making an application for registration.

14. Application for Registration
Every application for registration of a Trade Union

al: be accompanied

by -(a) A statement showing —
(i)

The names, occupations and addresses of the persons making
the application, the name and address of the establishment,
undertaking or industry, and where the establishment has two
cr more units, branches or offices, the name and address of
the unit, branch

OF

office, wherein such persons are

employed;
(ii)

The name of the Trade Union and the address of Its head
office;

Mg The title, name, age, restenbal address and occupation of
each of the office bearers of the Trade Union;
(iv) In the case of a Trade Union, being a federation or central
organisation of trade unions, the names, addresses of
registered offices and registration numbers of the member Trade Unions;
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(b).

Three copies of the rules of the Trade Union togetner with a copy
of the resolution by the members of the Trade Union adopting such
rules;

(c).

A copy of the resolution adopted by the members of the Trade
Union authorising the applicants to make an application for
registration; and

(d).

In the case of a Trade union, being a federation or a central
organisation of Trade Unions, a copy of the resolution adopted by
the members of each of the member Trade Unions, meeting
separately, agreeing to constitute a federation or a central
organisation of Trade Unions.

Explanation: For the purpose of this Meuse, resolution adopted by the
members of the Trade Union means, in the case of a Trade Urgon, being
a federation or a central organisation of Trade Unions, the resolution
adopted by the members of each of the member trade unions, meeting
separately.
(2) Where a Trade Union has been in existence for mare than one year
before the making of an application for its registration, there shall be
delivered to the Registrar, together with the application, a general
statement of the assets and liabilities of the Trade Union prepared in such
form and containing such particulars as may be prescribed.

13. Prohibition of Craft, category or caste based unions
A union which comphses workers of a craft or category or a union which is
Rased on caste shall not be registered under this Act.

16. Power to call for further information or alternation of name

The Registrar nay call for further information from the persons making
application for registration with a view to satisfy himself that the

REPOIT OF TIF NIT DWI COI/
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appllcattort made for registration of the Trade Union cow plies with the
provisions of this Act and it is otherwise entitled for registration under
this Act and may refuse to register the Trade Union until such information
is furnished.

(2

) R the name under which the 'Rade Union is proposed to be registered is
identical with that of an existing Trade Union or in the opinion of the
Registrar so nearly resemb:es the name of an existing trade union that
such name is likely to deceive the public or the members of the either
Trade Union, the Registrar shall require the persons making applicaUon
to alter the name of Trade Union and shall refuse to register the Trade
Union until such alteration has been made

17. Provisions to be contained in the Constitution & Rules of the Trade Union
(1) A Trade Union shall not be entitled to registration under this Act, nnless
the executive thereof is constituted in accordance with the provisions of
this Act, and the rules of the Trade Union provide for the foliowing
matters, namely: (a).

the name of the trade union;

(b).

the whole of the objects for which the trade union has been
established;

(C)

the whale of the purposes for which the general funds of the trade
union shall be applicable, all of which purposes shall be purposes
to which such funds are lawfully applicable under this Act;

(d) the maintenance of a list of the members of the trade union and
adequate facilities for the inspection thereof by the office bearers
and members of the trade union;
(e). the admission of ordinary members (irrespective of their craft or
- category) who shall be persons actually engaged or employed in the
establishment, undertaking or industry, or units, branches or
or. es, of an establishment as the case may be ; with which the
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